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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Written in 3923 "political verses", the anonymous Chronicle of the Tocco is an epic 

family chronicle, which describes the history of the Tocco family - mainly the deeds 

of Carlo I Tocco, as well as the events which took place in Western Greece and the 

islands of Zakynthos (Zante), Leukas, Cephalonia (Cephallenia) and Ithaca during 

the years 1375-1422 1 . It starts with the death of Leonardo I Tocco (ca 1375) 2  and 

ends with the beginning of the war between Carlo I Tocco and the two Palaiologoi 

despots of the Byzantine Peloponnesos, Theodoros II and Constantinos XI, in 1422 3 . 

Edited by Giuseppe Schiro 4, the text provides a great deal of factual information with 

regard to the political, economic, cultural and social life in the Epirote cities of Arta 

and Ioannina5 . This chronicle thus forms part of these sources which describe the 

I  The Chronicle of Ioannina, which is written in erudite Greek, is dated to the same period: Vranousis, 
"Xpovixo TCOV Icoavivvow", pp. 57-66. 
2  For the problems of the exact chronology, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 25-26. Cf. Beck, 
Bvcavrivij Aoyorezvia, p. 253; Zachariadou, "Xpovtith TCOV TOKICO", passim. 
' The reason for the conflicts was the occupation of Clarentsa which fell into the hands of the 
Byzantines in 1426; Zakythinos, Despotat, II, 144-145. On the despot; Theodoros II (1408-1443), and 
the last Byzantine emperor, Constantinos XI Palaiologos (1449-53), see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 357-
365, 390 
4  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco; see bibliography. 
5  For a recent evaluation of the Chronicle of the Tocco, see Zachariadou, "Xpovtico TCOV 'roma)", 
p.158. For factual information, see Talbot, "Tocco", vol. III, p. 2090; Kassapides, "Taxicot", pp. 379-
382. 
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troubled history of Greece after its occupation by the Crusaders and up to and 

including the beginning of the Turkish period. 

Besides its historical significance, this chronicle also represents an important source 

of linguistic value; unlike the majority of Byzantine sources, which are written in 

erudite Greek, The Chronicle of the Tocco, like The Chronicle of Morea, is written in 

the vernacular6 . It must be noted that the first 800 verses of the text in the Codex 

Vatic. Gr. 1831 and in its copy, the Codex Vatic. Gr. 2241, are missing. 

Except Schir6's thorough and commendable historical examination of the Chronicle 

of the Tocco 7  , there has not been any specialised study on the social, political, 

economic and cultural aspects of this Chronicle, neither on the author's prism. Thus, 

the importance of the present study will reside - we believe - in the thorough analysis 

of the above mentioned aspects. While concentrating on the anonymous author's 

value system, his social and cultural views, religious beliefs and moral standards will 

be measured against the late medieval Byzantine background, characterised by the 

tensions and the symbiosis between different ethnic and religious groups. 

1. The study and its aim 

This is the study of an unknown man's view of his contemporary Byzantine world 

how it was structured and functioned both socially and culturally. In other words, this 

is an attempt to reconstruct the world view of an unknown individual, through 

expression of his emotions, impressions, principles and norms in connection with 

various aspects of his environment. By this approach, I trust, the anonymous author's 

value system can be "re-created" and examined in association with the collective 

6  For a comparison, see Beck, BvcavrtVli Aoyorezvia, pp. 249-253; Beaton, Romance, pp. 92-93. 
' See Kazhdan, "Chronicle of the Tocco", pp. 169-179. 
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cultural norms, set and shared by his contemporary society. Thus, besides the 

author's aesthetic perception of the external, physical aspects of his environment, 

collective and individual stereotypes found in ideologies (such as ethnocentrism, 

provincialism, patriotism, and class differentiation), as well as religious and social 

moral values (such as piety, faith, sin, generosity, divine intervention) will be 

identified and analysed. 

Our author's perception of his world order may be seen "from the inside" through his 

concepts, opinions, impressions, criticisms and praises. These are expressed either 

directly or indirectly throughout his narrative, and refer to certain situations, events, 

characters and the human condition in general (such as the eternal question of life 

and death). Certain values, which are expressed by the author through his concepts 

and opinions, may appear as contradicting one another. These cases will be analysed 

according to the author's perception of a certain event and measured against related 

collective ideology, i.e. generally-held conceptions and values, as well as factual 

information. 

Thus, in order to realise the purpose of our study, we shall 

examine the relationship and interaction between individual and collective 

concepts in the Chronicle; 

establish the Chronicle's value as a source of information g  on the political, 

economic, social and cultural life in Western Greece during a significant 

section of the later Byzantine era (1375-1422); 

try to reach a better understanding of the mentality of multi-ethnic Byzantine 

society, especially in Western Greece during the 14 th  and 15 th  centuries. 

8  For the historical value of the text regarding especially the history of Epiros, see Schiro, Cronaca dei 
Tocco, pp. 8-10; Beck, Bvcays-wn Aoyorezvia, p. 253. 
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2. Method 

Based on a combined historical-anthropological approach, the subject matter will be 

placed on two different levels: 

First, the necessary factual information regarding the main events, covered by the 

narrative, as well as their consequences in the political and economic life in 

Byzantium, will be presented in a summarised form, covering the period from 1261 

to 1453. In addition, relevant factual information will appear in the text or footnotes 

in the course of our study. 

Secondly, the term world view will be examined from a comparative point of view 

in terms of relevant definitions and methodological approaches. Regarding our study, 

however, according to certain relevant expressions, the author's ideational system 

(or conceptualisation) will be divided into two aspects: 

the external aspect, which refers to the author's aesthetic perceptions and 

his acquired and commonly shared cultured ideas, and 

the internal aspect, which refers to his world "from inside" and consists of 

ethic standards. Both will be reconstructed in terms of the author's evaluative 

standards, which will be identified in the Chronicle and contextually 

analysed. Placed in the context of the author's contemporary society, special 

attention will be paid to religious beliefs, moral norms and principles. 

As for the selection and reconstruction of the various aspects of the author's world 

view, we will rely on two factors: 

(a) the appearance and occurrence of terms in the Chronicle which reveal the 

author's world perceptions; 
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(b) the degree of attention these aspects receive, directly or indirectly, by the 

author himself 

Moreover, in restructuring our author's world view, we will take under consideration 

other Byzantine sources, which form part of the Greek oral tradition and are 

connected with our Chronicle historically, linguistically and culturally 9 . Such are 

Greek folk songs which refer to different stages of life and some Acritic songs 1° , 

which provide a well defined idea of the collective world view of the Byzantines 11 . 

According to Helene Ahrweiler, well documented information on the Byzantine 

political ideology, administration, eccleciastic structures and functions allows us to 

have a good idea of social, ethnic, and cultural differentiation. However, the study of 

the impact the officially supported ideologies had on the Byzantine people, the 

changes, the acceptance and rejection of new ideas and influences have not been 

sufficiently or properly studied. The need for a combined anthropological historical 

approach for the study of the various aspects of the Byzantine mentality and relations 

between subjects and authorities regarding political, economic, administrative and 

religious moral issues is stressed by Helene Ahrweiler in her pioneer study on the 

political ideology of the Byzantine empire 12 . 

Consequently, placed in the context of the author's contemporary, complex 

Byzantine society, special attention will be paid to integration of various commonly 

9  For language and style, cf. Cronaca dei Tocco with Chronicle of Morea; for cultural similarities, cf. 
Politis, Ex:loyal, selection of Acritic songs, pp. 82-105; Ibid., selection of laments, pp. 206-15. See 
also Dimaras, Greek Literature, pp. 27-28; Beaton, Romance, 92ff. 
1°  For a general classification of the Greek folksongs and their characterestics, see Dimaras, pp. 10-11. 

11  Dimaras, Greek Literature, pp. 5-6. 

12  Ahrweiler, ISEoA,orice, pp. 8-9; on the religio-political ideology of the Byzantine Empire, see 
Alexander, "Empire", pp. 340ff. 
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shared cultural elements, such as collective aesthetic standards, religious beliefs 

and principles which might have contributed in shaping the author's conceptual 

system. 

Considering these assumptions, our study will proceed as follows: referring to a 

general world order, an analysis of the author's world division, in terms of ethnic, 

social and religious differentiation will be presented. 

In the next section, an examination of the anonymous author's aesthetic standards and 

religious beliefs, principles and norms and his way of communication with God will 

bring us closer to his ideational system of thought. This examination will be directed 

by the following factors: 

the social standards of the author, which refer to social structure and 

interaction between individual and group, and 

the author's cultural value system, which points at his aesthetic 

perceptions and his acquired ideologies. Both will be reconstructed in terms 

of his evaluative standards, which will be identified in the Chronicle and 

contextually analysed. 

After having established a closer contact with our author, a section regarding "Ages 

of life" will analyse his views on the various stages of a man's life. This will be 

followed by the author's views on gender relations. Finally, our cycle will close with 

our author's conception of death. 

The examination of the author's ideational system of thought will rely on linguistic 

tools; in other words, terms which define - or are related to - various aspects of world 

order and function (such as world division, social differentiation, aesthetics, ethics, 
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religion, perceptions on childhood, gender relations and death) will be presented by 

means of a statistical and semantic analysis. This presentation will be supported by a 

historical and cultural contextualisation. To avoid repetition or unnecessary 

comments, however, our analysis will be based on a selected number of relevant 

lines from the Chronicle of the Tocco. Therefore we will discuss only a number of 

representative examples. 

Furthermore, the analysis will entail the following three angles: 

the way the author conceptualises and describes an event; 

his ideology related to that event and - as far as it is useful for our purpose - 

the reality through substantiated historical facts. 

Finally, the conclusion of this study will be based on the findings which our research 

will bring forth during its course. 
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Chapter 2 

Historical Overview 

ecline nd Fall of the Byzantine Empire 

As has been previously mentioned, the events which refer to the Tocco family in the 

Chronicle cover the period between ca 1375 and 1422. At that time Byzantium was 

ruled by the dynasty of the Palaiologoi. For the needs of a complete historical 

contextualisaton, besides the main events, this factual information will also identify 

certain ethnic groups, which, I believe, play a significant role in the structure of the 

author's concepts and their function in his value system. 

The Byzantine Empire of the Palaiologoi dynasty, which occupied the throne from 

1261 to 1453, varied in territorial extent. In 1261 it comprised North West Asia 

Minor, most of Thrace and certain of the islands on the Aegean Sea. The so-called 

despotate of Epiros', however, depended only partly on the restored Empire of 

Michael VIII Palaiologos (1258-1282) 2 . 

I  On the issue of the so-called despotate of Epiros, see Zafraka, NiKaia Kai Thretpog, passim; 
Savvides, Magreg, pp. 46-7, 114, n. 135. Meliarakes, Iaropia, p. 172, note 1. 
2  On Michael VIII's reign , see D. Geanakoplos, Michael Palaeologos, passim. For a summary of the 
most important events, see Hussey, Byzantine World, pp. 77 ff. For a more detailed discursive 
approach, see Vasiliev, Histoire, pp. 254 ff. For the rivalry between Epiros and Nicaea, see Zafraka, 
NiKaux Kai Threipog, passim; Nicol, "Refugees", pp. 30ff. For a comparative overview of the 
presence of the Franks in Greece in the Aegean islands and continental Greece, until their conquest by 
the Ottoman Turks, see Lock, OpayKoi, passim. On the role of Venice, its political and economic 
interests and alliances in Greece during the 14th and the 15th centuries, see Nicol, Byzantium and 
Venice, passim and Chrysostomides (ed.), Peloponnesiaca, passim. 
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Despite his victorious oper'ation in the Peloponnesos and the occupation of the three 

Frankish strongholds Mistra, Monemvasia and Gerakion in 1262 3 , neither Michael 

VIII nor any of his successors were ever able to restore those strong relationships 

which had previously existed between the centre and the provinces. Indeed, due to 

both internal and external factors, various efforts of the Palaiologoi to maintain the 

traditional unity of the Byzantine state failed. Actually, their continuous 

disagreements and conflicts caused the destruction of their own Empire 4 . 

1. Internal factors 

1. 1 Administration 

Relationships between the centre and the provinces of Byzantium weakened as the 

rights and the privileges of the great landlords and the clergy increased politically, 

economically and socially. For instance, the military and administrative units (known 

as themes), which used to be administered by governors under the supervision of the 

central authorities, were replaced by a series of quasi-independent despotates. They 

were usually granted to members either of the imperial house or the co-emperor's 

family. In fact, these grants of land, or pronoiai, which were offered in return for 

services to the emperor, "were often made heritable and free of conditions" 5 . 

3  The three fortresses were handed over to the emperor by William of Villehardouin for his release 
from prison; see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, "Parrainage", pp. 80-81. Rodd, Achaia, I, pp. 170-7. Nicol, 
Byzantium, pp. 50-51. Maltezou, "Acarcat6cco", pp. 282 
4  The Turks gained enormously firstly from the strife within the Palaiologoi and secondly from the war 
between Venice and Genoa (1378-1381) over the island Tenedos: See Setton, Levant, pp. 320ff. 
5  Hussey, Byzantine World, p. 76. See also, Zakythinos, Despotat, II, pp. 69 ff. On definition, theories 
and problems regarding the system and function ofpronoia, see Maniati-Kokkini, 17p6voice, pp. 32-44, 
373- 406. 



Consequently, the pronoia 'system was abused to such a degree that the army became 

almost entirely mercenary, thus causing heavy expenses 6 . 

During the last centuries of Byzantium, politically, two forces were in conflict: on 

the one hand, based on the western feudal system of political structures, a policy of 

separatism, and on the other hand, unifying principles, traditionally common to the 

Byzantine Roman way of governing'. Still, in places such as Thrace, Macedonia, 

Thessaly and Epiros the once sound provincial administration of the Empire was 

never to be re-established. 

Regarding Epiros, its distance and isolation from the capital - due to its geographical 

position - coupled with convenient political circumstances 8  created a climate of self-

sufficiency and independence among its people. Actually, the stability which Epiros 

offered to a considerable number of refugees received from other parts of the Empire 

in the beginning of the thirteenth century, offered to the province a reputation as a 

prosperous and paradise-like place 9 . It was since that time that the growth of the city 

of Ioannina started. By 1285 the city became "important enough to be made a 

metropolis in its own right; and in 1319 and 1321 it was granted extensive previleges 

(sic!) of independence by chrysobull of the Emperor Andronikos II" 1° . 

6  As Setton, Levant, p. 320, writes, in an effort to find some economic support for the military forces of 
the Empire, "one half of the lands belonging to the monks of Mount Athos and Thessalonica were 
converted into pronoiai". 

According to Nicol, Byzantium, p. 191, if "the whole peninsula of Greece could be united under 
Byzantine government then the Empire would once again be a homogeneous structure, able to stand up 
to the Serbs, the Italians and its other enemies. It would be small, but it would be a compact and 
manageable economic and administrative unit running from Cape Matapan to Thessaloniki and 
Constantinople". 
8  On the causes of the political estrangement between Epiros and the rest of the Empire, see Nicol, 
"Refugees", p. 32. 
9  Nicol, "Refugees", p. 17. 
10  Nicol, "Refugees", p.21. 
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In the 14th  century the reunion of Epiros and Thessaly with the Byzantine capital was 

realised by "the granting of charters to separate cities, such as those of Andronikos II 

for Ioannina, or of lavish donations and pensions to local archons and dynasts" 11 . In 

fact, as P. Magdalino explains, "unlike the regions to their north, Epirus and Thessaly 

were not fully reintegrated into a restored Byzantine empire, except for a period in 

the 1330s and 1340s which was too short and too late to have any lasting effect" 12 . 

1. 2 The army 

In 1284, by dissolving its navy, the Byzantine Empire played into the hands of the 

Genoese, whose commercial interests did not permit them to offer any help to the 

Aegean islands, which were left at the mercy of Italian profiteers and pirates. As for 

the unemployed crews of the Byzantine warships, many of them chose to serve the 

Italians and the Turks. Consequently, the statement referring to the Byzantine army 

as being "the laughing stock of the world" 13 , should not be considered as 

exaggeration 14 . In fact, the last victorious sea battle of the Roman Byzantines took 

place at the Echinades (ca. 1427) against Carlo Tocco ls . 

In the 14th  and 15 th  centuries the entire Byzantine army depended almost exclusively 

on mercenaries, who imposed a heavy financial burden on the Byzantine state. 

Consequently, the Empire was led to the weakening of the military and to its 

II  Nicol, "Refugees", pp. 31ff; Cf. Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, lines 2119, 2169, 175. 
12  Magdalino, "Thessaly and Epiros", p. 87. For more information on the administration of these two 
regions, see Ibid., pp. 97ff. 
13  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 115. 
14  Cf. Sathas, Erpcencii rat, p. 38, who states that during the Byzantine era Peloponnesians, 
Cephallenians and Epirotes had an excellent reputation as soldiers both in the infantry as well as in the 
navy. 
15  Ostrogorsky, Histoire, p. 582; Zakythinos, Despotat, II, pp. 144-145. 
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financial ruin. In order to 'assist its economy, the state reduced its defence forces 16 . 

As a result, foreign powers increased their intervention in a more active and 

calculated way, especially because of the internal conflicts and wars' 7 . Also, due to 

the total collapse of its borders in the East and the West, the Empire was unable to 

defend itself against the Turks and mercenaries who kept plundering its territories' 8 . 

1. 3 Civil Wars 

By the end of the 13 th  century parts of the Peloponnesos, Attica and Boeotia 19, were 

still under Frankish domination, despite the efforts of the Roman Byzantines to 

establish their authority in these regions 20 . Moreover, Thessaly, Epiros, Aetolia and 

Acarnania were ruled by the Angeloi and other aristocratic 'toparchs', who objected 

to the imperial authority of the Palaiologoi 21 . 

Besides, there were rivalries that led to two civil wars: firstly, the war between the 

old Emperor, Andronikos II (1282-1328), and his grandson and heir, Andronikos III 

(1328-1341), who rebelled against his grandfather forcing him to abdicate in 1328 22 . 

Secondly, there was the war between Kantakouzenos and John Palaiologos: the years 

between 1328 and 1340 in the reign of Andronikos III brought about the loss of Asia 

16  Ostrogorsky, Histoire, p. 503. For the dependency of the emperors on mercenaries and the latter's 
role in the defence of Byzantium, see Ibid., pp. 515-516. Further details on foreign mercenaries, in 
Savvides, Mairec, Appendix II. 
17  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 197. On the ethnic nature and structure of this kind of army, see Sathas, 
Irpariciirat, pp. 238 - 241. 
18  Karapidakis, in Sathas, Erparithraz, pp. 27-30. In his approach Sathas, ibid., presents a diachronic 
collective image of the Greek soldier. 
19  Bon, Moree Franque, pp. 158-159, 164-173. 
20  With regard to the state of affairs of the Frankish occupation during the end of the 13 th  century, see 
Miller, Opapcolcperricc, pp. 258-262 and Lock, Oparicot, pp. 170-188. 
21  Ostrogorsky, Histoire, pp. 499, 510 ff.; Miller, Oparcolcparia, pp. 231 ff., 235; Nicol, "Refugees", 
p. 32. 
22  For details about the conflict between the two men, see Vasiliev, Histoire, p. 258. See also Nicol, 
Byzantium, pp. 162-169. 
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Minor to the Turks, while Serbia and Bulgaria remained a threat to the northern 

frontiers. Central Greece was controlled by the Catalans, while many of the Aegean 

islands were still held by Italian families. In 1341, the commander of the Empire's 

defence force and regent for the young Emperor John Palaiologos, the Grand 

Domestic John Kantakouzenos, succeeded in driving the Turks out of Thrace. 

Furthermore, he renewed the treaty between Byzantium and the Bulgars, and signed 

another one with Orchan, emir of the Osmanlis 23 . 

In 1341, however, after the death of Andronikos III, the second civil war, far more 

destructive than the first one, broke out between John Kantakouzenos and the 

regency. Finally, "an uneasy modus vivendi was achieved by the coronation of 

Kantakouzenos as John VI in 1347" 24 . By this settlement John VI Kantakouzenos 

and John V Palaiologos (1341-1391) became co-Emperors. But the latter, who was 

helped by the Genoese 25 , forced Kantakouzenos to abdicate in 1354 26 . 

The political division in Byzantine society deepened further, due to the theological 

dispute between the hesychasts and the Orthodox tradition (1341-1347). The 

successful revolt of the Zealots (1342), who represented a political party with a 

programme of reform against the aristocracy in Thessaloniki, brought about 

independence to the second city of the Empire together with social and political 

division among its citizens27 . 

23  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 161. For a detailed account of the events, see Kantakouzenos, pp. 35ff. 
24  Hussey, Byzantine World, p. 78. 
25  For the role of the Genoese during the civil war and later, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 204, 212, 228 ff. 
26  On the reign of John Kantakouzenos, and the conflict between the two co-Emperors, see Nicol, 
Byzantium, pp. 217-257. For the consequences of the dispute, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 219-223. 
27  Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 200-201; for more about the Zealot revolution, see Ibid., p. 215, note 16. 
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The situation in the rest of the country was devastating. Continuous fighting had also 

taken place among the foreign claimants and contenders in the years after 1383. As 

Nicol states, "almost all the contending parties in Greece, Greek as well as Latin, had 

at one time or another invited the Turks to champion their issue" 28 . 

At the end of the 13 °1  century, the despotate of the Morea was ruled by the brother of 

emperor Manuel II, Theodoros I Palaiologos (1383-1407), while the French 

principality of Achaia was divided into small fiefs. Patras was controlled by the 

Knights Hospitallers of Rhodes 29 , while the Catalan duchy of Athens and Thebes had 

been taken under the protection of the crown of Aragon. A descendant of the 

Florentine Acciaiuoli family, Nerio Acciaiuoli, possessed Corinth and its district 3° . 

John V Palaiologos did not succeed in restoring the Byzantine Empire nor in saving 

it from its further fall and decline. When his successor, Manuel II (1391-1425), came 

to power, there was almost nothing to be done in order to save the Empire from its 

downfal13I  . 

28  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 317; Cf. Setton, Levant, pp. 320-322. 
29  As Asonitis, "The Albanians", p. 271, states, actually, that, after the battle of Acheloos in 1378 and 
the defeat of the Knights Hospitallers in 1378, Albanians became masters over Epiros. 
30  The forebear of Nerio I had come to Greece as an agent of the Latin Empress Catherine of Valois 50 
years earlier; see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 316 ff.; Jacoby, "Italian migration", p. 117. See also 
Chrysostomides, "Nerio Acciaiuolli", p. 123. 
31  Manuel himself was a vassal of the Sultan Bayezid I (1389-1402). In 1391 he was summoned to 
return to the Sultan's camp in Asia Minor. For more details, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 311 ff. See also 
Ostrogorsky, Histoire, pp. 570-571; Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, p. 25, Bayezid "marched against 
Philadelphia with his troops; he was accompanied by the Christian lords, who were obliged to follow 
him. Together they marched and began the blockade and siege of Philadelphia; the Christian lords 
were the first to scale the walls, take the city, and raise Sultan Bayezid's standards". As a matter of 
fact, Manuel, who was in the service of Bayezid, had to help him to conquer Philadelphia in Asia 
Minor (ca. 1390). 
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According to Asonitis, in the late 14 th  century the Epirote region across from Corfu 

was known as Vagenitia or as Starea, while the term Albania was used for places in 

Epiros controlled by the Albanians. The lords who ruled the tiny states of this region 

were involved in constant conflicts and often called upon the Turks for help, giving 

them, therefore, the "chance to step into the region politically as well as militarily" 32 . 

In the spring of 1397 Bayezid I (1389-1402) marched against the Albanians in Epiros 

and plundered the region. Bayezid continued his campaign in Dometzia in the 

regions of Thessaly, Pharsala, Zetouni in Lamia and New Patras 33
. Actually, as Nicol 

states, the last 99 years (1354-1453) of the Byzantine Empire were "years of 

transition" from one form of universal empire to another, namely the Ottoman 

Empire34 . 

2. External Factors 

1. The Serbs 

The Serbian invasion of the Northern territories during the reign of Stephan II 

Milutin (1282-1321) forced Andronikos II to sign a treaty with the Serbs 35 . But it 

was during the reign of Stephan IV Dushan (1331-1355), the self-styled 'Emperor of 

the Serbs and Greeks' that the one hundred year old Serbian state reached its apogee. 

Ca 1330 Dushan conquered the northern part of Macedonia, Epiros and Thessaly, as 

32  Asonitis, "The Albanians", p. 272. 
33  On the military operations of Bayezid I Yildirim, see Philippides, Byzantium, Europe, pp. 23-32, 
130 note 15, 16; See also Ibid., pp. 25, "The inhabitants of these areas, together with many other 
pitiable Christians, submitted willingly to him". 
34  Nicol, Byzantium, 265. 
35  With regard to the treaty between Serbs and Roman Byzantines, see Ostrogorsky, Histoire, pp. 511-
512. 
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well as the greater part of Albania 36. The Serbian conquest facilitated the penetration 

of Albanians towards the South, since many of them served in the Serbian armies as 

mercenaries 37 . 

2. 2 The Albanians 

The Albanians settled firstly in Thessaly and then, during the second half of the 14 th  

century and the 15 th  century38 , advanced into the Peloponnesos and settled in most of 

the Aegean islands 39 . In fact, by the end of the 14 th  century the Greco-Slays who 

lived in Greece were crushed by Albanian colonists 40 . According to Asonitis, in 

1386 the politically disintegrated regions of Western Greece were ruled by local 

lords, mainly Albanians. These lords "were constantly on bad terms with the rulers of 

Ioannina as well as with the lords of the islands of Leukas, Cephallenia and 

Zakynthos"41 . 

36  On Dushan's ambitions and deeds, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 265 ff.; Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 7-
8; On the consequences in Epiros and Thessaly, see Magdalino, "Thessaly and Epiros", pp. 93-94. 
37  For a short overview of the history of Albania until 1476, see M. Vickers A213avoi, pp. 21-32; on 
the origins and the history of the Albanian people, see Vasiliev, Histoire, pp. 294-297; Ducellier, 
"Albanais dans ('Empire", 17ff. 
38  According to Zakythinos, Despotat, II, p. 32, the Albanian colonization started during the rule of 
Theodoros I (1383-1407), after 1394. For more on the Albanian colonization in Greece, see Ibid., pp. 
29-32. According to Vacalopoulos, Origins, p. 6, "at the end of the thirteenth century, official 
acknowledgement was made of peaceful settlement of Albanians in mountainous western Thessaly 
near Karditsa". 
39  Regarding the Albanian colonization in Greece, see Ducellier, "Albanais dans l'Empire", pp. 17ff.; 
Vasiliev, Histoire, p. 296; Vakalopoulos, Ioropia, pp. 26-34. Based on these events, Fallmerayer 
argued that the Greek nation had been completely distroyed by Slays and Albanians. As for the impact 
of Fallmerayer's theory on Modern Greek scholarship, see Sansaridou- Hendrickx, Greek Nationalism, 
pp. 100-102. 
49  According to Fallmerayer, cited by Vasiliev, Histoire, p. 296, the rising of the Greeks in the 19 th  
century and their independence from the Turks were owed to Albanians. According to Vakalopoulos, 
Icrropia, p. 27, the settlement of the Albanians had already started peacefully in the southern parts of 
Greece before the 12 th  century. Sporadically or as colonists in great numbers, after official agreements, 
they settled in mountainous Thessaly and in Karditsa. 
41  Asonitis, "Albanians", pp. 271ff. 
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In a text, which refers to & conflict between the Greek despot of Epiros and Carlo 

Tocco in 1426, it is mentioned that the Albanians descended with their horses and 

other animal stock into Elis in order to spend the winter months 42 . The reactions of 

Greeks and Latins to these migrations reflect double standards: on the one hand, both 

Greeks and Catalans, tried to prevent the Albanian migration into Greece (1295-

1318)43 , though in vain, and on the other hand, being capable cultivators and 

warriors, the Albanians were used both in fields as agricultural labourers, as well as 

on the battle field44 . By 1400 Albanians became greatly prized both as mercenaries 

and field labourers by Frankish and Byzantine lords in Southern Greece 45 . 

2. 3 The Venetians 

The areas assigned to Venice in 1204 intersected with the imperial domain and the 

territory of the Crusaders. These possessions included the city of Andrianople, with a 

part of the Propontis and a coast-line from Heraclea to Aegospotamoi in the 

Chersonnesos, Aetolia, Acarnania and Albania. In fact, Venetians controlled all main 

ports in Western Greece, while in the Aegean Sea they ruled over the Cyclades, 

Salamis, Aegina and Oreos and Kalystos in Euboia. Venice's strongholds consisted 

of the provinces of Laconia and Kalavryta, the ports of Modon and Patras in the 

Peloponnesos and the Ionian islands of Corfu, Methone and Corone. 

More accurately, Asonitis informs us that "the islands of Cephallenia, Zakynthos and 

Leukas, were dominated by Maddalena Buondelmonti, widow of Leonardo Tocco. 

On the mainland a political mosaic was formed by the possessions of local lords, 

42  See Zakythinos, Despotat, II, pp. 33, 144. 
43  Zakythinos, Despotat, II pp. 30-31. 
44  For more details about the Albanian colonization in Greece, see Zakythinos, Despotat„ II, pp. 29-32; 
see also Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 6ff.; Ducellier, "Albanais dans l'Empire", pp. 17ff. 
45  Vranousis, "AcanotaTo", pp. 1368-1369. 
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mainly Albanians, with the exception of the Florentine Esau Buondelmonti, Despot 

of Ioannina: the sebastokrator Gini Zenevisi in Argyrokastron, the Despot Gini Bua 

Spata in Arta, his brother, dominus Angelicastri et Albanie, Sguros Bua Spata, in 

Aetolia and Akarnania, while Naupaktos was dominated by his son-in-law, 

Marquesan de Flor 46 . 

As for the continuous conflicts between the Venetians and the Byzantines, they 

seemed to end by a peace treaty signed in 1302. However, the need of the Byzantines 

to rely more and more on Western help, especially at the sea, forced them to new 

agreements47 . In 1349 the Venetians renewed their treaty with Byzantium for a 

further five years. This treaty led the declining Empire into a deeper involvement in 

the rivalry between the Venetians and the Genoese 48 . 

2. 4 The Ottomans (Osmanlis) 

The greatest pressure on the Empire, however, was exercised by the Ottomans in the 

East. While Byzantium entered a period of decline, the Osmanlis started building 

their Ottoman Empire 49 . After having expended their eastern possessions, the 

46  See Asonitis, "The Albanians", p. 272; Rodd, Achai'a, I, pp. 65-66. 
47  This treaty was followed by a number of new ones signed over the course of the following years, in 
1303, 1304, 1308, 1310 and in 1342 — whereby the Venetians recognized John Kantakouzenos as co-
emperor of John V. For the conflicting interests between Venice and Byzantium, see Nicol, Byzantium, 
p. 119 IT.; For their trade agreement (1310), see Ibid. p. 146. 
48  This treaty was renewed for a further 5 years in 1357; see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 234 ff., 272 ff. The 
trade of the eastern Mediterranean was the main cause for the continuous conflicts between the two 
rivals: for more details, see Ibid., pp. 38-40. The economic decline and misery of the Empire become 
clear in the new agreement signed between John V and the Doge of Naples in 1370, by which the 
island of Tenedos was offered to Venice. Nicol, Byzantium, p. 283 states: "...the Emperor had not 
even enough money to pay for his return voyage to Constantinople". Andronikos IV, son of John V, 
refused to hand over the island of Tenedos, which lies at the entrance of Hellespont. On the conflicts 
between Genoa and Venice and the issue of Tenedos, see also Setton, Levant, pp. 321-23. 
49  For the rise of the Osmanlis (named after their founder, Osman), see Wittek, Ottoman Empire, 
passim. 
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Ottomans settled in the Peninsula of Gallipoli in 1354 5° . In 1362, under the 

leadership of Sultan Murad I (1362-1389), they continued their expansion in the 

Balkans at the expense of both Serbia and Byzantium. They advanced into 

Macedonia and reached the Adriatic coast and the Alps. The allied forces of Poles, 

Serbs, Kroats and Bosnians were defeated in the battle of Kossovo in 1389. Later, in 

1396, a Christian army of knights 51  was crushed at Nicopolis by Murad's I successor, 

Bayezid I (1389-1402), who carried on the Ottoman campaign in the Balkans 52 . 

2. 5 The Companies: Catalans and Navarese 

In 1303, under the leadership of Roger de Flor, the Catalan company - a band of 

unemployed professional Spanish soldiers - offered their services to emperor 

Andronikos II Palaiologos (1282-1328). But instead of their services they brought 

ruin and destruction to the Empire 53 . As D. Nicol states: "Their contribution to the 

ruin of the Byzantine Empire which they had been hired to save was indeed far 

greater than that of the Mongols. In some ways it was nearly as great as that of the 

Turks"54 . 

After several attacks on the monasteries of Athos and Thessaloniki, they invaded the 

plain of Thessaly and Southern Greece (from 1304/1305 onwards). Several towns 

were captured and the cities of Thebes and Athens were conquered (1311). Thus, the 

duchy of Athens became Catalan. The Catalan domination lasted for almost 80 years, 

until 1388 55 . 

5°  Wittek, Ottoman Empire, p. 44. 
51  Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 318, describes the desperate effort of the knights to force back the Turks. 
52  See Sansaridou-Hendrickx, Greek Nationalism, p. 23. 
53  For more details, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp.136-148; on the operations of the Catalans in Thessaly, 
Beotia and Athens, see Laiou, Constantinople, pp. 226ff. 
54  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 143. 
55  For more details, see Sefton, Catalan Domination, passim. 
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At the end of 1379 the Navarese company (also Spanish mercenaries) arrived in 

Greece seeking employment and lands to conquer. Some of them engaged in fighting 

the Catalans in central Greece. As a result, the Navarese captured Thebes, and most 

of Achea's small fiefs on behalf of Nerio I Acciaiuoli, lord of Corinth. In 1388 

Nerio took possession of Athens 56 . 

At that time, the despotate of Morea was ruled by Theodoros I Palaiologos (1383-

1407) who was married to Acciaiuoli's daughter, Bartholomea. Theodoros was 

counting on Acciaiuoli's help in his fights against the Navarese company. But after 

Nerio's death in 1394, his estate passed to his other son-in law, Carlo Tocco, then 

Count of Cephalonia who was claiming the inheritance of his grandfathers, the 

Orsini, in Epiros. Carlo, who was fighting in Morea, turned for help to Bayezid 1 57 , 

thus giving an excuse to the Turks to intervene and demonstrate their military 

superiority58 . 

In 1444 Athens was taken over by the despot of Morea, Constantinos Palaiologos 

(1443-1449), who forced the duke of the city, Nerio II Acciaiuoli, to pay tribute to 

him instead of the Sultan, Murad II (1421-1451) 59 . By then the Byzantine Empire 

consisted only of the quasi-independent despotate of Morea and the city of 

56  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 316; Storey, Medieval World, p. 462. About the economic activities of the 
Acciaiuoli family in 1358 and onwards, see Jacoby, "Italian migration", pp. 104, 115-117. For more 
references on the Acciaiuoli family, see Nicoloudis, "A•ccayubkat/ATcsaytthXat, vol. III, pp. 273-276. 
See also Chrysostomides, "Nerio Acciaiuolli", pp. 121-122. 
57  Regarding the reign of Bayezid, see Philippides, Byzantium Europe, pp. 23-32. 
58  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 317; Sugar, Otkopavirr) icvpicepzia, pp. 58ff. 
59  About the military activities of Constantinos, see Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 169, 172-174; see also 
Nicol, Byzantium, p. 379. 
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Constantinople, which continued to retain its legendary fame as an impregnable 

fortress until its final capture by the Turks in 1453. 

2. 6 The Tocco Family and the author 

The Tocco family were in the service of the Anjou dynasty (1266-1442) of Naples 6° , 

when Guglielmo II Tocco, grandfather of Carlo Tocco, was appointed by Philip I 

Taranto, son of Charles II d'Anjou 61 , capitaneus et magister massarius civitatis et 

insule Corphiensis (1328-1335)62 . Guglielmo's son, Leonardo I, became bailus for 

the Anjou over the islands of Zante, Cephalonia, Ithaca, Leucas and the castle of 

Bonia in Epiros. After his death, in 1375, these fiefs were administered by his 

widow, Maddalena dei Buondelmonti Acciaiuoli until 1401 when Carlo attained his 

majority. In 1383 Maddalena and her son, Carlo Tocco, exacted toll from the ships 

and conceded commercial privileges to the Genoese in 1389, thus causing 

displeasure among the Venetian merchants 63 . 

The moderately peaceful attitude of Maddalena and her late husband, Leonardo, 

towards their neighbours, was replaced by an aggressive policy of expansion adopted 

by their son, Carlo I Tocco, especially against the Albanian archons, the Spata 

brothers. Carlo involved the Turks in his claims to gain possession of the Epirote 

lands of his ancestors, the Orsini 64 . As an active and vigorous champion of Latin 

ascendancy in Greece, he also tried to add to his dominions Morea, but he was 

60  For the rise of the French dynasty in Naples, see Setton, Levant, pp. 85-105. For the connection 
between the family Tocco and the queen Johanna I, cf. Zachariadou, "Xpovuth twv Tiaco", p. 170, 
note 17, and Leonard, Les Angevins, pp. 462-469. 
61  Anjou prince of Achea (1307-1313), titular Latin emperor of Constantinople (1313-1331); see 
Setton, Levant, pp. 150-153. 
62  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 10; according to Zachariadou, "Xpovuth TCOV TOKKO", p. 178, the 
appointment took place in 1330. 
63  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 27, note 3; Zachariadou, "Xpovuco 'COW TOKKO" p. 178. 
64  For more information, see Cheetham, Medieval Greece, p. 239. 
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defeated by the Palaiologot His rule, however, brought peace and prosperity to the 

islands and Epiros65 . Carlo died in Ioannina in 1429 66 . 

Actually, in Epiros there were three Italian regimes: "that of the brothers Nicholas 

and John Orsini (1318-35); that of Esau Buondelmonti (1384-1411), and that of the 

Tocco from 1411 to 1479" 67 . In 1407 Carlo Tocco seized control of Clarenza. In 

1427 Tocco's ships were engaged in a sea battle against the Byzantine Emperor, John 

VIII, at the entrance to the Gulf of Patras. The final result of the conflict was the 

marriage of Tocco's niece to the Emperor's brother, Constantinos 68 . 

The Chronicle of the Tocco should be considered as a very important source for the 

study of Epiros and the neighbouring islands during the 14 th  and the beginning of the 

15 th  centuries. However, besides its historical and political significance, which Schire 

has elaborated on69, this chronicle has other most important aspects, related to 

cultural and social issues. We hope, through our study to project these aspects and to 

underline their relevance for a more complete study of this region during this period. 

As to the anonymous author of the Chronicle, according to Schire, he was Roman 

(i.e. Byzantine) and perhaps Ianinniote70  . For his argument, Schire relies mainly on 

the love of the author for Ioannina, and on the fact that the Chronicle of the Tocco is 

65  See Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 448; Zachariadou, "Aecyno-cacto Trg 1-17ceipon", p. 89. 
66  On the activities of the Tocco family, see Cheetham, Medieval Greece, pp. 239ff. 
67  Magdalino, "Thessaly and Epiros", p. 88, states that it is hard to prove that "this importation of Latin 
rulers and soldiers produced a truly hybrid culture", since the Western Greeks "did not become more 
westernised than those of Constantinople and 'Thessalonica". According to Magdalino, Ibid., the 
regions of Thessaly and Epiros culturally "remained Byzantine provinces, and conservative and 
backward ones as that". 
68  Nicol, Byzantium, p. 364. 
69  Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 7ff. Cf. Asonitis, "Xpovuth TOW TolCK(OV" , p. 135; Kazhdan, 
"Chronicle of the Tocco", p. 169. 
70  This argument, Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 128ff, is shared by Ilieva, "The author of the Tocco 
Chronicle", pp. 310, 312; Preka, "Xpovnc6 TO)V Toloco", p. 304; Zachariadou, "Xpovuth TOW TOKico", 
p. 159. 
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written in Greek'. Schiro' is thesis is followed by Nicol and very recently by Athena 

Kovani 72 . On the other hand Kazhdan argues that he is an Hellenized Italian. The 

safest position is, doubtlessly, taken by Beck, who states that the author belonged to 

the entourage of the Tocco family 73 , a statement, with which all agree. Beyond this, 

further identification remains speculative. 

71  Kazhdan, "Chronicle of the Tocco", pp. 170-174. 
72  Nicol, Despotate, p. 165 and passim; Kovani, "Drotxcia", p. 138. 
73  Beck, Bocavilvij Aoyorezviaf, p. 253; on the use of vernacular Greek language in Latin occupied 
territories, see Beck, Bv‘avrivii zateria, p. 207. 
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Chapter 3 

The Author and his World Vi w 

1. Defining the term "world view" 

Until the middle of the 20th century the concept of world view was examined from 

two opposed angles: either as reflecting the organisation of society or as a part of a 

people's acquired, assimilated, shared and transmitted culture. In other words, the 

concept world view was seen as a part either of a social or of a cultural system'. 

Since 1950's, a balance between the institutional (social) and the ideational (cultural) 

aspect of human life has been established through a growing rapprochement between 

these two approaches 2 . At the same time, correlation between linguistic structures 

and modes of thinking, in other words the relationship between language and culture, 

introduced another perspective in the study of world view 3 . 

On the other hand, Neo-Marxists, who had as aim the demystification of religious 

beliefs, myths, rites and ideologies related to the supernatural world, have analysed 

the issue of world view from a cultural materialistic point of view. Inspired by 

Marxism, which had placed cultural concepts strictly in a social and economic 

context, Neo-Marxists have identified supernatural cultural concepts with 

I  Cf Monnig, Pedi, pp. 43-48; Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 365-368; Voget, Ethnology, pp. 748-750; 
Cook and Herzman, World View, passim; Geertz, Cultures, pp. 126-141. 

Keesing, p. 349. 
' On the relation between language and culture, and world view, see Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 86-87. 
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social, political and econorriic structures and systems of the real world 4 . 

However, as Keesing cautiously states, we should consider the fact that a culture is 

an organised system of knowledge, (more or less) shared by most members of a 

social group. This system enables them to communicate, share ideas and meanings, 

have common aims and act together. Therefore, one should be careful in making a 

distinction between a culture as an ideational system, and a culture as a social system 

of human relationships, which is organised by biological and environmental 

conditions, as well as by socio-political circumstances 5 . According to Keesing "a 

people's basic assumptions about what kind of world they live in, what forces or 

entities control it, and what the place of humans is" define world view 6 . 

The Middle Ages in Byzantium, however, especially during the late Byzantine era, 

present a pattern of concepts and beliefs with diverse intellectual, institutional, 

aesthetic and spiritual presuppositions. It is certain, that the encounter between East 

and West, the creation of complex societies, their conflicts, symbiosis or co-

existence brought about unpredictable changes on all aspects of these peoples' word 

view. According to D. Jacoby, the major changes, which were brought about by the 

Latin conquest in the newly acquired territories, affected not only the structures of 

4  Keesing, Anthropology, p. 370; for an analysis of cultural materialism, see Keesing, pp. 150-151. 
For related theories and an anthropological point of view, see Ibid., pp. 365-369. 
5  According to Keesing, Anthropology, p. 172, viewing the "integration of society and culture" while 
overlooking the process of change and conflict is as erroneous as considering only vested interests and 
conflict in "shared commitments to cultural goals". Keesing states that there is a need "...for a 
conceptual system" that will account "for internal dynamics and conflicts, for cultures as sacred 
systems of cultural meaning, and for the constraints and pressures imposed by material circumstances 
of people's lives". See also Ballibar-Wallerstein, Owlib 'E0yog, p. 144. 
6  Keesing, Anthropology, p. 520. 
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political power and econofnic interests, but also the meanings and values of both 

Eastern and Western cultural identities' .  

In a strictly Byzantine context, Helene Ahrweiler has identified the original 

antagonism between Western influences and Byzantine reaction against it as early as 

the 11`h  century: thus, the schism between Orthodox and Catholics in 1054 caused 

not only hostility, but also a new genre of ecclesiastical literature, the gparpareieg 

against the Latins, which were accepted with enthusiasm by the Byzantine middle 

and lower classes. In this time, according to Ahrweiler, the concepts of Latinitas as 

opposed to Hellenism were born. 

The crusades - in Byzantine eyes - promoted the spiritual, military, political and 

economic imperialism of the Catholic West. Thus new ideological and practical 

concepts, such as feudalism, were introduced, even imposed, upon the Byzantine 

East. This triggered an anti-Latin reaction under the Komnenoi of the 12 th  century. It 

also provoked a breach between provincial and Constantinopolitan interests, which, 

in turn, led - states Ahrweiler - to a regional patriotism and some anti-

Constantinopolitan behaviour in the provinces 8 . 

The conquest of Constantinople by the Latins in 1204 hastened the development of 

these tendencies, while, on the other hand - according to Ahrweiler 9  - a new ideology 

was born, which was labelled Neo-Hellenic patriotism by A. Vakalopoulos 19 . 

Moreover, after the Roman Byzantines had lost their non-Greek populations, 

' As Jacoby, Encounter, p. 874, states: "in each instance the very nature of the ruling class as well as 
the structure of the local society determined to a large extent the character of their encounter, which 
evidently generated changes in both groups"; see also Louggis, BV;CCV/7 vi/ Iampia, pp. 254ff. 
8  Ahrweiler, ISewloyia, pp. 87-117. 
9  Ahrweiler, ISeoyloyia, pp. 118-13L 
I°  Vakalopoulos, Io-ropia, pp. 19ff. 
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Byzantium became a "Greek" state as opposed to its earlier ecumenical character". 

Finally, Ahrweiler states that the later centuries of Byzantium (1261-1453) were 

marked by utopism, eschatological acceptance of fate and loyalty to the Orthodox 

Church' 2 . 

Due to these historical processes and cultural changes, and with regard to the study 

of the medieval social context of our author, the above mentioned approaches have 

assisted, in a combined way, in organising the complex and abstract meanings of the 

author's values, concepts and beliefs into well defined categories 13 . These, in turn, I 

believe, should reflect a significant part of the collective world view of the author's 

contemporary society' 4 . 

The need to connect the abstract conceptualised world with social structures is also 

expressed by J. Pocock, who analyses languages and their implications. He argues 

that language systems are used by men firstly to communicate and secondly to 

constitute both their conceptual and social worlds related to these systems. Pocock 

regards those two words as closely related and interacting. He states: "each may be 

seen as a context to the other, so that the picture gains in concreteness" 15 . 

Moreover, as G. Gizelis argues, in order to explain a group's world view and 

formulate its aesthetic taste, one should not concern oneself with whether a presented 

event "is in concert with the scientific truth", but rather how a given group considers 

II  On the Byzantine ecumenical ideology, see Ahrweiler, kkaoyia, pp. 11-29; Karayannopoulos, 
eccopia, pp. 7-21. 
12  AhrweilerageoAoyia, pp.132-147. 
13  Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 368-370. 
14  On the interaction between the narrator of a historical event and his audience, see Gizelis, "Event 
into Song", passim. 
15  Pocock, Politics, p. 15. 
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the event to have probably occurred. According to his view, people have culturally-

bound perceptual styles acquired at a young age. These styles dictate the way "that 

members of a particular culture conceive of reality and organize and categorize their 

experience" 16 . 

From a more theoretical view point, and elaborating on the interaction between the 

conceptualised world of an individual and that of his society, J. Pocock argues that 

an individual's thinking should be viewed firstly as a social event, in other words as 

an act of communication and of response within a paradigm system; secondly this 

"thinking" should be seen as a historical event, a moment in a process of 

transformation of that paradigm system and of the interacting worlds which both 

system and act help to constitute and are constituted by". 

Thus, regarding the events narrated in The Chronicle of the Tocco, our main concern 

will be to reconstruct these events and understand their social and cultural impact 

from the author's standpoint rather than to examine the degree of their "scientific 

truth". As Keesing explains, if we are to understand another people's life, their 

motives and meanings, and explore their "symbolic logic", "there is no 

alternative...than to immerse ourselves deeply in these symbols and meanings and, in 

the process, to take them as our realities" 18 . At the same time, in the process of the 

analysis of the author's world view, we should remain aware of the following three 

most important factors: 

16  Gizelis, "Event into Song", p. 319; see also Pocock, Politics, pp. 3-19. 
17  Pocock, Politics, p. 15. 
18  Keesing, Anthropology, p. 371. 
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the author's cultural predispositions regarding his society; 

the continually changing political and social situation in the territory of 

his interest; 

the author's political and economic interests, such as his personal 

connection with his hero, Carlo Tocco. 

Finally, as is understood, a community's world view is a complex whole of values 

encoded in an ordered ideational system of shared ideas, beliefs, concepts and 

collective historical memory and represents the fabric of its culture. Regarding the 

formation of an individual's world view, I believe that this is subject to both internal 

and external factors. Internal factors are created by individual traits (either hereditary 

or acquired), such as character and personal peculiarities. External factors include 

both formal and informal education, collective historical memory and cultural 

tradition, as well as religious and social norms. Thus, in order to reconstruct the 

author's world view, a distinction has been drawn between those two interrelated and 

constantly interacting aspects, namely its collective and its individual one. 

2. World division in the author's conceptualisation 

In the Chronicle, due to their Italian origin, the Tocco family politically act 

according to Western norms of religious norms, social stratification and power 

relationships. The combination of Christian religious teachings and legal 

bureaucratic structures were common in the Middle Ages. Western rulers perceived 

themselves as Christian kings modelled on biblical figures and the emperors of 

Rome. As H. Kohn states, the political thought of the Western Middle Ages was 
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based on the assumption that mankind was one undivided entity and had to form one 

community 19 . 

Despite these unifying concepts and policies, segmentation and separatism were 

common phenomena in the Middle Ages. As L. Poliakov argues, the concept of 

separatism among commonality was born out of reaction to the exclusiveness of the 

feudal nobility of the sword, who claimed a different descent from theirs, namely that 

of Gallo-Roman ancestry 20 . According to I. Wallerstein, however, ideas of 

separatism between social groups, that is 'us' and the 'others', have always existed 

and often overlapped with racial and social class differences 21 . 

Huizinga, who argues against the crude economic explanation for the social 

segmentation, states that in the Middle Ages certain sentiments similar to racially 

ethnic ones were simply expressions of small-party politics. In fact, they were 

products of the feudal mentality and expressed antagonism, racial pride and passions 

for revenge, which motivated private wars among families rather than served any 

other broader and elevated ambitions 22 . 

In this chapter, and with regard to a structural analysis of the unknown author's 

world view - as it emerges through his expressions of separatism, differentiation and 

19  Kohn, Nationalism, p. 10. 
20  Poliakov, Aryan Myth, p. 26. 
21  For the issue of segmentation and separatism in societies deriving from class differentiation, 
nationalism and racism from a Marxist point of view, see Ballibar-Wallerstein, Race, Nation, pp. 21, 
60-78, 148; for the example of South Africa, see pp. 107-123. See, also, Anderson, Imagined 
Communities, pp. 148-151; Maltezou, "ctipayKoicpa ,ro*.t.evri Kimpoc", pp. 47-54, who discusses the 
image of the Franks as conquerors, in the collective consciousness of the conquered Cypriots in the 
13th century, sees the alienation between the. two groups, namely between the "us" and the "others", 
mainly in terms of religion. 
22  According to Huizinga, The Waning, pp. 11-15, the 13 th  century experienced many such events 
which took place in France, Italy, Germany England and Holland. 
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contrasts in the Chronicle bf the Tocco -I shall try to fmd answers to the following 

questions: 

Is there a well-defined world division in the mind of the author? 

What are the dynamics behind the way he divides the world? 

Can one establish the views of the author regarding his contemporary society? 

In order to answer these questions, we shall examine a number of relevant terms as 

used in the lines quoted and listed. The choice of these terms will be based on the 

vocabulary of the text itself and on the language used by the author to communicate 

his ideas with his audience 23 . 

Since the main issue in the text is the description of human relations through political 

intrigues and alliances, battles and family affinities, man and mankind stand in the 

centre of the author's narrative. Based on this element our choice of terms will start 

from the term av9pcogog. 

2. 1 '0 avOpoynoc as a collective unifying concept 

According to Kriaras 24, the term avt9pantog in medieval Greek had, among others, 

the following meanings: civOpcinnvo yevoc, avepthrivo 	 throticog, 

Kairolog, raveig, icerrozog tcvpiapxog, avgpac, fioneog, viroreAlig, asparicinng, 

. As for the Chronicle of the Tocco, people (eivOpcogot) generally seem 

to form well-defined entities and to occupy fixed positions in the author's 

consciousness. 

23  Pocock, Politics, pp. 25ff. 
24 Kriaras, A4ticti, vol. 11, pp. 214-216. 
25  For a semantic analysis of the term in the Chronicle of the Morea, see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, To 
Xpotalcov, pp. 58-59. 
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2. 1. 1 The term livepowag in the Chronicle 

2. 1. 1. 1 iivOpancot as one entity: 1083, 3420, 3425; 

2. 1. 1. 2 avepcunot as rulers and a ruled entity: 1179, 1270, 1590, 1597, 1941 

2. 1. 1. 3 ecv0pomot with local identity: 1194, 1213, 1279 

2. 1. 1. 1 01, Ccv0pmnot as one entity 

The first and more general entity, which embraces the human race as a whole and 

stands above all other structural social divisions, reflects the author's sentiments 

about the human condition (condition humaine) in general. The main unifying factor 

is equality, which places human beings on the same level of weakness and 

powerlessness to change their common destiny or state of affairs. Thus, regarding the 

condition humaine, the author focuses on the following issues: 

the issue of life and death; 

the subject of unhappiness; 

the matter of human helplessness in the face of an unknown future, and 

human weakness, demonstrated by wrong judgement, decisions and actions; 

the issue of loyalty and betrayal. 

(a) Referring to the issue of life and death, the author considers death as a debt to be 

paid by all people (amyl-sc., oloz) in exchange for their right to have been born 

56ot erev49776av). The key word he uses is zpeoc (or zpeco6s-o -41ev). Moreover, he 

stresses human equality in the face of death, because, as he explains, irrespective of 

authority, identity, power or riches, all people are equal before death (Pacruteig, 

pqyab'eg, alVivrac, ethlee x -ai yoveic-): 

"To -bc 13aat,2,eic 'cobs 0a-ugcc6tobc, tobc Torkpoic pliyecoec 
Tfg Pci t ig, tobc TcponOccopEg tifg  Keyvatavtivol) rcoXic, 
Tobc ictirropec 5rcov EKT1.60GV TaC thatpTI 'Ca xpatoi4tev, 
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TOv 7C6C7C7C01W, Tay /cpo7c6c7c7covv gag, acAlac Kai Tobc yovEic Rac 
Kai aA,Xopc cci)0Evrac cpoi3Epoi)c, &col) gcppt4Ev 6 Kocsltoc, 
Kai ijni-lpEv TO1); 6 Oecvatog, Sev Eixav ti vac xacp.ovv 
Airr6 xpEcoatobilEv anavcsc of avOixonot 'cob tcoagov-
Oaot -Kai av ayEvilerpaccv okot vac Oc1to9avopv". 

(lines 3414-21) 

By commenting on a man's emotional reactions at times of illness, sorrow or 

great loss, the author generalises human sentiments as he places all people on an 

equal level (z-ofc civOpcinvoic): 

"Ott ii Xinni f icoA,A3) -Kai h micpia i.t.e7Cari 
irpompEpEt Kai aca0EvEtav Kai vOcTov Toic Ocv0pdynotg". 

(lines 3425-26) 

Another unifying force for the human race has always been the inability and 

helplessness to predict the future. The author weighs this human powerlessness 

(0a6pacov, ret fielilovra, wig ave9pthirotO against the Almighty (0E00 govainv, 

Ile7canv): 

"Alayuclov, 91X.E, 'roe COE0i) Er6VCCRIN Tilv liEyakriv 
-Kai eccitacTov Tat 1.1EXXovtcc awf3ocivEtv Toic avOpcbicotg". 

(lines 1082-83) 

As to the issue of loyalty and trust, in the following case they are treated from a 

religious point of view. The author condemns the action of Paulos Spatas (or 

Sgouros)26  for offering Angelocastro to non-Christians, namely the great vizier 

Evrenos27  (ca 1406). In exchange, the Turks would assist Paulos to avenge himself 

upon Carlo Tocco. In generalising, the author commends on people's total blindness 

(aro-n*1%007v v)v ixovv of civepthrot) when they place their trust on enemies who 

26  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 40-41, 588: Paulos Spatas, lord of Katochi, was the son of Spatas 
Bouas Sgouros. 
27  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 44, note 2. 
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do not believe in Christ or are "infidels" (oinc gzovv gio-r0 28  . His bitterness is 

caused rather by the fact that the "others" are impious (ciagfiefg), than by being plain 

antagonists: 

"'ISic TTIV CcnotixpX(ootv Thy exopv of Ocv0pGyrcot -
Tub; Ocaer•ci; ntate-bovatv, &nob Gin( exo'uv Irian!" 

(lines 496-97) 

2. 1. 1. 2 'Avepomot as rulers and a ruled entity 

In his first structural division of the human race, when people are still seen 

collectively, in principle, the author considers them as an entity to be protected, cared 

for and treated with respect and politeness by their rulers. The author paints the ideal 

portrait of a ruler in terms of his relations with his people: 

"vac Sci4ii icp6aoncov icaX6v icai &pinny i; 	xcivccv, 
vac yXvicaveobv of OcvOixonot icoaiog vac avacsavauv". 

(lines 1269 - 70) 

On another level, the author divides individuals between good and evil in an 

elementary and simple manner. According to Schir6, the author's "cultura" was 

"invero limitata"29 . In fact, the author's concepts are subject to strategies applied by 

the ruling classes. According to his perception of society, human beings differ 

according to political, social and religious norms. But above all, in his final analysis, 

it is human behaviour that constitutes the main criterion in classifying people 

28  For the causes and the consequences of the hatred and hostilities between the Christian and Muslim 
world, see Armstrong, Holy War, pp. 32-53; Morrisson, Croisades, pp. 7-22; Wittek, Ottoman Empire, 
pp. 42-43. 
29  With regard to the author's personality, see Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 123 ff: Schire, Ibid., p. 
123, maintains: "a) che l'autore fu contemporaneo e spesso testimone dei fatti narrati; b) che era romeo 
e forse gianiniota; c) la sfera politica nella quale si mosse; d) la cultura, invero limitata, e l'intelligenza 
molto vivace che gli consentirono di scrivere un'opera tanto impegnativa; e) it periodo in cui la 
cronaca fu scritta". 
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morally. As for the behaviour of leaders, political power should be exercised in a 

controlled manner through direct communication with the people they rule 30 . 

The author's concepts are expressed sometimes directly, e.g. when he praises the 

Carlo Tocco's generosity (izopracrev, evaptairev) towards his own people, 

together with his will to know them better, in order to open channels of good 

communication (ilicakv, eavvOire0 with them: 

"ixOptaaev, iv4ticXriacv, Thy xd.vav, tobc avepdyncuc". 
(line 1590) 

""Euaecv, isavviptacv, yvioptaE 'rob; sav0pioicanc". 
(line 1597) 

With the same criteria the duke's first son, Hercules, is praised as being: 

"CevApo.wroc (ppovtuo; KaX6c, yXvici); etc Tub; av0pcbicovc". 
(line 1941) 

In another case, the archons of Ioannina are advised to reject the Albanian rulers 

(A.1,13avirag pi) Kopirco0o0v), who among other unflattering characterisations such 

as grouchy (Kaicoyvcopot), avid (Aegovpoe), perjurers (erioptco0 and thieves 

(idea-rat) are also defined as cruel people (cricAmpoi) and oppressors of the Roman 

Byzantines (8vvotareg roil/ Pcopaicov). Thus, the author combines two elements, one 

of socio-religious ethics and another of political nature: 

"AXilavitag 	Kouncoeobv Kai icacuopv TOD; aupevtec, 
OTt Eivatv Ocv0pconot mcknpoi, Zeuvecatec TOW Pcop.aiwv, 

3°  Regarding obligations and position of the dukes according to the feudal system of ruling, see 
Ganshof, Feudalism, pp. 60-61. 
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iccodyyvo4tot Kai XAei4ovpot, iniopicot xai KA,antat". 
(lines 1178-80) 

On another occasion, the author expresses compassion for the archons and the good 

people. He condemns the widow Eudokia31  for her plan to offer the land of Ioannina 

to the Serbs in exchange for a suitable husband, and especially for her being a bad 

ruler32  (cncilror) 62'7)V govoia) as well as for the heavy taxes (6vv7jOszcz f3apia) 

she imposed on her subjects: 

"Kaithyvcopi i(pecvnicEv, crOciph atijv gaugaia, 
icoXX6c flapgRa-ca gaet4ev Kai nOcOi Etc Toy tonov. 
WpTicztov tobc cipxovrEc Kai Tobg KaXobg avep67cong 
Kai Coaxilia 'rob; bf3ptcev. Mzpickcoc i2ancobvtav". 

(lines 1192-95) 
fitov do iccaavunia okcov Teiiv Ftavvtvisincov. 

-E13aXsv icat avvn9Etoc papaa el.; 	x6pccv, 
&nob iicalctcav rcoX,Xac of 6v0pconot 'n j; xcivac"• 

(lines 1211-13) 

It must be noted that the author, by connecting the `archons' with the phrase 'good 

people', expresses respect and esteem towards the higher social class. This recalls 

Wallenstein's point of view 33 , that ideas of separatism often overlap with social class 

differentiation. 

31  Eudokia Bali was the third wife of Esau dei Buondelmonti Acciaiuoli, despot of Ioannina. 
According to Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 54-55, Eudokia was expelled twenty days after Esaifs 
death. Therefore, her harsh ruling ought to have started when her husband was still alive. 
32  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 314: 

""AUov Ott ii3ovXhOilice Kett EicvSpa vCc erc6cpn 
cis Thy apfliccv gatEaev 	otac 
Tijc viipccs is icpcargata ftcrUetat va tobc, 
vCx Tobc ExyDA.than Ccrcawca; t3js viva.; tobc Ccv0pthnovc". 

(lines 1276-79) 
33  See Ballibar-Wallerstein, Ow1,4 revoc, pp. 21, 60-78, 148. 
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With regard to the description of Eudokia's character, worthwhile noticing is the fact 

that if her plan were to be realised, the material loss for the duke would be serious 

enough as to influence the author's objectivity. Indeed, the interference of economic 

interests in a ruler's ethical attitude towards his/her people should not be ignored in 

our conclusions. 

According to a crude economic approach, which overlooks individual choices 34, we 

should seek connections between the political power of leaders, and economic 

control over the ruled. From the author's point of view, however, a leader is valued 

not only in terms of what he or she will gain out of his/her ruling over a region, but 

also of what he/she is offering to the ruled. As we have seen, a ruler is good when 

he/she shows love, friendliness, generosity and, above all, understanding towards 

his/her people. Thus, besides his/her struggle for power and his/her strategies to 

maximise and preserve it, he/she is especially praised by the author for being a 

capable and just leader. 

At this point, referring to human power relations, it becomes evident that there is a 

division between evil and good in the author's world view. Regarding politics, this 

distinction is subject to the way political power is exercised by leaders and to their 

skills to communicate with their subjects. 

3. The world divided by religion 

In the author's mind, the second great division is based on external factors, such as 

religious differences and antagonism between East and West. The main human rift, 

34  Cf. Keesing, Anthropology, p. 295; Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, pp. 160-162. For a comparative 
view of different approaches regarding the bonds between rulers and ruled in Byzantinen society, see 
Louggis, Bv‘avrivn t -ropia, pp. 16ff. 
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which was caused by religious conflicts between Christians and Muslims 35  is well 

expressed in the Chronicle of the Tocco. It must be noted that in the Chronicle the 

Turks are identified by their religious identity, as MopaouXtiavot, as well as by their 

ethnic name, as Toivicot. 

Christians versus Muslims: 

3. 1 Xptattavoi.: 424, 425, 499, 3287, 3409, 3433 

3. 2 MovaouX[tavot: 951, 1685,3155, 3070, 3299 

3. 1 Oi. Xptanavoi 

The term Xptcrnavoi is mainly used in contrast with that of Movcrowlitervot. Being 

at constant war with the Muslim Turks, Christians are collectively presented (roi)g 

Xptcrnavoog, zpurnavzicav 4evrriv, ircivs -a) either as enemies or victims of 

Muslim Turks (ckiZioi rov Xplonavov, rvirovo -iv Toy, Zza.l.ao -av rove 6 : 

"Tub; Xptonavobg va liaxcovtat, navta vez tobc icoplabvcruv, 
-icai CciAloi 'toy Xptattavev TOv Pori0obv of Toiipxot 
ay [3cyn9ilcrovv Sautv6v, batEpa nviyotuyiv 'Gov" . 

(lines 424-26) 
"Ono-u -Kai ay Opililoovatv 'ç xptottavticov OcOvviv, 
afflict to -bg )̂, ?■,1YLWCYCV, oXopg ixaXcay6cv tovc". 

(lines 3157-58) 

35  Armstrong, Holy War, pp. 47-49, who analyses the origins of the religious hatred between the East 
and the West, connects the hostile sentiments of the West against the Muslims with the development of 
their Christian identity. Being no Christians, the Muslims were considered as 'pagans' and represented 
the image of the 'perfect enemy'.They had been labelled as 'infidels' and 'uncivilised barbarians' since 
the campaign of Urban II for the first Crusade in 1095. For the conflicts between Christians and 
Muslims as an aftermath of the Crusades, see Mayer, Crusades, pp. 276-286. 
36  For the loss of Christian strongholds in the East and the unsuccessful plans of the West to restore 
Christian rule in Palestine, see Riley-Smith, Crusades, p. 122. 
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This religious hatred, hoWever, does not prevail over social differentiation. The 

author draws a clear distinction between Christian rulers and subjects. Though all 

Christian souls, who happen to fall into Turkish hands should be equally pitied, yet, 

the position of a ruler (civivrqzpzerrzavov) who depends on Turkish assistance (oi 

Toopicot va fioneikrovv) is considered worse misfortune: 

"n0iY10ETE ipcoi)aOrpcev of Toi)pkot vecI3orl8floauv 
Kavgiv 6upavvixptattavev, Et p.h vac ith Toy KoRic6vo -uv". 

(lines 498-99) 

Elsewhere the author condemns (e8a et/tap-clay), both from ethnic and religious 

point of view, the Albanian chief, Simon Zenevesi, son of Gjin Zenevesi, for having 

offered the castle of Argirocastro to the Turks in 1419, abandoning, thus, Christian 

people in the hands of Muslims: 

"ESE (*airflow 'thy gicaRgv, e8g ecyvwaiav RgyecXn, 
vec napaoioafl Xptatlavobc giq TCoV Tcrupia"bv is xapta!" 

(lines 3286-87) 

3. 2 Oi MovaauXitavot 

Due to the same religious hatred, when the author praises for his qualities the leader 

of the duke's army, Mono Meliaresi, he stresses his victory in the war against the 

Muslims (Turks): 

"Ekap,ev npotepliRata icaXec gig fay Kcapav TOV, 

nagRov gvav OccuRacsfav Rath Tobc MoDamAitavovc". 
(lines 950 - 51) 

Moreover, it is with a certain nostalgia that the author refers to the time when some 

chiefs were strong enough to spread fear among the Muslims (elzav 86vajuv 

no.12 0, evol64977o-av): 

"fate Ccicawri nivialcovcav 'rob Team) of ec(pavtec 
acveyytatot, ecanapayot ecte to -bc MovamAitavaug 
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Kai eixav Ecbvailt -c rcoX,X,fiv Kai i(poPhOrrecv 'mug". 
(lines 1684-86) 

At that stage, however, collective fear and terror of the Muslims were dominating the 

thoughts of all Christian people (etzav iravra Aorto-gov). These sentiments are 

clearly illustrated when the duke organises his defence against the Turks in Ioannina 

(vci 8topecb677, Kricovv, roirov, icciarpri, troprovg): 

"Kai aiyrOg iical3aXXixevoev, etc Tat koavviva Stacr3ri 
vCc OtopOcbanxai iKEi, 'coy TOTCOV Kai TOc Kaccrrpn - 
vec, Kricopv, vec Ei)TE1.06CV01)61.V tia Keco-rpri Kai 'rob; rci)pyovc, 
Ott eixav Tcavra Xoytagov &no Tobg MoixyouXilavoug". 

(lines 3152-55) 

In order to muster resistance against the Muslims, the duke does not hesitate to 

approach his Albanian enemies and even use flattery (Ecoac'eicsvcriv row), as a 

means to reach his goal: 

"oi A?4 	v& auveXeobv v& EiVat Soukoievoi, 
vac Exovatv alipetav, rcacvtec v& eiprivei)ouv. 
Kai ob'rcoc 'rob; 1X6cpcoaev Kai bcoX46c -Kevaev 'mug, 
&ate vac KOcRovv Opecoatv Kat& 'rob; MovuovX.Ravoug". 

(lines 3067-70) 

However, the fear, which the arrival of the Muslims inspired in the inhabitants of the 

region of Epiros (roes iw,340776av goildler), chased away the Albanian population, 

who found refuge in Morea (4vrav, sic rot/ Mopaa 7.57r1jyav): 

Movov 'Akfiavitcct gyyuyav -  eig Toy Mopeav inciaav, 
tobc e(poi3hanaav icoAlac tobc MovuovXp.avopc". 

(lines 3298-99) 
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4. Ethnic world division 

The term ethnic may be defined - sensu stricto - as one's own37  . It is also connected 

with, or forms characteristic of, a race38  . Though the author himself does not identify 

with any specific ethnic group 39, he often views other peoples' ways of life in terms 

of race or clan differentiation, putting, thus, a distance between "him" and the 

"others". In modern terms, this attitude could be labelled as "ethnocentric" 40 . For 

instance, the author expresses indignation when he describes favours of Evdokia 41 , 

widow of Esau dei Buondelmonti, towards her own people (Tee irpcindara, 

idepovoluag &We z'cliv cep /Cla)m 1-770 and her unjust treatment towards her late 

husband's followers (gcbpwe, gcov).cricio -ev 4ozovrEO: 

"i46ptaE, ignA6cxtuev Ccpxovtec EK T71V xWpav, 
Tic npawata, 0,EpovoRtic g6t8e ti6v crepiltaiv 'tic". 

(lines 1196-97) 

The author's world, thus, as perceived through his conceptual prism, appears to be 

divided into ethnic groups. In the Chronicle of the Tocco these groups, which consist 

of Turks, Albanians, Roman Byzantines, Franks 42  and, though to a lesser degree, 

Serbs, are seen as a mosaic of different cultures 43 . 

37  Webster Dictionary, p. 478. 
i8  For an analysis of the connection between ethnicity, nationalism and race, see Balibar-Wallerstein, 
OvAij, 'El9voc, passim; Poliakov, The Aryan Myth, passim. 
39  On the issue of nationalism in the Chronicle of the Tocco, see Preka, "Xpovtic6 TWV Toxico", pp. 
303ff. 
4°  Keesing, Anthropology, p. 69; Kyriakidou, eewpicr, pp. 20ff. See also Preka, "Xpovtic6 Taw 
Toxxo", pp. 303ff. 
41  On the personality of Eudokia, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 53-54. 
42  The value of the Chronicle as a primary source of information on the relationships between the 
various ethnic groups has been underlined by Preka, " Xpovtico TOW Toxico", pp. 303ff. 
43  Mosaic stereotypes of cultures have been criticized and rejected as one-sided views. However, the 
human mind needs to rely on well shaped structures in order to understand its natural environment and 
its reason for existence. For a critical overview, see Geertz, Cultures, pp. 126ff. 
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1. 1 Toivicot as an ethnic entity: 354, 422, 429, 2183-4, 2860 

1. 2 Tuopicoi, as a primordial enemy: 425, 444, 447, 448, 452, 498, 503, 680, 682, 

741, 763, 952, 2411, 2425, 3287 

1. 3 Toivicoi, as a military power: 459, 963, 1133, 1904, 2189-90, 2201, 2235-6, 

2299, 2373, 2376, 2389, 2397, 2400, 2416, 2422, 2425, 3043, 3156, 3160, 

3165, 3185, 3292; 

4 3310-12 as a political power: 418, 1957, 2029, 3090-96, 3249, 3264, 

4. 

4. 

4. 

4. 

4. 1 Oi. Toivicot 

4. 1. 1 Oi Toivicot as an ethnic entity 

In the following lines, in praising the Albanian marshal, Mourikis Bouas 44, the author 

identifies the Turks as a separate ethnic entity (revoc)45 : 

"Movpiicri Mnoimq, Cam) rlxovg, Reyac aTpatecprig frrov• 
noXeRovc eiSev 8vvcccobc 	Tolvicau;, µe OcXXoc yevn". 

(lines 353-54) 

In the following case, when the author expresses his consent for the execution of 

Ya'qftb Spata, son of Irene Spata46, by Carlo Tocco, he indirectly illustrates his view 

on the issue of vengeance. By presenting it as a consequence of ethnic (thc Tammy) 

and religious solidarity, he seems to accept a natural phenomenon. Besides having 

been brought up and educated by the Turks, Yaiqiib - bearing a turkish name - also 

44  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 578: Bouas Mourikis was the head of the Bouas family. He 
accompanied Carlo Tocco to Vodizza as 'Raw; atpaT6cpxrg' to assist him in the siege of Arta (ca 
1404-1406). 
45  Kplap6.c, 'Witco, vol. IV, p. 257, among other meanings defines the term yevoc, as a) Karaycoyii, 
yeina, oncoyeveia; b) ail, tOvog; c) °Iwo/10 n-poorinrcov 7rov ra xapatatipicEi pia icorvn ic5iortra For an 
analysis of the ethnic divisions in the 14th century, see T. Sansaridou-Hendrickx, Greek Nationalism, 
pp. 121-127. 
46 - Ya qub, who has a Turkish name, was the second son of Irene Spata; see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, 
pp. 71 note 1, 72, 586. 
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became Muslim (rofynalcet cogaorre)47  , and, therefore, he was considered as one 

of them. Being afraid that the sultan might well seek revenge for Ya'qub's capture, 

the duke chooses to execute him: 

"Atayoincnv Toy iXiyocatv. toiipictica dilioX6yEt". 
(line 2028) 

"ab&bg 'yap iotdipeoxnv Kai ieavatuicsocv Toy, 
Kai ripeivii Toy, dig Toivicov, 6 aopkravoc". 

(lines 2860-61) 

It must be noted, however, that in defining their collective character, the author sees 

the Turks as wise and cunning 48  people: 

"Oi Toiipxot Se it); (ppoviliot Kai novnpoi 	70■Aov". 
(line 422) 

In most societies the measuring of human behaviour through stereotypes has been an 

accepted social norm". In describing an individual character, the author expresses a 

certain stereotype which collectively corresponds to the Turkish character. Ya'qub is 

characterised as an uncontrollable man (dvt9pcorov avvroasyrrov)', therefore, 

"through-and-through Turk" (e.g. Eau); 816Xou Toiipxov): 

"-E,13X.E7cE Se Kai gyvdipice ixeivov Toy Ftayointriv, 
iivepancov exviircOsznatov, 	ot6A.oli toispcov". 

(lines 2182-83) 

This description may help us to understand how people may acquire various cultural 

concepts and predispositions, especially when they relate to their natural and 

supernatural environment in their collective consciousness. Thus, the author's 

47  According to Kriaras, Aglica, vol. XII, pp. 312-14, the term 6RoXoy6.), among others, is defined as 
avarvcopicco cbs irrypov, eanGtvo, especially referring to religion. 
48  Cf. Sansaridou-Hendriclog Xpovitcov rot) Mopecog, p. 159. It must be noted that in the Greek 
Chronicle the term (ppovti.toc and itovipoc are not combined: see Ibid. passim. 
49  Keesing, Anthropology, pp. IlIff. 
50  Kriaras, A4tx-6, vol. II, p. 285. 
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predisposition against the Ottomans, individual or based on collective belief, could 

be considered as a contradiction to the general policy of the Byzantines, who not 

only continued to maintain diplomatic relations with the Turks during the 14 th  

century51
, but also involved the Turks in the Byzantine internal affairs. It is also an 

indication of a changing public opinion among the Byzantines against the invading 

Turks. Possibly, our author was judging the events more as a Frank than as a Roman 

Byzantine. Being, therefore, in favour of the Pope and the Catholic Church, it is 

natural that he would hate the Muslims 52 . 

4. 1. 2 01, Toivicot as primordial enemy 

From a religious point of view, the Turks as Muslims are considered by the author as 

the primordial enemies of the Christians (aro voliov53, ywaticov = natural,  7r—fl• vra = 

always, raorere °Inc = anywhere, never): 

gxouy io Kai quaticOy, Kai Akyovv, Kai Ocno youou 
Tobg XptaTtayobc v& phxowtat, nay .= vex tobc icoumiwovy, 
Kai aciAloi Toy Xpumayoy Toy (3orpo-by of Tobp -Kot 
av (3oriefloovv SaRty6y, botEpa. nyiyovaiy Toy 
ue Siwccuty, µE itoyrIptaty, µE ocsoy iluicopoixrty, 
laced); TO etoeg 	icoXXobc, (Snob do ixacuccy tthpoc". 

(lines 423-28) 

51  On the diplomatic relations between the Byzantines and the Ottomans during the 14 th  century, see 
Metallinos, Tovprorparia, pp. 38-40. 
52  Cf. the Frankish attitude towards Turks, as opposed to the Greek attitude, in Kalonaros (ed.), 
Chronicle of Morea, lines. 758-69: 

"Tic v& nicrteivn et; PcoRaiov etc X6Tov 	etc Opicov; 
Xeiovalv ott eivat Xptattavoi Kai &Tay ()coy rciateixyuv. 

Tobc croparcovc Keuspovtat, Xayovv, -Karnyopoiiv Hoc 
cric6Xtru; gai . 6vollacovcrt, &Toi. Toy; inatvoiivrat- 
kiyovv &tt etvat Xptattavoi Kai flayntaRa yopoikriv- 
ainoi Kai ROvoi. Xiyovcrtv Ott eiq XplaTav ICLUTV6OVV. 

MET& 'rob; To6picovc ic6c0ovtat, nivovv Kai icrct6covv 
Kai Tircote obic iAiyopo-tv oi)8e icaniyopobv to.u;". 

For a comparison related to these collective predispositions, see also Sansaridou-Hendrickx, 
Xpowrav rot) Mopicog, pp. 55-57. 
53  Kriaras, Aguco, vol. II, p. 273: v6Roc = 0£aµ66 icarporcapaSoToc. 
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"floincETE oim hicoixsOrixev of ToOpKot vac Po13ficTovv 
KayEiv acpavvi xplanav6v, Ei pj vOc TON ,  icogrciovovv. 

(lines 498-99) 

The same hatred54  is also expressed when the author explains how merciless the 

Turks are towards any Christian leader (zpio-rzaviicav cryoZvriiv): 

"Onov Kai Ocv OpRipao-uatv 'ç xplanavucov Cupavviv, 
apaia to-bc i7X1)TWOEV, Okaug kaXccativ tovc". 

(lines 3157-58) 

Moreover, the author expresses sentiments of separatism, hatred and power 

relationships between the Turks and the Albanians (govovrai etc Izercrag), when he 

describes the war between Zenevesi's son, Simon, and Bayezid Pasha: 

"&X? of Tobpxot, cbc TOovepoi xcci Si)vov-coct TOcc thaag, 
icilXwaav, Ecpeovriaav TON/ vinov Top v& ortecipovv". 

(lines 3183-84) 

Simon Zenevesi married one of Mourikis Spatas's daughters, but was not on good 

terms with his father-in-law. Despite the help he received from the Turks, his 

military operations failed. Having abandoned Argirokastro and his Christian subjects 

in the hands of the Turks, Simon found refuge in Corfu. Bayezid Pasha became 

related to Carlo Tocco through marriage. As a consequence, Bayezid received gifts 

and gave the insurance to Tocco that no attempt to conquer Arta would ever take 

place in future. 

54  For the evolution of the relations between the Turks and the Byzantines, see Wittek, Ottoman 
Empire, pp. 42-43; Hussey, Byzantine World, pp. 79-80. According to Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 86-90, 
217-257, the Turkish participation in Byzantine civil wars initiated their settlement in Europe. On the 
period of the Ottoman incursions until the final conquest of 1458/60, see relevant references in Nicol, 
Byzantium, pp. 150-156; Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 64-78; Savvides, "Mora", pp. 236-238. 
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Furthermore, sentiments or disdain and fear for the Turks are manifested, especially 

when they are defined as non-Christians. The action of Simon Zenevesi, who offered 

the castle of Argyrocastro to the Turks, is viewed by the author as immoral and sinful 

(comp. apapria, Xpt6rtava6c)55 : 

"ESE ecRaptiav Thy exap.cv, iSi acyvo.)oiav Reyaki, 
va icapa&baii Xplaticcvoi); eig T(.1)v Tovpiaiiv Tex xpi.a!" 

(lines 3286-87) 

Indeed, the author especially laments the fall of Christian souls into the hands of the 

Muslim Turks. And even more, he does not hide his pleasure when Turks are taken 

prisoner by Christian warriors 56 . In fact, according to medieval tradition, both in the 

West and in the East, prisoners were considered as valuable hostages, depending, of 

course, on their social status 57 . 

4. 1. 3 Oi Toivicot as a military power 

Besides its political role, as F. Hertz states, war fulfils two opposed social functions: 

it unifies individuals behind a common aim and a common destiny, while at the same 

55  For a semantic analysis of the term cipapria, see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, "Attarria", pp. 57-67. 
56  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 252: 

"infipav &Xoya noX.A.6, iniacrav Kai Toivicopc." 
(line 444) 

"ia0aaav Kai tex &A.oia Kai bobs ntaap,avol.; Toivicovc". 
(line 447) 

57  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 272: 
"Hcpepav Kai Thy KeyaXiiv, Tabs Tabpicovg -cub; rciaallivauc. 
Xapetv ithp,aat 	xaveic u;n8av 
Tobc Toivicovc icroXaKtaccv v& k4ayopaacabc tv. 
lipantata g8aioav TroXXa, 6ote v& i4epotiiatv". 

(lines 680-83) 
Ibid., p. 276: 

"Kai To -iipxov intaoav icaX6v, Nait riv TOv iXeyav 
Kai ipcpocrOcv Toy ijcpepav 'ç 'rev Soimcav -coy Cupewcii". 

(lines 764-5) 
For the importance of the socio-political position of the hostages in negotiating their exchange with the 
opposite party, see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, '"AuaRtia", pp. 57-67. 
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time it separates them from enemy groups
58

. However, in Epiros, as well as in the 

other regions of the Byzantine West, the fact that Franks, Roman Byzantines and 

even Albanians were often employed as mercenaries undermined group unity and 

stimulated the spirit of adventure 59 . 

In fact, as we often see in the Chronicle of Tocco, the same group, which in one 

instance opposes the enemy, in another, is fighting alongside the enemy. The 

questions which arise, are: 

How does the author interpret the successive changes of identity which take place 

in the collective conscience of a military group at war? 

o To what degree was the author's judgement influenced by the conflicts and by 

the war spirit of the period 60  in which he was living? 

Personal sentiments are expressed on several occasions by the author which, we 

hope, will allow us to draw a clear enough picture of his value system, its structure 

and function. On one occasion, when Yasuf-beg 61  invaded Vodizza (1404-05) with 

an army of 20000 men, most of his troops were drawn into the river during the 

operation, and the rest were taken prisoner by Carlo Tocco. The author highly 

appreciated the victory of the duke in the battle of Vodizza which led to a treaty 

between the two enemies 62 . 

58  Hertz, "War and Traditions", p. 54. 
59  Sathas, Etparithraz, pp. 51-55. See also Contamine, War, p. 119. 
60  On the ri period of the Ottoman incursions and influences about their superiority, military or religious, 
in Byzantium, see Nicol, Byzantium, pp. 310-355. Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 136-144. Savvides, 
"Mora", pp. 236-238. Runciman Constantinople, pp. 38-44. Brehier, Byzantium,329-340. 

61  Yusuf-beg or Jusuf-beg was the Lord of Vlachia (Thessalia): for more information about the semi-
independent territory (1213/1222-1454/1470), see Savvides,"OicraaXia", pp. 73-80. 
62  See Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 252: 

`"f2c fixopae 6 Ftoao -b-prixric Tabs iniaaev tobc Toipcovc, 
noXXec ixoXoRavirev, 11E76003c ikunhOrl. 
'EflXiTcovtccc Ott kaaEv toaovc Ex toy Xa6v COD, 

Kai Ci1COTOC 86,  ixipSecrev, ti.Ealov Kai ic7ult601, 
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As previously mentioned, captain ("capo") Mano Meliaresi 63  is praised for being an 

excellent warrior, especially for his victorious war against the Turks. By stressing 

this fact as cause for Mano's fame, the author expresses two facts: 

he shows, though indirectly, his satisfaction with the defeat of the Turks; 

he underlines the strength of the Turkish army 64 : 

"Kai ivimiacv 'toy ica,Ep.ov, itcaxtacv tobc Tobpxovc". 
(line 952) 

Worthwhile noticing too is the fact that, despite the existing cultural differences 

between Christian and Muslims, Carlo Tocco adopts the cruel methods of the Turks 

in dealing with his defeated enemies and his Albanian war prisoners. Since this kind 

of attitude and action succeeded in spreading fear among his enemies, our author 

expresses his approval of the initiative. His excitement, due to the successful result, 

is illustrated by the use of terms such as aixpoticocriav peraqv, is-p6p4av, yoofiov 

go.1,15v. 

"`P-up.itccpixac 4taccocrEv Toy ternov va avatpxovv-
aintaXwaiocv gicaRvav Rey6cA,Ty thanep Toivicot. 
`0 TpOnoc •obc £Tp61.1.a4cv 5X.ovc •oi) Eyobpol) Micoba, 
Orcov ilDtkicav toivicuccc vac ittavouv 'rob; Ccv9peo7tovc 
Kai 8X.ot ixa•agyuyav anamo ix Tat Kocatpri 
&no Toy (p6i3ov Toy noki)v u.7.)v pulinapaicov 'cub Soi)Ka". 

(lines 962-67) 

Tov Ofal.)1Ca gertellE iipxovra tobc Toi.)plcovg vex toi 6tipayrrl, 
Kai vet yevoiiv CxxcbptaTot TiXot ei; 	CI.Y11V Tovc". 

(lines 448-53) 
63 Ibid., p. 583: Mano Meliaresi applied Turkish methods in his fighting against Sgouros Bouas. 
Meliaresi witnessed an act of transaction between Carlo Tocco and Venice, stipulated in Cephalonia on 
the 12th May 1409, with regard to the possession of the Anatolico castle, as well as the rights and 
revenue from neighbouring regions. 
64  According to Clot, Soliman, p. 29: "Les Ottomans furent aussi les seuls a opposer aux chevaliers, 
aussi braves que desordonnes, et a leurs pietailles indisciplinees des forces militaires puissantes, 
entrainees d'armes modernes". 
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According to the author, about four hundred Turks invaded the territory of the duke's 

son, Hercules 65 , and plundered Angelocastro and the surrounding villages. Hercules 

with sixty men decided to fight against them and the battle took place on the plain of 

the Ofidari River (ca 1413). In the description of this battle, the superiority of the 

Turkish army in numbers (four hundred against sixty) is repeated and stressed by the 

author66 . In fact, he marvels how Hercules with his small army 67  succeeded in 

emerging victorious from this battle: 

"Evixrpav Toy TcokERov Kai xocipovtat. RpiXo); 
icrtpaywcav xatpaltevot, inciiyav etc 	xecatpo". 

(lines 2423-24) 

In order to explain this victory, the author emphasises some factors which, he 

believes, promoted solidarity and strength among Hercules's warriors before their 

battle. According to the author, homogeneity among warriors is a very important 

agent in inspiring courage, fortitude, bravery and heroism. Thus, before the battle of 

Ofidari, since the numbers were not favourable for Hercules vis-à-vis the Turkish 

army, in order to inspire his men against their adversaries, he uses certain factors of 

65  Hercules was the first bastard son of the duke: for more information, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, 
p. 127. 
66  Ibid., p. 396: 

"Kai Riav hp,ipav ESpocilev To Toivxmcov cponacraTo, 
acne Tav Vaaiva opOac Kai. ix Taw Aot8aipixi, 
-xpaTc7) -Kai inc Thy Aelf3aStac v& eivat TeTpaxacitot-". 

(lines 2376-78) 
Ibid., p. 398: 

"'EpxonXtoc acxoiatOcc i4ir3iiv et; T6v xaqiitov 
Kai ei6ev xaTarcpoconca 'co Tovpicticov cpovaaaTo 
'0X.iyov iScaiacrav of EStxol. TOV aot, 
Oicov c1.8av TOGolic iciptcrobc xai avtioi, ficrav OXtyot. 
'E4fivTa ficsav p,ovccxoi; oi. Tapxot TeTpax6cnot". 

(lines 2396-2400) 
67  Ibid., p. 398: 

acpitaTac Ton icpapeaev, rcis4 xarkalticeixi. 
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uniformity as an argument In his address. For the author, in this case homogeneity is 

founded on the following three factors: 

religious: Christians were faced by Muslim enemies (God=0e6v, Holy 

Mother of God=17avariav eearOicov, prayer=e) 40; 

social: noble and virtuous men, were fighting against socially unworthy 

adversaries: virtuous despot (roi3 aylov rob' Secrthrov) against cast-offs 

(repipaccbpara), and shephards (irpoParcrperiot); 

military: according to the author, the men of the Tocco were trained 

soldiers fighting against unskilled men (equiergot goilipov): 

"Icreic al3A,e7cete, CcoeXcpoi, iceptp.occcbgaToc etym., 
icpoliaTapaiot, acneipa-cot, acualib-rcot Iccaeuop-
e13X,brete tovc• gt01.1101 etym. On vac cpei)yo-uv• 

arciSeg gxco eic Tay eEeN, '; Thy Havocyiccv OEOTOKOV, 
Eig Thy ei)xijv toi) accpevtog 'rob Ocylov "CO'1) Seaicercau". 

(lines 2403-08) 

Furthermore, special admiration and wonder are expressed by the author for the fact 

that, despite the strong military presence of their enemies, the duke's forces defeated 

both the Turks and the Albanians 68 . On the contrary, he does not hide his bitterness 

when he admits the strength of the Turks 69 . In the following lines, the author's 

Kai 6 Xa65 Ton RE'C' aircav - va ijaav cbc i4livta". 
(lines 2385-86) 

68  Ibid., p. 444: 
"Ma riiv akipetav anopth, Kaeapta i4erafrc-cco, 
TO rciic exkcoeoy6ptaav Kai Kau) Kai &nava) 
Kai iai(3iaav et; ap,Taacnac pi Top -layug, pi 'A.113ccvitz;, 

Ma acc avtaxi)aoccriv, Ocoil tfil3orilkia". 
(lines 3041-45) 

69  Ibid., p. 460: 
"Oi Taiipxot, ci)c ijaav iteptaaol, TO Tafieoc coii Tovaaerrov 
eaKaprciaav Ka-carcavIoii vac Siciavovv To-bc avApoyrcauc". 

(lines 3234-35) 
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resentment is expressed by the contrast between 8ovagiv ro221) and acrefiefg, as 

well as by the repeated use of the term Ofiog: 

"Aiwcquv Exopatv nokAii of Ccact3Eic of Tobpicot". 
(line 3156) 

""Av EXEl7T,EV 'to KiV81)V0V Kai -cCov To.opiceiiv 6 (p6flocu. 
(line 3160) 

"'Apj 6 (p6Pog teliv Tovpiabv i -kovtoxpOcTriaiv Toy". 
(line 3165) 

Despite his contemptuous attitude towards the Turks, the author admits their 

superiority on the battlefield. The fact that he recognises their prudence in military 

strategy and manoeuvres" offers a certain degree of credibility to his objectivity: 

"Meyakcg [Tixvcc ixovatv oi Ocael3cic] <01> Toiipicot". 
(line 3249) 

4. 1. 4 Ot Toivicot as a political power 

In the following case, according to the author's view point, by his act of submission 

to the Turks, the Albanian chief, Paulos Spatas 71 , expresses two considerations: on 

the one hand Paulos's hatred of Carlo Tocco and on the other the political power of 

the Turks gained through military superiority and operations. Once again the 

excellence of the Turkish army is underlined. After he had bought the freedom of his 

sister, who was kept hostage by Carlo Tocco in the Dragamestro (ca 1404/6), Paulos 

offered his services to the Turks (i8ov2,th9nicev) in exchange for their support 

(vovo-craro roes gyz5pevev): 

"Axpoi) tirjv 4aiopocaev Kai iXEDOepoxrev 
<';>, Tub; Totipcovc i&yuk6Or1cev Kai aval.ttv r)pe.oct 

70  According to Clot, Soliman, p. 29, "Tous les contemporains en ont temoigne: l'armee turque fut 
pendant deux siecles au moms la premiere du monde". 
71  Schire, ed., Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 588: Paulos Spatas, the son of Sgouros and cousin of the Muriki 
Spata, was the lord of KaToxii, which fell in the hands of the duke (ca 1401). He freed his sister who 
was kept hostage by the duke after the fall of the Dragamestro (ca 1404/6). 
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flpaygata koc4ey'lcoA,Xec, Stopipata, geTaXa• 
Tow:milt° 'rob; ey6pevev vac gX0r1 E Lc Toy oobica 
etc ti y Ae -oxacoa gAzycy picsa v& 'rob; csel3Ocali". 

(lines 417-21) 
"oi Toivicot "rob iteexOrpaav iva Toy Poriailauuy". 

(line 429) 

Due to the military superiority of the Turks and the fear they inspired, an alliance 

between Carlo and the Albanian leaders was concluded. Thus, according to the 

author's view point, it is the military strength of the Turks which dictates the 

diplomatic processes and structural order of the opposing forces, when they choose 

to defend themselves. As a result, Carlo Tocco, who tries to build a fleet and seeks to 

win time and support, approaches his Albanian enemies with utmost diplomacy. The 

author, in referring to the duke's diplomatic approach, uses linguistic embellishments 

to illustrate his friendly style: 

"CO Soimag cbc rcag(ppoytliog 'g OX.eg 'rig ayevuluetg 
Ccpxtaey Re TX.viciycrtrec, Re caxapattoug X6Tauc 
Ecy ebpily rcpet4ty Kai Opp:ly eig 'thy alecrcrly ueaoy• 

iceiya TO: wevSoicauctpTa 'Ilya Tat avriorcaari, 
ul rbrn rceorcote iccetpe Kai Kccref3obaty TapKot 
Kai ebpovy to Kai aellovatv Kai Kocilovy 'CM cliulay. 
Kovtoy, iav(31,13auerpaav yat icati.tovy Thy &Tautly". 

(lines 1129-35) 

By referring with appreciation to these acts of political diplomacy, the author shows, 

firstly, his approval of the duke's initiatives to build political power and, secondly, a 

certain maturity with regard to the role of diplomacy in political relations in general. 

The superiority of the Turkish forces is also illustrated in another field: despite his 

hostility to the Turks, the author appreciates the value of Turkish education (rcade 
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1111-0V irauktyievoc), since the fourth son of the duke, Trianos, was sent to them to be 

brought up according to their customs: 

"natoiov ftrov acicogh, gRop(pov rccd,A,roipt. 
'; 'rob; Toipcovc acvaepOupeTov, KaX& ittov rcat8e -ollivo;". 

(lines 1956-57) 

This choice of education for the son of a noble man like the duke was not an 

exception. The philosopher, Georgios Plethon Gemistos (1355-1452) received his 

higher education at the Sultan's court in Adrianoupolis. The advantage of this school, 

as Kavvadias states 72, was the combined knowledge students received on Christian 

and Eastern philosophical concepts. 

There is no doubt that in the mind of our author, in accordance with feudal tradition, 

the number of the troops each leader has at his disposition, plays the decisive role for 

the degree of authority and power he exhibits either on the battlefield or during 

political negotiations 73 . Equally, however, the author values ethnic and social 

homogeneity, since he does not miss any given occasion to stress its significance in 

unifying and inspiring troops, especially before battles. Furthermore, despite his 

great admiration for the duke and his hostile concepts with regard to his enemies, the 

author does not hide facts which give credit rather to them than his own people. 

72 Kavvadias, recopriov 17249covog, pp. 15-16, praising the superior education of I -ahem mentions: 
"1"Ovo; KaAiic oucoyavetac ituxe arrovoalac nat8eiac...}.Letapaivet a'cnv Av8ptavoincoXi, arr .! 
MovaonA,Ravuoi ccian, orcov SiXetal TTI 81.8acncoOda TOD EXtacsalon TOD orcoiov unnp4e 
1.1.ccensig. Enov8get it61. T11V eXXivoxptcrsiavucn nap6coocni lincitat ercionc Km tic 
ciloaocuce; icat Opncslccvmcic ocrrilnyetc Tic AvaToXig". According to Vakalopoulos, Origins, 
p. 144, Gemistos studied in Bursa (Prusa) under a Jewish teacher, Elissaeus, a fact which may well 
have influenced the formulation of his social reforms. According to Tatakis, La philosophie byzantine, 
p. 282, "il est certain" that Gemistos studied in Constantinople and spent a certain time in the Muslim 
court of Adrianoupolis. 
73  For this feudal tradition, see Hendrickx, "A propos du nombre", passim. See also Setton, Papacy, 
vol. I, p. 8. 
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4. 2 Oi 'Alficevitat in thei Chronicie 

4. 2. 1 'AXI3avitat (or -AA,43ava) as a separate ethnic entity (or a territory occupied 

by Albanians) : 45, 51, 53, 57, 87, 176, 194, 202, 210, 349, 360, 482-89), 

549, 1106, 1251, 1333, 1438, 1448, 1482, 1497, 1646, 1650, 2288, 2303, 

2343, 2346, 2503, 3043, 3180, 3200, 3201, 3298, 3659, 3670 

4. 2. 2 'AXpocvitat ("AX Sava) as enemies: 74, 80, 83, 137, 189, 210, 791, 1178, 

1184, 1189, 1392, 1682, 1708, 1817, 1824, 1826, 1907, 1911, 1926, 1931, 

1933, 1978, 1980, 2348, 2362; 'AXI3avittico: 1784, 'AXilavvraata (of 

Albanian origin) : 1424 (both with negative meaning) 

4. 2. 3 'AXPavitoct ("AXI3ava) as allies: 549, 636, 739, 909, 1071, 1511, 2337, 

3067, 3076, 3819 

4. 2. 1 Oi AA43aviToct as a separate ethnic entity 

According to A. Vakalopoulos, the settlement of the Albanians in the mountainous 

Western Thessaly may have begun during the twelfth century. Sporadical and 

peaceful at first, their infiltration into Greece was often officially sanctioned, even 

without the approval of the indigenous inhabitants'. After 1318, aggressive raids 

replaced the peaceful migration of the Albanians to the South. The three tribes of the 

BouIoi, Malakasioi, and Mesaritai invaded Thessaly and "ravaged the countryside" 75 . 

Greek and Catalan authorities in this area were forced to withdraw to the immediate 

vicinity of castle strongholds. Nikephoros II, despot of Epiros (1356-1359), who 

tried to stop the invaders, was defeated and killed at the battle of the Achelous 

(Spring 1359). As a result, Albanian colonisation was further extended. As 

Vakalopoulos states, "thereafter, Serbs and Albanians held undisputed sway 

74  Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp. 6 ff. 
75  Zakythinos, vol. I, p. 103, and II, pp. 30-31. 
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throughout the whole of north-western Greece, virtually as far as the Gulf of Corinth. 

Only the castles of Naupactus and Vonitsa were still in the hands of the Angevins 

and the Toccos" 76 . 

In the Chronicle of the Tocco the Albanians are considered as a separate ethnic group 

(yevog re ' A/1,8avt). They dominated not only "Apra, but also Nainrcocroc and 

'A7yEX6 -Kacrrpov77  until the death of Gjin Spatas (1399). The death of this Albanian 

despot brought about the decline of the Spata clan (thicovrawev ro yevog riov 

Eraraico0: 

"Evuxe Kai avvefirpcev 6:icaeavEv 6 Enacrac, 
6 ouvat6c, 6 9ccuuacn6q, To (poiigoc to 'AXI36cvt 
Kai rcapeiabc ealcOrravev tib yevoc teov ITCataiwv". 

(lines 174-76) 

Collectively, Albanian people are presented by the author in unfavourable, even 

degrading, manner. In the following lines, the Albanians (th 'A.1,13ava) are described 

as rich and powerful while, at the same time, they are collectively defined as socially 

76  See Vakalopoulos, Origins, pp.7 -8; Ducellier, 01 AAficevoi, passim. 
77  See Schire, ed., Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 223-24: 

"'Ev Si Tubs xpOwroc xai Katpobc ixcivou; Onov axcUct; 
of 'AAflavitat aupewmuov Toy TO/cov AEGTCOTCXTOV 
Tip/ "Array Kai Toy 'AxeXifiv ai)v 	CocpoRepow, 
µ£t& -ca 'AyycX6Kacstpov Kai NaimaKtov opuiu); 
`0 Tcp&co; yap 6 OcSEA.95c aglivtc -oev Thy "Aptav 
Searcotiv Tay itiumo-av T6 yavoc TO 'AX.136cvt". 

(lines 44-49) 
"Tali Etepov a .6t6c8eXcpov lap Eyoiipov eovop.4av-
Capivrcucv TON" Ei5EaKtov, -ray 'AxeXCO 6Roicoc 

6Xa ca al."EpoRepa, Kaeclic 8texpatoixsav". 
(lines 54-56) 

For the confusion of the correct dates in the historiography of the Epirotic territory during the second 
half of the 14th century, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 8-9. 
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inexperienced (a/la971-61 E 	rporypara)78  and always greedy (ffavra 

2egovpol) 79 : 

"Tracyorrivav to -AA,(3ava, iyivovta uEyeacc, 
Kai iSuvauwav iroXX6c 'to yavo; tioN,  Enataiwv". 

(lines 87-88) 
"Kai 6); elvat navta kei4eupot OA,ot of 'AXlavitat 
Kai auCcOlitot etc npayuata, et; poiixa v& (popobatv 
£A.£14£11faV El; Tcp6c7uata, Et; paxa vac Topobiatv". 

(lines 194-96) 

Besides being greedy, the Albanians are also described by the author as cruel 

(o-0,77poi), sullen (Kax-67vcopoz), perjurers (thiopicoz), and thieves (x-Airrai). The 

author paints this negative image on the occasion of an act of diplomacy applied by 

Carlo Tocco; in trying to gain the support of the Roman Byzantine population in 

Ioannina and to convince the archons to resist Albanian domination, the duke sends a 

member of his own family to them with the following message: 

"'AXtlavita; µrl lawao0obv icat xecuauv TO1); CapavtEc, 
Ott elvatv avopomot aickripoi, EwvaatE; taw Pcouaitov, 
KaK6Tvcouot Kai XE14oupot, irciopKot Kai xXantat". 

(lines 1176-80) 

On another occasion, while the author describes an individual person, Gjin Zenevesi, 

seigneur of Adrianoupolis", he uses a collective expression to characterise 

78  According to Kriaras, A4tica, vol. 1, pp. 244-45, the term apathrog maintains its ancient meaning, 
&SiSaictoc, anstipos, &Sufic. These terms, in Divry's Dictionary, are defined as untaught, 
inexperienced. However, according to Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p.76, the term depathrog as 
synonym of depathig, means ignorant, stupid. 
79  Kriaras, Aguca, does not mention the term. According to Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 565, the 
term .1.e4ovpice is defined as "avidita". See also S. Papadakis, 'Ercvic.ton-crt&tcov /1,4ticov, vol. 8, p. 
572, 2e4tapiN = greedy, as well as Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 1035, A..egovpog = gluttonous. 
80  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 54, note 2: The Zenevesi, seigneurs of Adrianoupolis played a 
significant role during the second half of the 14 th  century. See also Vranousis, Xpovitcov 'may 
Icoavvivaw, pargr. 23.39). 
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(Zenevesi's) Albanian nature (r6 pvo-licov rov ro alfiavirucav rov)81 . Throughout 

the narrative, the author expresses his contempt for the Albanian people. Therefore, 

when the phrase rd pvcrucov rov ggez4v ró otAficxvirucov rov is connected with 

other contemptuous terms, such as zov8porqra, der/coo-1a and evrazgevola, our 

assumption will be that the term eafiavirucov, combined with pvo-ucov, has a 

negative connotation, expressing contempt and low opinion: 

"TO yvatic6v Top goEt4ev 	aXPavittic6v 'COD". 
(line 1784) 

"Kai i.E•ec 	ti xovSpercritav icai eutatoevaiav Th./ eixev". 
(line 1778) 

"H Ocywnaia iroA,Xii Kai fi X0V8pOTTIT6C TOD". 
(line 1786) 

A. Ducellier identifies the Albanians as "peuple solide et guerrier" who were used by 

the Venetians as "quasi-esclaves". He states that in a text of the 22 May 1391 "la 

facon meprisante dont on parle des Albanais est déjà en elle-meme significative. ... 

Les conditions de traversee ne devaient donc etre guere differentes de celles 

qu'imposaient les negriers du XVIIIe siecle" 82 . According to Ducellier, their social 

level was low; they were poor, and sometimes socially people without roots, 

increasing the numbers of vagabonds and criminals. In his conclusion, Ducellier, 

writes, that the Albanian people are known to us mostly through legal documents, 

"qui nous representent des individus peu recommandables, mais it est bien evident 

81  Kriaras, Aguca, vol. I, does not give any definition. However, Kriaras, Agtica, p. 174, defines the 
phrase "Toy ercuxac To apl3aviroc6 Ton" as "he is obstinate = neiapxocre noX.1)". Kriaras gives the 
following synonyms: ro apfiavivico = apvaoinix-o (from the Turkish arna(v)ut) = gecrrog, 
crypobcos-  (rude): see Ibid., p. 180. 
82  Ducellier, "Les Albanais", pp. 408. See also Id., "Les Albanais dans l'Empire", pp.38-39. 
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qu'd cote de ceux-ci, et en'nombre bien plus grand, devait vivre une masse albanaise 

laborieuse et honnete qui, pour cette raison, n'a pas laisse de traces"". 

4. 2. 2 Oi 'AA3avitat era -AN3ava) as enemies 

Since the very beginning of the narrative, Albanians have been considered by the 

author as the main enemies of the Tocco family. As the author explains, due to 

Carlo's young age (viog, roAdla razocitct), the Albanians hoped to occupy his 

territories without any difficulty. Thus, in continuing their policy of expansion, they 

decided to invade Levkas (13ovA,rjv ir4pacriv): 

"BovAijv Eicf panty Ogotiii; do Tavoc to alflecvt 
vex icago -uv itpEc4tv xai Opgijv va girobv El; TTIV AevxOcoa 
Circa); va Thy Koppavocropatv -Kai vex Tin/ eprig,a4ovv". 

(lines 57-59) 
"CO SoiyKag frov axogij veog, icoXX,ac rcatoaxi". 

(line 81) 

As it will be noted, throughout the narrative, regarding aggression and violent 

behaviour in general, the Albanians are illustrated by the author in a defaming 

manner, as in the case of their invasion in Levkas and Vodizza (1378/85) 84 : 

"Kai £Tcsixtcyav eaeflicrav sic TO AsvxaSa giaa". 
(line 67) 

"Kai i4 ()tine anXaKwaav TOv TOTcov of 'AXPavitat". 
(line 83) 

"Tip/ BOottcav iprjga4av, avikocrav TEXELCOc " . 
(line 123) 

83  Ducellier, " Les Albanais", p. 420. 
84  For factual information, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 33ff. 
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In his narrative, the author explains how the Albanians turned extremely violent 

(piravKov, iicaraxavcrav) and destructive while plundering the island (of)8av 

41Pcav roz)ffere): 

"M .-yav xax6v inoinaav Totz of 'AA.13avitat 
oiZev (*filmy noincetz eig i5Axiv 'thy Ae.uxaScc 

cdxov ij <Tiov> xtrivoiv -  62■,a cobs 'cix iinfjpccv - 
Ouoicoc ixata -Kapaav toc, anitta Ti-j; xcbpac". 

(lines 74-77) 

According to the anonymous author, their aggression and violent actions of 

destruction created profound feelings of hostility, animosity and deep hatred between 

the two clans, the Albanian Spatas and the Italian Tocco (pthov ra 815o revi7), 

which instigated the war between them: 

"Kai an6 TOTE apxuyev igaxrl, i xaxia, 
Kai gx0pcc Eyivi ouvaTisi vigoov ta, Six) 
Ena-caicov teov 6243avvaiiv get& ayevtoc to Soiwa". 

(lines 78-80) 

According to the author, with regard to the methods and tactics the Albanians apply 

in organising their defence, they appear less organised and less meticulous than Carlo 

Tocco. Comparing the two approaches, the author sees, or rather wishes to see, the 

superiority of his patron, Carlo Tocco, regarding the issue of perception and 

prevention of danger: 

"Cat eakacoc rj s .upEv 6 Soiwac va gyuXecr3 
tia xacycpn Kai 'Tung n -Opyopc 'roo /cap& 'cobs, 'Api3avitac". 

(lines 209-10) 
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Despite cultural difference's, however, as the author explains, Carlo Tocco succeeds 

in gathering a multi-ethnic army consisting of Franks, Roman Byzantines, Serbs, and 

even (.taXXov) 85  Albanians: 

"icivriacv Kai OcpxicEv you666cTO Va poyeixyri, 
OpayKovc, PoNiaiovc, /p(3opc tie, [teaXov Tobc 'AXilavitccc". 

(lines 136-37) 

The emphasis - 	- the author places on the inclusion of Albanian warriors in 

the duke's army, expresses either a certain surprise at the fact that Albanian fighters 

could be included in the army of the duke, or a certainty about their ability to fight as 

good warriors. Both explanations derive from the author's expressions of contempt 

and distrust of the Albanian people, which he showed with regard to their violent 

fighting methods and aggression. On the other hand, he might have preferred to 

consider them rather as allies, fighting at Carlo Tocco's side rather than against him. 

Moreover, the existence of distrust between Carlo Tocco and the Albanians, as well 

as the fear of the duke for their return 86, again gives an occasion to the author to 

express his views. Indeed, although the author refers to local circumstances 

(navviviiiirat, rev rolrov, ra xcopia, ra Krfiparci rovO, he describes the hostility 

between the Albanians and the people of Ioannina as a primordial situation 

(avrigavvg, izOpoi)g roes etzav ard apvic) which has never ceased to exist 

(ravra)87  

85Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 231, translates the word 1.1,60a,ov as soprattutto. According to Kriaras, 
Agzico, vol. IX, p. 311, in the Chronica dei Tocco, p.231, the term is used with the meaning "and 

even". Kriaras's definition appears more logic and fits better in the context, since the author has 
previously condemned the Albanians for their aggressive behaviour in Vodizza: see lines 87-114. 
86  Schire, Chronica dei Tocco, p. 234: 

"Rh ti)rri Kai ra,alaticsii Tay sic Thy Cexccilvocsi.wriv 
Kai inexpoiw Tay TOrcov Toys Oni.aa) of 'AX13avitat". 

(lines 188-89) 
87  Cf. Ibid. p. 452, the expression "6 'corms etvat Taw Pcop,cciow" in the following lines : 
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"Oi riavvivt&rat of apxovrEc Travtcc 'cob; 'AX,ficcvita; 
ixOpoi); •oi) Eixav &ice acpxfg, 6cv'ci8t -Kovc Reyalovc, 
otOtt iSimiastEvav Toy TOirov, TeX, X(Opia- 
Tee ictivatec •M); 0C7C0tVta, tia Taall EKpoctoixray. 
Kai St' ainov ixaxicav etc ociitoug inceppitpau -
xockew ovx ijOeXav 7COTe OcvOixthrov ackflavi•op". 

(lines 1184-89) 

Power relations based on military superiority are underlined as the author describes 

the total submission of the local population to the authority of Mourikis Spatas after 

the conquest of Riniasa (ca 1403) 88.  

"EiAbc Toy brpoaxiwriaccv, yivovrat ioixoi TO1)". 
(line 1103) 

Still through the prism of the author, the way in which the victorious event is 

celebrated among the Albanian invaders expresses both separatism from their 

enemies (Roman Byzantines and Franks) as well as solidarity among themselves: 

"Xapav Rey6cXriv gicaRe RETet 'Mb; 'AXI3aviTac". 
(line 1106) 

4. 2. 3 Oi 'Al43avitat (•at -AA..13ava) as allies 

Despite the conflicts between Carlo Tocco and the Albanian chiefs, Albanian 

mercenaries often helped the duke to win battles against their own fellow men. 

Though the author recognises the reasons for the duke of Levkas to form an alliance 

"CO Zevelkaric nava:az gTpep,e, i(pol3Ectov, 
&poi) eiZev OTt. &pal/Teti/Ey Tip/ -Ap-cav 6 Aganotn; 
Kaeapta To gXe7ev Kai Ili Tubs gatico'bc coo, 

i8vvapsoagv no? X& Kai OiXet 1.1.616 xakacret 
6 'rano; vat Tiov Paipataiv, cr .ovopov tiov ctavvivcov 

Koct ei5x,oXal.te CupopOivi.tac OiXotiv ikoplacti". 
(lines 3166-3171) 

88  See Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 51. 
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with the Albanian, Mourikis Bouas 89, against his brother, Paulos Spatas Mourikis, he 

does not hide his distrust (Taxa) and contempt for them: 

"Ayarcriv Taxa inoiriaav, xp6voc oi)oev iatapxen". 
(line 199) 

The alliance between Albanians and other groups is also demonstrated during the 

duke's expedition in the Peloponnesos with the purpose to conquer Clarenza 90 : 

"Et; Toirrov 81,(1)pecocsav- inoirrav apliata 
orpaneiyrEc, Ocpxowcec pcogaicruc Kai exX43avitac". 

(lines 548-49) 

It must be noted that all negative characterisations used by the author to identify 

Albanians are omitted when they are acting as allies of Carlo Tocco 91 . However, 

before labelling the author's position as partial, we should consider the distinction 

that Sanudo makes regarding the Albanians in Thessaly. Sanudo divides Albanians in 

three categories: (a) those who acted by and for themselves; (b) those who sided with 

the Greeks, and (c) those who joined the Catalans. Consequently, we should not 

reject the possibility that, perhaps, in the author's mind Albanians were also 

classified in the same way 92 . 

89  Ibid., p. 234: 
"'Aicairrov icaXtv iipxtacv 6 Soi.Acac vec crovacri 
(pocroactov poyaT6povg TE 	 icafiaXXsapiopc, 
4:1:96C7X01c, PoN.taio.oc, api3o1.; 'TE, TO itAkov 'AX.flavitac- 
Kai apxtoev va, gaxetat uvra To%) IlaiAtru Ercata". 

(lines 200-203) 
90  For the expedition, and the related events of 1404-1414, see Bon, Moree franque, pp. 282-284. See 
also Schiro, Cronacadei_Tocco, pp. 85-92. 

91  See Preka, "Xpovtico Tow Toxico", p. 307. 
92  Magdalino, "Thessaly and Epirus", p. 103. 
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4. 3 Oi Pcogai.ot in the Chronicle 

4. 3. 1 of Pwaiot as ethnic entity: 1179, 1426; ii Pc.ogavia: 3092 

4. 3. 2 of Pcouaiot as an army force: 137, 202, 549, 3113, 3170, 3506, 3511, 3645, 

3745, 3815, 3819, 3828, 3885, 3894, 3916 

4. 3. 3 of Pwaiot with local identity: 2166, 3027, 3030, 3430 

4. 3. 1 Oi Po.tociot as an ethnic identity 

The author uses the name Pcogavia to identify the country of the Roman Byzantines, 

since in the Middle Ages Greece was connected to the Roman state. Considered as 

the continuation of the Roman period, geographically it bears the name Pcopervia93  

(imperium Romanum), while emperors and subjects were officially called Pcopaibz: 

"Tkillnicev 6 Monatcc(pas EK TTIV 0i)77poAccxiav 
Kai gaxt(TEV TTIV PCORaViaV, 	EaXoviicri iaa137-1". 

(lines 3091-92) 

Sentiments of solidarity are considered as important ethnic unifying factors in a 

homogeneous society. This may form part of the dynamics in the racial distinction 

between different groups, namely the collective concept of the "we" and the 

"others"94 . Our author's world view reflects these differences. On every given 

occasion he also draws a clear distinction between groups. Thus, he underlines the 

decision of the emperor, Manuel II Palaiologos (1391-1402) (e86077 rov Kai 

93  Beis, "EXX6c", pp. 290-91; Cf. Sansaridou-Hendrickx, Xpovucov -my Mopecoc, pp. 61, 108ff. 
94  See Kyriakidou, Occopia, pp. 26-27. 
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fiov27)), to replace the inhabitants of Morea 95  ( ver ifiyeall roes civivreg, orov 

nivicricovroy 'g thy Mopiav) by his own people (Kai aylovg Pcopcdovg, ifvepey 

Zuz-eryco etc rijy 116.110. As a matter of fact, after the construction of the Hexamilion 

wall in Corinthos, Roman Byzantine soldiers were brought from Constantinople by 

the emperor to settle there 96 . At the same time the author expresses bitterness since 

Frankish feudal lords (avavrec, 'g thy Alopiav, eizay avevria) were replaced by 

Roman Byzantines (ailovc Paywelovg, cri)rovycii0 (whose social rank is not even 

mentioned by the author): 

".869r, 'COD ical. h 13(yukt) v& ii3y&A.ii to-bc ex(pivtiq, 
Onov rliviaxov-cav 'ç Toy Mopiav xai eixav &Terricc, 
Kai OcXX.ovc Pul.taioug ijcpepiv &nave) ix Thy HAIN 
va tobc Toy Swap aiytovveov Toy Toicov Toe Mopirog". 

(lines 3504-07) 

As we have already mentioned, Kazhdan disagrees with Schiro, who believes that the 

author was Roman and maybe Ioanniniote. According to Kazhdan, who uses the 

above lines to support his argument, the idea of the Constantinopolitan universalism 

was completely alien to the Chronicle of the Tocco. Kazhdan states that though the 

anonymous author praises political consolidation, he does so at a territorial and not at 

a universal scale, since the decision by Manuel to replace the Frankish lords with 

Romans from Constantinople "led to a righteous resistence, that created for Charles 

Tocco opportune circumstances to seize Clarentza" 97 . 

Another factor which has been considered as a strong ethnically binding force among 

the Byzantines is the Greek language 98 . In describing the deadly illness, i.e. plague 

95  For more details, see Bon, Moree franque, pp. 279 ff. Cf. Anonymous Greek Chronicle, p. 41. 
96  Cf. Zakythinos, Despotat, vol. II, pp. 140ff. 
97  Kazhdan, "Bisanzio", p. 174. See also Ilieva, "The author of the Tocco Chronicle", pp. 308ff. 
98  Referring to the origin of the modem Greek national consciousness Helen Saradi, "National 
consciousness", p. 24, states: "in their writings the intellectual elite of the Byzantines promoted the 
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(aepticrh, which caused al great deal of suffering to Carlo Tocco (eacoiNgicrev 51-1 

vex ciroOcivll), the author uses the expression "Thy Xayanatv iilejdzio) rl  yX6iaiga 

tcliv Pwccicov", as if he was referring to other people's language: 

"T000v Toy inavg13nKEv -Kai acaAivetav ReTaXn, 
TTIV Xeyonatv «iXERtich» yA,Cocaa te -ov Pom.taiow, 
-Kai Etc cane cco -i)gmacv Ott v& alco9avii". 

(lines 3430-32) 

Actually, in order to substantiate his argument regarding the author's identity, 

Kazhdan, who refers to the above lines, wonders: "is it feasible to admit that a Greek 

could have expressed himself in such a manner while speaking of his native 

language? Would it not be more natural to suppose that the Chronicle, whose author, 

by the way, is very sympathetic with Italian supporters of Tocco, as been created 

either in Italophone circles or in a mixed Greco-Italian milieu?" 99 . 

4. 3. 2 Oi. Pifigaiot as an army force 

Together with other ethnic groups, such as the Albanians, Franks and Serbs, the 

Roman Byzantines usually form part of the duke's troops 1°° . Indeed, for the 

expedition against Clarenza, the duke relies especially on Roman Byzantines 

(eipzovreg payialov0 and Albanian archon. The use of the term archon, however, 

must remind us of the author's sensitivity for the higher social classes: 

idea that this new Greco-Byzantine national identity, namely the Greekness of the Byzantines, was 
expressed by and based upon the Greek language. They started to define their national origin not in 
terms of the political inheritance of Rome, but in terms of continuity of Greek language and cultural 
tradition". 
" Kazhdan, "Chronicle of the Tocco", p. 170. 
100 Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 234: 

"'Ancco-cov naXtv Ccpricrev o Scrimag v& cruvacn 
Tocroatov poyatOpovc iE nEco .oc, icafIcalapeoug, 
Opecyicovq, Pcogaisovc, Eipliovg 're, do takov 'AXI3avitac". 

(lines 200-202) 
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"ge atpatt&rec, aipxovreg pwaion; Kai aXPavitac". 
(line 549) 

The author's sensitivity for the ruling classes together with expressions of 

"ethnocentrism" are also illustrated in the following example: on the one hand, the 

author expresses disdain, irony and sarcasm for the Albanian warriors 

(apflaviro-aicr, zotpofiocricoi 91-apopoloi rovc), and on the other, admiration and 

respect for the Roman Byzantines (asparzeos-eg av8petayievo0, especially when he 

compares them to their Albanian enemies who, despite their political power 

(86vcrptv eizav gept6o -40, were completely ignorant (rviomv of)oe ica06.1,ov): 

"Ai)vcclitv eixav rceptcraijv, yvthatv oi)Se Ka06Xou. 
'Erciatevaav `g Tec 'Icoavviva EiVal apriavitceXia, 
xotpofloaxoi icapopotot Tong Kai va 'rob; npocricnvijaonv 
xcci iKei ijaav apxovtec po)gaiot, atpaTteirce; avopeicomivot". 

(lines 1423-26) 

4. 3.3 Oi Noliaiot with local identity 

In addition, as the author demonstrates his conviction about the benefits of peace, 

unity and stability in a society, he does not hide his appreciation for the agreement of 

collaboration between Ioannina and Arta. Thus, the traditional segmentation of the 

Byzantine regions was defeated by the formation of a local "union" between the two 

regions, sanctioned by treaty. Due to the political and economic power both regions 

were to gain, the author stresses the benefit of this agreement: 

"TO ”Aptav Kai 'Ea 'linavviva, onov fray xceptolteva 
Ex 'Thy apvjv Tani Seanotthv eiceiwov teov Pcol.tccicov, 

va auvax9obatv oi Notiaiot OXot Toi) Assa/COTatOlY 
KXripovogiec, icrigiatcc oi icavre; va Tee kovv, 
linuu tobq eXetwav icaXec xpelvong Staxoalcuc, 
Kai Tcbpa Tac vitera4av aot 	Toy SecricOtriv 
Kai g7CpE7CE va Xaipawrat, va OcyaXXtovrat oi rcavtec". 

(lines 3026-34) 
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Nevertheless, the author expresses his support for Carlo Tocco and his brother to 

become the sole beneficiaries and to obtain full political authority and power over 

these regions. Therefore, his sincerity, regarding the well-being of the local people, 

should be questioned 101 . 

It must be stated that the element of provincialism shown in the following lines is 

characteristic for that period. In spite of that, we have to take note of the author's 

knowledge regarding the history of Ioannina. Moreover, he stresses the role of 

Ioannina in the Roman Byzantine history, expressing respect (I-t0v) and admiration 

for this city (caA,inepa exTcO Toy TO/rov 52t.ov): 

"Tex 'lioavvivcc gxovv tirly T141.1)1V E4 5A,ov "CCM To icp4:5vrog 
aiyua gym, fi pica teov Pcouaiow, do AEOTCOTaTO OXo". 

(lines 3112-13) 
"Kai ano tote avel3rpczy ic6X.tc <'r v> riavvivwv, 
Kai o-thKetat icakinzpa &no Toy tencov oXov". 

(lines 3119-20) 

In addition, the reference to Ioannina as the place where the Roman Byzantine 

civilisation was rooted, reminds us of the causes of the civil war between Nicaea and 

Epiros at the beginning of the 13 1h  century 1°2 . 

loi Ibid., p.442: 
"vet Tat Evthateatv ainoi icai vet Tevav 	Evav, 
gi is viala vec yevaiw OX..a flovayevtia". 

(lines 3028-29) 
102 See Zafraka, NItcata rat 'ffirelpog, pp. 91-124. 
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4. 4 01 dopayicot in the Chronicle 

4. 4. 1 of Copapcot as an ethnic entity: 863, 875, 890, 894, 908, 931, 934, 2717, 

2863; i1  OpocyKta: 2582, 3330, 3334, 3589 

4. 4. 2 of Opal/1(ot as a military force: 137, 197, 202, 300, 304, 360, 863, 875, 793, 

985, 994, 1000, 1015, 1071, 1078, 1094, 1097, 1102, 1631, 1755, 2703, 3548, 

3856 

4. 4. 1 01 03>parcot as an ethnic entity 

Maria Preka, who analyses the concept of ethnicity in the Chronicle of the Tocco, 

states that, in comparison to a plethora of characterisations, positive or negative, 

attributed to Roman Byzantines, Albanians and Turks by the author, there are less 

remarks, though positive, when he collectively refers to Franks 1°3 . According to 

Preka, these limited but positive comments about the Franks betray the author's 

partiality, since he was in the service of a Frank, Carlo Tocco. At the same time, in 

comparison to the attention paid to the author's perception of the Roman Byzantines 

and the Turks in ethnic terms 1°4, Preka fails to analyse the image of the Franks in the 

Chronicle as a separate ethnic entity. Yet, from our view point, the Franks, except of 

being designated as a separate ethnic group, are also identified as brave warriors and, 

as it will be discussed at a later stage, for the author they are as close as possible to 

the Western ideal image of a knight. 

103  Preka, "XpovocO TCOV TO -loco", pp. 306-307. 
1°4  Preka, "XpovticO TOW Vox-1(o", p. 308, places the awakening of the Greek national consciousness in 
the 15 th  century, mainly as a result of the Turkish invasion in Greece. This awakening, however, 
started much earlier as a consequence of the Latin occupation in 1204. For more details, see 
Sansaridou-Hendrickx, Xpowicov rov Mopecoc, pp. 44, 177ff, 197-198. 
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In the following lines the author expresses ethnic distinction, as he repeatedly 

replaces the proper name of a character in the Chronicle, Philippos, by his ethnic 

identity, arcryicor. 

"-Eva; Se Oparcoc 'rob Soulcog, Ovouccrt Oilinnoc". 
(line 863) 

itEivovrac TTIV novipiotv Tub Oparcov". 
(line 890) 

"Oi'yccoc yap ✓icccreaTTICTEV o (13pOcpcoc thy So -uXEiav". 
(line 875) 

"CO Copecpcoc Toy ircOunax:rE vac gfiyn va cruvrorn", 
(line 908) 

"to nwS 0 Oparcoc gmaaEv Toy Tr6pyov Kai icpcurei: 'toy". 
(line 908) 

"floXXOt 'rev Ei)Eryernazv 0 Sabicac 6 Cupewri; 
Toy cDpayicov, oitop eicaucv tib npayua Onou Ocicoi)etc". 

(lines 933-34) 

Elsewhere the term Oparicoc is used collectively with distinct ethnic meaning. In the 

following episode a spy of Carlo Tocco tries to gain the confidence of Ya'cub 

Pasha' by expressing dissatisfaction with the Franks in Arta: "on the other hand, we 

are fed up with the evil presence of the Franks": 

"Kai miXtv al3ape9rpEv Kai to icalcov tob Opommu 
icca OiXogEv vac '1/vc.ouEv SoiAot Tfic Oapevttalc acv". 

(lines 2717-18) 

On another occasion, regarding the execution of Yatc5b Pasha (1416) by Carlo 

Tocco, the author tries to justify this violent action, by referring to a Frankish 

proverb. In this case, the term Opc'mcot is again used collectively with ethnic 

connotation, since this proverb designates a certain geographic and linguistic origin: 

1°5  On Ya'qftb Pasha, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 95-96, note 5. 
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"xai n0.1. <816-ct> kiyopatv <Toy> Tcp6A.oyov of Opayxot 
'aveponcog anoeapivoc ptecrri TeXeuppivir 

(lines 2863-64) 

In our Chronicle the term Opayicia appears both with geographic and ethnic 

connotations. A nephew of Carlo Tocco was brought from his home in Napoli, from 

the Frankish kingdom (Opayicia, pnyaro), in order to receive the castle of Riniasa 

from his two uncles, Carlo and Leonardo Tocco 106.  

"Kai eixav <Se> Ccviiview Kato) ix 'lily Opayxiav 
ixei ix thy 'Avano 	ithaa ix TO pi176:w" 

(lines 2582-83) 

Frankish ethnic identity is also expressed by the use of terms pnyac, 	pnyara, 

icovpozjvia together with geographic location in the following lines, which describe 

the personality ofLadislaos, king of Napoli (ca l384-1414)' °7 : 

"Toy eThe 0 pijyag tfig Opayxtag, Tfic PcoµrlS 0 xatapxcov, 
exeivoc Onou g(ppt4ev 'ItaXiav Kai Peogriv, 
0 AateXacog o (ppixtoc, 0 8 -uvatog 0 giyag, 
Oicop EtXEV npotepiwata &Ire OXoug Tobc priyac8Ec. 
'Ex To( prlyatia tfic cDpayxteig Kai E4 OXa tac xovµovvux 
xaveig Siv Curox&ricrev va gaxtatti Thy Peppily- 
xai aircog tiijv igaxicrrmav 6CTTE Kai TO Entlpev, 
Kai icavta titiv ayivtevev, eig TT1V cOAV TOD oXiv. 
Ticoc <yap> *coy yol3ep6; 6 131)4 6 AatceXaoc". 

(lines 3330-39) 

4. 4. 2 Oi ttopayxot as a military force 

Actually, the role of the Franks, according to our author, is limited to military 

106  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 411, has wrongly translated the subject of the verb cixocv as Carlo 
Tocco and his wife, Francesca, instead of Carlo and Leonardo Tocco. On this issue and the identity of 
this nephew, see Asonitis, "Xpovuc6 TOW Tommy", pp. 137-139. 
107  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 29; cf. Zachariadou, "Xpovi.K6 Tcov ToTaco", pp. 170-171. 
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operations. They mostly serve as mercenaries fighting for Carlo Tocco 108 . The next 

line illustrates how ethnic barriers between different groups were overcome on the 

battlefield by the common interest to win. Influenced by this spirit, the author finds it 

natural that Franks and Albanians should fight side by side (ix-az-Ono-cry opo7: 

"TrEcol, icalkalapeot TE Ops6cpcot Kai 'AXI3aviToct. 
xai iicaTEPriaav 61.toi) itAmatov El; Thy "ApTav". 

(lines 360-61) 
wil[tepeg gKap.av icoA,Xic evTap.a 'c ToyamaTa 
WoOTau i -kaTekvaav 'coy TOnov -kat& xpaToc". 

(lines 372-73) 

At another point of the narrative, however, Franks assist Carlo Tocco in his operation 

for the conquest of the Cantiles castle which was in the hands of the Albanians. The 

author does not hide his preference for the Franks through expressions of admiration, 

as he marvels at their actions, swiftness and skilful movements. He expresses his 

sentiments with contrasted terms: in relation with the Albanians he uses terms, such 

as unfortunately (aryza), insufficient guards (col'Ac4tv 6.1170), without sentry 

(f3iy2a of)de 62o)c), while, when he refers to the Franks, we can hear him saying: 

they climbed (aveMprycev), reached (eagfino-av), took (7,71-fjpav), and, referring to 

Tocco, great joy (zapec perciAsc): 

""ATuxoc iqvuXayorrocv TOTE of 'AX,PccviTcct, 
yriAa4tv EIxav 6A.tyijv Kai 13iyka o-oSe 52aoc. 
Oi topertkot yap amixmaav Thy vbrra Eig To KO:aTpo 
ExEi rcX.riaiov gaTEa,ccv Tag saicakec Etc Toy niviov. 
avEl3riaav, ioikaav, linfipav xai Toy Tropyov". 

(lines 791 95) 

"Xapac REyOcA.Eg ixagev 6 Soiyicoc; 6 C“pevTric". 
(line 809) 

108 Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 234: 
"'Arcainov neatv iipxtcrev o Soincac vet crovficn 
(povacra-cov poya'repovc tie necoi.)c, Kal3a2A.apeovc, 
(1)p.::xyicovs, Pcolicciovc, lipl3ovc tie, Kai nXiov 'AXI3avita;". 

(lines 200-02) 
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The author's sentiments of sorrow are clearly expressed when the people of Carlo 

Tocco are defeated and become prisoners in the hands of the Albanians. It is 

noticeable, however, that his distress is proportioned by the victims' social rank 

(Ccp,rovreg, el)revucoi, ei)yeveig) or their ethical social behaviour (vripot). This is 

expressed by the use of terms such as icpipa, ovmoopee peyean, and apapria 

peyearr 

"' Aliii irciacsaatv iroX,Xobc Ocpxovteg ytocvvivtiote; 
at gvul.toug ei)TeviKobc OpayKovc Cote 'cob Eloima". 

(lines 1754-55) 
"—K2 Kpip.a, Cam) iyivetov, ESE aRaptia Reyeari! 
Na 7CtOcacyuv titotovg lipxovtec eiryev -moi)c, Reyalovc, 
tub; einieveic, tobc EvtiRovc. "S2 crowpopec Reyalri!" 

(lines 1774-76) 

The author's preference for the Franks above the other ethnic groups is also evident 

on another occasion. The interest in the following lines lies in the lively description 

of the Frankish attitude during the battle for the occupation of the Dragamestro castle 

(ca 1404/6). Added to other similar expressions, e.g. the use of the verb iterpizw, this 

description can be interpreted as an expression of the author's general - and typically 

feudal - admiration for arms and warfare: 

"Kai itiD..£7C£ CD papcovc LE arcaOta Kai X,OcRicouv '; to KopXobpi 

OiCpayKot arcetaxOrpav, ercfpav 'Ca arcaeia, 
eqxbvaav, egyfiRtaav to OvoRce 'cob ooi)Ka". 

(lines 300-05) 
"apRatcoRevouc oRoma Kai OpayKo -u; Kai PcoRaiovc". 

(line 985) 
"apRatwevot ORop(pa, Opa7Kot Kai 'AXI3avitcct". 

(line 1071) 
"eixev Kai OparKo -pc EaccX.E -Ktol.);, gRopTa ItccXxiicapta". 

(line 1631) 
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In conclusion, we can statei that in fact the author's world is divided ethnically into 

distinct parts. However, this division is neither rigid nor strictly racial, since it is 

subject to the political interests of his patron. With regard to the Turks, the distance 

is the result of historical, political and religious factors. In the case of the Albanian 

people, ethnic segmentation is overlapping with class differentiation. As for the 

Franks, despite the distinction from the other groups, the author seems to identify 

with them on a cultural level, namely their warfare skills. Indeed, one of the features, 

which the author admires the most, is their combined splendid appearance and 

ferocity on the battlefield. It must also be noted, that provincialism has proved to be a 

stronger factor for social segmentation than ethnic racial separatism. This is 

especially evident when the author refers to the people of Ioannina, whom, as we 

have mentioned above, he considers with admiration and esteem. 
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Chapter 4 

, 

The Author's Ideational System of Thought : The Social Aspect 

Assumptions about what kind of world people live in, what forces or entities control 

it, and what the place of humans is, are shaped through an ideational system of 

thought'. As Geertz argues, ideational systems of thought consist of perceptions and 

concepts created by the human mind in its effort to make sense of its natural and 

social environment2 . However, one must bear in mind that culture and social 

structure are different abstractions of the same phenomenon. As he explains, "culture 

is the fabric of meaning in terms of which human beings interpret their experience 

and guide their action", while "social structure is the form that action takes, the 

actually existing network of social relations" 3 . 

In the Chronicle of the Tocco, the author's perceptions, concepts, beliefs and 

evaluative motives, which constitute his ideational system of thought, refer to both 

aspects of his contemporary society, i.e. its social aspect and its cultural one. The 

former points at social structure and relationships between individuals and groups, 

while the latter refers to the author's aesthetic perceptions, social ethics and his 

religious beliefs and normative principles. 

I  See definition of world view in Keesing, Anthropology, p. 520. 
2  For a more theoretical approach to the interpretation of cultural and social structures, cf. Geertz, 
Cultures, pp. 127ff; Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 349ff. 
3  Geertz, Cultures, p. 145. 
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1. Dignities (gtoNiata) 

In his narrative, the author pays special attention to dignities, their status and 

functions referring, thereby, indirectly to the social system of his contemporary, 

complex society. He demonstrates his concepts about its organisation and order, as 

well as about social relationships in terms of social identity roles and interaction 

between various heterogeneous social groups and individuals. 

If we accept that individual patterns of thought are intertwined with collective pre-

existing and dominating patterns 4, the author's perception regarding social 

stratification should be placed in the general social framework of that period. This 

approach, I believe, could lead to a better understanding of the author's perception, as 

well as of the degree of political, social and cultural interaction between Western 

invaders and the "Byzantine" indigenous population in Western Greece 5 . 

In fact, after the fall of Constantinople to the Latins in 1204, the Byzantine 

administration experienced certain basic changes, some imposed on them by the 

invaders6  and others by their free will. This was the case of many Byzantine archons 

who decided to offer their services to the Latins. Indeed, as D. Jacoby states, as a 

result of the conquest, "the relationship between an elite of conquerors, their 

descendants, and the Latins who joined them, on the one hand, and the indigenous 

population on the other, had to be defined and a pattern of permanent coexistence 

between the two groups devised" 8 . 

4  On the interaction between individual and group, see Gizelis, "Historical Event", pp. 305-307. 
5  Unlike to Southern Greece in that period, the information regarding Western Greece is scarce and 
incorrect. See Schira, Cronica dei Tocco, pp. 8-9. Cf. Jacoby, "Encounter", pp. 874-875. 
6  Indeed, the Byzantine administration was replaced by a Western feudal system of government in all 
occupied territories. On the Western institutions, see Hendrickx, eeoyoi, passim. 

Gounaridis, "Cleovoccpxia", p. 37. 
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In the feudal West, the basic institutions of society were the vassalage and the fief, 

around which its socio-political and economic system was structured. Thus, society 

was divided between the ruling and the subject classes 9. In contrast, in Byzantium, 

the social structure lacked uniformity. Initially, as Jacoby explains, it was based on 

three factors: (a) bureaucratic centralization, (b) an all-embracing administration, and 

(c) the basic principles of the political and legal tradition of the Greco-Roman world. 

In fact, vassalage made its appearance in Byzantium only "when the emperor 

established such a relationship with Latins" I° . As a result, after the Latin conquest, 

social classes became "synonymous with legal classes", while social status was 

hereditary". Later, in the 14 th-15 th  centuries, despite the supreme jurisdiction of the 

Byzantine emperor over his subjects, the central government was weak. In the 

provinces the great landowners controlled the administration and exercised imperial 

authority. Social structure, however, continued to maintain a clear distinction 

between free men and slaves. Slaves, of Joi3Aoi, were all subjects of the emperor and 

equal before the law. In Byzantium, due to the lack of a rigid stratification system, a 

certain degree of mobility between social classes was possible. The main criteria for 

gaining access to the upper classes were education and intellectual achievement 12  , as 

well as wealth. 

8  Jacoby, "Encounter", p. 874. 
9  According to Cazel, "Feudalism", p. 140, a vassal's status depended upon the size of his fief, or the 
number of fiefs he/she owned. Whether a king or a simple knight, a vassal ruled over the non-feudal 
population who paid tax in services, kind or money. Only members of the upper, i.e. the feudal class, 
could become vassals. However, his view is incorrect, since the system of feudalism and vassalage 
concerned the entire society, from top (king) to the peasant, who was the lowest echellon in the 
system. Thus knights of non-noble origin and sergeants as well could receive fiefs. The latter is well 
illustrated in the division of fiefs after the conquest of Constantinople in 1204. See Hendrickx, esopoi, 
passim. 
I°  Jacoby, "Encounter", p. 882. 
II  Jacoby, "Encounter", p. 880. 
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According to P. Gounaridis, in Epiros a pragmatic approach to feudality was 

developed. The Byzantine social system accepted Western feudal influences in 

function rather than in structure. Gounaridis states that feudal institutions were 

applied both to internal administration and to the external policy of the Byzantine 

rulers 13 . Bearing this in mind, our approach to the Chronicle of the Tocco should 

contribute to our understanding of the nature of the heterogeneous society in Epirus 

and the Ionian islands and, perhaps, even of its collective mentality. 

As our historical overview has shown, the 14 th  and the 15 th  centuries were an age of 

political disturbance and economic instability and military conflicts 14 . As a matter of 

fact, the despotate of Epiros was one of many parts into which the once united 

Roman-Byzantine world was divided 15 . 

In his narrative, the author views his contemporary society as a well-structured entity 

with two main social strata: the higher, ruling part and the lower, representing the 

subjects ()lce60. Since the central character in the Chronicle of the Tocco is a noble 

warrior, it is indeed to be expected that the author's attention will be centred on 

issues referring to the ruling social class, holding all military and political power. 

Often the author's contempt, expectations or praises are qualified by social positions. 

Consequently, the expression of these feelings will be considered as important clues 

in comprehending the way the author perceives the organization of an ideal society. 

Thus, terms and expressions relating to social distances and stereotypes will be 

12  Jacoby, "Encounter", pp. 875ff. 
13  Gounarides, "I:DeouSapxict", p. 45. For more information on feudalism, its structure and function, 
see Ganshof, Feudalism, passim; Bloch, Feudal Society, passim; Recoura, Assises, passim. 
14  See Ilieva, "Author of the Tocco Chronicle", p. 310. 
15  On the division and conflicts, see Zafraka, N, Nitccace kat 7-hz -ezpoc, passim; Nicol, decrn-oz-arov, 
passim. On the association between Epiros and Thessaloniki, see Bredenkamp, Thessaloniki, passim 
and especilly pp. 11, 154ff, 236ff. 
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analysed as they are reflected in the author's moral value system. The questions to be 

answered are: 

Do Roman Byzantine archons, Albanian chiefs, the Western feudal warrior 

nobility and Muslim political and military leaders form an elite social class as 

opposed to that of the commoners in the mind of the author? 

If yes, which are the factors that form the structures of inequality? 

How is social stratification conceptualised and projected ideologically in the 

world view of the author? 

In this section, we shall define terms which refer to social organisation and titles -

functional or honorary -, and examine their position in the author's conceptualisation. 

Such terms are: 1. vi4tc, 2. oixovogia, 3. 13aatAxi)c, 4. piryag, 5. occrthrrs, 6. 

Ccpxovta;, 7. icAilpoc, 8. A,a6c, 9. xcoptatec. Moreover, we shall examine the degree 

of influence the feudal order of life had on the author's world view and the role 

Byzantine concepts of world order played in the crystallisation of his ideas. 

1. 1 The concepts of T64; and oticovoitia 

1. 1. 1 tac4tc: 1226, 1520, 1954, 3118, 3377 

1. 2. 2 oixovouice: 1538; 6 e£15; oilcovouci: 733 

1. 1. 1 The term ca,41; 

Though the term reglg does not often occur, its use, combined with other terms, 

gives an insight into the author's concept of social stratification and function. 

According to the Christian definition, rcgtg means "a kind or type of entity, 

implying a contrast-comparison to other similar entities", an "ordered or arranged 
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sequence" and, more important, "a proper and correct order' 116 . On the other hand, it 

is well known that since antiquity taxis, in a military context, has indicated a military 

battle formation''. 

The author uses the term .1-4%-.  in different contexts, thus illustrating three different 

meanings: 

(a) the term describes a certain social status, as in the case of Stefano Voisava. 

He was appointed leader of the Albanian troops, that had gathered in Apazoflircav 

to offer homage to Carlo Tocco, who had become the new lord of Arta: 

"O Xoyoq Toy Kai fi tex4tg 'con gilop(pa rcatheuplvog". 
(line 1520) 

In fact, combined with rgic (social status), the words Aoroc (language) 18 and 

zateepevoc (educated) 19 show balance between education, eloquence and social 

status. From the author's point of view, concord between these three factors 

constitutes an essential quality in a person's nature. The same correlation between 

rats and a person's n-pcgic (deed)20 appears when the author describes the 

personality of the duke's third son, Mevoimov: 

"fi tigtg TOU, ii np6c4tc to PacrtXt -kg Op.otgouv". 
(line 1954) 

The term irp416-  - also meaning 'function', 'responsibility' or 'deed' 21  - combined 

with royal social status (flao-tAucec) expresses the author's expectation of persons in 

16  Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 588, 610, 613. 
17  See Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 1756; cf. Hendrickx, "Concepts of 'oikonomia' and 'taxis', pp. 44-
49. 
18  Kriaras, Aesthico, vol. IX, p. 15. 
19  Kriaras, AePx -o, vol. XIV, p. 205. 
20  Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 511, 512, define the term as follows: (a)'n -pciPc = function, implying 
sustained activity and/or responsibility - function-task", (b) " frpcia-o-w; n-pciPc = to do, to carry out, to 
perform, deed". 
21  Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 511, 512. 
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higher ranks to act according to their social positions; in other words, the higher the 

position, the greater the expectations: ficro-aticec 6,uozci4-ovv. 

In another instance, in his lament for Leonardo Tocco's death, the author 

considers the count as the personification of order (7j 1 -a ic) and ordinance (1, 

x-crizio-ractO among all troops. Here the term 1-clic is used in combination with 

icarciv-z-cratc. 

ta4tc Katexcncong et; Cika tec Tovaasata 
'AI:XXoi, Koncov do Eyivstiov, w ovi.upopec pxyaai! 
`10 ()avec-roc toy apica4ev (.1); 'co TcouXiv yEpecKt". 

(lines 3377-79) 

Schire translates the term ical-ciol-cro-ic as discipline. This definition, however, does 

not appear in Kriaras' dictionary. In its ancient meaning, however, the term is 

defined, among others, as ordinance or decree22 .  

In the following lines, however, uric takes on a more abstract meaning. It 

expresses the author's wish for a well-ordered society without ovvao-z-eiec 

(dominations) and &Fuca za perciAcr (great injustices): 

"0 KocOci.; vec iiatkEtal sic toc4tv 5icou icpbca 
va keiyouv oi. ovvacneiEc, To( aotica Tex u.E7dcXa". 

(lines 1226-27) 

In her study on the social system in Byzantium, Ahrweiler argues that the Byzantine 

collective conscience was based on two principles: -r4ic and oix-ovopia. The term 

uric (analogous to ancient perpoO, meant the existing moral ethics and norms 

which, for the common interest, ought to be respected without any reservation. The 

preservation of the cultural and social status quo depended on r4z6-. Its holy nature 

22  Cf. Kriaras, A4zico, vol. VIII, pp. 56-57, Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 471; Liddell and Scott, p. 
913. 
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was bestowed on the emperor who was responsible for its maintenance. The duty of 

the Byzantine people was, to act according to God's wishes, since they considered 

themselves to be His instruments on earth 23 . 

1. 1. 2 The term oticovogia 

According to Ahrweiler, the term obcovopicr is comparable to the ancient crocola. 

She defines oficovoilia as the spiritual principle and power which organizes what 

happens24 . In fact, social and celestial hierarchy, defined as uric, were legitimised 

by the concept of oi/covoitia, being Divine Planning and Providence. 

I believe our author's thoughts correspond with Ahrweiler's interpretation of the 

Byzantine collective belief about rgic and afro vopia, especially when he refers to 

the moral obligation everybody (KccOEsi,c) has in maintaining order (z-a i ti) and duty 

(5A-ov 71-pbret): 

"6 ica0Esig vCc fisznxEcai. Etc ta4tv 5rcou npgrca". 
(line 1226) 

For him there are two worlds, one divine and the other earthly. The divine, or 

spiritual world is a projection (or dublication) of his material world. The hierarchy of 

beings is reflected in the author's concept about the higher, invisible world where 

God is the only authority: 

"i_tE tiOV ecoi) tijv Hvoclily Kai ge to &Kat& Toy". 
(line 1624) 

"'AXE.' 0 8Ea; anbutEllEV alkcc Ex nkaytoesv". 
(line 1981) 

"'AXX' 0 eEoc o &Kato; Kai. Ow; Sticcctoicpitn;, 
Tot 1301.)Xovtcct. of CcvOparcot, 	'Ca EvAvµovvtiat, 

23 Ahrweiler, logvAoyia; pp. 124ff. 
24  Ahrweiler, I8eaoyio4 pp. 153-54, 160; cf. Hendrickx, "Concepts of 'oikonomia' and 'taxis', pp. 
45-48. 
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kgivo; ZiaXa oiKovottgi, ota Kai i.tovoc oiSgv". 
(lines 731-34) 

The above argument is substantiated by the use of both terms, rcgie and ofrovopia, 

in the Chronicle of the Tocco. The author in his description of life in the city of 

Ioannina narrates: 

"'EKE T. gbpialatc OcpxovrEc gwritl.ot); Kai ac4taug 
va ocbcrouv Xoyov Kai Pot)Xijv 	8,,ct to-bc 
Kai th?iv Kai i(Xiipa gvtitti chaCcv tfic EaXoviKrIg• 
oti.oicoc gym. Katexataatc ES do xotvov tif1S  xcivac 
xai ta4ec, bctatiwitcc, icaeci); npgnet, vCc, gvat". 

(lines 3114-18) 

In the above lines the author shows knowledge of the life in Thessaloniki, and even 

more, a deep esteem for its political (cipzovz -4-) and religious (KA fjpa) leaders25 . As 

we see, in describing the social and political life in Ioannina, the author expresses his 

appreciation for honour (e'vz-wovc), ability (cgtovc) 26  among the higher social ranks 

(cipzovz -4-) and the clergy (x•,14pa), and especially for law and order ertge0 and 

education (bz-zo-z-ljpice in society (4-  ro Icotvciv z -lje Afropere). The expression as it 

ought to be (x-creiche 71-pbret va e'vcrt), expresses his perception of an ideal society. In 

fact, social structure with fixed social positions is his main concern. 

These concepts were not far from the tradition of order and culture which tempered 

and sometimes controlled "the savagery of fourteenth-century Europe" 28 . The 

guardians of this tradition, as G. Brereton states, "were precisely the same knightly 

class which on occasion massacred its prisoners and tortured its enemies in public" 29 . 

25  See also Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 130-31. 
26  Kriaras, A41A-6, vol. VI, p. 75; Ibid., vol. II, p. 299. 
27  Kriaras, A4tro, vol. VI, p. 233. 
28  On the mentality in Medieval Europe through the Chronicles, see Brereton, Chronicles, pp.15ff. 
29  Brereton, Chronicles, pp. 18-19. 
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In a similar way, the author's high opinion of the higher class is not shaken in the 

face of brutal acts committed by those people he admired the most, a fact which will 

be discussed at a later stage. 

As to the author's or Byzantine collective concept of oix-ovopia; its meaning is well 

defined when he comments on the way human actions are validated and regulated by 

God; as the duke tries to explain the cause of his sudden illness, he associates it with 

God, who gives everything, Ircivra, according to His providence, icar'oircovoiday. 

"Kai i'.8e tii inpo4vecsEv 661.43al.ta ota436Xov. 
Atavincta Toy gSoncev novo; etc Tex vecppexv •M), 
Tit010; 	Suvc•rog• Oicolrriv, 
Kai ti vac yvii oi)K ipicopEi xavEi; vac Oppliveimm. 
`0 Oauttacno;, 0 ijKovato; icebc vac KafiaXXiicbirn, 
&nob 6 Kocylioc icap -rEpei: 705TE va i4r1p.apeocri1, 
vac Toy fiXalcouv ECTCCOPTEc, Val Toy KatexopTocivouv; 
IIiatevae, ott. Oivetov Kai Kat' oilcovoiliav - 
Tva <ruxal.a> 	bririp0fi 0 yob; TM) 6c7Co 
vac OvBvµfrrat 'rev Ocov &nob Tex SISEt navta". 

(lines 1531-40) 

A matter of interest is the difference between the author's explanation and of Carlo 

Tocco himself, regarding the unexpected illness of the duke; whereas the author 

considers the event as Satan's intervention (cropfigua ota562,90, the duke sees it as 

God's providence (es/all/Ail/0m). 

At this point, another analogue between uncontrolled human pride, "14 Zffqp6:1-/ 6 

vo0c rov 67z -6 vjv o6 a97, and the ancient concept of hybris should not escape our 

attention. There is, however, a fundamental difference between the pagan concept of 

hybris and the Christian belief of God' s intervention, which prevents the duke from 

committing a sin of arrogance (55piO. In either case, however, pagan or Christian, 

the inability to explain, "o6K• tfrdiropei icaveic va opitgve6o7f, a natural event such 
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as the sudden illness which befell the duke, " lz-ovoc cis za vecope roil', denotes 

metaphysical causes. 

1. 2 The dignity of Pccatkei); 

Pocatke -6g: 1236, 2122, 2131, 2136, 2138, 2140, 2147, 2154, 2162, 2167 - 68, 2172, 

2899, 3093, 3414, 3494, 3501, 3520, 3528, 3530, 3534, 3536, 3540, 

3567, 3574, 3578, 3581, 3587, 3638, 3840 

Initially, the term flacraei)c refers to the Byzantine emperor 30 . Accompanied by 

expressions such as iv/liraa (with honour) and thc irpbret (as it should), the term 

ilcroaezjc indicates the highest hierarchical position in power and authority, the 

position held by the emperor in the author's concept of social organisation: 

"'s Toy 13acnXia Toy gataXEv 	dog npena". 
(line 2131) 

Elsewhere, however, the word flavvith, is used to indicate the superiority of the 

duke compared to the Byzantine emperor. Thus, the following lines demonstrate, 

firstly, that the duke occupied a superior position in the mind of the author; secondly, 

that the author was convinced that the Latin noble enjoyed greater popularity among 

the Ioaninniotes than the Byzantine emperor himself did (va farj e22govo-iv aftrOv 

&a Toy Bao-aga): 

"'AVIOEta 65(.1.)icccv toy aiciSa v6c gri nexwca, 
Ott, a gtinCEV xcapog ayevviv vac TuOvouv, 
ve( µrl OcX.X6c4ovo-tv ainov Sta Toy Bcoutka". 

(lines 1234-36) 

30  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 379: 
"Kai EKcuc437i O pacakcbc tfig Kcovcrtarcivov nokrg". 

(line 2122) 
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Apparently, the above lines contradict the concept that the Byzantine Aroviebc was 

representing Christ on earth. Because, as Helen Ahrweiler correctly states, in the 

collective conscience of the Byzantines, a ficro-a6*/azh-ox-pal-wp was indeed the 

representative of Christ on earth, who, as "ffaiificro-a84--  and iz-avroxparcofir could 

only be the same person 31 . Besides, the statement va 1u7j thA,Agovo -iv avrov old' 

Toy Bacraecr, also challenges the general belief, stated by Helen Saradi, that in the 

14th-15 th  centuries "the common people of Byzantium were animated by an anti-Latin 

feeling nourished by the Orthodox Church" 32 . 

It becomes evident that in our author's perception neither the emperor occupied such 

an absolute and holy position, nor was public opinion in Ioannina against the Franks. 

In fact, on another occasion, the Byzantine emperor could almost be identified with a 

Western feudal lord, when he bestowed the title of constable (x-ovrocz-cr/32o033  on 

the count Leonardo Tocco for his military services 34  (Zooz;Asvo -ev z -ov flacraea). 

It should be noted that, although the author considers the bestowing of the title of 

Kovroo -z-afiAoc as a justified act of recognition (a-pezrev rov rj ri,u7j, &Kalov) 

for the services rendered to the emperor by Leonardo, he finds it insufficient (x-ai 

Z.'71-perav z-ov 7, r1/17, c'eico/i77 it ewrEpa): 

"4yav Kowc66tai32 ov ocinOv EatEllf8V 13aatketecc ton". 
(line 2140) 

"icai ercpercv 'mu ttp) ac -Koini 7tXEcirc0a, 
ZzY6Xevaev KCCA.eX Kai airrOc Toy Pccallicc". 

(lines 2146-47) 

31  Ahrweiler, Igeaoria, p. 54. 
32  Saradi, Byzantium-National Consciousness, p. 33. 
33  A constable was governor or warden of royal fortresses or castles. Equivalent to the Latin 
comestabulus, the title rcovroo-zaflAoc - also /co vroaravAoc, /co vOcrraflAoc, icovocrrorflAoc, 
KovrocrizzO/Lioc - was established by Icoavvric Bavitcri; (1222-1254) in Nicaea: see Beis, 
"Kovt66Taf1Xoc", E.A.E., vol. 7, p. 903. 
34  On the services of the vassal due to the lord, see Ganshof, Feudalism, pp. 86ff. 
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"Atec itoino o PcorytXEbc Re oixcgov toy fiyarca". 
(line 2154) 

Actually, as Kazhdan argues, "the idea of the Constantinopolitan universalism is 

completely alien to the Chronicle of the Tocco: though Epirote lords kept 

connections with the emperor (vers. 2899), the basileus was trated (sic!) by the 

anonymous poet as one among seigneurs on the Balkans rather than an autocrat and 

nominal ruler of the oecumene". According to Kazhdan, the author is influenced by 

Renaissance tendencies, which "have been eagerly inaugurated into the feudal world 

of the Epirote despotate". Therefore, when our author praises political consolidation 

he does not promote universal unification, but only a territorial unity 35 . 

In fact, absence of universal concepts and lack of metaphysical features are also 

betrayed in the following lines, where Byzantine emperors are collectively presented 

as commoners, who, like every body else, have their own problems (A-al az)z -oi rei 

rovc). In addition, the author's words demonstrate irony and criticism since 

emperors deceive people (AcryOciyovy zoos c'rvqoa5R -ov0 36 : 

""" Exovv yap Kai of Paatkeig Kai aircoi 'roc EStxa 'mpg. 
=taw 6o-oXEiEc eavRaa*, kavea,vouv •obc avepom -coug". 

(lines 3534-35) 

As for the ceremony of promotion (R-poara)2/6, in his description the author seems 

impressed by the royal garments (polka ray ecoopeo-e flaoatx-ci 1164 rov), and 

the honours bestowed on the count Leonardo (a/A-cloy rew brobia-sy): 

35  Kazhdan, "Bisanzio", p. 174. 
36  Kriaras, A4ricó, vol. VII, p. 151: 'Ca eStxa Tovc = their own problems; Ibid., vol. IX, p. 106. Cf. 
Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 483: Xaveavco = ingannare; Ibid., . -E6 gSuca tovc = speciali vedute; it 
must be noted, that Schire's translation brings the emperor's position closer to this of God: 

"Anche i sovrani hanno le lorro speciali vedute 
compiere gesta mirabili e ingnnare gli uomini". 
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13aatXebc Toi); oSpOwagv• grciaaav Ociacniv, 
(.. ..) 
Toy x6vTov yap kiwnaev, g864aagv I_tgyaXwc, 
obcciov Toy EitouTl6EV, gvav Ex tobc Dioi)c too, 
Rgyav xovtoatavkov aiytav g6t£11/EV flaatkEtac to 
Kai poiixa Toy i(popeag Paatkmec iStth 'COU 
Kai to paPoiv TO1) E5(.06EV sic to Se4tov Ton xgptv. 
"Okot Toy gnpooKimicav RtKpoi 'LE -Kai 1..tgyOckot". 

(lines 2136-43) 

The purpose of the solemn ceremony of irpoayamj, ir,o6,6277o7c was the introduction 

of a new-created dignitary to the court (sic ro o-bcpero0 by the Byzantine 

emperor37. According to the Byzantine ceremonial customs 38, the royal garments 39  

were preserved at the palace to be used successively by one promoted dignitary after 

another (ciAA,ciAaa). 

The author appears impressed by the fact that the emperor used his own garments 

(povxa, ficratAlica Oticci rev) for the sole purpose of the ceremony. However, since 

the ceremony of irpocrramj took place far from the capital, at Examili in the Morea 

in 1415, the possibility remains that the emperor, Manuel Palaiologos (1391-1425), 

used his own garments for the completion of the ceremony. As a matter of fact, the 

37  Brehier, Les institutions, p. 131, writes: "La ceremonie consiste dans l'adoration de l'empereur, qui a 
l'origine tenait lieu d'investiture, et dans la remise des insignes et des codicilles...". 
38  On the official ceremonies, Brehier, Les institutions, pp.133-134 states: "L' importance politique et 
sociale des dignitaires se manifestaient exterieurement par des costumes d'une grande richesse qu'ils 
ne portaient que dans les ceremonies et dont la couleur et l'ornement variaient suivant les fetes, ce qui 
leur donnait, comme a ceux du basileus, le caractere de costumes liturgiques. Leur luxe est encore 
plus eclatant aux époques de Philothee et de Constantin Porphyrogenete. ... Des reglements tres stricts 
determinaient l'emploi de ces vetements de parade (acXX64tRov), qui etaient conserves au palais et 
n'etaient pas individuels, mais passaient d'un dignitaire a son successeur". 
39  As an example, see Brehier, Les institutions, p. 133: "Le jour de sa promotion, le recteur recevait 
comme insignes un himation blanc pourvu d'une cape tissee d'or tombant sur les epaules avec 
manches brodees d'or, un manteau, brode d'or, un maphorion, voile de pourpre, seme de 
roses tissees d'or". 
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crown used for the investiture of Carlo Tocco as despot, had also to be brought from 

the capital: 

"'c TT1V HAIN vCc Cucocncikopatv TO at agga vex Tab (pepovv". 
(line 2119) 

1. 3 The dignity of pilyac 

*lac (pi 14): 20, 3330, 3338, 3340, 3343, 3414 

The author uses the title pjrac to define royal authority in Italy. In the following 

lines, the term pfrac (= king)4°  refers to Charles III of Durazzo, king of Naples 

(1381-1386) 41 , to whom the widow of count Leonardo I, Maddalena of 

Buondelmonti42 , went in order to obtain reconfirmation of the titles and status of her 

late husband in favour of her two minor sons, Carlo and Leonardo 43 : 

"Haallmcc Etc Tire cbpapctav -cobs pilyccv 'Itakiac 
gc &iipa, gc xapiagocta, [lc eicappobc ge7eaovg, 
vet atcpc6crn Tire apXT1V, TO 1(0c...cog tab nava tovc. 
"Optae Kai 4131-1-KE get& -ctgfi; geyOcXri; 
Kai iI3cflaicoac tijv 6cpxijv Tot Soixa iced. toii Kovtou". 

(lines 20-24) 

Although the author uses the title pljrcrc with the same respect as when he refers to 

flacaeac, he expresses special admiration for the king of Naples, Ladislaos (1386- 

40  The title priyac, from the Latin rex, was used by the Byzantines in order to indicate Western kings. 
The term rex expresses inferiority vis-à-vis the title basileus, reserved for the Byzantine emperor. 
41  On the way Charles became king: see Leonard, Les Angevins, pp. 464-469. See also Zachariadou, 
"Xpovilco TOW Toxico", pp. 170-71, n. 17. 
42  As Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 12, states, the period between 1375 and 1400, which corresponds 
to the adolescence and prime youth of Tocco, is obscure and lacks information. See also Ibid., pp. 582-
83. On the issue of the dates, see Zachariadou, "Xpovtico TOW Toiaco", pp. 170-71, n. 17. 
43  Indeed, in case of death, regarding the succession to a fief, see Recoura (ed.), Les Assises, p. 178, 
art. 32, "dans les fiefs, en verite, ou les baronnies, ou la principaute, Paine succede au pere ou a la 
mere". 
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1414), firstly for his invasion of Rome in 1413, and secondly, for his superiority over 

other kings (demi &low.  ,robe pliyeiOec). It must be added that this comparison 

illustrates the author's admiration for fearless warriors. It should also be noted that 

the use of the terms pinata (=kingdoms) and rrov,uozjvta (=governments, states), 

indicates political and national separatism 45  in the Western European territories: 

"Toy EISE 6 piiyac 'clic OpayKtecc, 'rig Pciwic 6 xat6cpxcov, 
axeivoc 5rcop ecppt4ev 'Itaatav Kai Pthjniv, 
6 Aa-rekaog 6 Tpuccoc, 6 ovvatoc, 6 Oyag, 
57cov eixev npoteinjgata acne OXopq tobc pilyaioec. 
'Ex to pilyeeta tfig cDpayictecc Kai 4 OXa ta. Kom.toi)vta". 

(lines 3330-34) 

Moreover, despite his respect for both rulers, in the author's conception of authority 

and power, a king (pfrac) does not appear as absolute monarch as does the 

Byzantine emperor (flao-aez50. While a flactilez55 appears as beyond any 

comparison, a pfrac is comparable with other kings. 

44  From the Latin communis. Thus Venice (as state with its own government) is indicated as communis 
Venetiae, see e.g. the Partitio Romaniae: Carile, Partitio, pp. 205 and passim. 
45  Kriaras, A4tIcio, vol. VIII, p. 325. 
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1. 4 The dignity of Secnceerrig 

1. 4. 1 SEa7totrig: 51, 1164, 1190, 1199, 1208, 1247, 1523-24, 2022, 2111-12, 

2120, 3027, 3282, 3314, 3614, 3620, 3634, 3639, 3651, 3690, 3706, 3724, 

3742, 3746, 3753, 3839, 3866 

1. 4. 2 ozonovrig (Suoicac): 2109, 2169, 2175, 2217, 2226, 2237, 2241, 2271, 2278, 

2290-91, 2335, 2340, 2342, 2360, 2370, 2373, 2375, 2410, 2429, 2431, 2439, 

2442, 2448, 2473, 2478, 2491, 2504, 2521, 2527-28, 2531, 2544, 2546, 2552, 

2562, 2568, 2584, 2597, 2602, 2610, 2612, 2618, 2624, 2627, 2634, 2641, 

2644-45, 2662, 2664, 2669, 2684, 2686, 2692, 2720, 2746, 2748, 2765, 

2779, 2815, 2820, 2824, 2830, 2833, 2836, 2842, 2844-45, 2852, 2858, 

2875, 2877, 2896, 2901, 2907, 2917, 2920, 2922, 2926, 2933, 2946, 2950, 

2954, 2961, 2968, 2977, 2979, 2984, 2993, 3004, 3020, 3033, 3059, 3074, 

3079, 3081, 3088, 3097, 3123, 3125, 3127, 3129, 3132, 3134, 3146, 3159, 

3167, 3185, 3209, 3224, 3246, 3250, 3255, 3258, 3266, 3304, 3376, 3384, 

3404, 3440, 3473-74, 3477, 3485, 3487-88, 3497, 3597, 3604, 3627, 3644, 

3649, 3793, 3842 

1. 4. 1 Awns:5'n1S 

It was in 1163 that the dignity of Secritorqg was created by the emperor, Manuel I 

Komnenos (1143-1180), in favour of his son-in-law, the Hungarian prince Bela, to 

whom he intended to leave his throne, connecting thus the title of Se62z-61-77g with the 

Byzantine throne. As Brehier states, it was with this implication in mind, that Michael 

I Angelos (ca 1204-1215) of Epiros carried the title Se6a-61-77g after 1204. But, while 

during the Komnenoi's rule this title was exceptional and related to the Byzantine 

throne itself, it was commonly used under the Palaiologoi. Finally, in 1348, Manuel 

Kantacouzenos, who was the first ruler of Peloponnesos to receive the title of 

Secrirovg-, transmitted to his successors who held it until 1461. Actually, this royal 
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title which was bestowed on princes of royal blood, was used by the last Palaiologoi 

as a means to put an end to, centrifugal tendencies in the Empire 46 . 

Returning to our Chronicle, we see, that the title despot is used by Albanian rulers. 

Originally, the Albanian chiefs, who supported the despot of Epiros, Michael II 

Angelos (ca 1237-1271) against the emperor of Nicaea, Theodoros II Laskaris (1254-

1258), were rewarded with land and court titles. Consequently, the traditional 

Albanian patriarchal social system underwent a radical change when chiefs suddenly 

became "CcpxovTEc". In addition, due to Italian influences too, the Albanian higher 

class was established, and certain families, such as of the Zenevesi clan, became 

representatives of this new, though in small scale, class differentiation 47 . The use of 

the Byzantine title by the Albanians is illustrated in the following lines: 

"`O rcpc.7)Toc yap o CoSelvog oupeVTEDEV TT IV "ApTav 
SEa7t6Triv Toy T -11..tricrav TO ygvoc 'to akflave 

(lines 50-51) 
"Mc "AX,13ava Tex arcetpa, p Toy Se67c6Triv, nacvTa". 

(line 68) 
"'Acoincru yap 6c7coeavEv o 'I-Kaat) o ounToTrg". 

(line 1190) 

In the following lines the author stresses the importance of the title despot by making 

an allusion about its Byzantine origin and its historical connection with Ioannina. His 

emphasis could be interpreted as an effort to legitimise Carlo Tocco's title. In any 

case, the author makes use of the title as often as possible when he refers to Carlo 

Tocco: 

"TO "ApTav Kai T6 'lioavvtva, 57co'u haav xcoptaillvcc 
Ex TTIV apX1s1V T(.7.)v SEC7COT6V EKEivwv To .jv Pwilaiwv". 

(lines 3026-27) 

46  Brehier, Institutions, pp. 118, 121ff. 
47  Ducellier , AAflavoi, pp. 10ff. 
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Moreover, the fact that title deo-iroz-qc was initially used by Michael II Angelos in 

Epiros seems to have created the concept that the legitimate seat of the despots was 

Ioannina : 

"ccoc SaanoTriv Toy cpiptcray. - EuvijOetav To eixav 
-Kai To cricaRvi Tebv SeanoTebv Ta nezvvtvcc <v&> etym.". 

(lines 1523-24) 
"On Etc T6t. 'ICOaCVVI.Va, SE6TCO'CE; OCTEVT£'61:XV 

Kai TO cmagvi T6.w ouncoTeiw 'c Tac Fu vulva fiTov necvToc". 
(lines 2111-12) 

1.4. 2 Aeo7covig Soincag 

The investiture of the duke as despot with all its prerogatives, its exclusive rights and 

privileges (z-Liezoc deo -frorzg, also gives great satisfaction to the author. He 

considers it as a well justified act of appreciation by the Byzantine emperor (6 

ficro-astic TO S'coptev, fusyciAcoc St9avircio -z-77, /Cal 6 flao-ziiebc 6i-roc z -ov) for the 

successful war expeditions of the duke in the Peloponnesos (sic z-ov Mopeciv): 

"CO Pacsaebc To ecppi.4av, of Ocpxoytec olloicoc, 
On gxeci.cav Kai Et; Tom) Mopeav Ockkoug <TcokA,abc> noA.gilauc, 
'; Toy Zeacovac, Sig Tijv Koptveov, eic To "Apyoc Kai etc T' 'AVacTCX.1. 
Kai et; EcXXa xacTaToma, ona aboav Tec ip6upw, 
ono-u To 1)48 -opouv of Pay.aiot Eiceivou Toi) Mopkoc. 
Kai ilicopaav TOU; 6 Paatke-bc, ile-yacAtoc areauµa6Tii. 
Kai Eiltav TO of sapxorrec -Kai 0 Paco-IA.6c acToc TM)• 

-"A410; vat vec cyTE031-1 Kai TgkEt0; Samar-mg 
iirceiv h accevTia To -o To AECYTCOTaITO Evat". 

(lines 2162-70) 

Contrary to his brother's Irpocrycorj, which took place in the presence of the emperor 

himself, Carlo Tocco was crowned despot with the o-re'xicr which was sent to him in 

Ioannina (x-cri oreppav roe) ci7rio-reaev Kai eo-revev rov 8eo -Irorz7v). By 

furnishing this detail, the author creates the impression that he self was present at the 
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ceremony of Leonardo's gpoarcore. Thus, the two brothers were elevated to the 

rank of Kantakouzenoi (4tthpOwaev, rev tcovroo-rcrAtov, cipzovra o -vyrev7jv rev, 

Karagrovctivthrovc). Another important detail in the narrative is the stress on the 

noble origin of the Kantakouzenoi 49  family (7vt7olovc rob' crijdaroc z-oz)5-  

Karax-ovctivcirov0. By this emphasis, the author illustrates his admiration for 

people placed on higher social strata: 

"Etc wino 6SuivecoaEv o pacsaebc  ei.)Ohoc 
Toy thyav Toy icovrocrcaraov Kai Ecpxovtav avyyevfiv 'col) 
yvriaioug EK to ai4tatoc robc Kataicovcrivatouc. 
Kai atgi.iliav toi) sangatEl.XEV Kai gauwav Toy Seaireariv". 

(line 2172-75) 

1. 4. 3 The Sultan (aoukcavoc) 

1. 4. 3 acyuktaivoc: 1930, 1929, 1962, 1964, 1967, 1971, 2229, 2231, 2240, 2861, 

3071-72, 3094, 3731, 3735 

1. 4. 3 The Sultan 

Attributed to a Muslin sovereign the term sultan in Arabic defines power, ruler". 

When the author refers to sultan Mehmed I (Kirici) (1413-1421) he expresses a 

sentiment of fear rather than respect or admiration. In order to maintain his rule 

(thcoevria) Carlo Tocco offers his tribute (,rapcizct) to the new sultan: 

48  In fact, though based on another incident, Schire argues that the author, besides being contemporary 
with the events he narrates, was also present at most of them Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 128: 

"Kai Elba npEqua yof3epov, Kai Eioa itpayga 4ivov- 
avSpeg, TuvaiKec to( icatSta, uetpacKta, 'Ea Ppecpri, 
of itavte; vac (govacovatv to Ovoga 'rob SoOKa, 
oXot va tpexouv oi.inpoata Kai va toy Tcpocsicuvoiiatv". 

(lines 1500-1503) 
Based especially on these lines, Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 126, argues: "La frase tanto spontana e 
chiara, convalida la tesi non solo della contemporaneita, ma anche della presenza dell'autore 
all'avvenimento narrato". 
49  On the history of the Kantakouzenoi family, see Nicol, Kantakouzenos, passim. 
5°  Concise Oxford Dictionary, p. 1068. 
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"'Acpoi) yap Eitap a Xcci3E Tin) 6CTEV'ClaV o crotATilvoc". 
(line 1962) 

`0 So.()Ka; nasty gaTEtXEv apxovTEc 'ç Toy aouA•T6cvov 
v& otori TO XapeactV TOV, vac Evat OitKog TM). 
Kai 65placv vac OnthKETat Thy Cc(psvTiav 'Tin; EIXEV". 

(lines 1964-66) 

Elsewhere, when the author refers to the support Ya'qub received from the sultan, the 

bad mood of the Turkish sovereign is described in detail (6 crowircivo5-

Z,roAopciwicre, Zitcb077x -ev ,acyci-Acoc): 

"'ExoXoliavicrE, 9 -1)1.u.berlicEv tteyeacocb scropk•acvog, 
Kai o-KA,643ov Evav eaptacv, 	•ev X)focv, 
cpapaaCi•o •ois) iocbKaatv v& ica•E1311 et; tilt' "Ap'tav 
Taw Kapoukov vac Oyeaopatv, v& 13ecXopv Toy ftwyoincri". 

(lines 2231-34) 

The author's mixed feelings of fear and awe for the sovereign sultan are expressed by 

the way he narrates Carlo Tocco's efforts (40vvcrev KarcrAerrrci3c, ocdper jtE 

%a-plc/dam; vd R-acrovv'c r6v crovArcivov) to alter the sultan's mood in favour of 

himself and of his son-in-law, Carlo (Kcipowia0, son of Irene Spatas and baron 

Marchesano: 

ScanoTric npocrfpcovaEv, Ei.tak Tac [tavStiTa, 
Toy KacpoWcav 4tfivuo .ev KaTakEnT6); To Evav• 
vac acyficii Thy KaKoyvcoyttac Kai vac yEvo -bv To Evav• 
lie &i pa, µE xapiai.tccTa vex iTesuouv'c Toy amatavov". 

(lines 2237-2240) 

The same fear of the sultan is expressed Cc/7j vox?? x -cri yvpavg zoo when Carlo 

Tocco executes Yaq'ub and further on, when he tries to organise resistence against the 

Turks through an alliance with theAlbanians: 

"a-oabc y&p eouivecocmv KaiE9ava'to xav Toy, 
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Tiail Kai IDP61/ 13 TOV, dog Toivicov, 6 Go-Ate-wog" 
(lines 2860-61) 

"cliate vex Kauopv OpOcoatv Koctec -cob; MovaiauXuavovc 
-Ott eixev Repay KOTC1,Ka Tay (p6(3ov 'rob acukcavov". 

(lines 3070-71) 

2. The ruling and the ruled classes 

2. 1 The ruling class: of iipxovrE; 

2. 1. 1 6cpxovrE; (as notables): 71, 1176, 1184, 1194, 1196, 1206, 1223, 1232, 1242, 

1298, 1327, 1329, 1351, 1356, 1444, 1506, 1545, 1562, 1584, 1604, 1775, 1791, 

1900, 1964, 1967, 2026, 2162, 2168, 2173, 2194, 2228, 2289, 2918, 2938, 2983, 

2995, 3001, 3105, 3114, 3149, 3164, 3210, 3418, 3450, 3504, 3657, 3669; 

Seanotatot (apxovtec): 1841, 2114, 3627, 3651, 3680, 3813, 3817, 3823, 

3825, 3913; 

2. 1. 2 ocbegvnic or accpevrric (lord, seigneur): 13, 121, 151, 168, 172, 282, 310, 433, 

462, 499, 699, 702, 764, 775, 782, 809, 817, 829, 843, 853, 864, 921, 933, 

969, 984, 1018, 1037, 1086, 1143, 1165, 1168, 1173, 1178, 1183, 1228-29, 

1235, 1238, 1292, 1295, 1323, 1343, 1346, 1359, 1368, 1402, 1431, 1436, 

1439, 1442, 1445, 1466, 1480, 1504, 1545, 1790, 1932, 2178, 2191, 2217, 

2265, 2289, 2853, 2990, 3013, 3106, 3404, 3565, 3694, 3838, 3841, 3845; 

ocbeevriec or OupEvria (rule, authority, power): 9, 18, 37, 281, 386, 477, 823, 

856, 1047, 1117, 1253, 1259, 1370, 1468, 1574, 1607, 1667, 1832, 1851, 

1962, 1966, 2258, 2917, 2949, 3103, 3149, 3176, 3182, 3182, 3190, 3337 

2. 1. 3 &pupa; (Turkish title equivalent to pxcov): 1915, 1917, 192-22, 1929, 1960, 

1968, 2029, 2229, 2374, 3075, 3077, 3080, 3084, 3187, 3269, 3731, 3735, 

3737 

2. 1. 4 `H icktipec: 1221, 1315, 1562, 3116; umponoXitrig: 3807;ilicpOrca,tc: 1350 
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2. 1. 1 "Apxovteg, aba ytec or accgv'reg 

The author makes frequent use of the term cipxcov, but with different meanings 51 . In 

this study we shall examine the term in the plural form, diozovrec, defining notables 

with political power. In describing the extermination of the noble Frank citizens of 

Leukas by the Albanian invaders (ca 1378-85), the author characterises them as 

irAoz5ciot, Evzrpoa, ez5yeverc, agO iteyciAtz yaw?. By expressing deep sorrow for the 

misfortune (Alio, cipapria)52  that caused their loss, the author demonstrates great 

respect and admiration for them. In fact, for him, the dp,rovrec represented an ideal 

high social status: the term evripoi indicates honour, while the expression e6reveic, 

thai iterciA,a revq, points at hereditary rights of the Western nobility occupying the 

higher social rank: 

Onov iyivEtov, i SE eqmptia 1.1.Eyeari! 
'Exabpaepaav, orciipacTiv, Epilµa av 'toy tonov. 
"1-I6av yap eipxovrEc nokkoi Tacrocnot Tfi; Aeuxocoac 
Kai gvrii.tot Kai eiyyevei; Cuto 1.1Eyala 

(lines 71-72) 

There is no doubt that the position of the cipzovrec in the author's concept of social 

hierarchy is that of power, responsibility and authority; indeed, it was Arta's 

apzovrec, in this case its Albanian rulers, who, together with their own people, set 

their conditions to their new despot, Carlo Tocco, before their submission in 1416: 

"Kai gpilloccv of apxovtec Kai to Kotvev tfic xcivag, 
Kathataaeg > yvpEyrav Tva Toy Tcpoaxpviicyouv". 

(lines 2995-96) 

51  Kriaras, A4i,c6, vol. III, pp. 243-44, gives the following meanings: ruler, leader, officer, notable, 
rich, owner. 
52  Cf. Kriaras, Aes4.11cd, vol. VIII, p. 390-91, vol. II, pp. 32-4; cf. Sansaridou-Hendrickx, "`Auttptia", 
passim. 
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The author's concept of an archon's social position and function correlates with 

Jacoby's definition and explanations. According to Jacoby, in Byzantium the term 

cipxwv defines an imperial public servant who exercises his civilian or military 

authority in a certain district being a town and its surroundings. As to foreign 

populations living in the Empire, such as the Albanian people, the title Zipxcov 

defined a tribal chief. In that case, the authority and the traditional status attached to 

the title were recognised and approved by the Byzantine emperor 53 . The connection 

between the dignity of cip,raiv with clan origin is expressed in the following lines 54 : 

"ti Katovjv Tov EScoicE Aill.t.au  to &X.13avito -u, 
apxovtoq gvnuou =XX& x To y6/oc tthv Mrcovec&ov". 

(lines 2288-89) 

The social status of the Albanian cipzovree is also underlined by the author when 

they appear before Carlo Tocco to beg for his forgiveness, since in the past they have 

acted against him. After the death of their Albanian despot, Mouriki Spata, the 

seigneurie (civevricr) of Arta was in the hands of his Serbian mother, Nerata. 

According to the author, Carlo Tocco proposed to the Albanian archontes to be their 

new despot through negotiations (bz-cicrzto-ev oaa Aoyov rov) and thus to avoid 

conflict, but they refused him (ex-ea breto-pcincrav, Sev 1,8e/lay icavava): 

"intop.avev rl aupernac et; xcipac tif1S  filitpoc TM)" 
(line 2021) 

"'EnecoltaEv St& Xoyou 'col) Kai oi)oev To iouvii071". 
(line 2035) 

53  Jacoby, "Archontes", p. 465. 
54  On the Albanian social system and function, see Ducellier , AAficrvoi, passim. 
55  As Ducellier , "Les Albanais", p. 405, states, in the Byzantine historiography of the 13 th  century, 
Albanian people seem to occupy isolated and almost inaccessible mountainous regions, while their 
participation in the economic and political life in Byzantium appears to be "plus que problematique". 
Only in the 14th  century, in Epirus, Albanian chiefs appear to interact with other ethnic groups such as 
Greeks, Latins and Serbs by engaging themselves either in commerce or in military conflicts: on these 
activities, see Zachariadou, "LIECITCOTaTO Tic Hncipov", pp. 88-89. 
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"Ixeivot bcEtaRattaav, SEv ijeaccv Kavvav". 
(line 2037) 

Indeed, according to the author's view point, the archontes' fear of reprisal proves 

that their social status, besides providing privileges, also rendered them more 

vulnerable in the hands of their new despot: 

"'EpE1.; Tof3oi)gE0a noXV,c auto VW 13ocalletav am), 
Stott a£ grctcciacq.tev Kai inticpavapl ce". 

(lines 2985-86) 

Since Ioannina was in the hands of the Byzantines, the author uses the same terms 

Vigrovz-e0 to define the Byzantine notables who welcome the duke officially when 

he enters the city. Placed next to clergymen, these dmovrec seem to impress the 

author both by their rank (cipzzepez56) and their costumes Vitopcocr coo,oe,uavoz): 

"'EKEI toy aciroSexOricsav of sapxovtEc, 
o acpxtepei)c, of iEpEiS, gp.opca TopElAvot". 

(lines 1562-63) 

In the following lines social position (cikovtEc) and political power (eicoevz -ec) 

coincide, as Carlo Tocco gives his men equal rights and privileges (gvcoo-ev, 

io-o'ppo;z-ovc), with those of the previous rulers of Arta ( rciiv cirevirliv rdiv 

Rio'cin70: 

"Toi); apxovtgc 'COD bwo)aev, Etiigriccv 1.1EyacXo)c, 
icoppoicovc toi)g gicagev tc.1)v Oupevt(.7)v tc1)v irpariv". 

(lines 3105-06) 

2. 1. 2 Aikavvig or aupgvrng 

In order to win the support of the Ioanniniotes , Carlo Tocco sends a man of his own 

to campaign for him. The approach and the words used in this political rhetoric do not 
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defer much from the self projecting propaganda applied by our contemporary 

politicians. The Ioanniniates should accept Carlo Tocco as their leader because it 

would be impossible to find a better one in the whole world (1.0v icocrito /iv 

yvpio-ere, civcrroAij ircri othz): 

"Cupavviv va 'toy #peroatv, Toy Ou6Ka va Toy gx,auv". 
(line 1359) 

"gvat <yEvaioc> Kai ei)yevtKoc Kai yvaticog Cupgrric". 
(line 1365) 

"Toy Koal.tov av yypiottE, avatoXii Kai oval, 
1C0'67CETE 61(.41.)TEpOV a0vtriv vacfits". 

(lines 1401-02) 
"Kai wine; va eivat Kcyakii Kai Cupgv-cric etc Toy TOnov". 

(line 2191) 

Despite the author's effort to show democratic political views, when he refers to Carlo 

Tocco's popularity among the Ioanniniotes, in Western Greece political authority was 

nearly always imposed by means of violence, as in the case of Zenevezi, who tried to 

impose his rule over the city of Ioannina through destruction (Zplj,u4av reAsico0 

(ca 1411): 

"(Dovacrara k5i)va4av icoXla aircoc Kai 0 Zeveilgalic 
Kai fiXeav sic ta 'Ran/N/1Na, Topebotw aTEvTiav 
To: &Hiram bcatavaav, opii.ta4av tekeicoc". 

(lines 1258-60) 
"Kai f 13ouXii anoKoilrev• Tot aiwopa yupeimv 
tiov toitou Kai tfg &TEN/v.6c; Onau Elxav 4apxfieev". 

(lines 1606-07) 

Supported by the Turks and again through violence Ya'qub Pasha tries to occupy 

Arta: 

"Toy Ka' poi 	yvkacKtcrEv, Tot); apxovn; op.oitoc. 
TcapA.c(13ev itjv ayEvtiav 5Xriv". 

(lines 2257-58) 
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defer much from the self projecting propaganda applied by our contemporary 

politicians. The Ioanniniates should accept Carlo Tocco as their leader because it 

would be impossible to find a better one in the whole world (rov Kocrito d'y 

rvpio-ere, avaroA# Ica/ oz5oi): 

"Cc(pvtriv v& Toy 9gpopatv, Toy Soi)Ka vac Toy gX01)V". 
(line 1359) 

"gvat <yEvatoc> Kai EbyEvtKoc Kai cppatKoc accOvvic". 
(line 1365) 

"-cov Kosap.ov ay TopicETE, avaToXii Kai Hat, 
TcointETE 64tcbTepov acpgvtriv vex EivfiTE". 

(lines 1401-02) 
"Kai aims); va eivat KEyakii Kai acpvTric Etc Toy Tonov". 

(line 2191) 

Despite the author's effort to show democratic political views, when he refers to Carlo 

Tocco's popularity among the Ioanniniotes, in Western Greece political authority was 

nearly always imposed by means of violence, as in the case of Zenevezi, who tried to 

impose his rule over the city of Ioannina through destruction (e'pljitacry reAsicoc) 

(Ca 1411): 

H.:13opacticTa krOvoc4Ev itoXXa ccircog Kai 6 ZEVE(3611c• 
Kai fiXeav Et; Tec 'Iwavvtva, yupe .bovv acpevTiav 
Ta allnekta. katgkOsUCCV, Epi llicc4ccv TEXEiwg”. 

(lines 1258-60) 
"Kai iiI3cukii aitoKOWE• T6C Crovopcc TopEiKrov 
Tob TO/tau Kai Tfic 13ccpEvTtac &tau Eixav41Dcpxi -10Ev". 

(lines 1606-07) 

Supported by the Turks and again through violence Ya'qub Pasha tries to occupy 

Arta: 

uTov Kapopkov goX.Cocto-Ev, robe OcpxovTE; epoiwc• 
iiiclipev, bcapEXai3Ev Tiiv acpEvTiav 82criv". 

(lines 2257-58) 
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2. 1. 3 The title of acppac 

This Turkish title of a.upacc, which means archon, general or governor56, is also 

used by the author in a way expressing both awe and respect. The author does not 

hide his admiration for the political movement of Carlo Tocco to arrange the 

marriage between his daughter and the Turkish amiral, MUsa-Bey, brother of the 

sultan, Mehmed I (445,iv, covArcivoc 6 theYeA,94 -.  z-ov) 57 : 

"tidy npei4IN <TOD>, TT1V yv6iatv TOD v& Ocicoi)org, vac eawecom 
TO evyatOav TOD gowice 'mi.) &lupe( TovaiKa" 

(lines 1914-15) 
"Kai 4a[3riv Eig Toy Oci.uptiv a o -uktilvoc 6 eX8EX(poc TOD". 

(line 1929) 

The author stresses the fact that as a result of this match, Carlo Tocco and the amiras 

became close friends. It is clear that for the author, when dynastic interests are at 

stake, religious and ethnic barriers seem unimportant: 

"Kai (pi? N TOD EyivEtov TOb Cqupec 6 SoiTYKac -
iiyacicrOv Toy Kai rcoX.Xec 6 kapaCc Toy 6oixa". 

(lines 1921-22) 

The author approves the relations between Carlo Tocco and the amiras in other fields 

too: Carlo Tocco sent his four illegitimate sons, who were serving the amiras at the 

Sublime Porte (the Ottoman court at Constantinople) : 

'I Toy &pig:Ey 'rob; C(X.4av Ka0Eci -nixch; vac elvat, 
'; tiiv 116inav v& EiouXebovatv,13ofiOetav v& gni". 

(lines 1960-61) 

56  Kriaras, A4i/cd, vol. II, pp. 18-19. 
57  Musa-bey, was killed in the battle against his brother: Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 65. 
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2. 1.4 H  is ~lpa 

The author expresses his respect for the clergy on every given occasion. When he 

presents captain Simon Stratigopoulos 58, he emphasises the fact that he was related to 

clergy men through his wife: 

"Tijv xXi-lpav awyeveic Cute Tfic yuvaticoq too". 
(line 1221) 

As to the clergymen (A-Alipa) themselves, the author does not ignore their presence 

on the official platform set for the welcoming of Carlo Tocco: 

"'RKEI Toy aucoUxeicrav of apxovrEc, 
o ocpxtcpci.)c, of ispEig, gi.top(pa cops[thvot". 

(lines 1562-63) 

Furthermore, when the author expresses his appreciation for the stability and 

prosperity in Ioannina he compares the situation of this region with that of 

Thessaloniki59 . In this comparison he refers to the clergy as a very significant factor 

in maintaining order: 

"Kai necXtv Kai KA.fipa gvnini Wo-ocv 'fig EaXoviKic. 
61.toicoc 	icateartao-tg Eig TO Koivev tfic xthpag". 

(lines 3116-17) 

Moreover, the cathedral Curiz-poyz-oAdO is the place where the gathering of the 

archontes and the people (cipxovrec, pm-poi re Kai peyailot) takes place to listen to 

the duke's man who brings them political messages: 

"kbptov Eig TTIV 1.17-rpoicoXtv 6obva4ic OeXet yvet, 
of apxoyce; OgXopv cruvaxeli, p.tKpoi 'CE Kai ReyaXot• 
Kai gXa bcei, Eig ainztvobc csi)vt -uxe rcappiaia, 
ical Tote OgXollev iSET. rcoiToc aiancc Toy Soiwa". 

(lines 1350-53) 

58  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 589: Simon Stratigopoulos was in the service of Esau. 
59  On the Western Greek Orthodox clergy and the ideological and political association between the 
Epiros and Thessaliniki, see Bredenkamp, Thessaloniki, passim and especially pp. 166-177, 239, 249. 
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In another instance too, the author appears impressed by the ceremonious reception 

Hercules and his troops peceived at the hands of the pqrporaii-Rg of Patras on their 

way to Clarenza in 1422: 

HX ■ipirav faltaVTEc EICEI ii Toy writpoiroXivriv. 
Tigijv To-bc gicaRev nokkilv Kai exicooexanicev Tovg. 
Keazatpa Tub; inoirrav Et; to icaXatt &nave) 
tiltrittica cbc gicpeics Kai aucoxalpencrev Tovg". 

(lines 3807-10) 

Besides the author's high regard for the church and the clergy, these examples also 

manifest his views about social etiquette and ecclesiastical hierarchy. It is quite 

evident that the author makes deliberate use of religious symbols, such as the church 

(ii rpOroitic) and religious representatives (apztepetjg, iepeig) to legitimise political 

aims. 

2. 2 The lower social class : o A,a6c 

2. 2. 1 Xa65 as subjects: 570, 701, 1224, 1648, 2073, 2251; x6aRoc: 1656; xolv6: 

2251; [tixpoi CE Kai geydaot: 1242, 1288, 1351, 1406, 1429, 1554, 2177, 

3110, 3812, 3867, 3310; xo.iptecrec 2055 

2. 2. 2 XL* as soldiers: 233, 238, 336, 381, 388, 801, 917, 1648, 2051, 2245, 2512, 

2514, 2518, 2808; 

For the author, social hierarchy is based on a social differentiation (or social 

inequality) created mainly by a clear-cut division between the elite and the 

commoners. People are ranked in terms of prestige, based on noble origin, as well as 

on economic and military power. In accordance with the feudal social organisation 

,ads and zcopzarec - when they are mentioned - constitute the lower social class. 
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2. 2. 1 Acta; as subjects 

Though not often, the terip Act* (or x-ocrito) often also refers to a ruler's subjects. 

Moreover, in his narrative our author draws a clear distinction between greater 

(Jaya/Jot) and lesser (,tax-poi) notables. It must be noted, that despite the existing 

social division, the two social strata maintain a strong political alliance, at least in the 

author's conceptualisation. Indeed, when Carlo Tocco's messenger discusses with the 

captain of the army the duke's offer to become the new ruler in Ioannina, he (the 

captain) explains that this issue had to be openly discussed in front of everybody 

(ci,ozovrec; /dui -poi re Kai itsyciAot), at a public place (pirrpovrat0: 

"Abptoy Eig TljV initpo/coktv o-ova4tc eaet 
of 6cpxoyte; 00touv auvaxefi, µLxpoi 'CS Kai 1.1eyakot. 
Kai gka bCEI, etc airtetvoi); a'6vruxe nappicia, 
Kai 'rotE egkottev LSEi itoioc aya/ccc Toy Soi)Ka". 

(lines 1350-53) 

From a political, as well as social point of view, the importance of this case in 

decision-making is undeniable. Likewise, still through the author's conceptualisation, 

the above example illustrates that besides other virtues, the popularity of a leader 

among his subjects (iroloc ciyalrei rot/ Soinca) is absolutely essential. 

Taking common decisions is evident in certain instances. In fact, such a common 

decision (cigrovz-ec, pixpoi re Icai perci2o0 seems to have been taken in the 

following two cases where all Ianniniotes from all social strata decide who will be 

their ruler: 

"Oi ytavvlytebtat of apxovte;, tuKpoi tie Kai lieyockot, 
El; toy yoWtecy acvgkaav Kai 6pecoaav gtaTOL 
'ç toy Inatay voc arcoateikopatv i iceivov toy Moupticri, 
0-uyatpay va (pOopaty, Lig 'Ca 'lipayytva vec gvt, 
Kupay TOV; va tiriv icattovatv ri xdva Kai 6 torcoc, 
KaOcbg tog Opicopc ✓xaatv µE bceivov Toy Sea/arriv". 

(lines 1242-47) 
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"Kai viiv 130-0X 111V 1117Cilpacrtv mixpoi TE Kai ReiaXot 
Kai iI3yaX.X.ouv tiro Paaiktacsa toy tonov ttic v& incovri". 

(lines 1288-89) 

Apparently, the author tries to create an impression of sharing and participation when 

he refers to decisions taken in common by higher and lower social classes. In spite of 

this effort, however, he does draw a clear cultural distinction between the two strata. 

For instance, the kind of language Carlo Tocco uses to console his defeated Albanian 

enemies is interpreted as a code of communication traditionally used among leaders 

(icat9thc Evan of avvIjOelec rci3v civevzrOv va Aerov0: 

"Kai apxtoev vCc to -bc kakfi Xoyouc rcapriyopiec 
KO* Lyon of auvitOetec tebv Cupevubv vac keyovv". 

(lines 816-17) 

As a matter of fact, the author seems to have full consciousness of class 

differentiation. This is expressed through the words of Carlo Tocco, who, in order to 

hearten his soldiers during the siege of Vobliana defines their adversaries, Albanians 

under the leadership of Ya'qub Pasha, as peasants (zcopicirec). This identification 

illustrates sentiments of strong class distinction, since it is used in contrast to the 

term cipxovrec. 

"Kai Retex 'mina ekaktio -ev 0 Salm; 0 ayewurig -
-"Apxowreq nakkri -Kapta Rot), oaot µE 6yanecte, 
kfEic if3keicete xcopt6c-cec eivat acicemo". 

(11. 2053-55) 

2. 2. 2 Acta; as soldiers 

In the Chronicle, Act* .  also identifies soldiers belonging to lower army ranks: 

"Kai O Xaoc TOD IIET'abT0i), 	Kal3akkapeot". 
(line 233) 

"0 flai3kog Eica-cac Re kaov, 1t4oi, ical3aXXapeot". 
(line 238) 
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3. Social relationships • , 

In his narrative the author often refers to the ways people interact, their ideas about 

their relationships, their strategies in establishing new ones as well as their 

expectations and interests that guide their social behaviour. Since the author tries to 

promote the image of his patron and the interests of the ruling class through his 

narrative, social relationships in the Chronicle are mainly based on political power 

and control. 

3. 1 Power relationships 

Regardless of certain social bonds, which the author perceives to exist between the 

two social ranks, the ruling and the ruled classes were interacting through power 

relationships. This statement conforms with the Marxist model of a society, where 

there is a clear division between a ruling class and subject classes. At the same time, 

the idealised conception of a ruling class was supported by a powerful church. In this 

medieval pattern of society, power relationships were based on the ownership of 

land, military force and political authority 6° . 

The author strikes a fair balance between two main sides of a leader's policy: 

political and economical strength is built on the one hand through expansion and 

plunder and, on the other hand, through generosity. Since political power 6I  was built 

on military achievements, the more victorious a leader was in his military operations 

of expansion, the greater his political power among his subjects. Besides, it was by 

means of military operations, that fortunes were made, which allowed a leader to 

practise generosity among his/her subjects. Often, it was through generosity that 

significant political support was obtained: 

60 On a comparative perspective of classes, see Kessing, Anthropology, pp. 312ff. 
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"Ilavta ociAavEt 71 Si)vapc, tia rckaini acvEikcivovv. 
Xai.petat Kai Oc7aXETai. aircoc Kai 6 Xa6c 'MU". 

(lines 700-01) 
"qm,A,o8c.opiec apxicev, ocoprill.tata vac oiSrb 
tobc rcavtac v6: 9tXotti.ta, thg rcpbcet Toy KaOgva 
Pol)xa ppoyEuo-Ev rcoXla, oovicalta xai (pkavia. 
ixoptacEv, vbcilicrev tirly x6pav, 'cobs avOpcbrcopc". 

(lines 1586-89) 

Indeed, since in feudal society social relations were by nature power relations, it 

appears natural, for the author, that a leader should try every possible way, especially 

through violence, to gain more land, and therefore more political power. This is 

evident in the case of Carlo Tocco, who as a political leader, in the author's 

perception, possessed exceptional qualities. According to our author, the ability of 

Tocco to influence decision making of the Byzantine archontes or the Albanian 

leaders, was based on two, though fundamentally opposed, main operations: 

(a) military expansion through violence, and (b) the diplomatic approach. 

3. 1. 1 Exercise of power and authority 

3. 1. 1. 1 	violence : military expansion: 70ff, 91, 105ff, 123, 164ff., 262, 365, 374, 

658ff, 747-8, 779, 703, 748, 954-57, 966, 1016, 1074, 1104ff. 

3. 1. 1. 2 diplomacy: 124, 140, 191ff., 2940; 8(.7)pa, xapialicera: 21, 143, 192, 416, 

419, 508, 2126, 2240, 1357, 1852, 2126, 2145, 2240, 3736, 3821; 

5cDp1wcaa: 742, 913, 1577, 1586, 3082, 3085; cpiAbowpia: 153, 1357, 

1414, 1456, 1577, 1586 

61  On an analysis of power and politics, see Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 281ff. 
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3. 1. 1. 1 	Violence : military expensien 

In principle, the author disapproves of actions of violence. His disapproval is 

expressed by direct condemnation 62 : 

"OcXX' 6 0£6; ileall6EV avepcorcog Sev 132 ■.164:171". 
(line 627) 

Further on, he expresses his disapproval by trying to distance his protagonists, Carlo 

and Leonardo Tocco from acts of violence: 

""Apxtaav ETcaKiaaaty 'rex anitta, Tac aevtoiaa. 
Kovtoc TroX,Xec xoXogavei, Opyice-cat eig a -15'mpg, 
ocXXA itoacbc oi)ic 4t1copel. Tva Tub; icepticown. 
Komi) (krukt) 'toy cipxtaev, p.txpoi TE Kai ge'yac7,ot, 
KCCI 7C01,0V e 2 £1, CC7COCVT6C Kai. noiov 0eXet otkvet. 
"Amoy Kai RI) PcruXollevoc exvilicev mug, Kai Kocp.vouv 
o icaOeeic cbg 13oPketat et; 'to artitt oTCOU '7C1.46CCTEV. 
"SI Kpip.a, 57rop LyiVETON• ao£ ecliaptia p.eiaai - 
etc Timmy x6pav ea-pilau-rip) Eplji.ta46(v 'nix/ ob-cwg! 
licoi)paevaav, aviikcoaav,p'f-wta4av TeXeicoc. 
0-6 Hvailat vac ae einci5 To Ti Kaicov yi.vi-i." 

(lines 658-668) 

Elsewhere, the author identifies God's wishes with Tocco's policy by combining the 

Christian principle of forgiveness (o-vmcop77) with political strategy (6.0077). It is 

better for the Albanian seigniors of Arta to surrender to Carlo Tocco and accept him 

as their lord in a peaceful way (ovmthiew pe eip0770 than resist him: 

"'Eneiv [3XiTcouv To KaXex 6 066; dicliKev mbm, 
thXXtov <gvat> vec opecoeav avy7v4trig i.te eipiivriv, 

62  The author expresses his desperation, especially at the fact that victims of violence were Latin 
nobles: Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 224: 

"Kai Etcencicccv i6ti3riaav Etc TO AEuxaSa plaa 
-ra "AX,[3ava 'Ea Circapa, RE Toy SEano-riv, narra. 
'Ailkoi, xpii.ta Sirov EitvEtov, ESE ap.aptia ilEyakri! 
'ExoUpaEvcrav Enrlpaaty Epfiga4av Tay tonov". 

(lines 67-70) 
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rEapoi5 va Tay rctxpavo -uatv, va yavii µE ntxpiav". 
(lines 2940-42) 

In order to acquire political power, however, Carlo Tocco uses both tactics, the one 

of violence and the other of peaceful negotiations. In either case, as long as their aim 

is to increase their power, as rulers, Carlo Tocco and his brother, Leonardo, though 

indirectly, gain the author's approval: 

"Kai t& is 	gKowav iiceivcov te6v ictaaRgvow, 
eic Toy SoiiKav Tex anbuteikav Eic Tijv impaXoviav 
floXXec 'r 6v Ei)Kapiatwev o SoilKac o cci)Ovtlic". 

(lines 107-109) 

3. 1. 1. 2 Diplomacy 

Noteworthy, too, is that the author shows special appreciation for cases where 

violence is replaced by diplomacy. Such is the case of match-making between the 

Spata and Tocco families. Indeed, the duke is praised by the author as an extremely 

sensible (2-rayiyopovipo0 person, since he tries to find a solution to his problems 

(created by the presence of the Turks in the Gulf of Arta), by means of love (ciythrip 

/duo v): 

Soiwac 6.); 7EapAppovigoc oXE; Tic ve .up.ficeig 
apxicrEv 	ykuKlyrritEc, 	caxapectopc koyoug 
ay ebpriv 7E014 -tv Kai opp.i)v eic irly ayarEiv 
(... ...) 
llTl v6xii Tub/cote xocipe Kai Katcoflaatv Toi5pKot". 

(lines 1129-34) 

In the following passage the author does not hide his love of peace (arciyzwv 

az-epecopavii0 nor his resentment of war (ucizqAtA'epj, irarcprj, cocroicaccapavq). 

The arranged marriage between the daughter of Carlo and the brother of Mouriki 

Spata, Philip, unfortunately, according to the author did not bring the desired peace: 
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"Thy Ovya-cepav TOD 6p0OX6EV o Soincaq o layevtiq, 
Eig 'cobs Pcoyobg tidy Eatetkev Toy y6q.i.ov vec. nothoonv, 
Kan( Xoyov icat guilccovtav, f v Ecnicsav akkiXwg. 
'Eicei yap eStaPnicav, enXivocsocv 'coy y6q.lov. 
exaipovtav xai ayakowcav Kai ex 'ca MK) liepn, 
e13Xeirovsac rubg gicowav exyannv acepecogeviv. 
HavTexouv Kai eX7CicaU6IN oXot vOc avanaveabatv 
a7Ce 'Mc flaCXEc TEc TroX,Xe; TEc EiXaV St6c lieo-ov 
'AXX6c, 'Se Roan eXtPeinj, Tc 	(papp.ccco[tevn, 
87coi) eyiviv tatepa aval.teaa 'cobs 81)o!" 

(lines 1143-53) 

In order to create an equilibrium between the two opposed tactics, i.e. between 

violence and diplomacy, the author stresses Tocco's virtues, such as wisdom, 

generosity, and prudence. As the author narrates, as an answer to the violent attacks 

by his Albanian enemies, Carlo Tocco wisely decides to do nothing: 

"e136(Xerl Ile tiijv yV661,V 'too ti/COTE va 7ZOLTI611". 
(line 124) 

Due to the epic nature of his narrative, the author is inclined to stress heroic actions 

connected with war, conflict and martial arts. However, he does not miss any given 

occasion to point to gestures of generosity which promote cordial feelings of 

friendliness, goodwill and fellowship. In the following lines the offer of gifts is 

considered as a gesture of courtesy, since Maddalena offers gifts to win the support 

of the king of Naples in order to establish the territorial rights of her two sons: 

"iotekice etc Thy Opayictav Tab pfiyav 'Itakiac 
lie &Topa, 	xapiap.ata, µE enaccupoi); Ileyakoug, 
vec cnepabari Thy expxliv, do Kpactoc tiov iccurpob 'mug". 

(lines 20-22) 

In the following passage the gifts are used to promote the political interests of Carlo 

Tocco: to make it impossible for someone to harm him (ozWv yap eixav ovvarOv 

ffore row vc't róv Alcivov0. In trying to build up his power he offered land 
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(Irpovoie0 63  and other donations crap z'ait crz-a) to people of both higher and lower 

ranks Udix-poi re iccri peyciAo6. (The author approves and praises these actions of 

the duke by characterising him as a wise man, copoviitov): 

"hcivicrev Kai Ccpxtoev yovaaecto va poyEixrn, 
Opertkopc, Pcop.aiouc Eep13ovc TE, 	 tobc 'AXPavitac. 
Kai &KODCTE To ypovtilov, to .7zi.oe41.6v TOU. 
Eic to vricriv tobg Ei3aysv, exicao -o) tfic AeuxaSoc, 
xpatipata tiovS goiSe, npovoiec Teiiv acpxovaov. 
Tav Tonov y6cp CAKEICOVE, EiXE Kai ictatocriwriv, 
aboEv yap eixav Suvatov 'Truth 'mug ye( Toy 13Xalifovv. 
Kai ap4E-co xapiagam, E1)EpyEaiec vet SiSrl 
Ta poiixa Tab KoRtiou 'col) oka Tac E -bepyta. 

T2c cri.mtpo(pov -rev Etxacsiv µtxpoi TE Kai geyaXot". 
(lines 136-145) 

The author approves of the duke's gestures of generosity, firstly because they express 

wisdom (copovipoO, and secondly because he believes that such political moves 

demonstrate a legitimate manner in which to manipulate people's sentiments, such as 

gratitude and self interest, which he expects the beneficiaries to feel towards the 

donor. The author's special attention to gestures of generosity 64  also points to an ideal 

concept of a society, where relationships between the powerful and weaker members 

are based on goodness, charity and benevolence. At the same time, the weaker 

should use the same gestures of material offers out of cordiality towards their 

superiors. 

63  The term Irpovola defines a piece of land given by the emperor to soldiers in exchange for their 
services. For a comparison between the Western fiefd and rpovota; see Xpovercov ivyMopi -co5; pp. 
78-82, Laiou, Ayporticzi Icor vwvig pp. 143ff, and Ead., Constantinople and the Latins, p. 4. 17povota; 
p. 69; Zepos, "To Sixcelov", pp. 214-215, 217-19; Jacoby, "Les Archontes", passim. 
64  Cf. Brereton, Chronicles, p. 18: "Froissard has always been regarded as an admirer of chivalry and 
as a spokesman to an over-exclusive degree of the ruling and knightly class ... He respects high rank, 
admires the knight for his fighting qualities in particular, and praises generosity in money and other 
matters". 
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3. 2 The author's social moral ethics 

Regarding social interaction, the author often becomes personal in his comments, 

especially when he refers to human social relationships. Human actions are either 

highly praised or severely condemned. We should, however, be warned that due to 

his admiration for the duke and his unconditional loyalty to the higher ruling class, 

there is not much room left in his mind for impartial and unprejudiced opinions. 

Consequently, when the author's subjectivity is apparent, his statements will be 

analysed, both through his prism and from a historical point of view. In other words, 

we shall analyse his evaluative system by referring to what he considers right or 

wrong in relation to a broader historical context. 

Consisting of the warrior nobility of feudal Europe 65  and supported by a powerful 

church, the ruling class had securely in its hands the ownership of land, military 

force and political authority. The main elements which bound the ruler to his subjects 

were: 

a subject peasantry; 

use of the service tenement (i.e. fief); 

supremacy of a class of specialised warriors; 

ties of obedience and protection binding man to man; 

fragmentation of authority; 

association between family and lord. 

According to R. Garner's definition of ethics, the term refers to the values or rules of 

conduct held by a group or individual 66 . For the sake of our analysis, a distinction 

65  Ganshof, Feudalism, passim. 
66  On the philosophy and history of ethics, see Garner, "Ethics", pp. 610ff. On the Byzantine concept 
of ethics, an integration of ancient philosophy and Christian concepts, see 0' Meara, "Ethics", vol. II, 
p. 732 
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should be drawn between the religious moral ethics - which refer to metaphysical 

normative principles and will be examined at a later stage - and the social moral 

ethics - which is an empirical, etiquette-centred value system 67 . 

Thus, when we refer to the author's social moral ethics we intend to examine his 

social moral evaluative system, by which human activities, attitude, performance in 

certain situations and state of mind are judged, weighed and classified in his world 

view. In the author's evaluative system social behaviour plays a crucial role. For the 

author, the image of ideal behaviour, seems to be based on personal, individual 

characteristics, such as intelligence, common sense, good manners, education, and 

military prowess. These factors are discernible through the author's expressions of 

appreciation or contempt regarding people's social behaviour. 

3. 3 Social behaviour 

In order to understand the author's concepts about social conduct, we shall consider 

both the Western and the Byzantine ideal of good behaviour, since, as it has been 

argued at the beginning of our chapter, he was under the influence of both cultures. 

The Byzantine secular ideal of good behaviour had various forms. Kazhdan states 

that, for the Byzantines, ideal behaviour was based "on tolerance and oix-ovoida, 

with developed bonds of friendship and values such as education and moderate 

enjoyment of life; the knightly ideal, with stress on military prowess and personal 

fealty" 68 . 

Regarding the Western standards for ideal behaviour, if we accept that "in the 

fifteenth century chivalry was still, after religion, the strongest of all the ethical 

67  Cf. Geertz, Cultures, pp.126ff; Garner, "Ethics", pp. 610ff. 
68  Kazhdan, "Behavior", vol. I, p. 277. 
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conceptions which dominated the mind and the heart" 69 , we need to analyse the 

concept of chivalry. According to Waley, "chivalry", which literally means 

"horsiness", was the code of the men who fought on horseback and belonged to the 

knightly class. The exclusive nature of chivalry was subject to a knight's conduct. 

"The virtues most prised by the chivalrous were military prowess, loyalty to the 

feudal overlord, and 'courtesy' - considerate manners, that is, towards other members 

of the chivalrous class" 70 . 

With regard to our author, besides his admiration for physical external features and 

appearance, his appreciation is also caused by social behaviour, which he considers 

as being the result of proper education. Indeed, as F. Kottenkamp 71  states, the 

military achievements of chivalry were due to the "strict discipline and rigid forms" 

upon which the training of a beginner, called "tyro", was based. 

For the author good "social breeding" is an issue which refers almost exclusively to 

Frankish leaders. Therefore, the influence of Western culture appears stronger in his 

selection of factors based on the ideal behaviour in chivalry. Indeed, in the narrative 

the following factors, though often overlapping each other, are identical with those 

which define knighthood 72 : 

education; 

® politeness; 

69  Huizinga, Middle Ages, p. 57. 
70  Waley, Medieval Europe, pp.148, 151. See also Kottenkamp, Chivalry, pp. 27ff. According to 
Kottenkamp, Ibid. p. 30 considered from a military and social point of view, in time of war, chivalry 
offered to the feudal nobles of all countries the advantage of placing them on an equal footing with one 
another. Thus, it was not uncommon for indigent knights of inferior descent to possess certain 
privileges, which were denied to those nobles who had not been admitted to the honours of 
knighthood. 
71  Kottenkamp, Chivalry, p. 30. 
72  On chivalry, see Kottenkamp, Chivalry, passim; Wood, Chivalry, pp. 44-56, 111-124; Loyn, 
"Chivalry", pp. 84-85. 
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linguistic style; 

ability to handle arms; 

generosity; contempt of money; 

ability to rule with wisdom and sagacity. 

3. 3. 1 Terms used to praise a leader's good "breeding" 

3. 3. 1. 1 	Cc4toc: 838, 1063, 1237, 1346, 1372, 1479, 1937, 1939, 3114 

3. 3. 1. 2 	.ictU4toc: 138, 377, 932, 948, 1312, 1942, 2080, 2453, 2691 ecOnoc) 

1698, 2666; E1ctSE 1,a :2746, 2796; invciloEtog: 1312, 1321, 2690, 2694; 

incepE4log: 949 

3. 3. 1. 3 ykuicbc: 1360, 1941; ykmcao*va: 1344; ykuica6p.6;: 1474; 

ykuidynita: 147, 1130, 1273, 1317, 1953 

3. 3. 1. 4 icathemiavo; (TcatEepEvoc): 1272, 1320, 1520 (ica,iospat;) 1268, 1274, 

3212; Ei)ievticOc 72, 834, 1365, 1775 (einievEtc) 1776, 1869, 2500; 

KovpckYlig: 1519; 1520; TCEptxapfic / acytelbc: 146; 

3. 3. 1. 1 The term &tog 

According to Kriaras73 , the term gzoc has the following meanings: Avevec, 

e'itgezpo‘; brze54 io; yevvcribc, Ovvaroc, as well as c'etooificro-roc, ciio-rtitoc 

gzo-roc, 41m o-roc and avveroc. In the Chronicle the term gzoc is used in 

association with one's ability in martial arts (az-pal-wiz -7N = soldier), one's daring 

attitude (67161(a-co; or 6cnoKovt 0;7' = courageous, daredevil) or one's harshness 

73  Kriaras, A41/co, vol. II, p. 299. 
74  Kriaras, A4iico, vol. III, p. 49, does not include the variation ciwolcovroc. 
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(cez5a-ripec = harsh, rough) 75
. Moreover, the term gioc will be considered as an 

ability which has been., acquired through suitable training since early age 

(apxorrogowia = young nobles): 

"eixav Kai expxowthicovkcc, 4tcyuc awanthtec". 
(line 838) 

Regarding the education of a knight, Kottenkamp 76  explains, that a boy "in his 

seventh year, was removed from his home, or at least, from the supervision of 

females, and entered the service of some superior or inferior nobleman. There, he 

was chiefly occupied with bodily exercises of a severe character. His services 

consisted in attendance upon his master, or the family, and he was but little 

distinguished from the domestics of the household. This method of training young 

noblemen prevailed in France and many other countries as late as the 16 th , and was 

only gradually discontinued at the end of the 17 th  century. Between the ages of 

fourteen and seventeen, the "tyro" was made squire. This promotion was 

distinguished by a religious solemnity". 

When the term cgzoc is used to describe one's capacity to rule it appears in its 

comparative form so as to illustrate the duke's superior ability to be a good ruler 77 . 

75  Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco: 
"Kai atpaTetecv ixdiptoEv, OXovc Stakeyp.vau;, 
arcencolytoug Kai aixtvnpabc, 64tovg 'cob rco24top". 
(lines 1062-63) 
"ecoc iiarrOv E6ER7iaav ii4tot owattatec". 
(line 1479) 
"'H7c4ietvav 'LOU TocepEtc, 6c4tot otpanditat". 

(line 1937) 
76  Kottenkamp, Chivalry, pp. 30-31. 
7 ' Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco: 

"Na einoin.lev Trjv aknOetav, a4torrEpoc oev frrov 
Etc Tonov itoimtexe &XXo CypaIrri va rcotficouv". 

(lines 1237-38) 
"a(Ovvric guivrepoc Sev rlµnopei vet Elva". 
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According to the author's view, a capable ruler, should possess, among other 

qualities, power (va eivca, sic ró zeptv rov) and authority (opice0: 

"TO layENitiaV, tia vim , tobc (apxovng iov Torcov-
va eivat etc 'to x01.1) 'LOU' Wn); va -cob; opicet" 

(lines 3149-50) 

It should be noticed that each time the word cgzo5-  is accompanied by other 

adjectives, such as itpaicrticoc, ica26c or h'vripoc, it correlates with other social 

values and norms'. 

3. 3. 1. 2 	The term intog4toc 

In describing one's leadership skills, the author does make use of the terms 

bruSgto5-79  and Zlz-z2-ij8ete. Moreover, in order to praise the ability of the duke to 

organise his heterogeneous forces, consisting of Franks, Roman Byzantines, Serbs 

and Albanians, he uses the term wovzpov (meaning prudent) together with 

Zyz -z8e to I  (cleverness): 

"Kai 6:Kovae do cpalvtp.ov, do gnto4tov 
(line 138) 

va &vet/taw:I thaav ittacg ci µrl (rine); 6 8aicac". 
(lines 1345-46) 

78  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco: 
"Kai itpaictucobc Kai 6c4tauc, pica tab Azarcotatau". 
(line 1372) 
"'Etainot yap of tecraepetc flaav Kakol Kai ii4tot". 
(line 1939) 
"'Exei eiviaicetc aPX0V2Ec EVTI.ROV; lad a4tot);" 

(line 3114) 
Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 1458: rpcocrix-oc = concerned with action, practical, active, effective. 
Kriaras, A4m- -6, vol. VII, pp. 291-92: iccrAdc = effirtgeroc; iiccevoc, revvaibc (fit, capable, brave); 
Ibid., VI, p. 75: ivripoc = prod vrrpo5, c'esorriioc, z-titglevoc (precious, honourable, honoured). 

Kriaras, briggioc = ix-avoc, ertz-igezoc, gvn -voc, Kard'A,177Ao5 -  (capable, fit, clever, suitable). 
80  See Kriaras, Aestirci, vol. VII, pp. 291-92. 
81  Kriaras, A4tico, pp. 206. 
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Furthermore, when the duke organises his attack for the conquest of the Anatolico 

castle he is praised as an experienced warrior (Z7174641,00: 

"`O Sawa; yaw eoc 86'agog Kai thvta bCtU4toc". 

(line 377) 

Elsewhere the term Ziriogur is used to praise the spying abilities of a Frankish agent 

in the service of the duke: 

"to nwS tof) tirly Ei)vbxicrEv o sztopecyKog tiw SouXEiav 
EbKoXa, EntSE4tia Kai gnotKev TETotav TExviv". 

(lines 931-32) 

The term brzogioc, supported by other related adjectives, points to the importance 

of the martial arts and experience on the battlefield: 

"Ccv0poynov ooKtuov noXXa xai TExvEuevov raEov, 
itccvapyov, Ent8E4tov, app.inKov Eic gaxnv 
Kat& xEpa Kai (ppovip.ov Tip) TExviv tific  aTpa-cEiac". 

(lines 2079-81) 

In another instance, the term brivjekloc is used as a synonym of the term affieWtoc: 

n'AA,A.6, o KaltEtex,Vt0c, ainoc onoi) exKol)Eic, 
- icoXXoc fitov EnttirlSetoS, Eiq Tec navtcc butoE4toc -" 

(lines 1312-13) 

In the following verses the term bz-zogtoc changes to Zir1getoicciparoe2  for 

emphasis and is accompanied by other descriptive adjectives. The association 

between the adjectives copowitoc, 7.1,vio5c; Z7ruYetarcipaz -oc, rezvepevoc, 

ciTO,oeiczylavoc, dyrox -oz-oc and zVrepcWzoz -crroc expresses most of the qualities the 

author admires and expects a leader to possess: 

82  In Kriaras, A4m-o, p.206, the spelling of the word has been corrected to Z71764'tarcipcoroc = 
opacri-ijproc (active): from the adjective bz-iggcoc and icapcorcic. 
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"IptcolAtov thvo[tacav 'toy 7ti7yrov &ice OXoug• 
avOpomto; ypovti.tog Kala, ykoicbc Eig 'robs avOpdruyuc, 
1cts5e4toxetatogyotveptorcoc TExvgi.tgvoc, 

avopEtcoggvoc 	Ocp[tata, arcoKotoc xapSiccv• 
oXiyov *toy xagaSeq, EiXEV Nroxiiv .teyeckriv". 

(lines 1940-44) 
"Mavov Toy Ovollexoixstv, aiKkriv MeXtapkni, 
OCTE6KOVCO; Kai Seoctp.oc navy Kai intepog4toc". 

(lines 948-49) 

3. 3. 1. 3 The term TAAnci); and derivations 

Strangely enough, for the author certain terms such as 7Avx•65 -, 72vx -z51-77~ - 

Vicav-poe are explained rather as an aquired ability through "good breeding" than 

as an inherited agreeable disposition of one's personality towards other people. The 

author often comments on good "sweet" manners (rAvx -15z-771-a cr-roz)c rpo7z-ovc), or 

one's nice way of talking to people (6- 152,eveia) 84 : 

"Mattog gixav ykvicaagov of Xoyot 67cov gkeagt". 
(line 1474) 

Furthermore, in dealing with people, especially as a leader, one is expected to be 

calm and nice in manners. Indeed, in order to win the support of the Ioaninniotes and 

to convince them to accept him as their leader, the duke is presented by his agents as 

civt9pcolroc 7.11A -15c 

"5:vepco7coc gv' Kakoyvom.toc, yk -ovb; bicap io 1.tat". 
(line 1360) 

83  Kriaras, A4z/n4, vol. IV, pp. 322-24. 
84  Kriaras, A4m-o, vol. IV, p. 324. 
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It is evident that besides linguistic style, for the author, social status is determined by 

social position, hereditary or otherwise, and status, such as the title of duke 

(goiiiccre, wealth (zA,orkrioc) and power (6thcoevri‘e6: 

"Cuparriv vOc Toy Opouatv, Toy Sabica va Toy gxovv. 
<OcvOprorcoc gv' KaXoyvcop.oc, ykuicbc incep do 1EXt 
raoUcno; gym., Svvoctoc, OXei. ad; StaspEvricel>". 

(lines 1359-61) 

3. 3. 1. 4 The term rcat5cuplvoc 

It is certain that his appreciation of members of the ruling social strata is subject to 

the degree of a person's education (zazge,aavo0. This is displayed through one's 

gratifying and courteous manners (,rapozotoc, x-ovpreo-re), language (267.90, and 

social status engiO: 

"Ocvepwiroc Ka? orcpoacorroc, xaporcotoc, Kopp-rem -lg• 
6 X67o; Toy Kai fi Tec4t.c TM) gp,op(pa rccuSgligvoc". 

(lines 1519-20) 

Basically, according to the information provided by our author, what is involved'in 

the social relationship between a speaker and a listener is based on social status and 

linguistic style. The author's appreciation of a graceful and cultured language 

(rcaiSevcrtv 7X.d.xyari;) is especially stressed in the following lines: 

"AtOc TOb‘ 'CO rravta erratv6i Toy Soincav 'rev 6c(pevtii, 
Ex illy rcokknv 7XuicUrrrra, Try rroci5guatv to 7Xthaarg". 

(lines 1273-74) 

In fact, from the author's view point, a ruler's first virtue is the ability to use his 

language in an educated, learned manner (ircaospevii0: 

85  According to Kriaras, A4iico, vol. V, p. 201, the term cloi4" indicates (a) military or civil governor, 
dpzovrac; (b) the duke of Venice: goyric; (c) admiral of the fleet: piyac cobs or Soincac. 
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ige-ope Ex tec xapyrec TEg gxouv of Capevteg 
npciyrri gym. vet gxovo-tv tiijv yA,e.otzmay rcatoeggviv". 

(lines 1271-72) 

In parenthesis, it must be noted that the author's contemporary pattern of speech 

behaviour cannot be defined, since no specific examples of "good" or "bad" 

vocabulary are given in the Chronicle. However, due to his admiration for "educated 

stylish language", it can be presumed that the language spoken by educated people in 

the Ionian islands and Epirus ought to be understandable to listeners, informal and 

rich in vocabulary and expressions. Moreover, one should bear in mind that the 

Ionian islands were linguistically under the influence of the Venetian dialect. Despite 

the efforts of the Palaiologoi to re-establish the Byzantine empire to its previous 

glory, the archaic language of the Byzantine Court lost its prestige in the late 

Byzantine era, since the archaic education was no longer a social prerequisite 87 . 

Another association between the term yopovipoc and Zinz -ijoeicc appears in the 

following verses and in combination with the term 71-crigeopevoc = educated: 

"1-IcciAov Toy ovoim4ovatv• icaXac frcov rcat8sm.tevoc 
ypovqtoc, En.titjSEtoS, ijgepoc EiS Toy Xoyov". 

(lines 1320-21) 

The positive impression which the above terms create is underlined by the use of 

their opposites, when, regarding human behaviour, the author expresses his 

contempt. According to the narrator's viewpoint, the negative aspect of human 

conduct, especially of leaders, is manifested by bad manners, use of bad language 

86  See Kriaras, A411Co, vol. VIII, p. 344: x-ovprecrtg-  = polite, refine in manners (from the mediaval 
french term corteis) 
87  Browning, EA.177v1r7jrActia -o-a; pp.106ff. 
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and bad faith; as an example, queen Eudokia is condemned for her bad character and 

language (7.1,di66a dyraiosvz -17): 

"Kai avficrn iirlaaiXicsaa 	Ebooicia, 
Kai ayilan is Kaithyvo.N.ia Kai 	apaewiav, 

yXtbacra tirly CutaiSeirri vex TO KataoolAWari". 
(lines 1266-68) 

To summarise, so far as the social aspect of the author's ideational system is 

concerned, we gather that there is a certain distance between his ideal model of a 

society and reality. This distance is created by the difference between the author's 

perceptions and his loyalty towards his employer, Carlo Tocco. For the author, 

ideationally perceived, a well-organised society should be based on hierarchically 

structured social positions. In his concept, social status plays the most important role 

in maintaining social order, balance of political power together with class 

differentiation. Consequently, the author condemns abuse of political power and 

praises those who succeed in maintaing it mainly by means of good social behaviour, 

justice and generosity. Finally, according to the author, duties and behaviour of a 

ruler are not inherited but acquired through proper education. 
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Chapter 5 

., 

The Author's Ideational System of Thought : The Cultural Aspect 

The cultural aspect of people's ideational system of thought comprises certain 

patterns of shared ideas, concepts, and norms that underlie human knowledge and 

direct human life. In being introduced into one's culture from an early age, a person 

acquires a distinctive world view based on traditional motives and values which are 

also shared by his/her community. Similarly, due to individual differences in human 

nature, interaction between a person and society creates his/her characteristic 

personality orientation or his/her personal identity 1 . However, despite one's sense of 

identity, or a sense of self in relation to fellow-members of one's community and 

their way of life, collective cultural beliefs, concepts and traditions play a most 

significant role in the shaping of one's world view. 

Consequently, our author's private world should be seen as closely related to 

collective behaviour codes, ideas and values. Broadly shared by his contemporary 

society, this complex whole of ideas and attitudes constitutes his and their culture. 

Having already examined the social aspect of the author's ideational system, in this 

chapter we shall concentrate on the cultural one. 

Based on beliefs, norms and principles the cultural aspect of the author's ideational 

system of thought underlies his evaluative system. The author often expresses his 

personal opinion on external human factors, such as appearance and behaviour. At 

the same time, in explaining death, illness, misfortune, accidents and defeat, he relies 

1  For an analysis, see Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 68-69, 92ff. 
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on metaphysical intervention and powers. In our analysis, his evaluative system will 

be divided into the author's aesthetic perceptions and his ethic and religious 

principles. 

1. 	Aesthetic perceptions of the author 

The aesthetic experience of the author will be analysed through his emotional 

responses, which are evoked by his admiration for certain elements, such as harmony 

of forms, shapes, movement. While examining the author's aesthetic standards, we 

should bear in mind the following factors: he uses the Greek language as means of 

communication, but his hero and patron, the duke Carlo Tocco, is Florentine. 

Carlo Tocco, inherited the seigneurie of Cephalonia, Zakynthos, Ithaca, Leukas and 

Vodizza from his father, Leonardo I. As it appears in the Chronicle, he and his 

brother, count Leonardo Tocco, were brought up according to Western traditions. 

This fact should have exposed the author to the influence of both, Western and 

Eastern cultures. Besides, since geographically Epiros and the Ionian islands were 

closer to Italy than to the Byzantine capital, ideologically the West ought to have 

exercised an even greater influence on the anonymous author 2 . 

With regard to the aesthetics of the Middle Ages in general, the standards were set 

partly by the heritage of Antiquity and partly by the Christian religio-metaphysical 

principles3 . In the West, the general standards were based on proportional harmony, 

2 Regarding the author's identity, see Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 128-131. 
3  This is especially applicable in Italy: see Huizinga, Middle Ages, pp. 326-327. For an analysis of 
medieval aesthetics, see Tatarkiewicz, Aesthetics, pp. 293-298. See also Dickie, "Aesthetics", p. 236, 
where it is stated that, according to the St. Thomas Aquinas (ca 1225-1274), "goodness and beauty 
were basically the same, both being derived from a form or species". 
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brightness and the concept ofpankalia4  . Indeed, as Huizinga states, "medieval theory 

reduced the idea of beauty to chat of perfection, proportion and splendour" 5 . 

As for Byzantine aesthetics, it should be considered in terms of a general attitude to 

the world. According to W. Tatarkiewicz, who comments on the Byzantine world 

view, Byzantine aesthetics were a continuation of the aesthetics of the Greek Fathers 

combined with those set by the anonymous writer of the 5th century, Pseudo-

Dionysius or Pseudo-Areopagite 6 . 

The author's aesthetic standards can be reconstructed by the way he expresses his 

appreciation of the quality of beauty, especially with regard to human physical 

appearance. The degree of admiration the author shows for human physical 

appearance illustrates the position form and shape have in his aesthetic perception. 

The questions which arise are: 

How independent are the author's aesthetic standards from his state of 

mind, namely his moral, economic, intellectual or personal attitudes? 

Is his aesthetic perception a reflection of the collective aesthetic standards 

of his contemporary society? 

1. 1 The concept of beauty 

If we accept that aesthetic perception is an activity of the mind based on immediate 

apprehension by a sense, i.e. intuition, beauty should be identical with the pleasure 

that is mentally experienced, when certain things are perceived through the senses .  

4  For an analysis of medieval aesthetics, see Tatarkiewicz, Aesthetics, pp. 285-292. For a discussion of 
the concepts, proportio and claritas, manifested by St Thomas Aquinas, and pankalia manifested by 
the Greek fathers, see Ibid., pp. 286-287. 
5  Huizinga, Middle Ages, p. 267. 
6  Tatarkiewicz, p. 35. On Dionysius Areopagite's concepts and writings, see Ibid., pp. 27-35. 

For the projection of human feelings into perceived objects, see Dickie, "Aesthetics", p. 238. 
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According to this definition, the concept of beauty has two aspects, namely an 

ideological and a sensual one. 

The description of a person's physical appearance, in general, receives considerable 

attention by the author in his narrative. Among the creatures he considers as being 

beautiful and alluring - for which he expresses special aesthetic emotion - is a 

horseman-warrior on the battlefield. 

It is certain that the source of his admiration is not physical appearance per se. For 

the author, in a person's appearance a man's beauty is perceived and appreciated in 

co-ordination with other elements, such as arms and horses. In his narrative, 

referring to preparations before a battle or to action on the battlefield, the visual 

composition of those three elements creates an impression of splendour, courage and 

bravery, close enough to the last traces of the chivalrous spirit of the fifteenth 

century8 . Besides, those war situations described by the author were created by 

frequent incursions and raids, reminding us of the general political turmoil which 

existed in Epiros and the Ionian islands during the 15 th  and 16th  centuries. 

In order to express visual content and sensuous appreciation, the author uses certain 

decorative terms wich refer both to appearance, behaviour, state of affairs and 

actions. 

8  On the military value of chivalrous ideas in the fifteenth century, see Huizinga, Middle Ages, pp. 
93ff. 
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2. Decorative terms 

The following terms are usedAo describe beauty in terms of form and structure: 

Ebilop(poc/ Etiop(poc/ oRopcpoc (iivepconoc/ot): 52, 350, 1118-9, 1125; g[top(pa 

natoeiAvoc: 1520, (- crovtalAvog = on the battlefield): 239; g[topqm 

saoSsicc: 384 (-S yaktotta): 523, 587 (- Tcpect; = diplomacy): 858, 1177; 

g[torypov (cpapiv): 345, 458; Cip.opqm (app.atcoplvog): 457, 985, 1071, 1177, 

1860, 2534, 2768, 2896, 3350, 3456-7, 3554; Okopcptec: 1920, 1956, 2387; 

op.opcog (caPaXklicelytfic): 2587, 3177, 3181, 3459, 3475, 3490, dvocioc: 

458, 3138; Buopia: 3460; Kakoeiopetoc 52; xcaorcpoaconog: 1125, 1519; 

Xciclinpoc: 39, 522,-3459; Xec[inco: 230, 341, 3460; Ccatpacicto): 457; &cyan* 

231 

The term EiSgopcpog 

The term egitop‘ooc (or civaioc) with the meaning of beautiful, handsome', is used to 

describe external features. Furthermore, in expressing his admiration for external, 

physical appearance, the author also uses the terms xcickoeeth pcao; 1°  and 

KaXonpoaconoc il . In this case it refers to the physical appearance, ergo -ll , of the two 

Albanian leaders, Gjin Spatas and, later, his brother, Carlo Spatas 13 . 

"E-151.top(poc, icaXoAdvato; ETSo; Kai GEovia" 
(line 52) 

"61.top(poq, KaXonpoaconoc Etoo; xai empicc". 
(line 1125) 

9  Kriaras, A4ixo, vol. VI, pp. 336-337. 
I°  Kriaras, A4tA -6, vol. VII, p. 148, defines the term Owpaz-oc as a tall, dignified person. 
11  According to Kriaras, A4m -o, vol. VII', p. 290, the one "nob ket thpato irpaawro, oixopcpoc". Cf. 

Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 294. 
12  According to Kriaras, Ibid., vol. V, p. 310, the term ET8oc means the external appearance of things. 
13  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p.62-64; Ibid. p. 300. 
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It must be noted, that, although the author strongly condemns (thaoi, xpi;acr, 

cipapricr itsyciiiii) their actions of violence (Exoi5po-evav, Zpijittgav), he does not 

hide his admiration of the qualities of those "distinguished men", as well as of other 

Albanian warriors (civrpeicopavoi, Kaioi, Ocrviurcrivi): 

" 	icptua &toy eyivetov, ESE Cqlaptia ueyakri! 
'Exolvcrevav, eiciipacnv, eplip.a4ccv Toy tonov". 

(lines 69-70) 
"Teacrepag. eaDuacnoi, icoc?coi, avSpetcouevot". 

(line 49) 
"Ilivialcorcav Se excl. Kai eiXXot 'A2,(3avitcct, 
owSpetcouevot., Oapp.acnoi, gp.opyrig Ou.opiac". 

(lines 349-50) 

His words sound sincere since he uses nearly the same adjectives to express his 

admiration equally of the brother of his patron', count Leonardo Tocco' 5 : 

"0 eccwacnog Kai 6 kcqucp6g 6 icovto; AeovecpSog". 
(line 522) 

The author's perception of male beauty is expressed especially by his admiration of 

horsemanship. His love for horses is also illustrated when he makes special mention 

of them either as booty after battles: 

"erclipav StXoya noX16, iniccaav Kai Tolpcovc". 
(line 444) 

14  There is no doubt that the writer was employed by the duke. See also Schir6, p. 139: "(II chronista) 
faceva parte del corpo militare o amministrativo del duca despota". 
15  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 258. 
The same admiration is expressed for the half Albanian brother of Mourikis Spatas, Carlo, who 
married Carlo Tocco's daughter, Ibid., p. 300: 

"KapooXog eixcv 	OpCmcov via; intfipxcv, 
c*.t.op(poc, iccaorcpoowcoc EIS(); Kai OEwpia". 

(lines 1124-25) 
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or as an indispensable part of a warrior's perfect physical appearance 16 : 

"(Dapiv iical3aXXixe'uev ypti3iv iK Tfiv KaXarptccv 
gp.opTov, iccaoa'ovectov, incpayaupov icapanav 

(lines 344-45) 

The author's standards in measuring beautiful appearance are evident especially on 

the battlefield, where his physical presence has been proved by Schir6 17 . By the use 

of certain similes (cbc if ioc) and metaphors (icapyocguevo0 the author applies vivid 

imagery: 

"app.a-ccoulvoc ol.top(pa, cbc fiXtoc Eic 	IZYX?■,av 
icpaivetov 6E' etc To (papi atexetoct icapcpcoOvog". 

(lines 346-47) 

In general, in order to express either his emotion or his strong impressions evoked by 

visual delight, the author uses similes such as the following: 

(a) for speed, "thg youpyov yEpocKt" (like a speedy vulture), "cbc csayitoc" (like an 

arrow): 

"TIoxecno exicavou exvOTTKev cbcrecv youpyov yepaict", 
(line 247) 

16  Ibid., p. 246. It is interesting to compare the above image conceptualised by our author to the image 
presented in the epos of dzyewk -  Avirac. See Makis, Ax -pirtg; passim. Politis, Enviorcti, p. 82. 
As Nikki Watts, Folk Songs, p. 53, states, "the horses of the brave men thvz -pezw,aavoi are spirited 
beasts even away from the battlefield: 

"Tub Kciieta Tpcbet aibepa, T"AX14ri Tat XtOecpta, 
Kai Tov gticpois) BXaxercauXoe Tat Sertpa 4Eptcthvet". 

Moreover, according to Watts, Ibid., horses in the Acritic songs are invariably black and usually have 
a miserable appearance. In spite of this, however, they are fearless in front of danger. 

See also Schire, Cronace dei Tocco, p. 238: 
"Kai Ekailicev µi tac appata el.; Tb yapiv altavco". 

(line 230). 
Ibid., p. 252: 

"api.taaol.tivog o[Lopya au-Tan-rev icafIcakapic". 
(line 457) 

"yapiv iical3a2LXiKEDEv i4ocicaxrcov, civaiov". 
(line 458) 

17  Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 123-128. 
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"Kai cbc o-ayita, ks.01pcev, 'ç Tip/ p.&YrIv Tub;.5(.7.rKe"; 
(line 249) 

for physical strength, "eocrocv vec xpofiv -ray toixov" ( they strike as against a 

wall), "cbc ic-opioc" (like a tower): 

"etc is apjaccra Toy eicpuoyav, r.boaCcv vex Kpoiw Toy toixov", 
(line 252) 

"cbc Tropyoc Ocra cfpccivetov Eic oXa Tex (povaastita"; 
(line 348) 

for light and brightness, "eoc aatpov" (like a star), "th; fiXtoc (like the sun)", 

"ocatparcir (like lightning): 

"cog autpov tif1S  avatokfic Xeci.tica etc io povaailto", 
(line 341) 

"apt.tato.v.vog ollopya, cbg 6X1.0; Eiq 	crXX,av", 
(line 346) 

"Kai gXa[twev oSarcEp fiktog rcatv it  0Ecopia", 
(line 3460) 

"xaipovtat Kai ociaXXovtat. T2c fiXtov Toy 43Xbcovv", 
(line 1555) 

4aivEtov 6e acatparcij Oyaivet Ex Tat v4ri". 
(line 231) 

The above displays of aesthetic sentiment on the part of the author are important 

since, as Huizinga states, "in the fifteenth century they are extremely rare" 18 . 

Moreover, the above reference to light and speed coincide with Huizinga's following 

statement: "The tendency to explain beauty by light sprang from a strongly marked 

predilection of the medieval mind", because, as he explains, "when definitions of the 

idea of beauty" are left aside and the aesthetic sense of the epoch is examined in its 

spontaneous expressions, it will be noticed that "nearly always when men of the 

Middle Ages attempt to express aesthetic enjoyment, their emotions are caused by 

18  Huizinga, Middle Ages, p. 269. 
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sensations of luminous brightness or of lively movement" 19 . As to our author, with 

regard to brightness, we should bear in mind that objects noticed and aesthetically 

described by the author are part of an environment illuminated by a bright sun and 

warm climate. Brightness for the north western European should rather represent an 

ideal image of beauty while for our author it was his real world. 

The choice of the above similes and metaphors indicates the author's appreciation for 

beauty from an ideological viewpoint. On another occasion, however, the author's 

admiration contains a sensual tone since he refers to the male human body (Icoppiv 

= body, 7rAciz-ec = shoulders, o-1-#077 = chest, flpaziovec = arms, peal? = waist, 

cir‘-ec = tendons/heels, /viper= thighs). This is based on certain sensations evoked 

by the touch of hard, cold but smooth surfaces, such as marble (gapitcrpo), iron 

(aiSgpov), stone (Rizpa). Evoked by the masculinity of Leonardo's body, this kind of 

sensation is underlined by the use of metaphors (pcip,ucrpo o-vvOsizavcr = made of 

marble, crioepov dvrtivticolP = hardest iron, sic evav ocacrvAigt = through a ring), 

as well as of similes (o3o-icep rj nirpa; thc ,ucip,ucrpov): 

"Kopp.iv Cute tia opopcpa tob kocr[tou Oicob va ELSE;. 
Ai 7EXatgc TOD, -Dec atilOn Tau lidcpp,apo avvOgiaavoc, 
olioitoc of 13paxiovec TOD ficav avvapi_tooligvot• 

criogpov Ccv-cavticov TCOCYCo; ogv gXiyyoi5cray. 
TTIV uacriv vex Toy g13avgq gig gvav SaictuXiot. 

Oi 6ctcgc TOD Kai Tex p,npla ayuctec oSansp  it  ~tEipa. 
-Otav gical3aX,XIKEDEV giq do cpapiv Cato:v(1) 
gcpaivetov CTE 	1.6(fDp,apov• acrockginov TICYTKEL". 

(lines 3350-57) 

19  Huizinga, Middle Ages, p. 269. Referring to the Byzantine concept of beauty, A. Kazhdan, "Beauty", 
vol. I, pp. 274-75, states that "the visible beauty of corporeal objects and beings was understood as 
moral goodness rather than external handsomeness". 
20  The term thvailarov does not appear in Kriaras, A4tx -c"). 
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Up tc this point, our analysis has shown that the author's admiration of certain people 

is evoked by combined external factors, such as looks, dignified posture, speed, 

elegance but also hardiness. As for animals, objects or a state of affairs, his 

appreciation and esteem are subject to a combined presence of form, controlled 

motion, structure and order. It must also be added, that - from an aesthetic point of 

view - the author has maintained a rather subjective view point in looking at the 

physical world, since the objects of observation were of his personal choice. 

However, regarding external human perfection as well as styles of fashion, his 

criteria, namely form, harmony and brightness may well reflect contemporary 

stereotypes. 

2. The author's religious principles 

If we accept that religion "defines the way the world is in such a way that it 

establishes an appropriate stance to take toward it" 21 , it will be posible to understand 

why the author often uses religion as a means, either to express his feelings, or to 

explain human suffering, actions or unpredicted events and outcomes 22 . However, 

regarding the unknown author of the Chronicle of the Tocco, we wonder whether he 

uses religion, on the one hand to answer existential questions and, on the other hand, 

to legitimise acts of violence and expressions of political power 23 . 

21  See Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 331ff. 
22  See also Geertz, Cultures, p.90, religion is a system of symbols which acts to establish powerful, 
pervasive, and long-lasting moods and motivations in men by formulating conceptions of a general 
order of existence and clothing these conceptions with such an aura of factuality that moods and 
motivations seem uniquely realistic. 
23  During the last three to four decades, the three main approaches to religion have been structuralist, 
Marxist and neo-Marxist. For a comparative overview, see Keesing, Anthropology, 81, 269, 331ff. On 
the structuralist approach of Levi-Strauss, Savage Mind, pp. 221ff. Levi-Strauss's, Raw and Cooked, 
pp. 9ff., is based on linguistic structures and sounds; human experience is structured by a logical order 
which is perceived through the sound system of a language. Regarding the Marxist approach, by 
focussing on class relationships, it considers religion as the veiling of political and economic realities 
with ideology. As to the neo-Marxist approach, in trying to broaden the theoretical spectrum reached 
by Marx, it considers ideational systems inferred from, or attributed to both material and cultural 
factors. According to Keesing, Anthropology, pp. 171-2, this approach considers all three dimensions 
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Towards the end of the Middle Ages, as Huizinga states, individual and collective 

actions, in all their manifestations, were constantly correlated with religious beliefs. 

In order to interpret metaphysical abstract concepts by means of concrete images, 

religion interfered in daily life 24 . In Byzantium, the adjustment was broader. 

Christian beliefs were vested in political concepts and interests. As Alexander 

explains, the Byzantine religio-political ideology received its inspiration, though in 

varying degrees, from three sources: Biblical tradition, classical Greece, and ancient 

Rome 25 .  

2. 1 The author's perception of God 

0E6c: 292, 297, 437, 591, 1082, 1504, 1540, 1903, 2171, 2599, 2916, 2930, 

2940, 2949, 2958, 3035, 3088, 3098, 3102, 3133, @Toyota) 3036 ((o1jOeta) 

3045 (8O4a) 3047, 3111 (xocprO 3060-1, 3240, 3711, 3830, 3123, 3219, 3726 

(00all.ta) 585, 724, 961, 1256, 1549 (8 -6vap.t;) 1624, 1815, 1975, 1981, 2057, 

2187, 2401, 2620, 2626, 2756, 2641, 2736, 2857, 3324, 3434 

As far as our author is concerned, the question raised is whether his concept of God 

was purely sublime or interfered with political and other earthly values. In his world 

view, the God of the Christians is perceived in three different ways, i.e. God 

Almighty, Provider and Judge. According to his perception of God's might, 

of human life: (a) internal dynamics and conflicts; (b) material factors in shaping people's lives; (c) 
cultures as shared systems of cultural meaning. 
24  Huizinga, Middle Ages, pp. 151ff. 
25  For an analysis of the Byzantine religio-political ideology, see Alexander, "Empire", pp. 341ff. 
According to this ideology, Ibid. p. 345, Constantinople and the Empire are under the protection of 
God, Christ, and the Saints. 
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Christians who believe in Him will be helped by Him since He is Almighty. At the 

same time, people are judged,by God according to their actions. 

The Chronicle of the Tocco is a narrative of Carlo Tocco's heroic actions, therefore 

the author's faith to God is mainly applied to validate his protagonist's war 

operations. Worthy of mentioning is the distinction made between Just Wars and 

Holy Wars 26 . According to F. Russel's definition, a holy war takes place under the 

orders of a religious leader or holy order, while a just war is declared by a political 

authority having as aim to defend people's civil rights or land 27 . In order to justify 

Carlo Tocco's wars, the author has presented him as a victim of injustice committed 

against him mainly by the Albanians. 

The author expresses great joy for the good actions of his hero as well as his 

approval of Tocco's bloody battles and aggressive expeditions. In the following lines 

God is expected to support Carlo Tocco to conquer the castle of Dragamesto (ca 

1404/5). This operation took place at night when, from a strictly religious, ethical 

point of view, the means used by Carlo Tocco to invade the castle were not quite 

honest. Thus, there is an antithesis between the "immorality" of stealing the castle 

(va To K -AevovO, and the pious hope of God helping them (a'v roi)c /16,7707jo-ll 6 

etho. This contrast perhaps points to some uncertainty as to whether God would 

have approved of such an "immoral" action: 

"To noeEv Evat PokETov vac naiwn va To xXix[rovv, 
'Co itcliq PokEi Tau; Ei'moXa 	VI) to V6(, To ickgwouv". 

(lines 285-86) 
"av Tobc 13orp3116fl o eeog Kai 4t7coiiv eic To ico -uXapt 
Toy Tropyov va laaX6crovolv, µE 7c6XEllov vac 7 .c1:5cpovv". 

(lines 292-93) 

26  The subject has been analysed by Kolia-Dermitzakis, Iepoc rroAepoc, pp. 32ff. 
27  Russel, Just Wars, pp. 1-15. 
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But as the author proceeds, he explains that it was God's direct intervention which 

led the men of Tocco to the victory: 

"Kai 43o1pri6gv o &Eó . 'E6g131-1Kav anbao.)". 
(line 297) 

Apparently, throughout the narrative, Carlo Tocco's victories are directly attributed 

to God's kindness (or favour) 28 	rot> 0800 vjv xcipi0 29 : 

"Kai 5X.oug to -bc btextrpnv µE Tub CIE0f) trio xaptv". 
(line 1904) 

In addition, referring again to Carlo Tocco, on the occasion of his investiture as 

despot of Arta on August 6, 1415, the author puts the same expression Czth roz> 9E60 

z-ljv 2,api) in the mouth of the emperor (6 ficroviebc azos rov). In this manner, 

Carlo Tocco's investiture becomes legitimate, since God's will and the initiative of 

the emperor - who, according to Byzantine ideology 30, was God's representative on 

earth - coincide. At the same time, the author skilfully stresses God's exclusive 

support for Tocco: 

"Kai Ellicav TO of 6COXOVTEc Kai CI PaatXebc &Tog Tot)• 
"A4toc gvat vet otEcpefi Kai tacto; osanotric, 

ex9Evtia TO1) To AECTCOT&TO gvat, 
Onoi) do i icapeXal3ev µE to ega tirly xecptv". 

(lines 2169-71) 

28  In their definition of the term zerptc as kindness, Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 749-50, state that 
kindness, zcipic, "is not a mere gracious disposition, but an expectation of the Lord's showing 
kindness". See. Ibid., pp. 299-300: " ezipec rap zap v insrpci ra) 9e47'. 
29 The direct relation between God and war operations has been a common line of thought since 
antiquity, especially in epic works: for a comparative view, see Merchant, Epic, passim. 
30  Alexander, "Empire", p. 343, explains the concept as follows: the Byzantines "related the emperors 
to their Israelite prototypes or to their Byzantine predecessors and thus were thought to guarantee the 
existence of the Empire for a long time to come". 
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The repeated use of the expression pt ro0 9E60 vjv /rap v by the author in two 

different contexts indicates. either a sincere conviction of God's favourable 

disposition towards Tocco's operations, or an intentional manipulation of it in order 

to influence his audience in favour of Carlo Tocco. It is also possible that the 

expression is used as a cliché. In all cases, however, since the purpose of the author 

was to please both his patron and his audience, we may be certain that both parties 

were expecting to hear about God's intervention as often as possible in the course of 

his narrative. 

In the author's mind, God is conceptualised as the Almighty (bvvauzv vjv iteyd'Aipi) 

who controls people's future (peklovz -cr crv,ufiaiveiv): 

""AKovcsov, (piXE, tiov OEoi3 Svvaµty 'CT1V geyakriv 
Kai 0a*tacrov Tel ligkkOVta, 6ol.tr3aivEiv toic 6v9pUrcoic". 

(lines 1082-83) 

However, despite the great faith of the author in God's will and might, he seems to 

believe in people's ability to decide for themselves. In the following lines the author 

expresses very clearly his concept of people's duty, which, following the Orthodox as 

well as the Catholic belief, is to take responsibility for their actions by making wise 

choices according to God's wiliness. In this case, the archons of Arta have to decide 

whether they will accept Carlo Tocco as their ruler or resist him (1416). If they hand 

themselves to Carlo Tocco, God will be pleased (6 0e6c ZcYcij Key rogro). As 

already mentioned, the author identifies the Christian teaching - in this case the act of 

mercy or forgiveness (o-vypich,u77) 31 - with the political aim of Tocco to become the 

new ruler of the region, in this case in a peaceful way (pe eipijvijO: 

31  Cf. Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 1660: o-vmaign= pardon; Louw and Nida, p. 164: crvmdyzn = 
persuasion; Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, crvyyvo:),an = persuasione. In this case it should mean 
forgiveness since the Rogiati archons demand of Tocco to forgive them in the following lines: 
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"Indy oAITCOVV TO KaX& o egoc goGyKev tobto, 
KaAlloy <gvat> va 6pecof3obv apyyvthgric µE Eip3jvrly 
rcapob v0c Toy rcticp&rovatv, vac yavri µE nticpiav". 

(lines 2940-42) 

Indeed, from the author's viewpoint, it is certain that God has decided to replace the 

Albanian ruler, Spata Yatqftb, by Carlo Tocco. The author expresses this idea through 

the words the people of Arta use to address Irene Spata, mother of their Albanian 

despote, Spata Ya'qiib: 

"Tijv Hvagtv, tiijv apgyttav 0 Ogoc Gag TilV filcijpgv 
Kai g8coice Triv allgepov to Salm to Seanotou". 

(lines 2949-50) 

As the author continues, he connects the concept of fate (piCucov) with God. 

According to the author's perception of metaphysical powers, a man's destiny is 

subject to God's will. God creates natural phenomena in such a way as to fulfill 

people's needs. Indeed, the author seems to believe that Carlo Tocco is protected by 

God himself, since his powerful Turkish enemies, under the leadership of the 

seigneur of Vlachia 32, Yusuf-bey (Jusf-beg) 33 , were drowned in the river of Acheloo: 

"'AXE,' 6 eSog flOgkriagv T0 ptctKov T0c) 
)(al iiipav Kai Toy notagov ggyav KatE13acyggvov• 
gpoucrav vac nepacovatv, ircviyicsav E4 abtop;". 

(lines 437-439) 

cpoi3o4ts0a icokkac Cc7c6 TfiV Paatkstocv aou, 
Stott ae entaiaaucv Kai intKpacvage as. 
Etc 'cob; icatpoi); tovS ontasv eacpfiXagev no? kaoctg 
sic Xoyovc Snot) itac4ausv lista thy PaatXstacv am) 
Kai E4 aim') yol3coits0a Kai evtpertop.s0ev 
"'AO" ecc gX07,1 acyevtiggac 6 'Ilya; icovtoatal3Xoc 
vac npoaxpvilacousv aircov, vac Rai; Stacpsvtian 
auto oaa aE intaiaaRev Kai intxpacvap.iv as". 

(lines 2985-92) 
32  Blachia is the name given to Thessalia in the 13 th  century. For a historical overview, see Savvides, 
"OsaaaXicc", pp. 73-80. See also Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 43. 
33  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 43, 581. 
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Yet, the author expresses deep awe Cuera), wonder (4'vo0 and fear (9,o1Krov) at 

God's designs, especially when they defy human predictions and plans 34. As the 

author explains, the successful operation against Asan Zacharia (Maptivoc 

Zaxapiac Keyrupicov B') 35 , prince of Morea, and the occupation of Glarentza 36  by 

Carlo and Leonardo Tocco were due to God's intervention and not to the careful 

planning of the two leaders: 

"'AXXac 6cXXov iiXOE EK ToV eth• 4vov, cpuctov, Kai plya 
npely[ta &nob yivE-cov• ueyeacog va OccuItacmc". 

(lines 591-92) 

In the following lines there is an integration of three elements: religion (6 esoc Kai 

17)2'71, z-ozi 0E60 1-7jv 8z5vcriizO, the superstitious belief in luck (6 ee4-  Kai rj 

T-62,77, 771-ov aiz-6 eeof) va Ztriz -vzaivil Arivz -a) and arguments referring to Tocco's 

military and political achievements (ocra Zparazezpio-zwx -ev): 

"Ott gcpepev -cote O Oeog Kai 1) 	'COO ocanotoy, 
& &w sixEv 	ptcticov va itvroxaivii Icavta". 

(lines 3088-89) 
"iccabc frcov acne eco -13 vac Tct'ruxaivfl icavta, 
(Ana); To( b<cadvOcocrev Kai Kccts.u6Scoav 
"06a 4tataxstpiatrpcsv, okaX& 'roc) fipeav, 
EK TTIV exvopeiav TT IV rcoXkliv, 	'tO? trly 57rov Eixev 
Kai EK tiOD esoi) tit V 8bvapv, Orcuu Toy 13ci1ieEtv". 

(lines 3098-3102) 

34  As the author describes their strategy: Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 262: 
"PoWojv iimjpactv Olio) -co 06,o -uv notipet. 
"AAlot EXEyav vac .biceiv, vac SpaRauv 'ç tirly Boaticav, 
Kai icaXtv ecXXot eXeyav Tay flowcycov vac b/cEcatv 
earlliav i''cov TCY0 eE0i), va acitoxowav 'ca Ho". 

(lines 582-585) 
35  Descendant of the hellenised Bulgarian royal family, Assan. On the activities of Zacharia Assan, see 
Kassapidis, "Aaavat", pp. 67-68. 
36  On Clarenza, see Sansaridou-Hendrickx and Hendrickx, "1 -1.a0vTa", pp. 112-13. 
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In the author's mind, Tocco's praised diplomacy is not unrelated to religious concepts 

and feelings. As he explains, Tocco paid his "religious" tax and offered gifts to the 

pasha ( va gam) v rO %apt/7c/ Kai ra Kaviazia rov piz-acrue. He thus succeeded 

in keeping his enemies, the Turks, away from him, and in staying free to rule Arta 

( va icparoz3v 1-0 -Apra)38 : 

"Katacatacstv s itoiriaav v6c Sioo -uv 'Co xocpactct 
Kai th, icaviaxta, toc) pcaatal, Kai va, xpatoi3v 'n'v "Arnow". 

(line 3084-87) 

Besides, the author stresses the social and economic benefits Tocco brought about 

with his capable leadership. In order to please his supporters, he honoured and 

promoted his own men (z-oi)5.  Zipzovz -ec rov 6 vwo -ev, eripqa-ev peythicoc) by 

offering them equal status (icrabovc) to the previous dignitaries (z'o-o'ppolz-ove 9  robe 

i'Kaidev z-Cov civevrctiv ra, R-pcinp), the whole exercise ending in a doxology to God 

(Kai rov esew 8o0covv): 

"Cupo .ii yap .TEccpCcXal3Ev 'CO CupEwciav 'clic "Aptaq, 
'rev Tonov kstEpeCOCTEV, tec Kaatpi TOU, Tic xclipeg. 
Tub; eipxovtgg 'col) bilicocrev, i t ilticsEv gEyeacoc, 
iaOpporcov; -cob; gKagev TCOv oc9Eval)v TOW nixbriv• 
Kea i S'uvecp.oxsev nokka, cci)4 .1)vei incEpggtpou. 
`0 tono; oXog avot4E• OaXasaacc Kai atEpecc, 
oi, opoi.tot bcaeaptaav, it? ■.ectuvav oi, atpacrec. 
17aolycivav of avepconot, inicpoi 'CE Kai geyakot .  
xaipovtat -Kai acyaXXovtat Kai Toy Geov 8o4accovv". 

(lines 3100-3111) 

37 As a matter of fact, zapcirct (in Turkish cizye) was a tax imposed on members of other religions 
who lived in the Ottoman Empire. For more information, see Kitsikis, 00w,acrinvoi avz-olcparopia, 
pp. 70, 114. 
38  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 77ff. As a matter of fact, as Zachariadou, "Acanotato vi; 
fincipov", p. 89, states, the aim of every ruler of the ports in Western Greece was to secure the sea 
route to them. Thus the Venetians, for commercial purposes, paid their yearly tax (xcrparcrr) to the 
Ottoman military governors in order to maintain good relations with them. 
39  Kriaras, A4vco, vol. p. 176. 
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In another instance, the author expresses himself as a clever politician, once again 

connecting the result of the Tocco's actions (Kai girpeire va Aicriprovrai, va 

arailAcovzat of Arivrec) with God's blessing (va robc vjv ochallv 6 06 .65-  

COV roes 527M: the author presents the two Tocco brothers as the only capable 

people capable of uniting the region of Ioannina and Arta under one ruler ( va  

evctio-com v az5roi Kai va yevoi3v 1 -6 gvcrv). His audience is skilfully reminded of the 

fact, that they had been politically separated for two hundred years (6'lz-ov robe 

bleivav Kaila 2povow rStaKocriovc). Along with that, the author demonstrates 

realistic concepts on economy by referring to those material benefits that derive from 

one united region with common economic interests (KAThgovoiliec, Icz -ijrarcr, rci-

evz -or4av 

"Tijv "Aptav Kai. to Icoacvvtva, 67cou ficYav xcoptailiva 
ix T1jV expX1jV Te6V 45£67COTe6V KEiV(.0V tcliv Pcogainv, 
va TeX ivcbacootv ainoi Kai vac ygvoiiv 	gvav, 
ue To( vicia vac ygvobv 6ka 1.tovacpiwcia• 
vac crovax9autv of Pcogaiot 6X,ot to ACCYTCOTaTO• 
xXiipovol.tieg, xrilliata of navte; vac tec gxouv, 
&nob 'cob; gkEtwav xaXac xpovaug 8taxoaioug, 
Kai Tcbpa 'roc bnota4av 6Xot µE toy Sganoviv. 
Kai. gicpgite vac xaipcov'cat, vac acyaXlcovtat of Tcavtec 
vex TObc tiTjv Seouriv o 0E6; gi; 	coi=iv 'mug Okriv". 

(lines 3026-35) 

At the same time, he considers the operations of the Tocco brothers as an initiative 

blessed and directed by God, since despite their limited forces, their operations were 

successful. There is no doubt that on every given occasion the author tries to win his 

audience's favour for Carlo and Leonardo Tocco. But, besides their admiration, he 

needs also the approval of his listeners, regarding the war in which the Tocco family 

was involved. Therefore he tries to justify the actions of violence by presenting the 

war as a mission entrusted to the Tocco brothers by God (lapis gzcipro-e0. In his 

approach the author uses arguments based on miraculous intervention by God 
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(cizopo3, e4.7rAljzzro, thvoilitto -ra; a/do-rem-a) and on contrasts in numbers and in 

strength (8aica pa/earl-4; Zitapovv egicoAcr versus Toivicovg, AAficrvirec, &Zia ,  

revii ovvaz -a): 

"<<"a tfic irpovoia; 	Oeob Kai tfic 81)VallECi); TOD 
OaD1.1.0C6Toc Et, KOLE, £i; 	geyakriv xexptv, 

&nob Exapt6ES, <';> ccino -b; Tub; Sbo ainaSayoug, 
Kai ggi3riKav Ex 're( vi t& lie Seim yaRtkitE; 

icapauv &Cm); Ei5xoA.a 5Xov TO AEanotaiTo»" 
Mac Tin/ dA.1-19etav drcopth, icaeapta gercXfruto.), 
tiO itc7); bcXweoyoptaccv Kai -Kau) Kai &nava) 
xai LsOriaccv Li; 0.7EXa6ti; µE Toipcovc, t> 'AX[3avitEc, 
Kai lie 6cXXce yvri 6 -uvatex, &cob oi)oav -Ed ypecqx.o. 
Me 5Xa EvtcxvYacty, 8E0'0 Tri PorlOcia 
Kai i56tEpa accpgvTENfav OA.ov To AEOICO'CaCTOV. 
MEyeari f 564a 'toe 0E0'0, &cal) garcoataXa 
avokntatoc, exrciate -tyra rcpawata Ei; 'toy Koap.ov". 

(lines 3036-48) 

It is certain that the author tries to justify the actions of Carlo Tocco in Arta by 

repeatedly using the argument that the political control over Arta (c'ecoevria0 was 

placed in the hands of Carlo Tocco by God Himself Even more, God took the power 

away from the Albanians (1 -0 thcoevriciv 6 9e6g oas z rjv rjzrjpe and gave it to the 

duke (z-o0 zrjv acinc-e0. Thus, God becomes arbiter of the political conflict between 

Carlo Tocco and his antagonists: 

"'EnEiv il3X7EOUV do iccaex 6 0E6; io&wev Tato". 
(line 2940) 

"Tilv 84vainv, 	accpsvnocv 6 0E6; ad; TO iinfipev 
Kai ESwKE TT1V aktEpov iov Soima 'rob SEanotuou, 

(lines 2949-50) 
43Xeicet; TO KaXa., 6 Cleo; Tub tit V eSelyicev". 

(line 2958) 

It is possible that the author deliberately uses God's will (Obigia eeob) for the 

justification of the military achievements of the two brothers. At the same time, we 
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should bear in mind that in general using God or religious ideology to validate a 

policy of expansion, was common in the medieval chronicles 40 . It is noticeable, 

however, that it is in the midst of his prayer that the author refers to the political and 

economic benefits the people would gain if they supported the two brothers. As a 

result, the repeated mention of God's name in the above cases may be interpreted 

either as an expression of profound faith, or as an attempt to legitimise the policy of 

expansion Leonardo Tocco applied against his neighbours. 

According to the author, God helps his faithful followers (,u6' roi3 &of) TO 

CY/Nap/ 0 and brings the desired outcome to their wars of expansion. In the following 

lines, however, the author integrates the rights of the sword or rights of conquest41  

(th azjvopce yypez34 -1, ,u  zo glicatow z -ov) with Christian concepts, such as love 

(ayarz7) and friendship (paicz): 

SoiyKac TO'bc 41.1"IVIXTE, is cri)vopec yupe-bEt 
av exyarcobv vac gxovatv iryaniv Kai (inliav• 
Ei Si: IA va itEivovatv, EnapEt 'col); Tex OEX.Et 
p.e Tab e£0'5 Oiwap.tv Kai LIE to 6i -Kcaov TO1)". 

(line 1624) 

The author does not hide his support for the rights of conquest42 . After the death of 

Spata Mouriki (1414/15), Carlo Tocco tries his best, apparently through persuasion, 

to take the seigneurie of Arta first for himself and than for his son-in-law, Carlo 

Spata, but he fails. The people of Arta obstinately chose to reject both of them. The 

author supports this decision (01147 &a icaLlio0, since for him the rights of the 

sword entail glory and honour (i'vz-lita 1'6 o-A-crOiv'c TO zap). Indeed, had Carlo 

4°  See Brereton, Chronicles, passim. 
41  On the rights of the sword, "rights of conquest" versus "ancestral rights", see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, 
"Constantine Palaiologos", pp. 151-155. 
42  This assumption introduces some doubts as to whether the author was in reality a Greek, as Schiro, 
Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 128ff., argues. 
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Tocco become the ruler of Arta through negotiations, his success would not have 

been considered by the author as a worthy achievement: 

"'ExEtym. inEtoTtecricrav, Sev ijeaav icavvay. 
Kai Eyi.vi 816( ithXXiov tob avevtog to 8oinca 
v& Thy 	✓vri[ia, lie To anaeiv'c do xpt" 

(lines 2037-39) 

Another metaphysical force, used by the author to explain unexpected outcomes to 

people's actions, is identified as fate (pecticOv). As previously mentioned, pi4-iicov 

was identified as God's means of intervention in people's lives: 

"'AX?■.6c rl T0xlic Kai picucov Eaka Kai aXkcc (gm 
avokictata Kai eauu.aata. Movov 0 Oeog 'rec 4Eivet". 

(lines 675-76) 

Nevertheless, in some cases, ptcucov remains an independent supernatural force that 

controls human life. In the following lines, the expression boiwOorz5perev 1 -6 

R-pcinicr should be analysed in relation to the ancient use of the verb x-AriVw (twist 

by spinning), which referred to people's destiny and especially to the "goddesses of 

fate" (... Zvicrvroi)6 -  Zioicticravro)4 3 . It is certain that this case 

denotes a pagan belief. However, since the author's strong Christian faith prevails 

throughout his narrative, this "reconciliation" between the two concepts - i.e. ancient 

pagan and Christian - of supernatural intervention in human life can be considered as 

a case of syncretism: 

"'AX,Xec dog ijOEXEv do picticov, rl tivxrlS cbg kccivet, 
nob 'CO ickcoOoyivtacv io 7cpeiy.ia nob 	Opvst". 

(lines 1079-80) 
" -Alcoiye Ti '')/IVE'COV Kai Ti fjcpepev tif1S  -rbrrig, 
CO pi41:Kov TOD 'COD 80D1Coc, To 7C0i) ToV aVEP4E1, 

43  Cf. Kriaras, A4tico, vol. VII, p. 206, "icku)Ourropicco" = from the verbs A--fithea.) and yvpicw, 
referring to fortune's twist; Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 963, "xXciAlco", rl "KA.o.)06 = Spinster, one of 
the three Moipat, who spins the thread of life". 
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Kai noi) bOao9oyUptuev 'sac piXXov -ra yivecOat 
OcC011a to rcapacoo4ov! Kai Tic vOc tiO ivauplitov; 

TO npoima &coy iyivetov, tiO pi4tKov to ilagv". 
(lines 1155-1159) 

This case of syncretism can be supported by the following lines where the author 

expresses his concept on God's might and human fate through a prayer: 

"CI TIN SuvacgEwc eE0I) Kai TIN ge7aXceoUv11c, 
n63; 815gt < . . > tuxgpac, Sbvagtv teov acv0pcbiccov 
Kca ab4rpatv, acvecfiaciv, Obt0); teov ocvgXrciatcov!" 

(lines 2930-32) 

The Almighty God is also perceived by the author as the Holy Providence. No matter 

how capable and powerful his hero, Carlo Tocco, was, the author believes that he 

should be reminded of his debt to God, his Provider : 

"vac evOwitcat Toy egov &nob to SI& rcacvtoc". 
(line 1540) 

In the following lines the author uses God's intervention in order to justify violence. 

He interprets Carlo Tocco's fierce raids (icoOpero cooti'epO0 against the Albanian 

notables in Arta, not as a human means to gain power (4 e  avapoN i(zreo-av ve'r 

yavovv ro0 geo -irovh, but as an instrument through which God bestows authority on 

a ruler's person (ij ese5- roil Z7i V ega3CE V rrjv 8z5vcritz0: 

"T4Ei&wty of 'Aptivoi ito9v Xrcioa oiYic gxouv, 
1.1.6cXXov g(32 ■17cocv cpavgpa, o Ogoc 'rob tidy i 81(.66EV 
tidy obvalatv tidy ckcpgvtlecv Ka06cpta "Ca 8ECTTC6TOU 
vac niaccrn Tot); accpgvtgg to -og, 'mina vac tobc Koupagiirn 
tetotov Kapcso cpof3spOv, ott E4aXEujcEv Toy; 
Kai g4 Ccvapoic gngaav vac ygvouv to Sganoti". 

(lines 2915-18) 
"TO oUvapv, tidy Occpevnacv o OgO; °tic Thy ijrclipev 
Kai gScolca tiv afiREpov iov SoUica 'cob ogonotou". 

(lines 2949-50) 
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"CO So4acilAvog o ClEoc 7cCoc cOpEi vac rcpayilcercc 
acveanta-ca Kai eal5p.cc6rec! Tic va tib Evew8i'cov" 

(lines 2620-21) 

God's presence in the author's consciousness is strenthened by his belief in evil 

forces. Through the eyes of our author opposite of God stands Satan who 

manipulates forces leading people to think and act in evil way: 

"Kai =Tog E6v[43olaebetov iov Eatavii Thy a-cpatay. 
eekrpav fyrov toi5 eeoii &X?.oi. vec To icepSccicsovv 
Kai kricklipuvE 1l  KccpSia Top, Eic To Kcocov 0:36cX0r1u. 

(11. 1255-57) 

3. Christian ethics and the Bible 

For concepts such as sin, vice, evil or virtue, Byzantine thinkers basically referred to 

Christian revelation which aimed at a union with God through purification of the 

soul. However, in order to create an harmonious life of man as a union of soul and 

body, Christian ethics were integrated with ancient principles, which focussed on 

practical wisdom and political wisdom and rational thinking. As for the Western 

medieval world, knowledge is also drawn, for the most part, from Christian 

Revelation; according to Catholic religious teachings, a man should do good, avoid 

evil and not inflict injury upon no one. Since God is man's creator, man should serve 

and worship Him45 . 

3. 1 The author's ethics 

The author's moral ethics are based mainly on Christian normative principles. As it 

was referred previously, in his narrative individuals often are classified as good or 

evil. His criteria for this distinction are subject to a person's feelings and actions. 

44  O'Meara, "Ethics", vol. II, p. 732. 
45  Cathreim, "Ethics", vol. V, pp. 556, 563. 
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Criteria, which play a fundamental role in the formation of the author's moral value 

system, surface through the use of certain terms, expressions and generalisations. His 

standards, by which human actions are judged, are revealed either by his approval or 

contempt. Yet, there is no doubt that in his narrative the author is politically 

motivated. Therefore, the use of terms with ethical meaning allow us to understand 

the moral standards and duties of rulers towards their subjects. 

3. 1. 1 Terms regarding the author's ethics 

3. 1. 1 gyrip.oc: 72, 105, 1223, 1315, 1446, 1584, 1776, 1868, 2289, 2500, 

2588; grap.a: 2039; Ei)epyEcia: 143-4, 935; icaXog: 503, 763, 790, 

947, 550, 1189, 

3. 1. 2 Kpip.a: 69; icalcov: 74; icalcia: 78; agaptia: 69; 1198, csickripoc, 1179; 

bciopico;: 1180; KA.brtric: 1180 

3. 1. 1 Terms expressing the author's approval regarding ethics 

When the author expresses his approval or appreciation of certain actions or 

attitudes, the terms he uses are: valuable (i'vz -zpoc)46, benefactor (e6e,oyez -775), 

good deed (e6e,oyecria), good (x-crAoc): 

"EIXEV tilV 6oy7Evotrita 'rob; gvtip.ovc 'rig KX1-ipac". 
(line 1315) 

"CO icanetavtoc oipecoaev gvtilioug etc TTIV Xthpav". 
(line 1446) 

"Tobc Ei)yEvEig, to -bg gvulioug. "CI auwpopa i.t.EyecXri". 
(line 1776) 

"Kai eavvaxOriaav icEI, Ot, evrtgot TIN xthpag". 
(line 1868) 

46  Cf. Louw and Nida, p. 620: the term gvnizoc in its figurative meaning: "Xi0ov cclivra, into 
atvOpthrrcov uev aitoSeSmctuaaptevov nap& Si 0E4) itcXevrav gystuov" 1 Pe 2.4.. See also Kriaras, 
A4zico, vol. VI, p. 75. 
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"vac tiny ercapii grrtga, i.te TO anaOiv 'c to xept". 
(line 2039) 

"apxovtoc gyttl.tou rcbXX6 ex to yevog toiv Mnova&ov". 
(line 2289) 

The above lines illustrate a direct association between the term e'vrtitoc and the 

higher social class. As to the term 6-66-pyeola, its spiritual meaning is retained, 

though only occasionally (poz3za roz3 Kopitiov z -ov va Sing): 

"Kai 6cp4eto xapicmata, 8'6E1)7E61E; vCc Earl .  
're( pobxa 'rob K0141,10'0 too 52ta TO( Ei)ep .yetcc". 

(lines 143-144) 

On the contrary, in the following lines the term ez)ep76-o-icr associated with the term 

2z-,00voza; takes a political economic meaning: 

"Ei)cpyeaiEg 'cob gScoa6v, xpdatii.ta Kai npovoieg". 
(line 935) 

3. 1. 2 Terms expressing the author's disapproval regarding ethics 

Opposed to the positive meaning of the above lines, are the following by which the 

author expresses his distress when he refers to the violent actions of the Albanians in 

Leukas (ca 1378/85): 

57cou eyivetov, gSe ap.aptia j.tE76(Xii! 
'Exubpazucrav, enigma-1v, eptia4av Toy tonov). 

(line 69-70) 

Furthermore, the terms "bad" (Kax-oc), "badness" (x-cricia), and "hard" (o-x-Aipo5 -) are 

associated with violence (ueyav x -ca--60, war (7j par?) and political power 

( ca-Az7poi, ovvcia -1-6-6-): 

"Me7av xemov enoiricsav TOTE of 'AXI3aviTat" 
(line 74) 

"Kai ano TOTE aPXLCEV 1-161cX1T Kaxia". 
(line 78) 

"Ott eivatv aveparcot 6xa,Tipol, 81)Va6TEg Tei)V No}taitov". 
(line 1179) 
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Two other terms, which are placed in a political context rather than in a religiously 

ethical - where they should normally belong - are "perjurer" (briopico) and "thief' 

(x-A,e/z -i-lx), which characterise the Albanians collectively as follows: 

"iccco7voN.to1. Kai A,E1.44appot, iciopicot Kai icXintat". 
(line 1180) 

3. 2 Use of the Bible 

Use of the Bible: 1535-37, 2215, 2246, 2599, 3051-57, 2700-01, 2722-23, 3433-36 

As already mentioned, on some occasions the author shows good knowledge of the 

Bible. In his narrative, the author, sometimes directly and other times indirectly, tries 

to draw a parallel between an event and passages out of the Holy Scriptures. Such a 

parallel is illustrated by the following lines which refer. to Carlo (Mirsi), son of Irene 

Spatas and the Latin baron Marchesano and son-in-law of Carlo Tocco. The author 

compares (az)r6v rap 411,17j97prev) the despicable attitude of Carlo (Mirsi) (6 

thirocrrariM towards his father-in-law, Carlo Tocco 47, with that of Lucifer towards 

God: "174-  galz-eo-ev Zit- rov o6pavoi3 6 Ecocryoopoc 6 Irpcot ciTareAdiwv; 

crvvezpiflq eic z-ljv yijv 6 a7roore2Awv irp6c Iravra ra v7/ 148 : 

"6/914.triatv eixev 	navtoc (Lo-irEp b 67coatactic, 
o rcpdyriv bcA.cqlicp6tepoc ectavu.ov 'c 6)v lc'ttaµatico v 
xai vbv SE o olco'retvotEpoc etc -Aouu icatco-cactop 
Ainew yap 0.tp.lier1cev• obno; bcateatddhi". 

(lines 2213-2216) 

47  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 28, 71-72. 
48  Septuagint, Esaias XIV. 12. 
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On another occasion a similar parallel is demonstrated when Carlo (Mirsi) is 

compared with Pharao: "incti,ecrx-Ripz5v6 077 7, Kapgia Oapacti, x-ai ozjx-  eicujx-ovo-ev 

az3i-ci3v, raOcilz-ep ETIre Kiviocw 49 : 

"NA ainoc yivEtov 6p,otoc Staraikov 
Kai Kivtoc icricXiipvvev ainOv Kai Toy Xaov 'sou, 
65a7cEp TCOT Toy (Dapaeo, Airorctov flaatXiccv". 

(lines 2244-46) 

In the following case, the author interprets the proposal of Carlo Tocco to Nerata, to 

give her daughter in marriage to his brother, Leonardo Tocco, as an expression of 

Christian principles. Since Nerate used to be his enemy, due to this proposal Carlo 

Tocco appears in the eyes of the author as a Christian who acts according to the Holy 

Scriptures. Tocco, thus, is appreciated for his humanity (coacrvOpcofficrv), mercy 

(szkriz -A,axvia), love and kindness especially towards his enemies (ayairoOpev i-oz) -  

6'2,19,00z)6-  Kai robs x-crx-wrozoiivac) 50 , by God himself: 

"Amynot Tc6:XE ti KaXev .7coi1icsev 0 ocairearic-
Tilavepuniav Oavliaccliv, icaXoyvwiliav ileyakiv 
Kai eoXoyiav Elc eeob, 564ccv napec avepckcoig. 
KaOW; Opicei 0 Xptatec ov wig E -bayyeXioic, 
-Kai ayairoi*Ev Tobc exOpobg Kai 'rob; -kaicoirotol)vtag". 

(lines 2596-2601) 
"Kai 0 Oeog Toy byoacrev alt' aiitriv TOD yvcbi_triv". 

(line 2626) 

The author again uses Christian teachings both from the Old and from the New 

Testament to illustrate the dependence of human beings on God Almighty. Glorious, 

God lifts up humble people 51 , impoverishes and enriches 52  (6 Klipioc z -ijc.  (d IN, 

49  Septuagint, Exod. VII. 22. 
5°  Matt. 5. 44: "'Eyci) 6µo.); cseig Xayco, 'Ayana-ca Tub; ixOpoi); aac, ci)Xoyein bceivovc artvec 
aac xatapiovrca, ei)cpyanite axaivauc o'ittvac Gag pcsobat, xai 1cpocsei)xea0a brcip &eivcov 
otttvec atig13Xantovat Kai (sac xaTacpexcrucyt."; cf. Luk. 6. 27-35. 
51  See Luk. 1. 52-53: "Mary's Song of Praise": 
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15vcovei rareivoz5c, rrcoziCet Kai rAovrice0. He chooses the passage on David's 

life for two probable reason s  economic and political: firstly, David who was a poor 

shepherd (th rpoliaz-a yap iflocrx-ev Kai flacriAei)c Zyive6, became king. 

Secondly, besides riches, he obtained political power: 

"'Ev wino? yap So4acceTat o Kivtoc tfic 8641c- 
Kai /Tan vac Exn  g..6xaptcYclocv Kai vac Toy N,1314.ioi-5v-coct, 
6.Tcoi) bilfthvgt "canetvoi)c, TCTCOXic£1. xai TCA,01CicEl• 
It•(.0X6V iyeipet auto yfic, icavita Ex xonpiac 
xa06.); Kai o Oapithatog 6 Kbp AaPio 6 ligyag, 
Tac rcp6(3ata yap gOoaxgv icca PaaiXE -i.)g 
Kai Ogoicectcop yg7ovev Kai ilgyac icpowycacva4. 
Kai ackkot 	Tcpiv Tab Xptato1), xai ilEta Ta .btoc icacXiv, 
a641)v9ixav &no oXiya Kai Eyivovro ixgyeaot. 
Obto.);,}_toi voncrov, xai 	Toy So-6xa Toy Seanotiv, 
'to xacptaga acrco Geo) ExIvgtov 	cdycov, 
xai Caa tia Eni•rvx£v µE Ta 0£0i) 'CljV Xacptv". 

(lines 3049-61) 

The author's reference to the shepherd David who became king leads to the 

Septuagint (I. Kings XVI. 14). The reference to that passage in the Old Testament 

given by Schiro, refers to the precise time when Samuel anointed David as king of 

Israel53 . From a historical point Schiro's citation is quite satisfactory. It indicates the 

"xa0EiXEv Zeuvacrrac &ire Opovaw 
Kai bigoxsev tanitvoi)q, 
rcetvoivtac ivinknoev aya0Cov 
xcci TcXoutoiwtcic i4arriatsacv xcvoi)c". 

52 According to Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 444, the author's reference to David corresponds to: I 
Reg. 27. According to Septuagint, I. Kings XVI. 14, the passage reads as follows: "Kai eine Kbptog 
ispoc EaRovijX, avexci-ca Kai xpicov 'coy AaviS Ott oirroc icTIN Cc7a06c. Kai gkai3c Eallopi)X TO 

idpag Tois) etc oo, Kai Exptuiv aircav iv gimp -caw 0.046)v airroi)". See also Septuagint, Ps. 
CXII. 7-8: "6 iyeipcov acne yfig ntcoxov, xai arca xonplac 6cvvivCov rcivita, Toi) xccOioat aircov 
Rita( apxorrwv, p.itac acpxowraw Xaoi) 
53  Schire cites I Reg. 27, while it is certain that the author could only have had access to the medieval 
edition of the Old Testament; see Septuagint, I Kings XVI. 12-13: The passage reads as follows: "Kai 
eine Ki)ptoc npec Eatioviik, avaata Kai xpicrov Toy AccuiS Ott oinoc t any exyaEkic. Kai EXal3e 
Ecci.touilX TO xipac toU iXaiop, Kai exptaiv ainav iv Toiv 6.5ekvi5v 
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exact time the anointment of David took place, despite the fact that it was at a far 

later stage that David was anointed by the people of Israel themselves 54 . 

In our analysis, however, as far as the religious aspect of the author's world view is 

concerned, the historical information does not suffice. What we need to know is how 

God's power is conceptualised in the author's perceptual system of thought. I believe 

that the author relies on the supernatural element rather than on factual information 

when he refers to king David. Thus, in order to understand the message our author 

tries to communicate to his audience, an additional citation from the Old Testament 

is needed. 

The author's central idea is to make his audience aware of their gratitude towards 

God for His gifts: Ev z -oz5rcp yap 8o4iCez -cri 6 Kz5pioc z -fic 8d 775 va 

i(2;77 ef)zapio-z-tav va rov ZvBvpoOrral. Consequently, we should rather refer 

to the passage in the Old Testament where David is punished for his ingratitude 

towards his Lord than to the passage where he is anointed king. The author wants his 

audience to understand that endowments by God to a human being can easily be 

removed. Thus, it is in the following passage that 6 Ki5pioc reminds David of the 

fact that all the gifts he received from Him could be easily taken away: "06 (=the 

Lord) xpiaag GE Eig (3aollea Kai vbv ovK 

ECITOOTtIGETCCL p owpccicc EK 'Ca 01:1(01) GOD go); ai65vog, avO' 	4cyt)oevcocsac 

Yet, there is no doubt that the author wishes to draw a parallel between the life of 

Carlo Tocco and that of king David (ouz-wc, poi voquov, Ira/ viiv'c rev jooica, r6 

54  Septuagint, II. Kings II. 4: "Kai Epxowcat CcvSpec tiff  c lovoaiac, xai xpiovat 'rev AaviS ixei; 
toso fiacrilel)Etv E7CL 'rev oixov 'Iaboa". 
55  See, Septuagint, II. Kings XII. 7-12. 
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zerpto-pcz thre ay() Zzivez -ov sic aziro0. People are reminded of the fact that Carlo 

Tocco was a poor noblemn, who became rich and politically powerful with God's 

intervention. Once again the author uses religious beliefs and principles to 

communicate his political message in favour of Carlo Tocco. 

On another occasion also, the author identifies Carlo Tocco's plot to defeat his 

enemy, Ya'qiib, with the act of Christ's betrayal by his disciple, Judas 56 . Tocco sent a 

man in whom he had confidence, Kapsokavares, whom Ya'qub's highly trusted, to 

offer him the support of his people. But in reality, Kapsokavares led Ya'cifib into the 

trap set by his enemy, Carlo Tocco, who killed him with his own hands. 

In his narrative the author is confronted with three forces: 

(a) Christian morality; (b) loyalty; (c) admiration for his overlord. 

From a Christian point of view, the author condemns Kapsokavares's act 

of betrayal, since he identifies it with the act of Judas's betrayal of Christ. The author 

considers Kapsokavares as: 

"- Kai icovipov Kai SiiRtov, opotov Tab 1.1aAircoi3 Tai) SoXicu, 
orcoi) abiAlio-Ey 'coy OcOpccroy Aancotiy, 'Acperriy Toiy exTcacvccoy". 

(lines 2700-01) 

The author's loyalty towards the ruling class creates another confused 

situation. Though he despises Ya'qub, he identifies him (acoevz -77), with Christ 

(Ascr-7rovp, 9evz-770 and the man who works for the interests of Carlo is identified 

with Judas: 

TOV 'coy icificoXoy, Toy oliotoy T0i) 

56  Matt. 26. 14-16: "Tate nopeveaic eig Taw 86.)Seica, 6 Xayoi.tEvoc 'Ioi)Sac 'Io -kaptdyttig, irpoc Tobc 
iepeic EinEV, Ti OgXETE i.tot Soiwat icOcid.) vµiv nocpa86ao.) cciycov;"; cf. Luk. 22. 3-6, 47-49; Joh. 18. 
2-6. 
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To xi koyovg aackricsEv vec napaSthori accpbtri". 
(lines 2722-23) 

(c) A third force illustrating the author's turmoil, is his admiration for his 

lord, Carlo Tocco, that has been expressed on various occasions. In the following 

lines, the author may have indirectly attempted to evoke sentiments described in the 

New Testament with regard to the triumphal entry of Christ into Jerusalem: "Of 

&lot of Apwropevoidevoi /cal of thcoAvv0o0vreg itx -per‘Ov, Agyovz -ec - .i2oavva 

1-0 vi43 Acrflig" 57 : 

"`O eavilactog, o fiKovaT6c 7E6; vac Koci3aXXI,KLim, 
&nub 6 Kocmoc Kap'rEpEi TcarrE vac 4.1-11.1Epioari, 
vac 'coy 43Xgnouv 15:7COWTEc, va. ToV KaTEXOpTiVODV;" 

(lines 1535-37) 

On the other hand, the author feels the need to justify Tocco's intrigues. In doing so, 

he defines God as the Almighty, who protects Tocco and leads his fate. This evil act 

of Tocco is narrated in three phases and each phase is morally justified: 

(a) the planning: Tocco seeks a way to trick his enemy: 

"6 voi); too oXoc gneaEv Kai 6 aKonoc o[toicog 
<yap> rcpai4tv Kai opp:nv, [.& ii at8E4twobvi, 

vac ice.ip TiTCO'CE iKEivov Toy ciayobrcriv 
vac TOv rcXavkni rcoimetE, cbg Taavov 	yEpacia. 
(... ...) 
Kai cYthKetat Tcavta 6 6icarc6c, 6 voi3; Toy TO;(5 ouncotou 
(... ...) 
/Ea Kai 'tile cOAV TOD c15xoka, ecv Tbrn, vac ¶TIV icapfl". 

(lines 2651-67) 

(b) the moral justification: Yalcub was worthy of this treatment, since he was 

inexperienced, incapable (cWiciiicr, et7rpaicz -a), blind (1-vpic50 and thoughtless 

(thilappo0 58 : 

57  Matt. 21, 9; cf. Marc. 11. 9-10. 
58  Kriaras, A4bro, vol. I, p. 100, vol. III, p. 154, vol. I, p. 201. 
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"Ott ilf3kEicEv Toy savemicov,Sencti.ta csEPaivEt 
Etc oixrcXoiceg, Etc 6,x2o-paEc lanpaicta vat tptilthvii. 
`Slcrav TAxpkoc E6Ef3aavev El; &imam SovkEiav 
firov oXiyo sakouppoc, saXii9Eta savopEte4tavoc, 
saito -kotog IcakotEpa Cute to -bg sabeX901.); TOV". 

(lines 2657-61) 

the realisation: Tocco finds an evil man, Kapsokavares; Ya'qiib believes 

his words: 

"ITCLCYTEVUEV Tub; koyo-u; too, 	-coi5 avApcbnov, 
Kai ISE Toy 60kidnatov TTIV capecTiv tirly Eixev. 
KavEiv SEv ti3auke'oOrp<Ev auto toi); apXONPC; Ton". 

(lines 2732-33) 

Tocco's actions are justified by God, since God led Ya'qub into believing 

Kapsokavares: 

"Kai iSE 'toy Ott ay Uv iltov toij 0Eo-i) Ott Ccveparcov btIOTEVEV Eig 
{TO 65pav," 	 (line 2736) 
"earli.tav fiTOV T0i5 060v ve( yEvii iocsav 
Kai ijXOav oka Ei5xoka opE4tv Tau Sean&coy" 

(line 2857-58) 

As to the act of Ya'qub's execution (ZBavalwo -civ zoO, the author seems to approve 

it in the following passage. In fact, his preference of wise political decisions seems to 

overpower his moral objections. The author justifies the violent action of Tocco by 

using the following Frankish proverb: "when your enemy dies the battle ends" 

(civOpailroc ciwoOguevoc rj pcivi reAsicopiv77): 

"Ainec cbcpav 'rev entacsav ExEivov TeV Ftayoincri, 
aiAbc pap ESteopOcoaEV xai EAava'tw6av 'toy, 

TI)X11 xai y'Dpb1/1:1 Toy, eoc tolvicov, o cYouktEcvoc. 
itEivovtaq> KOCI 7T(7.); PDXET, Ott v6. Toy Icpatiicsii, 

Kai Itakt <Stott> X•yovat.v <Toy> npokoyov of Opaqicot 
'avepwirog acicoeal.tevoq 116CX11 TEX.Euoi.lEvir. 

(lines 2859-64) 
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Regarding the end of human life, according to the author, it is God who decides 

when this should end. When the two brothers wished to enjoy their holidays together 

(6'rav 09klacriv vck xcepfr, ci'vcrgav0,, God decided to separate them (WAlice 6 

06.6c vet' zobc zapicrg). On the one hand the author expresses his resignation in the 

face of Leonardo's death, since God wanted it to happen. But, on the other hand, 

behind bitter humour he conceals his strong feelings of sorrow. His sentiments are 

illustrated by the use of the following parallels: the hunter who hunts and kills is 

hunted and killed by Death59 ; when both of them wished to have good time (6'z -av 

09eAao-iv zap:7i civamszvO, then God wished to separate them (-tore WAlicre 6 

eeoc vci roim xavio:77). His bitterness is also manifested through contrasts, such as 

togetherness (Kai of 5i)o) against separation (viz z-oi)c xcopicrg); escape from 

dangers on the battlefield against the inevitable defeat in the battle against death 6° ; 

the temporary rest of a holiday against the eternal rest of death; 

"Kuvnita EXEl ei.top(pa to rcapaBcckaaato, 
xca Ccyanoixsav TO nal& KCCi of Ho ccinaSiXvot• 
Kai &ray neakccatv xapfi, ecvanapefi Kai of Ho 
Kai ix tobq nokit.toug 'cob; a -uxvoi); Kai ix tic rcoXlig tic i.tecxec, 
xai alto Ciao bca -KonetOnaccv Toy tencov vex. icEpSicTovv, 
4 atilaTa, µin xivStwcc Kai 4 ileyecXoug Konovc, 
ToTE 1)00ape 0 0Eoc Ott v6 tub; vopion". 

(lines 3320-24) 

If the time of death is subject to God's will, so is life. When Carlo Tocco is 

recovering from his deep depression caused by his brother's death, the author 

expresses his gratitude to God as follows: 

59  Cf. the archetype of Digenis Akritas; Makis, Axpirac, p. 266: 
"Ei 'yap ROTE i-10Xlicse vat el3yn o. To -Kuvilytv 
Tat pkv Oipia laziova Etpexov etc Tat Saari 
Xicrtai SE avvecteX.A.evro, Kai rcavn; acirckaaat 
'AX? ctinoc KOLT6ocEttat veicpoq brco 'my yaiav, 
Oavatoc gicomicv wino%) vc6-cirocT6 icaXkog". 

(lines 5028-32) 
60  See also Makis, AA -pirav, pp. 259ff. 
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"Kai, acaXoi, an tobc Xpoattavoi); to AEGTCOTaCT01) OXov! 
'AA 6 0e6; ijearicev Kai acTipcey Toy Coco!Il• 
do incuthy Voy Xptairtavthv ic6Xtv vec 	Toy Kocrgoy. 
Kaeapia Tery Ocyacrcrio -Ev yexpov ecrco Toy "Maly". 

(lines 3433-36) 

Besides expressing his gratitude towards God for the recovery of his hero, the author 

uses the occasion to remind his audience of the role of Carlo Tocco in defending the 

interests of the Christian inhabitants in Epiros. In spite of the exaggeration 

(Xpioz -zavobc ref) deoR -oraz-ov 62ov, picticOv rcliv Xino -navc00, the timing of this 

exaltation proves once again the political aim of the author, i.e. to project his hero in 

the eyes of his audience. Finally, he does not hesitate to draw a parallel between the 

recovery of Carlo Tocco and the Christian idea of "resurrection" (of Christ or 

Lazarus) (KaOcipza thy avciv -zwev vexpov deiz -6 r6v 

In conclusion, the author is a believer who knows, however, how to interweave 

political arguments with Christian norms and principles. In order to praise his hero 

he builds his character and values in accordance with God's wishes. His God helps 

brave, gentle people, who in their turn, in the midst of their political or economic 

successes, should remember to help the weak and poor, forgive their enemies but 

also to be firm rulers. This synthesis of sublime forces, political issues and human 

initiative reflect the Humanistic approach to history, which characterises the Italian 

Rennaissance of the 14 th  and the 15 th  centuries 61 . 

61  Barnes, Historical Writing, pp. 99ff. According to Kazhdan "Chronicle of the Tocco", p. 174, 
argument, Renaissance tendencies, which have been eagerly inaugurated into the feudal world of the 
Epirote despotate were the opposite of the "alleged Byzantine Renaissance" which "was restricted to 
the preservance of the ancient heritage". On the ideology of the Byzantine historiography and its 
evolution from the 5 th  to the 11 `h  centuries, see Louggis, BvcavrtIlli zo -ropiorpavia, passim; see also 
Id., pp. 131ff, 172, 175. 
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Chapter 6 

"Ages of Life" in the Author's Conceptualisation 

As we have already explained, in our chronicle the social pattern refers to the higher 

social class, modelled on power relationships and war situations. Consequently, this 

social pattern is limited to positions, functions and political-economic power related 

exclusively to families of noble birth. Despite these limitations, the conceptualised 

pattern of society in the narrative, in terms of "ages of life"' or years of age, is 

perhaps sufficient to demonstrate the age grouping of individuals, their activities and 

their society's expectations. 

According to Ph. Aries, in Byzantium there were seven ages corresponding to the 

known planets. This link was based on the idea that the destiny of man was 

connected to planets in the same way time periods were connected with the twelve 

signs of the Zodiac. In this way ages of life were linked to the scenes of the 

calendar2 : 

First came infancy, which began when the child was born and lasted until the age 

of seven. During this first age the teeth are formed and speech is acquired. 

The second stage was called pueritia and lasted from seven until fourteen. As 

Aries states, the name is given "because in this age the person is still like the 

pupil in the eye". 

On age grouping in the Middle Ages and later, see Aries, Childhood, pp. 18ff. Based on the 1556 
edition of the Grand Proprietaire de toutes choses, a sort of Encyclopaedia which treats, among 
others, physics, metaphysics, natural history, human physiology and anatomy. Aries discusses the 
concept of the ages of life in Western Europe. According to Aries, the Ionian philosophers of the 6 th  
century B.C. had already perceived the concept of ages. They considered it as part of a system of 
physical description and explanation. This concept was revived by medieval compilers in the writings 
of the Byzantine Empire and "was still inspiring the first books of scientific vulgarisation in the 
sixteenth century". 
2  See Aries, Childhood, pp. 21ff. 
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The third is adolescence. This age ended in the twenty-first year or some years 

later. "It is called adolescence because the person is big enough to beget 

children". 

Fourth came youth, which occupied the central position among the ages and 

lasted until forty-five. In this age a person was considered to have enough 

strength to help himself and others. 

Fifth was the age of senectitude, half-way between youth and old age. It was also 

called gravity, because a person of this age was considered to be grave in habits 

and bearing. 

Sixth in line was old age, which could last until seventy. In this age people were 

expected to have less good sense than before, and talk nonsense. 

Finally, the last stage of age was called senies. In this stage, as Aries informs us, 

"the old man is always coughing and spitting and dirtying until he returns to the 

ashes and dust from which he was taken" 3 . 

Despite these well identified age stages, in the Byzantine world view the transitional 

period from childhood to maturity, which during antiquity was known as Ziolifleicr 

(youth), did not exist and the borderline between childhood and maturity was not 

well defined. In legal terms adulthood began at 25. Yet, in reality, "marriage, taking 

monastic vows, entering military or civil service, the opening of one's own workshop 

meant the end of childhood" and occurred about the age of 16 or 18. It should also be 

added, that despite the parental authority over children, Byzantine literature reveals 

affection and strong family ties between grandparents, parents and children 4 . 

3  Aries, Childhood, pp. 21-22. 
4  Herrin, Kazhdan, Cutler, "Childhood", vol. I, pp. 420-421. 
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Consequently, these statements invite us to pay special attention to the author's 

concepts and impressions regarding the correspondence between human behaviour 

and age distinction. 

1. Ages of Life in the Chronicle of the Tocco 

	

1. 1 	1309og: 4; 

	

1. 2 	acvlikticot: 40; 

	

1.3 	iccctoacict, vaoc, (natota): 15, 81, 115, 2584 (nat8Onovko): 3471-72 (natSta) 

1934-5, 2630, 2635, 3471, 3482, 3490, 3558, 3703, 3899, rcatSta (arcoi)pta): 

1936, 1959 

	

1.4 	icaX,Xlicapt: 1955 (vog): 1119, 1631, 2054, 2058, 2520, 2539, 2585, 3177- 

78, 3372 

1. 1 	The stage of infancy: 13picpo; (0 - ca 3 years old) 

In the Chronicle of the Tocco, before maturity, three stages of youth, regarding 

mainly male persons, are illustrated: infant, child, young man. In introducing Carlo 

Tocco and his brother, Leonardo, to his audience the author presents them as two 

orphan infants. The connection between their tender age (in ca 1376, Carlo was about 

two and Leonardo about one year old) 5  and the loss of their father, Leonardo II 

Tocco, who had died in 1375/6, expresses, on the one hand, the intention of the 

author to stir emotions of sympathy among his audience and, on the other hand, the 

importance of a father's presence in the life of his sons, especially during the very 

early stage of their life (fi,oecooc, /avow, 7691a; 6 iz-a2-4, Bwkrice0: 

"Ppgcpoc ilticpav rtivicncEtov Kai ó TuaTiip toU eviicrica". 
(line 4) 

"Etc do yakcc avapecpetov b icovtoc AEovey8oc". 
(line 6) 

5  According to Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p.12 the period between 1375-1400 corresponds to the 
adolescence of the two brothers and the regency of their mother. 
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The importance of paternal love is also stressed on another occasion. When the 

author describes the death of Leonardo Tocco he emphasises his loss in relation to 

his love towards his children. At the same time the author attributes credit to the 

children's role in the life of a parent, i.e. the pleasure and happiness they offer to 

them ( vet' a voz?ll icapoui rov): 

"'E51613iv Etc 'CT)V lellcUVOOV va OcyaXXtacari alyo, 
-Ott EIXEV OcyaXliacnv etc to vriaiv bceivov - 
va eimpav011 Etc TO aninV 'coo Kai µ>r Tobc EtpX0Vtic TM), 
8rcou acva0peapriv 1.1ET' cdYcol); - cb; 68eXspobc tobg EixEv - 
va WI Kai tia natSia Ton, va ecvoi4Ti rl Kapota TOV". 

(lines 3368-71) 

The author continues his emotional approach by describing the sacrifices and the role 

of the children's mother in their upbringing and her attitude towards them. For their 

sake she refused to remarry. The importance of these lines lies in the fact that a 

stepfather should cause them sorrow ( va AvIr7joyh. These expressions 

lead to the assumption that, for the author, relationships between a stepfather and 

stepchildren should be considered as a source of unhappiness. At the same time, the 

author stresses the sentiments of tenderness (bco,/ax-evev), deep love and protection' 

of the mother, Maddalena dei Buondelmonti, towards her children: 

"1-1oXXol. yap 	&yi)pe.ocrocv CapevtEc tfig cDpa,vciac, 
CxXX'oipc heOcricev noa(.7); va SEInEfxbari avSpa 
it tac nccthia 	7tOCYCoc vec 	va kvrci'lafl• 

Tac > icoX6cevEv iyriACC7EV tte ItOVOV". 

(lines 13-16) 

1. 2 The stage of childhood (from ca 3 until 7 or 8 years old = avAXticot) 

In the following passage, the author explains how Maddalena and her two sons were 

met by a storm on their return from Naples, after their visit to the new king of 

Naples, Charles III (1381-1386) ca 1381/2. He apparently describes the age of the 

two children as av7Pzicoz for two reasons: firstly to furnish his audience with factual 

6  Cf. Kriaras, Aa'irco, vol. VIII, p. 229: KoXaKeixo = Kcaoictotwo; Liddell and Scott, Lexicon: p. 971, 
KoA,aKEi)o) = flatter, soften, render mild. 
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information (sic rov icavdv Zicervov) and secondly, to create an emotional contrast 

between the vulnerability of the two children's tender age (civrj,iticot) and the 

magnitude of the misfortunes which befell on their family, such as the storm at sea 

(x.I t5cSai vas, coovproOvcr, zo/Lia barroircifkozzi): 

"KM)5owac tobc TI7CiTCECIEV, yoptoiwa 	eaXacaacru. 
Bal3cci, do 'col) av1.113ktatog, Kai ii iccocov 
TO icciapyov Etic&xt6EV o KX1.)Saw "Et 00(X6C6001)• 
tac ruavta Eitovriofrlaav, Tcpawata xai Ocv8p6ircot, 
(... ...) 

Exacav rcoXXOc Kai rcXoinov Kai koyacpty. 
rcoAlec ticcocoicacericsav 60TE vac intatpbitovv 
&ciao) et; 'CO aupevriew Tab 50 -Cwa toi5 natpoi) covc, 
(......) 
'AviiXticot E -bpicsicovwcv Etc Toy iccapOv iicEivov". 

(lines 29-40) 

Assuming that the intention of the author is to evoke sympathy and compassion in 

his audience ( ct/Jai, xai ri icarev eyivq), we can state that young children were 

supposed to be protected and cared for. The use of the term civIjAucoz 8  also points to 

the fact that there was a distinction in "ages of life" 9, both for the author and for his 

audience. Consequently, we can assume that the age of thilAticot corresponds to the 

second age after infancy known in Latin as pueritial°  

Love and care towards small children seem to be of great importance for the author, 

since this issue is brought to the fore in various cases. In the following passage, the 

decision of Carlo Tocco to offer his protection to the refugee children of his enemy, 

Sgouros Bouas, is highly praised by the author. Nevertheless, we should bear in mind 

that in order to increase Carlo Tocco's popularity among his audience, the author 

exploits every deed performed by the duke, by emphasising or dramatising the 

7 See Zachariadou, "Xpovtico Twv Toxico", pp. 170-71. 
8 Anaras, A4tro, p. 204: aviikticoc = someone who legally has not yet reached the age of a man. 

Aries, Childhood, p. 33, finds it probable that there was no place for childhood until about the 
twelfth century. He also states, ibid., p. 25, that in France "until the eighteenth century, adolescence 
was confused with childhood". 
io Aries , Childhood, p. 21. 
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narrated event. By the humanitarian behaviour (coaavepanriczy) of the duke shown 

towards small abandoned children (oi aucoi 1-49i)g akrval) and his good 

disposition (gpazipeo-i towards his Albanian enemies, the author seems to make a 

well-calculated public demonstration of Carlo Tocco's good deeds: 

"'; 	anittv 'col) Tat ecpepe. Eixev 	cbc rcatSui 'col) 
(line 2635) 

"'ISE; rc6criv npoaipeatv, TilavOpoyniav Eixev• 
of iSmoi 'cobs iSixoxvccv Kai ccirrog 'cob CTDmiccccbvet n . 

(lines 2640-41) 

After Leonardo Tocco's death, Carlo took charge of his little son. The author, by 

stressing the way Tocco accepted this child, illustrates the position a small orphan 

(gatoc'vrozao zpvcoepo) - especially male (thyo,90 and of noble birth - had in his 

value system: 

"Toii acSEX(poi) TOO exTCaRELVEV iVCCV rcat8i, ecyopt 
rcatoonoUo iitov trytxpipo, KO:perukov Tay iXi7av" 

(lines 3471-72) 
""E[topyov, xaXonpoolonov, navthpatov iov xoa[too". 

(line 3475) 

The author carries on, explaining that Leonardo Tocco named his child after his 

brother, Carlo Tocco (rob' ekagorov zo ovoita) because of the great love he felt for 

him VIC ViV ciyairtiv 1-0 goARIM: 

"Eic toi5 Sionotou 'co ovoRa Toy gxpa4E o natip Toy, 
ix TO acyarciv Trly 7C0XXTIV 'CljV ETX£V cytav Sioltotiv". 

(line 3473-74) 

Noteworthy is that, according to the Western tradition, children usually took their 

names either from their mother or their father. This duality between matrilineal and 

patrilineal descent systems often led to family clashes. Politically, this double link 

had serious consequences. The system led to blood-feuds which brought about 
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serious dilemmas and affected feudal relations". In our Chronicle, it appears that the 

author purposely emphasises the kinship ties between the two brothers, which, in 

their ideal form, were in fct considered as one of the essential elements of solidarity 

in feudal society 12 . 

From the Byzantine point of view, the issue of children's naming has more social 

than political meaning. As Koukoules informs us, children were named after their 

mothers as a reward for their birth labour. Alternatively, when there was a wish for 

paternal revival, a child was named after his father 13 . 

1. 3 The stage of adolescence : vioc, natoacKt (ca 9 years and onwards) 

Another stage in the life of Tocco is the one where he is described as being between 

childhood (n-aini) and adolescence ( veoc). The author underlines the fact that at this 

age a person is expected to be carefree (ci,u4pz,uvo0 and under the supervision of 

other members of his society (elz-poz-tp7a9ip = third person singular, aorist passive 

voice)", probably of the elders. According to Schiro, the Albanians attacked and 

plundered the island of Levkas between 1378 and 1385 15 . The author's information 

(ax-opij vaoc, rroAAci Ircriodicz) and the fact that Carlo Tocco came of age ca 1390 16, 

suggest that at that time Carlo Carlo Tocco was no more than 11 years old: 

"0 &Aim; frcov acicow) vL)c, noXXac rcathaia- 
6cRaptilvoc ithOctov Eig Tec vricsia A.81),(68oc". 

(lines 81-82) 

11  According to Bloch, Feudal Society, pp. 137-138, in feudal societies, though from the early 
thirteenth century and onwards people started to add patronyms to Christian names, they often applied 
the two modes of name transmission. As for daughters, it was customary for them to carry the 
surname of their mother. For the political role of kinship relations in feudal society and the duality of 
descent by male and female lines, see Bloch, Feudal Society, pp. 134-142. 
12  Bloch, Feudal Society, p. 142. 
13  Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, pp. 58ff. 
14  See Zachariadou, " Xpovtico TCOV Mow"; cf. Schira's translation "il duca preferi in ogni modo di 
affrontare it pericolo, non tralasciare di spingersi oltre le isole, fortificare i passi e it passagio di 
Leucade, restaurare e proteggere Vidizza". According to this translation, there is a contradiction 
between the duke's minor age (IraLla Ircricar 1) and the serious decisions he had to take for his 
defense. 
15  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 225. 
16  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 27, note 2. 
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"Me ocrov ATOV axoufi vioc, itaXic rtatoaxt, 
eitpottiAOriv ix navtoc Kai xiv&uvoc va tiov V.,011 
vec gijv Oc(plian vet i4E13fi e4co acne Tac 
vec Svvai.abari 'roc atevCc, To napalm Ae -uxacSoc, 
Ogoitoc Kai 'Lily BoSurcav vet XOIarl, va gyokac4ii". 

(lines 115-19) 

The same undefined stage referring to the age between childhood and adolescence is 

that of Trianus, the fourth illegitimate son of Carlo Tocco. The young man is 

described as a handsome youth (Ira7lAqiccipl) being well educated by the Turks ( 2' 

roz)5.  Tozipx -ovc ciicrOpciperoO: 

"ncu.Siov frcov axogrj, Egopyov ItaXXlixacpt. 
'Etobc Toivicovc avocepthpetov, xaXiic ij'cov irccthegivo;". 

(lines 1955-56) 

1. 4 	The stage of youth (rccai., vioc-icaXXixacpt) 

The author often uses the term ffaLiipcdpi to define either a child or a young man. 

Thus he does not distinguish between ffazoi - gcrAA7prcipz and vaoc- Az.1.277x -cipi. The 

same picture was common in the West. As Aries argues "even when a vocabulary 

relating to infancy appeared and expanded, an ambiguity remained between 

childhood and adolescence on the one hand and the category known as youth, on the 

other" 17 : 

"IlabXov tev Ovouacovatv• ogopyo; vioc frrov, 
dcvSpettouivog, gXe7av, xai ogopyov noaXixacpt". 

(lines 1118-19) 

In spite of the author's "ambiguity" in relation to age distinction, he defines youth as 

the stage of human life where it is normal (9vcrucc50 for young men to be fearless 

(izovct v ro Opacro0. After Carlo Tocco's inspiring speech towards his army before 

the battle of Vobliana, his men rushed against their Albanian enemies. Impressed by 

" Aries, Childhood, p. 29. See also p. 128: "Language did not give the word child the restricted 
meaning we give it today: people said child much as we say lad in everyday speech". 
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their courage, the author comments on their assurance. His words also illustrate the 

possibility that he was a rather elderly man: 

"Oi5Tcoc ei)0i); copirricraatv tec naXlixapta, of vtot, 
67cov Evat rcavta qmat -Ko vet gxouatv do Opacrog". 

(lines 2058-59) 

According to the author's perception, another element characteristic of youth is the 

intellectual state of mind. In 1418, after Zenevesi's death his young son, described by 

the author as naive (ciAacopoc), succeeded him: 

"Thcoc itcov icakointicog, ol_top(pov naA.X.riKapt 
Alloy frcov Cacuppoc• exKowri vaog 

(lines 3177-78) 

The author presents the love for war as a quality suitable for the young men, e.g. 

when the young soldiers of Carlo Tocco saw their Albanian adversaries "burst out in 

wrath" (o-nicovv alró vjv zoAdi) and beg to be allowed to start the battle: 

"Oi vEOt , tia apxovtorcovka, 67cop Eixav nocvta Opacsoc 
gl3X,Enav Ent gi3yatvev Etc to [mom Ficmbrcric, 
Kai gi3keTrav <Op.oicoc> icEi Kai Toy M01)011( .11 IvIrcolm, 

Kai aKacouv Ccrco Tin/ xokijv Tubc vet 'cob; TroXelAcsouv, 
Kai aTaKODV, itapaxaXobv Kai 21/4170 .uv toi ScanOtov 
vet toi.); 6c(pipzrn va intav 	propto vac. nokEkipouv". 

(lines 2539- 2545) 

2. Gender differentiation 

According to F. Koukoules, in the Byzantine collective conceptualisation of family 

structure, while the birth of a female child was considered as a very unhappy event, 

a boy's birth was a highly celebrated event: "Ccppcv do exptiToKov f3pecpiAkiov, 

EicppEv eti 141 Kai i-Pcte!" (male <is> the new-born babe, male o earth and sun!)18 . 

Compared to this collective disposition towards genders in Byzantium, the author's 

comments on the attitude of the despot and his wife towards orphan children 

18  On popular beliefs and attitude towards the two genders in Byzantium, see Koukoules, Bloc, vol. 
IV, pp. 14ff. 
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demonstrate his personal mind-set vis-à-vis the two sexes. In his value system, 

though male children enjoy his preference, he does not express any sentiment of 

rejection towards daughters. In the following lines, though the author praises 

especially the little boy (ez'npci7z -aov, l'Aopcoov, copovipov, 8vvaz -60, both genders 

seem to enjoy a certain equality. While he emphasises the fact that, despite their 

preference for their boy nephew (ueo-cr sic rijv icapoui rovc), he points at the 

couple's acceptance of and love for the girls too "as if they were their own" (6 
jecritorqc eizev ciyalrqv sic az)rci irackbc va ra Syevva-, 6,uoicoc 1, 

ficro-bizorra): 

"Tocov Evipa1ct ov 7cat81, guoixpov xoicogivov, 
Kai cppOvtuov xai Svva-cov, CcXXo oi)Siv icpecvn. 
(Ala Siv EISE do xaviic 6c7ce itoXXo .i.); 'cobs xpovauc" 

(lines 3490-92) 
"Eixiv xai &XXa Orikuxa, utxpotipa E cditov, 
640 Toy KecpouXov cci.nov Toy Eixev o Siarcovng, 
Ogoicoc Kai it  PaaiXicsacc, µi as Etc titjv xapotav 'mug". 

(lines 3476-78) 
"'Apero.0 yap acrcoeaviv b giya; xovv5crtoc(3Xo; 
excpfixiv xai TCc e1XDK& tecc xiipa; Toe Seanotoy, 
Kai EtyEv &palmy Eic cc&t xaecbg vec tac iyivva. 
ogoie.); Kai it  PaaiXtaca,  it  ai)cpyo; SicsnOtop". 

(lines 3484-87) 

3. Political role of children 

It is interesting to examine the political role of the children in the maintenance of 

power relations between the higher ruling class and the lower classes. It is true that 

for the author, children in the life of the nobility are an essential factor in 

preservation of political power through hereditary rights 19  : 

Kai eixav <8i> Ccvuiftav lc amp ix tiijv cDpardav, 

19  Based on this fact, and since the wife of Carlo Tocco was barren, Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 
411, interprets these lines as follows: "Dopo the consolidarono la fortezza e presero gli ostaggi (il 
despota e it grande contestabile) tennero consiglio per stabilire a chi dare (in eredita it Despotato). Il 
despota (e la despotina) avevano un ipote giu, nel regno di Napoli". However, according to Asonitis, 
"Xpovtico 'cow 'Macaw", pp. 138ff, (a) the subject to the verb "etxav" are not Carlo and his wife, 
Francesca, but the two brothers, Carlo and Leonardo Tocco; (b) the term "avilittoc" refers to Algiasio 
di Tocco, son of Guglielmo de Tocco; (c) Guglielmo de Tocco was cousin of Leonardo and Carlo 
Tocco. 
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i-KEI Ex Tin/ 'AvaTtokiv Reaa Ex tiO mato. 
HatSomtv Toy iicpapaatv '; 	aTCITI, 'toe 8Earcenov, 
xai exvaepecyryav aina, iyivnv nakX1Kapt". 

(lines 2582-85) 

At the same time, besides the political and economic interest of continuing one's 

genealogical line especially among the nobility, the author strongly believes in 

hereditary factors for the development of human personality. Thus, from the author's 

point of view, during their expedition in Morea, the bravery shown on the battlefield 

by the illegitimate children of Carlo Tocco, Hercules and Torno, was due to their 

genetics since they inherited their father's courage (roi3 rivoc ikrav Irotev 

eizav garepo): 

"IIoXEgouc bCotipacytv Kai Kat Eivcivtaiv TOUc. 
OiSay Kakex of ocpxovTE; iicEivot 'toe Mopae); 
'cob tivo; fjoav Tat =cloth, Kai /cot& Eixav itatEpa". 

(lines 3700-03) 

For the author children play another important political role. In a case of a political 

agreement between two parties, they are offered as a token of trust. As a matter of 

fact, due to their vulnerability, they are handled as the highest proof of trust by their 

own father towards his adversary. It must be noted that the author neither condemns 

nor approves the action. In order to win the confidence of Ya'qub (6'ircoc va rOv 

gzorreljovO, the connetable of the Vobliana castle, Papadopoulos 2°  brings his own 

children to Ya'qub to be kept as hostages ocvageozi : 

"Kai Ta natoia tov fjcpepev 'El'Iv 'Carta tob FtayoiYrcri, 
wS OwtSE; vec Tot -Kpattl, 57cco; vet 'coy nunsi)ovv". 

(lines 2792-93) 

20  The name is found in a document other than the Chronicle. See Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 585. 
21  Cf. to the following incident related in Bloch, Feudal Society, p. 135: "John, the marshal of 
England, had refused, in spite of his promises, to surrender one of his castles to king Stephen. His 
enemies therefore threatened to execute before his eyes his young son, whom he had a short while 
before handed over as a hostage. 'What recks it me of the child,' replied the good nobleman, 'have I 
not still the anvils and the hammers wherewith to forge finer ones?"'. 
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During the Middle Ages, in both Eastern and the Western societies, such actions 

were not uncommon. Besides, their practice has been accepted as a natural attitude 

towards children and therefore somehow neglected by researchers. The information 

given above in the narrative should be considered in the context of a collective belief, 

that in fact "the idea of childhood" did not exist in medieval society. Aries defines 

this idea as "an awareness of the particular nature of childhood which distinguishes 

the child from the adult". He argues that precisely this awareness was lacking, since 

"as soon as the child could live without the constant solicitude of his (sic) mother, his 

nanny or his cradle-rocker, he belonged to adult society" 22 . But despite the absence 

of this idea of childhood, affection, care and love for children, according to our 

Chronicle, did exist. 

Besides hereditary reasons, children in the life of the nobility, especially of male 

gender, are also considered either as a source of military support or as a political 

asset. Here the author explains how the duke makes use of his children in keeping 

good diplomatic relations with the Turks. The author stresses the importance of this 

action by connecting the presence of Tocco's son in the Byzantine capital) 23 , (71-609Ti 

tiov Soima o vie; o SeinEpoc ainov) when the Turks were establishing their 

empire under the leadership of the new Sultan, Muhammad I (1413): 

"Kai, lietac 'mina Tec natSta 6 Soincac 4 G11911971 
'E Toy appav 'cob; CcXXacEv icaeunuccbc va Eivat, 

tidy Iloptav va So -uXE•bovatv, Pollectocv vac grn 
'Acpoi2) yap inapaXalk irly acpevtiav 6 aoykravoc, 
rtiveei To .0 Soima o vie; 6 SElyrEpo; et; ainov". 

(line 1959-63) 

Because of the above-mentioned reasons, the author accepts as a natural consequence 

the existence of illegitimate children in the life of Carlo Tocco, since his own wife 

was not able to give him any: 

"Aoimac ncciSiv SEv gicap.ev µE ti iv icupac Sovidaacc, 

22  Arie• • s3  Childhood, pp., 128ff. 
23  Storey, Medieval World, p. 500: in July 1413, Muhammad I, the youngest son of Bayezid, with 
support from the Greeks, defeated and killed his brother, Miisa, at Jamurlu, in Serbia; he thus reunited 
the Ottoman dominions. See also Lavallee, Empire Ottoman, pp.159ff. 
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eixEv ano-Ota 1toA.X.6c. 'Agij gxacrEv £4 
'HEigetvocv Toy teacmpetg, Cc4tot atpattikat, 
vopic is OcX,Xa 	Rukp6, is gical.t.Ev batipom 
'Etoirtot yap of TitotpEt; fjaav xai of Kai 64tot". 

(lines 1935-39) 

Still, at a certain point the author expresses certain disparagement towards 

illegitimate children. In the following lines, despite his admiration for the impressive 

beauty of Carlo Tocco's daughter (4-vo,rapayo KaA,Aovc Kai Zpopfothoac), he 

expresses his contempt for her inferior social status (alijOeia az-ot5pla ijzov = 

indeed, she was illegitimate) by the use of the term however, in spite of (this) (expil): 

Ovyatepav T0i) &mice; aXilOctoc anoivta frrov, 

EIXEV 4evoxapayo Kaalaug xcci it.topcpaoac". 
(lines 1920-21) 

At this point, we should consider the fact that in Byzantium, as Koukoules states, a 

barren woman was socially defamed. Besides being attacked by society, she was also 

despised by her own husband, who often even abused her for her inability to bear 

children. But Koukoules also mentions the position of the church regarding this very 

issue by referring to the teachings of Johannes Chrysostomos, who attributed this 

behaviour of society to ignorance. Since the ability to bear children was given by 

God - "To TE10ETV iiV0)0EV EXEl. TO apXO" - no woman should be blamed because 

of barrenness 24 . 

The author apparently is aware of that unfavourable disposition of the public towards 

barrenness. First he stresses the fact of the couple's inability to have a child of their 

own (ywkno), and second he tries on every occasion to point to the way the duchess 

shared her husband's affection for other children (opoia)c-  ',cal 7, flay-au:soa): 

"Yiew 'mpg Toy anoiricsav, OtKEIOV KkripovoRov, 
rcathiv Sev gicailav yvilatov Olticov tovg, 

24  Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, p. 10. On medicines and potions used by barren women in Byzantium as a 
remedy against barrenness, see Ibid., pp. 10ff. 
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Kai eixav Toy nepi, rcoXXoii 6Sanep Kai aticov 'mug". 
(lines 3481-83) 

"auij Toy Kapo-ukgv ainov Toy eixev 6 SecTEOTtic, 
ogoixoc Kai  oil 13aaiXtaaa, ileac( et; Thy icapStav 'TUN". 

(lines 3477-78) 
"Kai eixev ayarniv etc aina laced); vac is £7EVVC• 
Ogoixec Kai it  flacsiltaaa,  fl  abcuyoc SeanOtop". 

(lines 3486-87) 

Summarising, our analysis regarding ages of life has shown that the author was well 

aware of age stages. He showed great concern for little children while his 

expectations in relation to youth were fairly realistic. In his narrative he has also 

shown a nostalgic preference for the younger generation and a good understanding of 

its mistakes. This inference points at an assumption that the author might have been a 

rather mature or elderly man. 
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Chapter 7 

Women and Gender Relations through the Author's Prism 

Despite the epic character of the Chronicle of the Tocco and the stress on mainly 

military activities and heroic achievements, a great deal of attention is paid to women 

and their role in the male world. Thus, the evidence provided by the Chronicle 

becomes especially important in the study of women's position in the later Middle 

Ages, since, if we accept F. Heer's statement, in surveys of the Medieval Ages 

women either do not appear at all, "or at most they are dismissed with a brief 

mention" I  . 

Heer points to the fact that, though to a certain degree women's status was subject to 

class, place and time, by the close of the Middle Ages their position deteriorated. As 

he explains, no woman's voice was to be heard in public 2 . In his analysis of the 

woman's position in a Western society, Heer argues that "confronted with closed 

ranks of a masculine society" women were "cast spiritually and intellectually adrift". 

They were "governed by a thoroughly masculine theology and by a morality made by 

men for men" 3 . However, Heer makes a distinction between ideology, and reality, i.e. 

1  According to Heer, Medieval World, p. 254, the male orientated medieval world was made 
schizophrenic by masculine anxieties and fears expressed through witch-hunting. According to B. 
Smalley, Historians, p. 49, 156, in the early historiography of the Middle Ages women appear as 
martyrs, recluses or energetic abbesses; as Smalley, Ibid., p. 80, states, by the 10 th  century these 
models were displaced by women involved in court intrigues. In the 13 th  century, Ibid., p. 156, it is 
the ladies of the court who inspired courtly love poems. 
2  Heer, Medieval World, p. 261. 
3  According to Heer, Medieval World, p. 265, the tradition of distrust and hatred against women can 
be traced back to Augustine and the early Fathers, mainly to "the patron saint of misogynists, St 
Jerome", who believed that "woman was the gate of the devil, the sting of the serpent, in a word a 
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between the ideal image of a woman in a male-dominated world and her eventual 

role in society. He points tp the contribution of women across all social strata, 

especially during the later Middle Agee. 

As for the Byzantine Christian society, from the 12 th  century onward, a certain 

liberation of women is evident in terms of femininity and love in the Byzantine 

literature. However, some of these expressions of femine activity came to an end at 

the beginning of the 15 th  century 5 . Nikki Watts, whose statements derive from Greek 

folk songs, states that Greek folk songs reflect not only the philosophy of life and 

social structure of the rural communities, but also the association of the Greek 

women with the family and household as opposed to Greek men's association with 

war, the public and social world. 

Thus, while the Greek warriors, known as akrites 6  and klefts "engaged in activities 

compatible with their warrior status often in the company of other men, the mothers 

and wives of the paraloges, laments and wedding songs concerned themselves with 

the welfare of their families and the preservation of ritual to such an extent as to 

obviate altogether the mention of the the father or husband". Finally, Watts reaches 

the following conclusion: "the women's roles remain subservient to those of men and 

are made possible by male tolerance of them" 7 . 

perilous object". Cf. Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, passim; Barnes, "Women", pp. 159-161; Thrupp, 
"Businesswoman", pp. 162-163. 

See Heer, Medieval World, pp. 261-263. 
Herrin, Kazhdan, Cutler, "Women", vol. III, pp. 2201-04. 

6  Akrites were frontiersmen who, between the 8 th  and 11 th  centuries, were protecting the Byzantine 
frontier districts on the Eastern frontier (x-Aercroz5pai), against the Saracens. The acritic songs draw 
their inspiration from the legends surrounding the lives and activities of these frontier-warriors known 
as "border barons"; for more information, see Watts, Folk Songs, pp. 51-52. For another opinion on 
the origin and nature of the acritic songs, see Romaios, Alcpirm -65-  rincAoc, pp. 154-158. 

Watts, Folk Songs, pp. 50-51. Watts refers mainly to historical folk songs, such as the 1 century 
acritics, ballads (irapaAo74) and of the 17 th  - 18 th  century kleftic songs. Greek folk songs constitute 
the main part of the Greek oral tradition. According to Vergitsis, Fcipoc, p. 42, the seclusion of 
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Bearing in mind the above s't4tements, through the author's either positive or negative 

comments on women's behaviour and activities, we hope to draw a distinctive picture 

of the position they occupy in the author's ideational system of thought and, at the 

same time, their actual involvement in society. Consequently, our conclusions should 

lead to a better understanding of the collective concept concerning women in the 

author's contemporary society. 

As has been demonstrated in previous chapters, our author appears to be influenced 

by two cultures, namely the Western feudal tradition and the Eastern Byzantine 

concepts. According to Huizinga, by the 15 th  century, feudalism and nobility had 

ceased to form an essential part of the social structure in the West. In spite of this 

social evolution, however, people continued to have a high regard for nobility and an 

exaggerated admiration for chivalry 8 . At this point, we should also consider that in 

the later Middle Ages, according to Hopkins, the new kind of "knight" was a 

mercenary, in other words, a professional adventurer, motivated by nothing higher 

than gain9 . 

Reflections of such mixed concepts have already been given by the unknown author 

of the Chronicle of the Tocco in previous chapters. As a matter of fact, the author's 

mind and heart seem to be dominated by a high ideal for chivalry especially when he 

refers to his hero, Carlo Tocco 1° . In accordance with other renowned chroniclers, 

maidens created difficulties for a successful choice of a future husband. See also, Ibid. pp. 75ff. For 
information on the life of the Byzantine empress and ladies of the court, see Podokanakis, 
"BacsiXtcsaa", passim. On the women's power, see Hill, "Ideology of womanhood", pp. 76-90. 

Huizinga, Middle Ages, pp. 57, 67ff. 
9  Hopkins, Knights, p. 12. 
I°  On the relationship between medieval authors and their patrons, see Hopkins, Knights, pp. 48ff. 
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such as Froissard 11 , our author also describes inhuman cruelty, demonstrates self-

interest and, above all, manifests diplomatic subtlety. Yet, at the same time, he, like 

other medieval authors, perseveres in honouring chivalry by presenting it as the 

highest achievement in human life. 

Hopkins, who makes a distinction between the hero of an epic and the hero of 

romance, explains that, while in the epic world of military comradeship there is 

"small space for women and love", in romance, through the love-cult, women are 

collectively perceived in the ideal image of a hero's Lady. Here the hero is a lover, 

who has to live up to a certain standard of behaviour, which is characterised by 

refined qualities labelled by the term courtoisie 12 . As a matter of fact, in the 

collective conception of chivalry, according to A. Hopkins, women used to play an 

essential role though only as an ideal image 13 . However - according to Hopkins - it is 

not clear whether the adoration of noble ladies expressed the social and emotional 

aspirations of the troubadour knights or an account of real-life illicit love-affairs 14 . 

In medieval literature, such as the Roman courtois and a part of the Chansons de 

Gestes, the ideal lady is the object of a man's deep adoration, while at the same time 

being involved in an adulterous situation. "The lady is sometimes kind and generous 

to her devoted lover, sometimes capricious and cruel, but she is the dominant and 

more powerful partner" 15 . In explaining courtly love and adulterous attitudes, Heer 

states that it was "a practicable way rebelling against the prevailing social moeurs, 

" Cf. Brereton, Chronicles, pp. 18-19; Huizinga, Middle Ages, pp. 55, 67ff; Kottenkamp, Chivalry, 
pp. 39-45. 
12  Hopkins, Knights, pp. 55-58. 
13  Hopkins, Knights, pp. 52ff. Heer, Medieval World, pp. 136ff. 
14  Hopkins, Knights, p. 52. 
1$  On the role of the lady in the cult of love and the literature of romance, see Hopkins, Knights, pp. 
52ff. 
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and was consciously adopted to serve this end". Marriage was not considered as a 

barrier to love 16 . 	 A 

On the contrary, in Byzantine society adultery was considered as an extremely 

serious offence concerning women exclusively. In opposition to male offenders, 

women across all social strata were the ones to be severely punished. Regardless of 

their social status, they were paraded through the city and publicly abused. They 

received the same severe treatment as whores and widows of loose morals did' 7 . As a 

matter of fact, despite objections expressed by some Church Fathers and their equal 

treatment of male and female adulterers, "Byzantine society was more tolerant of 

male adultery and the related practices of concubinage and prostitution, than of 

female infidelity" 18 . 

Returning to the Western world, as Hopkins explains, the value system of the martial 

epic was transformed by the love-cult of the romance. The ambition of a knight 

focussed on "Worth", i.e. "for pre-eminence not only in arms but in social qualities of 

largesse (generosity), pite (sic!) (compassion), franchise (independent spirit), and 

courtoisie (courty behaviour, especially towards women)" 19 . Indeed, as D. Herlihy, 

writes, "among the virtues decorating the knight should be the art of acting 

courteously, of conducting himself well, not only on the battlefield but in the 

drawing room; not only among warriors but among women" 20 . 

Consequently, in the author's mind and under Western influence, a knightly hero's 

martial prowess - in this case Carlo Tocco's - ought to be complemented by refined 

16  See Heer, Medieval World, pp. 136ff. 
17  Cf. Koukoules, Bloc, vol. III, p. 188; Lewinsohn, "Prostitution", pp. 169-171. 
Ig  Hen-in, Kazhdan, Cutler, "Women", vol. III, p. 2202. 
19  Hopkins, Knights, p. 58. 
20  Herlihy, Feudalism, pp. 282-283. 
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manners and romantic motivations especially towards ladies 21 . However, no romantic 

feelings towards ladies are expressed in our Chronicle. Here the image of women, 

though it refers only to women of the highest social stratum, is very close to reality. 

In spite of the great influence chivalry has had on the author's conceptual system, as 

far as the woman's social position and role are concerned, his concepts do not 

coincide with the ideal image illustrated by Hopkins or Heer. The questions to be 

answered are: 

To what degree was the author influenced by Western and Byzantine ideals in 

the formulation of his own ideas regarding women? 

What was the author's ideal image of a woman and how close was this to 

reality? 

How does the author perceive gender relations? 

In his narrative, the author comes across various types of women, yet all from the 

higher social class, mostly cipzomov -ec. They appear as minor female children, 

maidens, wives and mothers. Consequently, our interest should focus on the way the 

author interprets a woman's variable roles as she crosses these social stages and on 

her interaction with male members of her society such as her spouse, children and 

subjects. 

Woman's social position and identity roles 

 

 

 

evya'thpa: 310, 707, 713, 719, 1143, 1162, 1245, 1915, 1968, 

2636, 3000, 3136, 3140, 3476; 6rcoivta: 1126, 1919, 1936 

6obcoyoc: 11-12, 2000, 3278, 3339, 3487, 3580, 3876 

initepa: 8, 11, 18, 2021, 2096, 1229; widow: 14, 1192, 2083 

2604, 2607, 

' I  Hopkins, Knights, p. 53. 
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1. The Woman as daughter,(Ovyatapa) 

In the Chronicle of the Tocco the fair sex appears at an early age. As we mentioned 

in a previous chapter, the author does not hide his preference for the male gender. 

After all, in both societies, the Byzantine as well as the Western, the birth of a girl 

was not welcomed. In Byzantium, according to Koukoules, the birth of a male child 

was so desirable that in order to realise it, women had recourse to all sorts of 

remedies and potions 22 . Similarly, in Western Europe, giving birth to a girl was not 

considered as a very happy event since by nature girls did not fit into a military 

orientated society where "women were held incapable of bearing arms" 23 . On the 

other hand, as Herlihy writes, despite their inability to perform military service, in 

France, Spain and other crusading Levant states, customs were favourable to women 

since they were admitted to the inheritance of land from an early age, at least in the 

absence of male heirs. However, despite these legal rights in favour of women, the 

choice of a husband remained in the hands of their lord 24. As for Byzantium, despite 

being theoretically subjugated to their husbands, "women had important rights and 

enjoyed respect: a woman possessed her dowry and could alienate inherited property; 

in case of intestate succession daughters inherited equal shares with their brothers" 

while "widows had authority over their sons" 25 . 

In his narrative, when Carlo Tocco became guardian of his nieces ( ra Mpivica), after 

the death of their father, Leonardo, the author emphasises the fact that their uncle and 

22 Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, pp. 15ff. On the customs and the differences between the birth of a male 
or female member of royal families, see Ibid., pp. 39ff. 
23  Bloch, Feudal Society, pp. 200f1 Aries, Childhood, passim, considers as children mainly those of 
male sex. Aries, Ibid. p. 414 states: during the seventeenth century "parents were no longer content 
with setting up only a few of their children and neglecting the others. The ethics of the time compelled 
them to give all their children, and not just the eldest - and in the late seventeenth century even the 
girls - a training for life". 
24  Herlihy, Feudalism, p. 77. 
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aunt loved them dearly, "as if he gave birth to them" (icat9thc va ra Zygvva). The 

author places special stress on the sentiments of love shown by Carlo Tocco and his 

wife (opoia)5-  x-czi rj,QacriAaaQa) towards the girls for two possible reasons. Firstly 

because he himself might have felt pity for the orphan children. Secondly, since 

daughters were not considered important in the social strata of both the Eastern and 

Western societies, the author might have tried to increase his patron's popularity by 

stressing his generosity, also towards female members of his family: 

"'Ayotov yap 6c7theavEv o liEiac icovto6noc43koc 
Cupfixev Kai Tex, Orikuicec tecc xEipocc to SEano'co•u, 
xai EixEv 6746cicriv Eiq mine( 'KW:* vac T6c iyavvcc- 
otioicoc Kai ij 13acriXtaaa, cri)cvyoc SecrnOtoy". 

(lines 3484-87) 

In either case, female children seem to occupy a less important position than that of 

boys in the author's world view. Compared to the well-specified manner in which 

adolescent boys were presented by our author, less information is provided on little 

girls' behaviour or personality, ideally conceptualised or factual. As we assume from 

the following lines, the virtues appreciated by our author in a maiden's personality 

are a pleasant disposition (rvajilliv ayac90) 26 , a great deal of culture (ffcrigevo -iv 

ircrvivicrO, sense of honour (1-z#77z-bi•j 77z5pic7cez -o) and wisdom (9poviii7)). 

Attention should be paid, however, to the negative feelings of the author caused by 

the illegitimate status of one of Tocco's daughters (curoz5,oia). Perhaps, the combined 

use of the terms, in fact + yet (thArjBeia + &IA), semantically expresses mixed 

feelings of astonishment for the maiden's virtues, and contempt, considering her 

inferior social position: 

zs Herrin, Kazhdan, Cutler, "Women", p. 2202. 
26  Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 303, translates the expression eizev yvailiqv dyarnjv= "aveva 
senno". Schira's interpretation regards the maiden's intelligence while the combination of the two 
terms refers rather to a person's moral and ethic behaviour. Cf. Kriaras, A4/A -o, vol. IV, p. 336, vol. I, 
p. 11; Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 358, 742-43: rvd),u77+ ikya0f1 = good nature, pleasant disposition. 
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"PH evyatapa to Soma); CaiieEta arcoivta frrov, 
&jt EixEv liviognv acyathiv Kai icaiSEDatv navtoia• 
Tinntuch rtiviaKETov, (ppovtizn -Kat& icavca". 

(lines 1126-28) 

At the same time, the author's appreciation for a maiden's virtues, especially 

regarding education, behaviour and intelligence, illustrates his favourable attitude 

towards women. Moreover - though referring exclusively to noble families - as a 

female child grows into a young maiden, the author refers to the special protection 

and care manifested especially regarding the application of etiquette in presenting the 

maiden to her future husband eripriz-iira cbc 7z-,oeire627 : 

"Tijv evyccthpav cbpecoaev o Solwag o acgv-criq, 
do Kattpio oticovo[inacv tit 	cog npircEt". 

(lines 1143-44) 

1. 1 Marriage of daughters 

As Bloch explains, according to Western conventions, marriage was often "a mere 

combining of interests and, for women, a protective institution" 28 . Conventionally, it 

was expected that maidens of noble origin, who most often had never set eyes on 

their prospective husbands, should feel grateful for the social status they were to gain 

as a result of an arranged marriage. Actually, following feudal customs, besides the 

family of noble maidens, "the lord retained the right of choosing husbands for them, 

as their consorts would be responsible for fulfilling the obligation of service" 29 . 

Regarding the Byzantine higher social strata, referring to noble maidens, Koukoules 

identifies three essential elements which would accompany the future bride in a 

On reception of the bride, see Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, pp. 129ff. 
28  Bloch, Feudal Society, p. 135: 
29  Herlihy, Feudalism, p. 77. 
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marriage agreement: noble origin, beauty and virginity 30 . Despite certain 

exceptions 31 , a bride's noble origin was an extremely significant factor in a marriage 

arrangement especially in the later Byzantine period. As for the physical appearance 

of a maiden, her beauty also played a very important role in being chosen as the 

future wife of a member of the higher social stratum, since, according to Koukoules, 

the future bride had to be examined by members of the groom's family who would 

certify her body's perfection. Last but not least comes the issue of virginity. 

Chaperoning girls and protecting their virginity was left in the hands of nurses. As 

for sexual misbehaviour of young women, this was severely punished. For instance, 

"any girl who lost her virginity after a betrothal by sleeping with a man other than 

her fiancé could be repudiated by her bridegroom" 32 . 

According to the author's view of a female child of noble origin, no age specification 

or limitation seems to have existed 33  as to when she should enter into a new stage of 

her life. In comparison with the space the author dedicates to his description of 

adolescent or young men, the presence of a young daughter (Bvycrz -Z,oa) as a maiden 

is frequent enough in the text, but with no age specification. Furthermore, compared 

to the image of a male adolescent or young man, characterised by his behaviour, 

courage, beauty or wisdom, a young maiden in general appears through the eyes of 

the author as an obedient and docile person who complies with her parents' or 

" Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, pp. 120ff. For the choice of a Byzantine imperial bride, messengers ran 
through the country and looked for the most beautiful maidens who were brought to the palace for 
final selection. Applied in Byzantium since the 8 th  century, this originally Oriental or Jewish custom 
was not always followed; for exceptions, see Ibid., p.123. 
31  Justinian (527-565) who married Theodora, Constantine VI (780-797), who married his mother's 
lady of attendance, and Romanos II (959-963), who married the daughter of a monger, Theophano: 
see Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, p. 121; Brehier, Institutions, pp. 123. 
32  Herrin, Kazhdan, Cutler, "Women", vol. III, p.2202. On customs referring to the verification of 
virginity by relatives after the wedding night, see Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, pp. 116-118. 
33  According to Koukoules, vol. IV, pp. 77-78, the younger the bride was the better were the 
conditions set in marriage negotiations, as political and economic reasons dictated marriage norms 
which overlooked age restrictions for minors or age differences between couples. 
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guardians' wishes. In the text, a daughter of noble origin nearly always stays 

anonymous and with no particular feature, which would distinguish her in character 

or appearance from other members of her society. 

Furthermore, despite the political importance of a noble daughter's marriage, she 

does not play any particular role in agreements which take place between her family 

and her future in-laws. Actually, the bargaining of her marriage lies exclusively in 

the hands of her parents. Indeed, we must not forget that in the transmission of fiefs 

and lands, marriage played a crucial role among nobility in the Western Europe. 

Therefore, marriage was carefully arranged by families, often with little 

consideration for the wishes of the parties involved, one or both of whom might be 

children34 . 

In our Chronicle the term Ovyaz -Epa appears almost always in relation to her 

arranged marriage. Daughters are "used" as political tools by their own fathers or 

feudal lords to establish alliances, increase political authority or obtain military 

support. In our author's world view, marriage seems to fulfil such expectations, 

namely security and status for the girls in exchange for their noble origin, their 

physical appearance (when this is worth mentioning) and even their virginity, as in 

the case of minor female children. 

In the following lines, in order to establish an alliance between themselves, Mourikis 

Spatas35  and Esau dei Buondelmonti Acciaiuoli 36  organise the marriage of their 

34  On medieval women and their social position and role across all social strata, see Hallam, 
"Women", pp. 345-347. 
35  Mourikis Spatas was the son of Irene Spatas. See Schire, Cranaca dei Tocco, p. 587. 
36  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 580: Esau dei Buondelmonti Acciaiuolli, brother of Maddalena and 
uncle of Carlo Tocco, was despot of Ioannina. After the death of his first wife he was remarried to 
Irene Spatas, whom he repudiated and got married for the third time to Eudokia 
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children (io-taaripary crvivreOspicrO. The author describes the planned marriage 

between Spatas's minor daughter (undefined) and Esau's son Giorgio, who was still 

an infant37 , as a means to increase their political power. Despite his realistic view on 

the role of a marriage in building political and military alliances, the author considers 

it as a significant factor in founding a strong friendship (cizajpio-z-o/ 9t2oz) between 

two parties. Worth noting is that the expression "thyme ccx6platot cpiXot eic irly 

(01'1V 'cons" insinuates a certain irony, since the two affined families were Carlo 

Tocco's enemies. This irony, however, underlines the importance of the institution of 

marriage in the creation of strong bonds between families and the role of daughters 

in the political games of their families: 

"Me 'coy Movpixrl iatacavrixav owneeepiav vec icaiovv-
Kai 6 Moppiictig Eta4ev 0 -uyatepocv vac othcm 
Etc to-  ii Sealcerni Toy piov yuvaiica vac tilV Env 
Kai vac eivat thv'ca acxciviztot (pilot Etc TO (1.)11N,  TOV; 

Tijv Ovyatepav 'col) oSpecoaev 6 Enema; 6 Moupimic, 
'; Tex 'lioacvvtva Thy iyepav- enoiriaav Toy yacliov". 

(lines 712-20) 

The political role of the daughters is also illustrated in the following lines where the 

marriage between the half-brother of Mourikis Spatas, Carlo 38 , and the illegitimate 

daughter of Carlo Tocco is being arranged. The marriage has as its purpose the 

establishment of a good relationship between two enemies. Thus the oral agreements 

which took place between the two parties were sealed through this marriage. The 

daughter is again used as a tool. It must be noted that Tocco's daughter is 

accompanied with honours befitting her noble origin (cbc n-peiz-e0: 

"Taw; eicatocatfpaccatv caiccv xai acyacrniv 
xai eatricrocv Kai 'cep!lova Toy yecgov vac TC01,11COUV. 

37  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 581: Giorgio dei Buondelmonti Acciaioli was the first-born son of 
Esau and Eudokia Bal§i. 
38  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 579: Carlo was son of Irene Spatas and the Latin baron, 
Marchessano, half-brother of Mourikis and Ya'clab Spatas. 
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Thy OvTocrapav TM) eiSpOwasv 6 Soimcag 6 Capgvus, 
TO tcattpyo oilcovaiglicTev tivrttica, cbc zcpbca, 
Kai -rev MavOcciov eaptaEv 	aii-riv vac incayaivii. 
Etc 'roil c Pcoyobc tijv gsatEllEV Toy ?alloy vac zcoijaauv, 
Katac A.6yov Kai crui.upcovtav, fly Ecniaav acX,X11Xco;". 

(lines 1141-42) 

Another natural daughter of Carlo Tocco is also used both for personal reasons as 

well as for political gain. According to the author's view point, her calculated 

marriage to the emir Mfisa-Beg, brother of sultan Mehmet 1 39, would bring Tocco's 

great enemy, Zenevezi, to his knees (povov <crenzic> va ZnYtic77617 ago z -ov 

Zavernkni). Consequently, due to the emir's bravery and power Tocco's prestige and 

political power, which were seriously damaged after his defeat in Cranea, would be 

restored. 

It must be noted that marriages mentioned so far brought together two parties of the 

same cultural background. In the following case, however, two fundamentally 

different, even opposed, cultures, namely Christian and Muslim, are linked. The 

author, who on other occasions has expressed his contempt towards Muslims, praises 

the duke for his brilliant initiative (z -i eicaz-co,o0wo-e0. For this act of wisdom he 

should be admired (1-7jv gpigiv Azov›, z -7jv yvcdcriv rov va 7frcoi)o -  va 

Bavpcivwc). The only indication to be seen as an expression of some excuse for 

Tocco's initiative is the use of the term "govov wink". For the author, Maya-Beg 

was the only capable person to avenge the duke: 

"Kai axo ti katcivecootv 6 Soiwac 6 accpgvtig• 
Thy zcpgiv <T01)>, Tip/ yvc.7.)atv TO1) vac iiKabarg, va Occul.tacriic. 
Tijv 0-tyyatOav TM) g80)1E TO:o a1.ttpa Tuvatica, 
govov <ociyroc> V& bC81.1C11011 &no Toy ZavePijcsi. 

" See Storey, Medieval World, p. 500. Mehmet I was the youngest son of Bayezid. He defeated and 
killed his brother, Musa, at Jamurlu in Serbia in July 1413. As a result, he reunited the Ottoman 
dominations. 
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'AvSpEuoithvoc &pipe:Cc 6cAloc o'bov 4avri". 
(1913-17) 

The author's praise may be explained by two possible reasons: (a) his partiality 

towards his patron; (b) the fact that marriages between Christian and Muslims took 

place in royal families 40. Thus for the author, besides its political meaning, this 

marriage does not invite other comments. On the contrary, the social position of the 

young maiden seems to occupy a greater space in his conceptual system of thought 

than the religious differences between the two affined parties. Thus, we are being 

emphatically reminded of the illegitimate status (ciA#Beur o -freivta ifrov) of the 

duke's daughter. However, despite her inferior status, she is praised for her 

exceptional beauty (4. vozciperyo x -ciibiovc x -cri 4uopyocr8crO, especially because this 

factor was to count as an asset in one of her father's most important political moves: 

"1-1 0via,•0av torO &ola); &Xii0Eta arcoivta 
&ji eixev 4evox&pa•o KacXXo)g xai 4topcpaoac 
xai cpiloc •O1) iyivE•ov toi) sappo: 6 Soimac". 

(lines 1920-22) 

1. 2 Dowry versus status 

Considering marriage through the eyes of the author, it seems that in an arranged 

marriage the dowry offered by the maiden's family plays an important role in closing 

marriage agreements 41 . In exchange for her dowry, marriage for a young maiden 

should bring social status, protection and security 42 . According to Genevieve 

d'Haucourt, a noble maiden should receive "une dot qui est une avance d'hoirie". 

Generally she was sworn to give up all rights of succession 43 . In the Chronicle, the 

4°  On such marriages, see Koukoules, Bloc, vol. IV, p. 125. 
' I  On dowry and its social and cultural consequences in recent times, see Friedl, Vasilika, pp. 64-70. 
42  Vergitsis, rcipoc, pp. 46ff., in his approach to' the theme of marriage, according to Johannes 
Chrysostomos's teachings, illustrates the prerequisites for a successful marriage in Byzantium. 
43  d'Haucourt, Moyen Age, pp. 94-95. 
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theme of dowry is presented as a normal precondition in the agreements between two 

parties. It should be noted, however, that through the eyes of the author no difference 

should exist between the two sexes regarding dowry. He explains in detail what 

exchanges took place between the two fathers. Mourikis Bua's daughter receives as 

dowry her father's territory, while Menuno Tocco equally is given the castle of Aetos 

and the surroundings. At this point, it seems that the author tries to communicate a 

degree of equality between the two genders, firstly by referring to the share Tocco's 

son receives from his father in exchange for the dowry of Mourikis Bouas's daughter 

(re x-civz -po coo0v rov 4erOv pa z -zjv iz -eprozzj TOU, va ifvar copOcryievoc), and 

secondly by the repetition of the word Kai (xai roe) MEVO)V0V rof) itorox -ev, Kai 

Zwareo-rijcrev x-cri crz)z-60: 

"Toy TOTCOV too Toy agyrycgv voc Toy kpaTii aTog TO1), 
Kai uovov fiTot goowev npoiica Tfic 6pyaTp6; 'COO. 
Kai 'cob MEVthVOU 'La g8uncev 0 oobicac 6 8g6l-re:ITN 
vet gxii StaxpecTlatv Zotov E&KOV CM) 
'Co icauTpo (poiiv Toy 'AsToy jig 	nEpleXTIV TO1), 

T6 EF,Epol.tepa OX, 'yoga Kai lie To aiwopov tong, 
Kai bcaTbaTicYcv Kai ai)Tov vac gym, thpecoOvoc". 

(lines 3139-45) 

As we have mentioned, marriage for a young maiden is supposed to bring social 

status, protection and security. Therefore, Carlo Tocco's initiative to arrange the 

marriage between the daughter of Nerata 44  (wife of the late Mourikis Spatas) and his 

illegitimate son, Leonardo III (or Carlo) Tocco, is considered by the author as an act 

of generosity (coaaveipanricry °awe:toJ-7M and of great mercy (Zo-R-Acrcrzvic•ezjx -ev, 

Lizvrighjx -ev z-770 towards his enemies. According to the author, this marriage should 

" Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 585: Nerata, who was of Serbian origin, was the wife of Mourikis 
Spatas. After the death of her husband, due to her unpopularity, she lost her fief and went to her 
mother-in-law, Irene. Chased by the people of Arta, she found refuge in Corfu. She accepted the 
proposal of marriage for her daughter to the son of Carlo Tocco, Leonardo III, and returned to 
Ioannina where she was received with full honours. 
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bring an end to the misery of Mourikis Spatas's wife and daughter, who, after his 

death, were expelled from Aria (.4-  eiSev laic ecopicrav Zxvivliv 27i1/ Neparmi): 

""AlcovuE rcacXE Ti icaXov .7toi1zse 6 SeolroTric• 
cpa,ay0pco7ciav 0a -up.aatily, KaXoiycoplay 1.1.676Xliy. 

(... ...) 
`S2g eioEv rubc 4c.'optcsav E KEivrly tilV Nepoctay 
Kai Ile Thy auyatgpav 'tic '; tobc Kompobc iStOri, 
TCOXX6 TT IV kYraaxylcsertKey Kai 0 ■...intfierlicy triy". 

(lines 2597-2602) 

It must be noted that the agreements made between the mother and the father of the 

two young people. This illustrates that, despite her inferior situation, Nerata's 

authority as mother was still respected: 

"'El.tilyrpagy trly yoc o-cpwpfi Kai vas X0T1 etc ainoy, 
vex .itecpri Ovya-cOay Tic Tovaiica AeoyacpSau 
Kai vac ijaticetat EKEi 1.1E'r' aiitiv 'ç TO Ptytaaay". 

(lines 2606- 2608) 

Ignoring any possible positive or negative reaction the maiden might have shown to 

this proposal, the author concentrates on the joy of the mother and the treatment the 

two women received due to the maiden's noble origin. He comments on the correct 

way they were received in Ioannina, i.e. with due honour Vvz -zita; iccrOcog iz-pelz-e6: 

'EKEivi To a1to8exerpcEy, 1.teliCcXo.); To 2cecpriv, 
Kai batp1:5c(priy bc Tub; Kopixpobc, Etc 'toy SEarckriv 40E. 
Etc TO: Ftecyytya 606)0riicEy gyttp.a, ica06; rcpbtet". 

(lines 2609-11) 

When Carlo Tocco arranges the marriage between his illegitimate son, Hercules, to 

the daughter of his defeated enemy, Spatas Sgouros Bouas 45 , his initiative is also 

described as an act of contribution (ffpoaipecii 0 and benevolence (coaavc9pcorcia). 

as Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 594. 
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In this case, marriage for the young maiden should be considered as a passage to 

security and social status (A- -v,oci0 since she was offered the position of the first lady 

in her father's land, Riniasa46  ( 'c.  rev z-evrov roi3 Izzrzpoc -  rig-): 

"Tijv AlryaTgpav TOD g&OKEV yvvaixa Tob via) 'ton 
Toii npthTov, 'cob 'Epico -6Xto-u, ono-u aoi) acarrheriv, 
-Kai Exa0v Triv Kai Kupecv 'ç Toy Tonov TOO rcaTpOg 'tic 
'Ioac rcoariv npoaipEatv, TiXaveixorciav EixEv". 

(lines 2636-39) 

The same interpretation of philanthropy and pity (thrAcrnvio -Oipcev, Zo -vpIrci077o-av 

rov) is given by the author for the arranged marriage between the daughter of 

Mourikis Buas and Tocco's son, the handsome Menuno Tocco: 

"TO ic6.); To etxev Tvaticov, navTa -KaXa Vex ica.tvii. 
Kai nasty knaayxylolanKey Kai 66141.7cocei6ey Toy. 
ilflpEV TTIV evyaT0ay 'too vbi.tqyri Eig Toy vioy TOD, 
'ç EKEivov Tew icEpiyom.toy, Toy 6patoy MEyeiwoy. 

(3135-38) 

In sum, for the author marriage plays the double role of uniting politically and 

socially opposed parties. Nearly in all cases benefits brought about by this institution 

are accrued to the interests of the affined families (read fathers) and not to the 

directly involved couple. It is also of special importance that in explaining causes of 

arranged marriages, the author projects daughters only as "pawns" in their fathers' 

political games. Feelings of love, sadness, joy or other personal sentiments regarding 

their marriage are not assumed or described by the author. In spite of this omission, 

and regardless of Tocco's vested political or economic interests in both his male or 

female children's arranged marriages, according to the author's viewpoint, these 

children's illegitimate status does not seem to affect the degree of care, material or 

other, manifested toward them by their natural father. 

46  Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 589. 
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2. The Woman as wife (crguyoc) 

Nikki Watts, who relies on folk songs, argues that women, after their marriage 

moved with complete freedom and shared in the men's lives, often dominating the 

whole family circle47 . As for the West, although a young girl of noble origin was 

destined for the outside world, she was brought up in convents, where, according to 

the conventions, she learned to read, write, sing and do embroidery 48 . 

As a matter of fact, the way in which the position of a woman progressively changes 

in the world view of our author is striking. Despite her political role, a maiden's 

presence in our text remains impersonal and undefined in social interactions. This 

attitude, however, changes dramatically when she enters the world of married 

women. Together with her husband she here takes part in serious decisions and 

actions. She participates, she assists, she sympathises. Her contribution seems to be 

appreciated by her family, especially in situations where she is kept hostage and 

ransomed. In other words, her value as a maiden, which in marriage agreements 

was interpreted in political terms, it becomes economic one in situations such as the 

following. When Paulos's sister was captured by Carlo Tocco and held hostage in his 

palace, the term ripqrzth (with due honours) is used to describe the way a lady of 

noble origin (1-7jv agrovricrou, cbc evraz-e'pa ercoevz-oc) was received or treated 

when she was kept hostage (pg yozjAcrt 0: 

"Kai Opav Tip/ apxovticaccv, tirly acSEAApijv 'La 1-1a-oXoy. 
`S2; Ouyccrepav aupEvtoc tti.trtrtic6c tirly ictocvouv 
1.ta cplacc4tv icoabincticcc, eoc g7CpE10E V& gxfl". 

(lines 309-11) 

See Watts, Folk Songs, pp. 54-55. 
48  d'Haucourt, Moyen Age, p. 4. 
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It must be noted that during a surprise assault by Tocco's men on Dragamento (ca. 

1404/6), Paulo's sister was abandoned by her husband, Lalthi (alias Lanthi), who 

escaped, leaving her defenceless in the hands of their enemies 49 . Lalthi's fate leaves 

the author indifferent. On the contrary, it is the efforts of her brother, Paulos Spatas 

(itez-azezpicerai, SauXthvetat), to free his sister ( va ZflyciAg ci'SeAcoriv z -ov) that 

evoke the interest of the author. This brotherly reaction contradicts Genevieve 

d'Haucourt's statement: "Quand la fille a des freres, au lieu d'attirer son mari dans la 

famille, elle va dans la sienne a lui" 5° . Nevertheless, regardless of their source, the 

gifts (ocapa; zcrpio-para) and the great ransom (gctroptiv psyci2770, offered in 

exchange for the lady's freedom seem to impress the author: 

"BXenov-ca; 'mina 6 Dioc Toe Eyoivoy, o icbp HociiXoc, 
petaxetpicetat, ElovXthveTat va e13yOckri ocSacpijv TC0 

86pa, µE xapiapocta, p.e E4c,iopCcv geyeariv". 
(lines 414-16) 

The material value of a noble lady in terms of money and other goods again occupies 

the author's thought. This time, his comments are in connection with the wife of 

Petros Spatas (roi3 17erpov vjv yvvcrilca), who fell into the hands of Tocco's men. 

The author expresses his excitement for the material worth she represents for them. 

He repeatedly uses the term Z. cryopacrovv-gayopci. His emphasis on the special 

attention and honour shown to her (uE n-poo-orfiv, impa; thc 71-pairez) should be 

interpreted in terms of material value rather than civil etiquette (ci50-z-e va othcrovv 

A-pan/az-a va TIP garoptio-ovv = in order to give many things in exchange for her 

freedom): 

"Tijv oe acpxovnaaav <ainfiv>, to IIetpau tijv Tovaikav, 
egyiAocyav ge npocroxijv, grrilta icaecbc rcpenet, 
Cate va Scbcouv nr.:16cygovca vac TT1V 4a7opacYcrov". 

(lines 936-38) 

49  Schire, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 588. 
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For the author, the fact tht he ransom was raised and paid to Tocco (n-pcizacrz-cr 

loancav lz-o2A2a3, together with the long period of time it required (A- -capov brohicrev, 

doze Va 7repipcicrovo-t 0, signifies the material and social value a noble lady had -

separately from personal affection - for both her husband and her people: 
Katpov Icoilio.ev ainoii eig tilV `Ayiav Maivav, 
66TE va rceptgocao -oatv iiceivot &cot) TO EiXaV, 
ge i4ayopav, i.to npacygata Tva Thy i 4.1-113.6(x0i.w 
alto Tag xelpag Tab oomcog, vec Titv i 4ayopoc6ouv. 
Kai npaygata eocolcav itoX2u Kai eXepOpcoo -Ccv triv". 

(lines 936-43) 

The same issue of ransom is found in the following lines where the wife of Centurion 

Zacharia51  and one of his brothers, Benoit, are captured by the Italian adventurer, 

Oliverio Franco (Liveri) 52 , and kept as hostages: 

"&Yeiliv, gaypev ana0iv, ipti -jpev TO FXapevtav, 
LTCiacsEv TTIV Tcpty -Kinto-aa, Toy gialjp MneveSfycov, 
et; TiAcciajv tobg gfiake vet i 4ayopa6'ucriiatv". 

(lines 3562-64) 

The author's conception of a wife's role in a world dominated by men is well 

illustrated in two cases. He presents women as persons capable of replacing men by 

organising defences, directing military actions, and ruling over people, if necessary. 

The wife of Carlo Tocco, Francesca degli Acciaiuoli 53 , organises with success the 

51)  See d'Haucourt, Moyen Age, p. 94. 
51  Bon, Moree Franque, p. 282, explains that Asan Centurion Zacharia was faced by two threats: the 
policy of the Palaiologoi to re-establish their sovereignty in the Peloponnesos and, on the other hand, 
the policy of expansion of the Tocco. The fact that Asan Zacharia was married to the daughter of 
Leonardo II Tocco did not prevent the Tocchi from exercising an aggressive and hostile policy 
towards Zacharia. 
' Bon, Moree Franque, p. 286. On the events which took place in the principality of Achaia between 
1404-1430, see Ibid., pp. 279-282. On the political scenario and the involvement of the Tocchi, see 
Ibid, 287-291. Cf. Ilieva, "The author of the Tocco Chronicle", pp. 309ff. 
' For some factual information regarding Francesca, see Chrysostomides, "Corinth", pp. 84-87. 
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defence of Levkas against the offensive of the two allies, Mourikis Spatas and prince 

Zacharia, in 1413 54 . 

In the author's eyes no other woman could compete with Francesca ( eic ra pvtiz-a 

62a, a)277 va plj q6peOwcet) regarding her ability to rule ( va gei5pg va A-paz -fi 

iroo-,uov Kai ticoevria0. In the interest of our analysis, it is important to note that the 

author does not praise Francesca for her beauty 55 , or her court for which she was 

famous 56, but for her extraordinary intelligence (cooflept) Ica/ Ocrvpaorij eis 

yvei3o7 0, her practical mind and nerve (ft-pax-rat z-o.1„a77,972): 

"licei Se iiecTa iive0rocev atirl tong Sauxecracc 
Kai Evat TiTota yo[3epi1 Kai 0avgacm) eig yvibutv 
xai icpcoctucij xai tokwripij Sta, vac crouTficsii tonov, 
otit rcarcevo Kai Oappc7) eig TeC priyata 5Xa 
&XXII va jt rOpeOrpcev etc tac icaw*.taTac Trig 
Kai va 1j4eivfl vac Kpatfi icoagov Kai 6apevtiav, 
Kai 	rcoXX6 xapiailata, yvwgcS ilitaageveg". 

(lines 1846-52) 

On the operation of Zacharia and his Albanian allies, see Bon, Moree Franque, p. 284. 
ss According to Longnon, L'empire latin, p. 349, the wife of Carlo Tocco, "la belle Francoise 
Acciaiuoli" kept a court of "aimables dames" at the castle of Saint George in Cephalonia. It is there 
that in 1397, she received the count of Nevers, Jean sans Peur, the future duke of Bourgogne, together 
with the Frankish knights, who had escaped from the disaster of Nicopolis or were set free from 
Turkish prison. 

On the court of Francesca Tocco in Cephalonia, Froissart (Chroniques, IV, 59; ed. Kervyn de 
Lettenhove, XVVI, 53), cited in Longnon, L'empire latin, p. 349, writes as follows: 
"Ils vinrent choir en Pile de Chifolignie, ecrit-il; et la ils ancrerent et sortirent hors des galies; et ils 
trouverent grand nombre de dames et de demoiselles qui demeurent en cette Ile et en ont la seigneurie, 
lequelles recurent les seigneurs de France a grande joie et les menerent ebattre parmi l'ile qui est tres 
belle et plaisante...Tres grandement se contenterent le comte de Nevers et les seigneurs de France des 
dames de Chifolignie, car joyeusement elles les recueillirent et elles leur dirent que leur vennue leur 
avait fait grand bien, pour ce qu'ils etaient tous hommes venus de haut lieu; car on n'a pas accoutume, 
si ce n'est marchands, a aller la et a converser entre elles. Or me pourrait-on demander si l'Ile de 
Chifolignie n'est habit& que de femmes. Si; mais les femmes en sont ainsi que les souveraines, quoi-
qu'elles oeuvrent d'ouvrages de la main et tissent et font draps de soie si subtils et si bien que nul 
ouvrage, en tant que de telles chores, n'est pareil au leur". 
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The author admires the way Francesca handled a situation fit for a male leader, and 

goes into details in explaining all her doings in the defence of her territory. Risking 

an anachronism, I dare say that the author's use of terms such as soicivOwas, 

Zovvapcoor, Zarepecoo -e, icapreper vjv cepparav, Apar1/ icoo-pov Ica/ civevriery 

(line 1851), betrays a more "feminist" approach. In other words, by projecting the 

actions of a woman acting as well as a man, the author advocates, unintentionally 

perhaps, equality between the two genders: 

"Myth yap eSbp8oxTe toy Tropyov Kai to )(acutpo 
Kai eouvaRwaev KaX& Kai eutepecouev TO 
Re tcaKaSopo .K, Re Xaov, XauRorcelpoeg Kai itpoPicia, 
Kai aXXa ta el: 'CI gXplicEV etc 8 .1.)vagtv tab )(Output). 
Kai ateKetat Kai Kaptepei etOinll TIIIV acpRectav". 

(lines 1853-57) 

3. The Woman as mother (inytepa) 

For the author, motherhood is another stage through which a noble woman's status 

alters as she gains respect and authority. The author pays special attention to the fact 

that when the people of Arta agreed to Tocco's conditions, they demanded in 

exchange the freedom of Ya'qub Spatas's mother, Irene, and that of his wife, 

daughter of Mourikis Bouas 57 . Though indirectly, he makes his audience aware of a 

woman's value as a mother and as a wife. He underlines the fact that, despite the 

weak political and military position of the Albanians (Zo-vitflificiv -077o-av - 7)BEAcry 

ozirc 7,061m) in their negotiations with Carlo Tocco in Arta, they asked for the 

freedom of their late leader's mother and wife: 

"Taiytev eavp.1343accsOriaav - ijeeXav oinc fieeXav 
Thy "Aptocv vet to Scbcyouatv, va yevouv eSticoi. TM), 
vac. gni Se eXe -oeeptecv ii wicva 'NA) 1-tocyoi7u1, 
op.oicog icai ii yvvaixa t01), MovpiKri Mitoim ii euyatepa". 

(lines 2997-3000) 
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According to our author, a woman gains in respect for honouring her husband's 

memory and for being a devoted mother. Maddalena, acting as guardian of her son, 

continued to rule over the region in an honourable and honest manner (zip/mica x-cri 

i(vviza). Moreover, she is praised for refusing to marry another man for the sake of 

her children. The author does not hide his admiration for the way Maddalena ruled 

over her late husband's territories 58 : 

exc)Ev-ciav bcpatrjacv Tub Sobica •o° Ocv8p6; 'tic 
ttinituak Kai gvnlia, cbc girpErcE lcupaooc. 
'Htov yap cppovtp.ri 7toXX6c, Ei)7Evuch Etc axpov-
Toy avSpa TIN it iwriacv, j.tecXXov Toy ip.alyrOv 
1-1oXkoi yap Thy iyi)pEpaav auf)vrec vi-jc Oparciac, 
axX,' abic iiegknasv Tcoacl.)g va SEIrcEpthaii avSpa". 
i-j is natSia 'tic rcoaciic vac Wain, voc kuniai -j". 

(lines 9-15) 

The image of an ideal woman in the author's eyes takes a well-defined form through 

the negative comments he delivers on another noble lady's conduct, namely Eudokia 

Bal§i, third wife of Esau dei Buondelmonti Acciaiuoli, after her husband's death. In 

other words, a comparison between the terms used to describe Maddalena and 

Eudokia should be illustrated as follows: copovzitij > x -ax-orvay.vj,- vjv civevricry 

Sicpdv7o -ev Kai Z (vz -zitcc > o-x-Aqpij eic 1 -7jv govo-icrv; ez)2/evtx•ij eic 

dx-pov > ci)pricerov roi)c dp,rovrec, do-x•gia roz)c Aolcev. 

"'Acpolyrou yap aciroeavev b 'Haaoi) o Searcovic, 

57  For more details, see Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 586-87. 
58  The image of Maddalena drawn by our author should be compared to the factual information given 
by Gasparis, "Carlo Tocco", pp. 249-251, who writes that after the death of Leonardo I Tocco (ca. 
1375-76), Maddalena became guardian of her minor son, Carlo, till 1390 and on his behalf acted as a 
capable diplomat. Setting aside the Albanian threat, she turned all her attention towards the Venetian 
danger. In 1386 Venice took possession of Corfu, thus controlling the Adriatic, the Ionian islands and 
Western part of Greece. Acting diplomatically, in order to protect the interests of her son, Maddalena 
exploited the commercial antagonism between Venice and Genoa. Although Maddalena and her son 
were Venetian citizens, they felt threatened by the colonial policy of Venice. In order to gain 
protection she signed a pact giving commercial rights to Genoa. On the conditions of the pact, see 
Ibid. pp. 251ff. For a short overview over the organization of trade in Italy during the 13 th  and 14th  
centuries, see Hodgett, Medieval Europe, pp. 59-71. 
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ascOgave Kup•Oc Ei)SoKia 13a6iXt66a, yvvil TOD. 
KaKoyvoN.tri iyavriKev, E V 4ov6i.ay. 
rcoX.Xec Papellocta goe,t4Ev Kai nocEhl etc Toy toicov. 
thp7icetov 'rob; i5cpxovtEg Kai tobc icaXobc acvepthicovg 
xai acsxrpa 'rob; 13ptEv. MeyaXco; Xvitoi)vcccv". 

(lines 1190-96) 

Special attention should be paid to the information given by the author to the effect 

that Eudokia was favouring her own people (z-ci R-pc'entaz-a; icAepovoilthg gouYe rdiv 

crepflia3v vic) while she terrorised her late husband's supporters and advisers. 

Through the author's negative comments regarding Eudokia's wrong-doings, a 

woman's personality emerges indicating strong will, authority and independent mind 

(Z4bpicre, eyovAcix -to-ev cipxovrec 17i V 2 ,  thper . The author does not condemn the 

fact that authority and political power are in the hands of a woman but the manner in 

which they are applied: 

"14thpt6e, egyuXecK1,6EV apX0VTE; EK TT1V Xcivav, 
To( Tcpecntata, KX,Epovo*; Moe tthv o-EpPtclyv 
Kai too-ov tirly baKX,lipvvE Ccimptia tob Tonal), 
otit tobc .),Kpi.totEpo'oc Kai yvilatoy; tiov ocanoto -o, 
aircobq 'rob; Paukatopov; TOD, nob igEDpsav tirjv Kapotacv TOD, 

46.)in6E, (1) ..020:ZKI.crev Kai KatEvtpontacs -mug." 
(lines 1190-1201) 

Another contrasting figure to the author's model of the ideal woman is that of the 

Serbian Nerata, wife of Spatas Mourikis 59 . The author defines her as an unpopular 

person who was expelled by the people of Arta: 

"NEpOctav TTIV iXg7ocatv, Ex irly EepPiav fitov. 
ObSev yap TTIV Lyt04aatv o torcoc at Kai h xthpa". 

(lines 2024-25) 
"Oi 'Apttvoi Okbcovta; xcopiq aupvti -iv Elval, 
(... 
Po.okiiv flirt-pay To Kotvo, g(37alav ti iv NEpactav". 

(lines 2083-2087) 
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Actually, the author's ideal image of a noble lady finds its concrete expression in the 

personality of two women, i.e. the mother of Carlo Tocco, Maddalena Acciaiuoli, 

and his wife, Francesca degli Acciaiuoli (daughter of Nerio I of Athens). His praises 

for their behaviour and moral ethics should help us to reconstruct as far as possible 

an accurate picture of what he expects from a lady of noble birth. 

As the author presents another side of his ideal lady's personality, her conceptualised 

image reaches its final shape. In the event of his brother Leonardo's death, Carlo 

Tocco deeply distressed falls into depression. His wife, who was wise (ppovipq, 

6-1)(ev xrpciAO, tries to console him: 

""Apxto-ev Paailtacsa, 	r).  Tuyii 'coD, 
Xelyoug napatye•ticoi); v& Toy 

otit il•oy cppoytp,i rcoXXsoc, eixEy xcaoy ICE(paal: 

fiTOV xca ex.yEy6)9povri, locXfic othamcaXiac". 
(lines 3399-402) 

As already discussed, it is almost certain that the author was present himself at 

certain events. In this case, however, we must assume that the scene of consolation 

between wife and husband takes place in private. The words the author puts in 

Francesca's mouth should be considered as a clear indication of what exactly the 

author expects a lady to think and say in similar situations. In order to comfort her 

husbund and to persuade him to face reality, Francesca uses arguments based on the 

following elements: 

flattery: she expresses great amazement for the fact that a leader with such 

superior wisdom (yvciio -tv Oavpao-z-0, flay-az-id o-ov) could surrender to death: 

"-'ET(.1.) eawacop.at 	ai)96/-cri µov Sance•ci, 
Eic tkotav Ty6)mv eawac•fiv, OltOU gXEL 13autXzta Goy 

" On Spatas Mourikis, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 587-88. 
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TCCbg gneaec Kai baieriKec KaO6cpta TOO eavatou"; 
(lines 3404-06) 

sense of responsibility: she tries to awaken in her husband his sense of 

responsibility as a leader by reminding him of his duties towards his subjects: 

"5Ito -u 43Xg10E1.; aktepov 'Co AECITCOTeCTO tiXo 
Kpgi.tEtat Eic toy acpovovXov 'coy ioncov (sou Okov"; 

(lines 3406-09) 

religious identity: she uses his Christian faith in order to awaken his religious 

responsibilities and duties towards other Christians who depended on him. This 

argument of Francesca should be viewed in the context of the Turkish threat: 

"Oi Xptattavoi 6X6rupa, o toicog, is viaia 
visa abK kovatv aXXob et IA El; tljV 13a01,A,EtaV a op -
Kai ipscv t-bx' kTeva TITCOTCX, Xl5C011KEV 0 KocTiloc, 
Kai 	&nob GE exol.t.sv , va syKpeilvta0o4t.Ev OXot"; 

(lines 3409-12) 

common sense: Francesca uses arguments based on common sense, to make her 

husband accept the reality. She presents him with a list of great historical figures 

who built the great cities of Rome and Constantinople who, in spite of their great 

power, could not defeat death. Through Francesca's reasoning our author presents 

a realistic view of death, which will be discussed in a subsequent chapter: 

ioa Kai athrrnae Kai [36XE eig toy yaw Goi.) 
to-bc PaatkEig Toby Oam.taatobg, tub; (pol3Epobc piTyaoec 

Powg, tobg Eponactopec tills  Kcovatavtivo -u nokrig, 
'rob; Ktittopeg 57E0'0 EKTICYCCV TO( Kacatim tac -Kpatap,Ev, 
toy narcito -uv, toy nponecicnouv gas, &XX& Kai to -bg yovEic 1.taq 
Kai CcXXopc abegvtec (poPepabc, 8Tco -u Ecppt4Ev 0 KOGRoc, 
Kai firclipev 'mug 0 eavcctoc, Sev aixav ti va thp,ovv. 
Aino xpEcoo-tol4tEv Ecitavtec of avOixonot 'cob icootiou .  
Ocrot Kai lay iyeviithwav 5X.ot vex exitoOacvauv". 

(lines 3413-22) 

logic: finally, she presents an empirical argument based rather on collective 

belief. Since a great sorrow may harm one's health, the duke should consider his 

well-being and stop mourning: 
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"Kai atficre 	icapoiav aou, avaaavev oXiyov, 
naixsov toy epfivov toy nokbv Kai toy KXavOi.tov toy plyav, 
Ott 	rcoXXil acai i1  ittxpia Reyeari 
icpompapEt Kai OcaOgvEta Kai vocov tiotS avepthicotc". 

(lines 3423-26) 

Based, thus, on all the cases analysed above, we can assume that our author admires 

in a woman's personality a strong will, great intelligence, common sense, and 

courage. By projecting her as a capable leader, he admits her abilities to rule. At the 

same time, however, he expects her to have grace, discretion and sensibility. To 

attain this ideal image of balanced femininity and strengh, according to the author's 

view-point, a woman has to reach maturity. In attaining the successive stages of her 

life, i.e. childhood, maidenhood, wifehood, motherhood, different social norms and 

expectations are set on her, regarding her behaviour and personality in general. Yet, 

regardless of her abilities or talents, she should not undermine the authority of the 

male gender. Furthermore, it must be noted that our author's ideal image of a woman 

seems to have been modelled after real, actual persons whose actions have been 

supported by factual information. 
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Chapter 8 

The Author's Conception of Death 

Death (eavarog) appears in Homeric poetry as brother of Hypnos, personifying the 

end of men on earth. In Greek tragedy, except in the Alcestis, the term eavarog was 

used instead of -2=18/61 , the sovereign of the underworld. As for the Byzantines, as an 

alternative to eavaroc, they used the term Xopaiv which in Modern Greek changed 

phonetically' to Xerpog or Xapovrag. In the Greek oral tradition, Xapog or 

Xapovrac, among others, is represented as a black bird 3  or a horseman carrying 

people to the other world. In the epic poem of Digenis Akritas, Death is described 

like archangel Michael in the Byzantine hagiography 4 . 

In Greek mythology, Charon was the son of Erebus and Nyx. Represented as a 

bearded old man, he was the boatman who ferried the dead across the river Styx into 

Hades. Charon would accept for passage only those whose bodies had received 

I  According to Hyperidis, 'Panic", pp. 215-216, etymologically the name ASS derives from the 
prefix a + 15efv, and means "the invisible God". This mythological god was the son of Kpovoc and 
Pea. Since ancient times semantically his name has always evoked fear both among gods and humans. 
Due to this fear people invented various other euphemistic eponyms, labelling "ASng with various 
identities, such as EiifiovA.oc (Prudent), 7yoOliuog (Strong), for the darkness of his kingdom, Mail.crc 
or Zovepog (Black, Dark) HeAcciploc (Prodigious), Havoix-mg (All-receiver): see Liddell and Scott, 
Lexicon, respectively pp. 707, 845, 1095, 1358, 1437. 
2  On the linguistic process of phonetic, morphological and other changes of ancient Greek terms used 
in Modern Greek, see Tompedis, En-vz-ofi4 pp. 6-7, 62-68. Associations between the ancient and 
Christian concepts regarding the theme of death in the song "Etfic Tpixac TO yegyopt" are discussed 
by Romaios, dripartica spccrooSi, vol. I, pp. 40ff. 
3  Cf. Politis, 	p. 224, folk song, "Tig kuyept Kai 'ca.) Xapov", 11. 5-7: 

"Kt' 6 Xapos &nab aKovac, /mkt) 'cob Parmpavii. 
Maivo nova i viiivrpcE, aav ecypto xeXt66vt". 

4  Politis, xl oyai, "0 Oavatoc Tao 	B, 11, 19-20: 
"Tdva EiSa Evav 4-orc6Xvto Kai XagicpoTopEttivo, 
itOxEt cov pimp tac raoptitti, tfg &avant ta gatta". 
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funeral rites and had the prop jet-  toll, which was a small coin (obol) placed under the 

tongue of the dead persons . Actually, many ancient Greek death and mourning 

customs and rituals survived through the centuries, despite their conflict with 

Christian teachings 6 . 

According to J. Middleton, burial and mourning customs, besides helping the 

individual to overcome the natural fear brought about by death, also signify the 

social recognition of death itself. In his study on death rituals in rural Greece, L. 

Danforth states that the power of death to disrupt the everyday world, emphasises the 

precarious, unstable quality of one's life. At the same time, besides separation, this 

disruption opens the passage, or transition from the world of the living to the world 

of the dead8 . 

Surveying the historical cultural link between ancient Greek tradition and modern 

Greek oral tradition, in his purely synchronic anthropological approach Danforth 

concentrates rather on Greek women's mourning. He argues that "death rituals and 

funeral laments of rural Greece are a symbolic language through which the bereaved 

women who perform them try to resolve the contradictions between life and death 

that are inherent in human mortality" 9 . 

Based on the writings of the Thessalonican Eustathios, Koukoules applies a 

diachronic approach to these cultural survivals, which provide important case studies 

See also Hendrickx, "Digenis", pp. 99ff. Cf. Alexiou, dlyevijg Avirw, pp. 71, 67. 
5  Cf. Arvanitopoulos, "06cvatoc", pp. 443-444; Cf. Liddell and Scott, Lexicon, p. 784. See also 
"Charon", Encyclopedia Americana, vol. VI, p. 323. 
6  On these survivals, which are still in existence in Greece, see Koukoules, Biog., vol. IV, pp. 148ff. 
See also Danforth, Death, pp. 71ff. 

Middleton, "Death", p. 567. 
8  Danforth, Death, pp. 31. On his view of death as a rite of passage, see Ibid., pp. 35ff. 
9  Danforth, Death, p. 152. 
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of syncretism in Greek cultjure 10 . This diachronic approach, however, has been 

applied to an extreme degree by other Greek scholars, who, while trying hard to 

prove the uninterrupted continuation of Greek culture, have come to conclusions 

inspired by extreme nationalism rather than scientific speculation". 

Returning to the meaning of death in medieval societies, one should state that among 

Western Catholics as well as Eastern Byzantines, the fear of the other world was so 

strong that no Christian wished to die without having put his affairs in order. For the 

purification of their souls, Christian believers asked absolution for their sins before 

death 12 . As for the epic world, when Hopkins makes a distinction between the hero 

of an epic and the hero of romance, he explains that for an epic hero triumphing over 

his enemies is less important than receiving a glorious death 13 . 

Considering our anonymous author's view of death, we must keep in mind that, 

firstly, he was a Christian I4  believer; secondly, he was affiliated to Western feudal 

traditions with special interest in the life of feudal lords; thirdly, the author had clear 

10  See Koukoules, Biog,vol. IV, pp. 148-154. 
11  For a critical study of these approaches, see Kyriakidou, eeupicr, pp. 91ff. On the consequences of 
this approach, see also, Sansaridou-Hendrickx, National Consciousness, pp. 100ff. 
12  See d'Haucourt, Moyen Age, p. 117: "Rois ou reins de France, seigneurs ou bourgeois font 
assembler autour de leur couche leurs parents, amis et serviteurs, et leur demandent pardon pour tout 
dont ils se sont rendus coupables envers eux". Cf. Koukoules, Bloc, pp. 150-151. Koukoules, Ibid., 
pp. 151ff, however, concentrates more on the survival of ancient beliefs, superstitions and rituals 
rather than on the Christian meaning of death in the collective conscience of the Byzantines. 
13  Hopkins, Knights, p. 58. 
14  Whether he was a Catholic or Orthodox is not known, because there is a controversy as to whether 
he was an Italian or a Greek. Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 128-131, Zachariadou, "Xpovi.x6 TCOV 

Tama)", p. 159, Preka, "Xpovtica tiwv Toloco", p. 303; Ilieva, "The author of the Tocco Chronicle" pp. 
310, 312 believe that the author was a Greek and perhaps loaninniote. On the other hand Kazhdan, 
"Chronicle of the Tocco", pp. 170-174, argues that he is a Hellen ized Italian. 
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sentiments of provincialism 15; which rendered him susceptible to Byzantine cultural 

influences. The questions to be answered are: 

Does the author believe in life after death? 

If yes, does the author consider death as "a rite of passage" to another life? 

Are there any ancient Greek beliefs on the end of human life on earth in the 

author's conception of death? 

If yes, to what degree may the author's perceptions on death be interpreted as 

cases of syncretism through the integration of two opposed religious 

concepts? 

The term ecivarog in the Chronicle of the Tocco 

Oavatog (literary tool): 4 

Oavato; (factual event): 1164, 3379, 3419, 3422 

06cvcctoc by human factor (violence): 106-15, 439, 1116, 1620, 1809-12, 

1885, 2860-65; (phychological causes): 2274-76, 1203, 2015, 3173 

Gaya-cog (metaphysical intervention: God's will or fate): 175, 437-39, 3214-

19, 3290, 3387-96, 3430-32 

1. eavatoc as a literary tool 

Regarding the Chronicle of the Tocco, the theme of death has a double function, 

namely it is used both as a literary tool as well as a factual event; since death causes 

changes to the course of actions, the author uses this event in his narrative to create 

suspense or other emotions in his audience. For instance, in order to evoke 

sentiments of pity, the author intentionally uses the event of a father's death, namely 

15  Based on these strong sentiments of provincialism, Schira, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 128-131, argues 
that the author was Greek and perhaps loanniote: see our discussion of SchirO's and Kazhdan's 
(opposite) arguments. 
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Leonardo I Tocco's, as a contrast to the young age of his orphan child (fipavog, 

pticp60: 

"Ppe(pog j.tixpOv fleplaxetov -Kai 6 natiip COD OV11OKEt n . 

(1. 4) 

etivatoc as a factual event 

Death as a factual event creates certain situations which challenge the author to 

express his personal viewpoints both on the irreversibility of death, as well as on 

persons whose life has come to an end. Such is the case of Leonardo II Tocco's 

sudden death. The author expresses his emotion and sorrow in a very personal 

manner: 

" - 	xaxelv 'to eyivetov, crepApopec ReyOar, - 
6 0Ocvatoc toy Ocintoc4Ev 64 to novA,iv yepaxt". 

(lines 3378-79) 

In opposition to this outburst of deep sorrow, the author does not hide his pleasure 

when he refers to the death of the despot Esau (6 February 1411), since by this fatal 

event Tocco would have one enemy less to encounter. Apparently, the news of Essab. 

dei Buondelmonti's death reached Carlo Tocco on the day that he was celebrating the 

marriage of his son, Carlo, to Mourikis Spatas's daughter. The author makes good 

use of the contrast between the two opposed events (yeepog, zcxpeg rovg, row, Zicei, 

Zuz-eikevE 6 geo -rorrig): 

"Tote otav iTivetov 'Ca) Kapolaa 6 yagog, 
Avyatepav toy ijcpepev ex Tex. 'Icoavvtva 6 Movpixric. 

'Exei &nob eyivetov 6 yOcgoc Kai of xapec 'roug, 
gavoectov 'roes iicepccatv CciceOccve 6 Seanotric 
toe Ins:5cm 6 awneeepoc, 6upevtric 'lioavvivcov". 

(lines 1161-65) 

OecvaToc: death by human factor 

In our Chronicle there are two ways by which human factor may cause death: 
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through violence as on the battlefield; 

by self-inflicting psychological conditions. 

(a) 	Death through violence 

During their unsuccessful assault in Vodizza (ca 1378/85), many Albanian warriors 

were killed either fighting or being executed by Tocco's men (ericpefivio -Ono-av, 

icevoata 6cova0. The author stresses both the fact that among those Albanian 

casualties there were some of Spatas's best men (evs-zporepovg, icaylAiovO, as well 

as the pleasure of Carlo Tocco (eincapiari7ce0 at the sight of his enemies' heads, 

which were cut off and sent to him in Kephalonia era altio-retAav sic vjv 

Kecoa/lovia0: 

"e4 cuv 'rob; Nrrtj.th'rEpovc )(al -kaXXtopg Oicou ficav, 
xai &XXot epcpcitvicsOrrav, OtTcoeccvav sobeecog. 
Kai 'ca impaXia gkowav iKELVCOV teiiv masapivcov, 
Lig Toy Soiykav TOE anbatetXav et; trio KetpaXoviav 
HoA,Xic tiwv EiykapiotrpaEv o Soiixag o excOvrric 
-co icaimogav 67cov Eicap.av nokAa laxXO tiov icpavri". 

(lines 105-10) 

In the following case, death is used to express contrasting feelings. The author 

presents the same event of death, namely the loss of brave warriors, as seen by two 

opposed parties, thus causing contrasting reactions: Carlo Tocco's pleasure (roAdla 

'may eincaplarquev, icapaytav) is weighted against Spatas's sorrow (nails 

iNifinicev, acrroznficrO. For Carlo the operation is a deed 16  (=Kapcopav), while for 

Spatas it is presented as a failure (=(!to-rOryia). It is important to note that Spatas is 

judged as a leader who acted wrongly (icai 8ixatov 1-6 eixev va 6143.# rd 

acrroznpa zo peya): 

"`O Ircatocc icaXe 	7coA,Xa taxi ikuneccov- 
acnOrigav iicoirpEv- Kai oixoctov do Etxev 
vet Xincriefi xai va 92a1311 do ckatoriga do p.gya• 

16  Kriaras, Agtro, vol. VII, pp. 325-26. 
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Toy eavoctov Toy gA,a13av of eipxovteg iceivot". 
(lines 111-14) 

Violent death is imposed on prisoners of war, both through physical and 

psychological abuse (1-et rivela rovg IKowev Kai Karevrpomao -ev rove', 

ao-Oevqo-av S  rijv yov2,aK0). After Zenevesis's victory in the battle of Cranea (ca. 

1412), many Frankish nobles (ivriliovg, ef)yeviKobg (peryKovg) became his 

prisoners (51xpovov roes iKparrioev, vpovpav, vv2aK4v). The author does not 

hide his emotions and sentiments of contempt for Zenevesis because of the barbaric 

treatment the men of Tocco suffered at his hands (iOvith roes rvpavvicev, 

ficraavtaxiov, O2Ii7vzv, orevazthiola0 and the miserable end of some of them 

(dro-Oevrio-av, eerigavav): 

"TOvi.x& Tobg typCcvvgev, oianep of napailatoct. 
Aixpovov Tobg -icptirrlaEv sic Thy (ppo -upCcv arcbato, 
Baaavtap.ov .67c£1.1ELVCCV, 	cnevaxcopiccv. 
Tat yvEtcc 'colic yap gicovev xai icatevtpOntaaev 
Kai Eig io nsialicc do gr3ca.Evi5Xot vat anothivouv. 
'AcTeavicav 'g Thy truX,axiiv Kai atithOccvav 	oti5tovg, 
&XX& icooeoc of mc ijeEXev et; Tcpeckiv vex tcybc PCam 
cbpeyetov Kotkatepcc aot va a7to0Ccvouv". 

(lines 1805-12) 

On the other hand, in a violent way the life of the Albanian Turk, Ya'qub, also ends 

in the hands of Carlo Tocco. But this time, the author tries to justify Carlo Tocco's 

action. On 1 October 1416, at dawn., Ya'qub was surrounded by Tocco's men south of 

Vobliana 18 . Tocco had to kill Yaq'fib (thictipecoo-ev Kai e0avarco6av rov), because, 

he feared that the sultan might ask to free him, since he was considered a Turk (u r7 

17  According to Koukoules, Biog., vol. III, pp. 193, the Byzantines considered shaving a man's beard 
as an act of humiliation and disgrace. This punishment was imposed on people publicly paraded and 
abused. On public abuses, StarovrEvatc, see Sansaridou-Hendrickx, "Opia.143o;", pp. 93-102. 
I  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 75, wrongly cites verses 1859-1861. The numbers should read 2859-
2861. 
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, 	_ 
rVE7 Kai yvpaynd rov, cog rovpKov, 6 aowlreivoc). The author's genuine effort to 

seek justification for Yaq'fib's execution by Tocco (pi) rozll, Kai ireog fioA,EI, Kai 

;real, oiv9pconog elz-o9ailevoc 4 gar7 raelcofievn), may be interpreted as an 

indication of his disapproval of death when imposed on someone by another human 

being: 

"Avbtoc cixrav toy Erctacav iksivov Tay Ftaxo-orcri, 
ccbe-bg yap iStthpOcoaev Kai 9ocvato.)•:7av toy, 
Rh ti)xii Kai yopetni 'toy, cbq tobp -Kov, 0 aotAtilvog. 
<Mil it 614)0N/tag> -Kai ic6; f3oXei Ott vOc tOv kpattjam 
Kai irsiXt <Stott> Xayouatv <toy> rcp6Xoyov of cropecykot 
eiv0pwzog Zato9apivog 4 gaz4 raelcopgvri. 

(lines 2859-64) 

Regarding lines 2862-64, Schiro comments on the cynicism of the author and on his 

expressions as reflecting the mentality of the author's contemporary society 19 . One 

may be tempted to connect this statement with Kazhdan's regard for Renaissance 

elements found in the Chronicle 20 . Indeed, on several occasions the author has 

demonstrated sentiments of humanism, in terms of individual initiative and 

independence, which were characteristic of that period, especially in Southern Italy 21 . 

It is also notable, that when the author describes a violent death as a war casualty, his 

emotions and personal sentiments are usually well controlled, especially when he 

refers to Tocco's enemies. Besides viewing death as a debt to be settled between 

humans and supernatural forces (thilapcocrev ro xpeoc), the author records the event 

of Sgouros Bouas without any personal emotion: 

"`O Eyobpoc Mrcabac cbc ayXimoae itetov XcOv toy Eixev, 
etc to oarcittv TOV rtpecprice. Kaxe _tov 

 
 Xal3oNilvoc 

'; to xeptv Eixev kovtapt6 &nava) etc to Owaptv. 

19  Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 75. 
20  On Renaissance features, see our chapter 5, "Aesthetics", and Kazhdan, "Chronicle of the Tocco", 
pp. 174-175. 
21  On Humanism, see Leona Gabel, "Humanism", pp. 553-54. 
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, 	, 
icai exic'airrijv 6c/c6eavEv, EitAEpwa6v TO xpeoc". 

(lines 1113-16) 

As a matter of fact, the author does not express any regret or other personal 

sentiments for the loss of human life on the battlefield. In reporting on the sea-battle 

between count Leonardo Tocco and the prince of Morea, Asan Zacharias, the author 

concentrates more on the description of the battle than on the casualties. Thereby, 

death on the battlefield is defined as a natural and expected consequence. Actually, 

for the author the loss of human lives seems insignificant compared to the victory of 

the two Tocco brothers in Clarenza (1413): he admits that indeed many men of Carlo 

Tocco were wounded and others killed (a240ezav iA,436)0776av roA,Aoi ex -  zoos 

6epzovreg rov): 

"II6X.Eitoc REyac yivEtat Kai auto Tex 8i)o 11E01 
'AXX6c TO icaA,A,tov E'ixaatv Tot) icovtou 'CO icapeci3t. 
'AXi- 9Etav iXa1369riaav noAloi aic toi); apxovtEg TM), 
Cthi.ti Kai arc69ccvav &nava) etc VW xd)pav". 

(lines 1882-85) 

Finally, in considering death from a warrior's viewpoint, the author presents it as the 

ultimate trial of a soldier's bravery. A warrior should be ready to meet his end 

without fear or hesitation. In measuring the seriousness of the alliance between 

Spatas Mouriki and Zenevesis (eo-efiqv !cal clyzovolao -ev pera roi3 Zevefig677) 

against Carlo Tocco, the author seals the treaty between the two Albanian leaders 

with the following oath: "fight against Tocco till death" (oi 825o va rdv paxcovral 

ware va airot9avovv): 

"'EaEfInv Kai ciNt6votaaEv REta to -b ZEvEiliari- 
(.....) 
Opicou; Tptictobg Ertoiriaav va gxo -uatv TO Evccv, 
Ta aiwopcc v& to xpatobv icaOck to Eicpatobaav 
Kai, ay fieEXhari tinata el Sobiccc; va yuptv-ri, 
oi Six) va Toy Reexcovtat ioaTE V& CcrcoOavouv". 

(lines 1615-20) 
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(b) 	Psychological causes 

The author believes that psychological factors can also cause death. Such is the case 

of Mouriki Spatas who could not survive Tocco's successes in the region. The 

psychological misery of Spatas is illustrated by means of contrasts: while for Carlo 

Tocco "passages opened", Mouriki's "world becomes narrower" (eivoiav ra 

crrevthpara > crreveoel rov). In this case, oblivious of metaphysical intervention, 

the author considers death as a twofold event: firstly as an inescapable "duty fee" all 

human beings have to pay (en-A,Sprocev 'to xpeog, iccrOcbc Kai rcivrec avOixogo0 

and secondly, as a self-inflicted event, since Spatas's constant worry, caused by 

Tocco's successes in the region, drove him to his death (roA,Aa rev erpir5pl6sv, 

roo-ov 6rz brorecrev sic ±o-Gavelav Gavarov): 

"Avot4av Tat atevioRata, inX6ctuvav of Spogot, 
Kai a10E8eX CYTEVE'o£1, TOV Toy Zicactav -coy Mouplici. 
floXX,a Toy iwtyiviaEv, Say Eixsv 
tocrov Ott inCOTCECTEV eic acrOvElav Oavex-rov. 
-Evuxev icai anaeavEv, ✓ aapaiaEv to xpoc, 
Icaedig xai navtEc avOpoinot ileXXet va do ickiipcbao -ov." 

(lines 2011-16) 

Through Francesca Tocco's words of consolation to her husband, who was mourning 

the death of his brother, Leonardo, the author also underlines the importance of 

psychological factors in causing illness: 

"Ott 	noXXij Kai f1  ictxpia geyeali 
npompepEt Kai aftyOvetav Kai vouov 'toil av0pdircotc". 

(lines 3425-26) 

In the Greek oral tradition death is often considered as connected with emigrating to 

foreign lands (eial-etci) 22 . In the following lines the author appears influenced by 

22  On the theme of separation, and the analogy between death and evi'rici, cf. Politis, Eaorai, pp. 
171, 220; Romaios, Piceg, pp. 230, 430; Danforth, Death, pp. 90ff. 
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this conception. Worth noting is the strong sentiment of provincialism: in the eyes of 

the author, even the Morea appears as a foreign place 23 . In describing the way Esaa's 

men (roes erKplzorepovg Kai yviiatovg roi3 Secrirorov) were treated by his widow, 

Eudokia (gthpure, ivy/lax -Jo-Ey Kai KarevrpOrlacre rovg), the author explains how 

an Albanian captain, head of the city (Kevalijv -rijg zthpag), was sent to die in exile 

(etc zov Mopiav va mail va cinvOcivll): 

"i4eoptae, iqubixtaev apxorreg ix 'CTIV X6paV, 

(••• --) 
Ott Tobc iyxpiterrepoug Kai yvrjato -og -rob SearcOtou, 
(... ...) 
i4d)plae, 4.0.amaev Kal xatevtporciaae 'mug. 
'Apvjv Toy xarcetavtov, title xecpakiiv tfic xcpac, 
eic Toy Mopiav Tay gicewev va &nail voc acrroeavii". 

(lines 1202-03) 

4. Metaphysical intervention: God's will or fate 

In the following case, the author explains the death of Gjin Spatas (29 October 1399) 

as a metaphysical intervention (i‘z-vze, avvefiwev) that brings about change in the 

course of events. It was during Tocco's operations (fiecrov etc ra Kapcb,uas-a), that 

Gjin Spatas died'''. But in explaining the consequences that the death of Spatas had 

on his own people, the author underlines a leader's role in the survival and well-being 

of his lineage (rapevabg eowovravev ro yevog, erzcifivqaav gearoav): 

"Miaov etc ta, xaathaata <aiyrec nob eixe miaet> 
ETUXE Kai avveflixev arckeav<ev o Ircatac, 
o ovvatoc, 0 Oavaaates, 	(poiip.oc to 'AXP6vt. 
Kai napevebc iaxovtaivev TO yivog TC6v Ercataaicov• 
6x6aviaav, i4irreaccv Kai ijX9av rcapaxato)". 

(lines 174-78) 

23  This expression of strong provincialism should not surprise us, since, as Dimaras, Neoealvticii 
Aoyorezvia, vol. I, p. 21, explains, in some folksongs a maiden's marriage to someone from some 
place other than her own region meant an unhappy or unsuitable marriage. A daughter from a 
mountainous region complains to her mother for giving her in marriage to someone from the plain as 
follows: 

"Maya p 1.t' iiccticorcav-cpewec /cob 	g6coiceg ato.bc ictignotc". 
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If death works in favour of Carlo Tocco, the author firstly explains it as God's 

intervention and secondly, he identifies God's will with the duke's fate. Therefore, 

the destruction brought about in the army of Yasuf25  by the death of the Turkish 

soldiers, who were drawn into the Acheloos river, was due to the fact that God and 

Tocco's fate worked together (era' 6 0e6g 46061,77aev To ptc1K6v ra Soi3Ka) 

against them: 

"'AXX' 6 Oeog IjOgkriacv 'to ptcticev -rob Soiiica, 
Kai rii)pav Kai 'Toy notaRov payav icatEl3acyRevov-
gppoixrav va impacovatv, gicvirrav g canovc". 

(lines 437-39) 

This metaphysical interpretation is repeated in the following case where both Tocco's 

enemies, Turks and Albanians, are involved. After Zenevesis's death, his son, 

Simone Zenevesis, who succeeded him, was defeated by the Turks in Adrianople and 

in Argyrocastro (1418) 26 . Simone escaped to Ioannina with his men. The Ioanniotes, 

however, took their revenge by taking them prisoners. The author gives a vivid 

description of the misery these Albanian prisoners faced, as they were forcefully 

paraded through the city of Ioannina. He explains their sufferings, illness and death 

as punishments sent by God (Kai ifiapeOw 6 eeog Kai gcoA,66pevagy rovg) for 

their great lawlessness (avoidieg): 

"'Excl.: El3X.ercE; Tobc xecXXtovc Ocrth TOb ZEVEI3a61 
vO: nepTcatobv, vix otaicovobv Ocno -cob; tcaicapaSec 
angaco &ice Tex 'IcoavvIva, Um ill Soicccvlicta. 
...... 
Awes Tub; fIXOSV encupoc, acY9avEta icai vocroc, 
of rcOcycec 4ccXE1(p01laccv &nob Kai ay inctlyay. 
'Opyijv 'rob; i1X0ev ax 0Eo-ii. xatripaRavot ijcsay. 

24 On Gjin Spatas's personality and life, see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 34-35, note 4; Vranousis, 
Xpovucdv mit/ 7coavvivcov, paragr. 8. 
25  There is no information on the personality of Yusuf-Beg: see Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, p. 43. Cf. 
Savvidis, "OecraaXia", p. 78. 
26  See Schiro, Cronaca dei Tocco, pp. 80-82. 
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MAX& yap aopvaatajpav, &Sum inotobaav, 
napaXoyiec gicagvav, gay&lag avoilieg. 
Kai 4(3api9riv o 06O; xai i4e)X6Opepaiv 'mug". 

(lines 3206-19) 

In the following case, death is also interpreted as a form of supernatural punishment. 

Though God is not mentioned, the fact that Simon caused the death of many 

Christians, when he abandoned his castle in Argyrocastro to the Turks in 1419 

(i5wKev aróg rov eig Taopx -ovg, va rapagthall Xplo-rzavo)c-  etc rot/ Tovpx .ciiv 

ra zepta), urges the author to interpret Simon Zenevesis's death in religious terms 

(e8a apapriav r77v grapEv, x-ai riiv vvxriv rov arctiA,eoev Kai To roppiv rov 

ezat977): 

"Toi) Zeva(laari o pie; iatpagyn, acral31 &nacre)", 
(line 3274) 

"Kai inijpav 	ruvaiicav Toy ge EL Tt xai av EixaV 
appycv xai anapacav 'g 'cob; Kopixpoi)g &nacre). 
TO icaartpov Tobto EScoicav &Tog 'COD etc toi)g Tolvicopg". 

(lines 3278-80) 
"'EU &gaptiav TT1V gicaticy, aSe &yvcoaiav geyakrb 
va napaothan XptaTtavcrbg Sig teiv Toupial)v t& xapia!" 

(lines 3286-87) 

Furthermore, the author, according to Christian teachings, draws a clear distinction 

between human body and soul. He actually refers to two different deaths, one of the 

soul and another of the body27, meaning that Simon Zenevesis - because of his bad 

deeds (Koocircr no2.1.4v) - lost both, his soul in eternal condemnation (Kai rijv 

yvvjv rov c'xrciAccev), as well as his body (Kai ro Koppiv rov exa977) when he 

died physically. According to the author's perception a human being is an entity with 

a body, a heart28  and a soul. The more he admires a handsome body the more severe 

27  See Androutsos, "86evato;", p. 442. 
28  Cf. Marc. 7. 6: 

"Otirog 6 Aztec wig zei2eo -iv 
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is his judgement regarding a person's inner soul. For the author, the heart is the place 

for human emotions while a human soul belongs to God: 

" -Kai ota ia5c -Knta TCoUilv Toe tOrcau tiov Ftavvivcov". 
(line 3283) 

"thaav ExaXaacv ain6c, SE Eixev vac Kattn" 
Kai eopeyEtov iva iSfj Kai ecA,Xauc xaAkcatthvovc". 

(lines 3284-85) 
"Kai rceatv UN/ ia-KotcoaEv napoi) Toy 4,cco -c6v 'too, 
Kai TTIV 1/DXTIV TOD ancOA,Eacv Kai 'to Kopttiv 'COD xeciEni". 

(lines 3288-89) 

In another instance, however, being unable to give a rational explanation for the 

sudden illness and death of Leonardo Tocco, the author attributes both events to fate 

(a.la i7  vz i it  Kal,ij, re plczKciv opoiwc-, ifvepev en-po4vea-ev cica-Oevezav etc 

aijrov). His amazement and deep sorrow at the loss of one of his heroes are 

expressed through contrasts which allow us a better approach to his concept of death 

(4eniev > lipa6pcocrev;  Zap rasa > ea-Korth/lac:rev;  o i2zoc > 1CCICTO) sic r7jv 

piv). In these lines, death is viewed by the author as a hawk which carries its prey to 

the underworld (6 Oavaroc ray aprgev we  T-6 goviliv repcin, Karco sic TO yIjv 

e646770. This image corresponds with the collective image of death illustrated in 

Greek folksongs 29 : 

"'M? Xoi, KaKov 	iyivetov, w aupApopa tlEyackri! 
`0 eavoctoc Toy tiprra4ev c'oc to rcouXiv yepaict, 
i4eNru4ev, fitiocopcoacv, iaflacrtn cbg Xattrcaoa -
o fXtoc &toy gcpeyyEv Et; TO( vnaia 62 ■,a 
iKpixpenv, baxoTeivtaaEv, Kato) etc 	yfiv iaePriv". 

(Ines 3378-82) 

Si icapOice avzwv n-oppco durizet der' 4913"; 
Marc. 7.21-22: 

"io-ciVe v yap eK IcapSiag zwv dto9pcbraov of & oyiapoi of Karol ix-x -opei)ovrat, 
ropveica, ic2o raz, 96voz, pozzeica, a-A,eov4iaz, 7rompicei, 86Aog, acrayeia, Ovikapag 
;Lompoc, Alcrothzuicr, 6ireplicoavia, 

29  Cf. Politis, Tholoycci, p. 224. 
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Another deadly illness or plague (= aefizice), nearly caused the death of Carlo 

Tocco (Kai sic ain-6 docol)pawcre o'rt va eriz-oedv77). In this case, it is not the illness 

itself but the recovery from it which is explained in metaphysical terms: the author 

attributes Carlo Tocco's recovery from plague to divine Providence (ail?) 6 0e6g 

400.,176ev Kai ervifrcev rov alcopri): 

"T000v 'toy ircavOilicev Kai acOavEtav j.teyakn, 
'thy A,yopatv 61,epuo7 ij yA,Coaaa -cloy Pcogaiwv, 
Kai, sic °vino Cocoiwcire o'rt vac circoeavii". 

(lines 3430-32) 
"'NA 6 BE6c ii0eXnaEv xai Cuplii<Ev 'toy Cm61.tri" 
(.-....) 
KaOapia Toy aveaticrev vExpov Ccno Toy -Moly". 

(lines 3434-36) 

The use of the term -AcYrs-  in the above line (ica9opta z-6v en/early:rev veicp6v dar6 

z-6v -A8770 is important. According to Louw and Nida, the term dow defines "the 

world of the dead" as equivalent to the Hebrew Sheol. In other words, "a place or 

abode of the dead, including both righteous and the unrighteous". However, as it is 

explained by the two scholars, "there are several problems involved in rendering 

&Six.  as world of the dead, since in some languages this may be interpreted that there 

are two different earths, one for the living and another for the dead. In such cases, 

&876 may be more satisfactory rendered as where the dead are or where the dead 

remainn31 . For the purpose of our study, however, it seems clear that the use of the 

term -,48/7c by our author should be understood in the context of the Greek oral 

tradition. 

Surprisingly enough, the approach to the issue of death appears different in Carlo 

Tocco's lament for the loss of his brother, Leonardo Tocco. Actually, if we identify 

3°  Kriaras, Aguca, vol. IX, pp. 217-218: 	/1,01#11C1). 

31  Louw and Nida, Lexicon, p. 6. 
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Carlo's lament with the author's viewpoint on death, we have to state that this is 

contradicting his Christian conception of death expressed on Simon Zenevesis's 

death. In this lament, death is seen, firstly, as some unidentified force causing the 

separation between the two Tocco brothers (ric pov oa excivicev 1COVra etc ro 

rAsvpov pov, reoq pov QE ivopiarqx -e0. Secondly, death is not considered as the 

beginning of another life, nor as a "rite de passage" to another world. Through Carlo 

Tocco's lament death is seen as the end of life: 

xaXi Ron acSEXTi, xai TrWS oi)oiv ai EiSa; 
Kai 'rig gau ai ixioptaEv xovTic ix TO TazypOv gou, 
xai Ctvilarcaai gov tirly icapoticv Ex Ta ay -lain-La giaa; 
'Eab ijaovv Tee OgaTtcc goy, Eav ijaovv 	gm). 
Kai itc7); gov (Ye excopiarnice;, aiyviSta ai ixaaa; 

13paxtovot atolpoi Kai atipi gccptiapeiva, 
Kai Troia yi1 csEcg glcpuwev Kai ixaTixaci-uivi (Tag; 

aTpccTriyiTa To(3ipi xai SivSpov Tfic iroxfig Roy, 
Kai Tao; i4ccvrianacaOr1xEc -Kai /relic i4cuptcci)6rg; 
Kai rcoloc ai Ocvliaicaae xai ixcopiaTnica ac;" 

(lines 3387-96) 

Referring to Greek laments, Dimaras argues that the Christian faith did not succeed 

in altering the image of eschatology found in the Greek folksongs. These songs do 

not express any idea of paradise or hell. The place where dead go is the underworld, 

where light, essence, sounds do not exist. The separation death imposes is a travel 

without return to foreign lands. For Dimaras this collective conception of death in the 

Greek folksongs is related to ancient Greek pagan tradition rather than to the 

Christian faith'. Despite the strength of his argument, Dimaras's point of view 

should be seen in the context of the effort made by Greek scholars to prove a 

diachronic continuity in Greek civilisation through cultural survivals, such as 

folksongs, proverbs, beliefs, concepts and customs. 

32  Dimaras, NeoeZinvucri A.oyozezvicr, vol. I, pp. 22 -23. 
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A totally different viewpoint of our anonymous author, regarding the issue of death, 

is expressed through the words of Francesca Tocco. In referring to the human 

inability to defeat death (icaveic Say Zovv407pcsv, an -avrec of eivepanrot, va 

azo6avovv), she expresses realistic and rational conceptions (aino zperoo-rofyiev 

aravrEO: 

"-robcflacytXEIc 'cobs AccuRaatoi)g, toic cpor3Epo'bg piiyaSEc 
(... ...) 
Kai ackkopc cci)0Ev-rEq cpol3Epabg, 87co -u ✓(ppt4av o Koal.toq, 
Kai inflpEv tovc o Oacvatoc, Sev Eixav ii vac -K6c[tovv. 
Kaveic Sev 631.)v1jelp(Ev CcXX,Ecoc va novilcm. 
Aino xpEcoatobREv CcrcavtEg of civepconot to -Kocp.o-u-
ocrot Kai ay a7Evvijerpaccv oXot vac acicoOacvovv". 

(lines 3414-22) 

In concluding this chapter, we can state that our author is only partly influenced by 

collective ancient Greek concepts regarding death. On the other hand, we should not 

doubt the author's strong Christian convictions regarding one's soul, since the author 

makes a clear distinction between moral and physical death. These elements 

combined, namely collective ancient concepts and Christian beliefs regarding the 

author's conception of death, could be considered as a case of syncretism through 

integration of cultural elements, rather than as a cultural survival of ancient pagan 

beliefs. Finally, the author appears to be in total control of his audience, since he 

skilfully exploits the theme of death to create emotions in favour of his patron. 
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CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study has been threefold: firstly, to reconstruct the worldview of the 

anonymous author of the Chronicle of the Tocco; secondly, to examine the 

interaction between the author's system of conceptual thought and the collective 

value system of his contemporary society. thirdly, to project and promote the socio-

cultural and political value of this Chronicle for the study of the late Byzantine era 

(1204-1453). We must stress the fact that our observations, remarks, arguments, 

statements and conclusions have been mainly sustained by terms and expressions 

found in the text. 

Initially, by means of generalisations and predispositions, the author's world order 

appears dominated by ethnic and cultural stereotypes: each group of people involved 

in the narrative is seen as a separate entity in a mosaic of human diversity. Although 

the author's ethnic identity is unknown, groups are judged from an "ethnocentric" 

point of view and people are collectively placed on higher or lower positions, 

according to their historical past and ethnic identity. Thus, groups are collectively 

presented and ethnically identified as Albanians, Romans, Franks or Turks, while, 

throughout the narrative, these groups are also culturally defined as being either 

uneducated and barbarian, or highly civilised. This ethnic and cultural world 

division, however, does not always remain rigid or static. Through the author's prism, 

alliances between ethnically and culturally opposed rulers are viewed in political 

terms and interpreted as being skilful diplomatic moves. 

Power relations, based on political and economic interests, occasionally cut across 

this ethnic segmentation. In the Chronicle people are constantly being divided 

between rulers and subjects. According to his viewpoint, hierarchically structured 

social positions should be maintained by means of just and fair ruling. Actually, the 
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author despises the abuse of Political power, but, at the same time, he expects a ruler 

to be well educated and behaved, modest and generous, brave yet prudent, 

compassionate but firm towards his/her subjects. By these views, the author attaches 

certain conditions for the maintenance of social hierarchy and equilibrium. 

With regard to the cultural aspect of the author's world view, our analysis has 

shown that the author's aesthetics were subject (a) to physical appearance, based on 

form, controlled motion, harmony and brightness, and (b) to ideal behaviour, a 

composite of noble origin, military deeds and courteous manners. Despite the 

author's subjectivity in describing people and his environment, such as the city of 

Ioannina, his criteria reflect humanistic tendencies, which were displayed in 

Southern Italy during the 14 th  and 15 th  centuries. 

As to religious principles, our author is a Christian who uses his beliefs to 

communicate political messages to his audience. He succeeds in combining three 

different sources, i.e. religious, political and economic, to substantiate his arguments 

regarding the superior character and deeds of his hero, Carlo Tocco. The name of 

God appears frequently in the Chronicle. The author uses it in order to gain support 

on behalf of his patron. According to the author, God assists good and brave people, 

who in their turn, if they are politically and economically successful, should always 

remember to help the weak and poor. On the other hand, as good Christians, they 

should forgive their enemies. 

Another aspect of the author's world view was his perception about the ages of life, 

gender relations and death. On the first issue, contrary to Western and Byzantine 

perceptions of the Middle Ages, we found that our author was well aware of age 

stages through his special concern for little children and his realistic views regarding 

youth. We have also gained an almost certain idea regarding our author's age: his 
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nostalgic preference for the 'younger generation and his good understanding of its 

lack of experience led to an assumption that the author might have been a rather 

mature or elderly man. 

Furthermore, we have distinguished the main factors that evoke the author's 

admiration regarding the ideal personality of a woman. In a male-dominated world, 

women receive a great deal of attention by the author who admired them for their 

strong will, great intelligence, common sense, and courage. By projecting women as 

capable leaders, he considers them rather as equal partners in gender relations than as 

rivals. Yet, he wants them to stay feminine through grace, discretion and sensibility. 

This ideal image of balanced femininity and masculine courage and strength can be 

accomplished only when a woman has reached maturity. 

Finally, regarding death, the author demonstrates strong Christian convictions. When 

he refers to the human soul, he draws a well-defined line between moral and physical 

death. Yet, by means of a comparison with other Byzantine sources, we have found 

certain collective ancient concepts integrated in the author's Christian conception of 

death. This integration of opposed cultural elements, we believe, should be 

considered as a case of syncretism rather than as a cultural survival of ancient pagan 

beliefs. Nevertheless, once again the author uses the theme of death in a very skilful 

way, proving his talent as a capable orator and clever politician. 

As we see, the author proves to be quite successful in combining three 

heterogeneous forces: sublime forces, political issues and human initiative. The three 

together already reflect the Humanistic approach to historiography, which was 

characteristic of the Italian Renaissance during the 14 th  and the 15 th  centuries. 
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ABSTRACT 

Considering the amount of valuable information the Chronicle of the Tocco provides 

for the history of the Western Greece during the 14 th  and 15 th  centuries, the attention 

paid to it has not been particularly significant. Even less has been the attention to 

social, political and cultural issues to which the unknown author often refers. 

For the reconstruction of the author's world view, the following three aspects of his 

conceptual system of thought have been taken under consideration: 

1. world order; 2. cultural perceptions; 3. human condition. 

1. World order 

The aspect of world order comprises two fields of the present study : 

world division : in terms of ethnicity and ethnocentrism; 

social classification : in terms of class differentiation and social relations. 

2. Cultural perceptions 

The author's cultural perceptions, have been divided into two categories: 

aesthetic perceptions : with regard to cultural influences from the Eastern 

and the Western worlds; 

religious conceptions : with special attention to differences between 

human rationalism and metaphysical intervention in human life. 

3. Human condition 

This aspect includes three main spheres of human life: 

ages of life : conceptions regarding various age stages; 

gender relations : the woman's position and role in gender relations; 
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• death : the way the author deals with the end of human life and his 

conceptions of life after death. 

Our study is divided into eight chapters. 

In the first chapter general information about the Chronicle, its author, the aim 

and the method applied have been analytically presented. 

In the second chapter a summarised historical overview covered the last centuries 

of the Byzantine Empire, namely from 1261 until the fall of Constantinople in 

1453. 

In the third chapter we defined the concept of world view in general and 

examined the way groups or individuals were classified from the author's point of 

view, in terms of their ethnic identity. Based on stereotypes, expressions of 

appreciation and contempt, which were found in the text, we tried to understand 

the author's criteria in this ethnically motivated group or individual classification. 

In the fourth chapter, viewed through the author's prism, social positions and 

social relations have been analysed. The author's value system was 

reconstructed in terms of social organisation, class differentiation, order, and 

social behaviour. 

The fifth chapter was divided into two parts: in the first part the author's 

aesthetic standards were examined. In this analysis influences from Western and 

Eastern Byzantine collective concepts on beauty were taken into consideration. 

As for the second part, the author's religious perceptions regarding God and 

principles have been identified and analysed. 

In chapter six the ages of life were examined from the author's viewpoint. In 

addition, collective conceptions and the author's expressions in his narrative in 

connection with various age stages of the human life were compared. 

In chapter seven our analysis focussed on the role the women play in the 

narrative as daughters, wives and mothers, and the way the author expresses his 
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personal sentiments regarding their position in a male-dominated society. In 

order to understand better the women's social position and role, gender relations 

have been brought to the fore and evaluated by the author's value system. 

In chapter eight the author's conception of death was placed in a broader context 

which comprised some pagan concepts and, for the greater part, Christian 

beliefs. Our diachronical view on death was supported by expressions of the 

Greek collective consciousness found mainly in Byzantine folk songs. 

Finally, our study is followed by a conclusion, maps and bibliography. 
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